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INTRODUCTION 
au 

Operational accounting is very important'for  •■'.;■ 
the economic direction and'control of foreign trade.- ■ 
At the' present time all the Important problems of 
foreign trade are worked but and solved with the. help . 
of the data of operational accounting, this applies 
in particular to the solution of current problems in 
the economic activity of.foreign trade organizations, 
it has -therefore become of primary importance to study y- 
and solve the problems of organization and methods 
of conducting operational accounting. 

Operational accounting .promotes the development 
of foreign trade of the soviet government. Its main 
task is to assure the existence of vital information ;' 
about foreign trade operations, information that is  ..; 
essential for the direction and control of the. economic 
activities of the export-import,agencies. By fulfilling 
this task it favors the proper solution of problems 
that arise in the course of foreign trade. 

With the growth of the commodity turnover during 
the postwar period, the expanding foreign economic 
ties ..of the: Soviet government and ..the changes- in the f 

forms and methods of the conduct of foreign trade, the 
tasks of operational accounting are becoming more • ', 
complex, and; its >ole and significance for economic 
work are increasing. 

The commodity turnover, .calculated in inalter- 
able 'prices, between the USSR and foreign countries 
in 1958 has Increased almost seven fold from the prewar 
turnover in 1938. 

Along with this growth, radical changes have 
"taken place in the geographic distribution and commo- 
dity composition of export and import, as well as iri 
the forms and methods of the conduct of trade.  The  ••: 
foreign trade of the Soviet government is carried : 

on in'two world markets, the socialist and capitalist . 
markets.  The decisive position belongs to the.socialist 
contries which at the present time claim about 15%. 
of the total commodity turnover with the USSR.. . ,    • 

The development of the foreign trade of the' USSR 
during the /postwar period was conditioned'by the.-..■. 
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coilossal growth of the economic might of the Soviet 
state; ana the consolidation of its international positi- 
ons The basis of its economic might is the high level 
qf development of heavy industry along with the steady 
growth of the entire industry and of socialist agri- 
culture.  During the postwar period the development of 
the USSR's national economy was proceeding at an extra- 
ordinarily high pace.  Industrial production in 1958 
was 2.5 times higher than in 1950, and in the case of 
heavy industry—2*6 times higher.  Significant re- 
sults were attained also in the development of agri- 
culture.  State grain purchases in 1958 were 1.8 times 
higher than in 1953. '.■;■.>■■ 

After the Second World War there were profound 
changes in the international situation. As-a result 
of the war which led to a mighty upsurge in the re- 
volutionary movements in a series of countries and their 
defection from the capitalist system, socialism ex- 
panded beyong the framework of one country and became. 
transformed into a world system.": .This transformation of 
socialism into.a world system and the formation of a 
world socialist market radically improved the condi- 
tions favoring development of foreign trade of the 
USSR and of the other countries of the socialist camp. 

The steady rise in the economy of the USSR and of 
the socialist countries, the consolidation and deve- 
lopment, in every possible way, of cooperation and bro- 
therly mutual aid among them created favorable condi- 
tions for a significant expansion in the list of goods 
for foreign trade.  In the exchange of goods between 
the socialist countries there is a systematic and con- 
stant drawing in new commodities and whole groups of 
commodities which previously either had no part at all 
in their foreign trade or had little signlficane in it. 
Along with this development there is also a significant 
rise in the role played by the ommodities tiat were tradi- 
tionally exchanged by these countries. During the post- 
war period there was also an expansion in the list of com- 
modities in the foreign trade between the USSR and the 
capital countries, especially the economically under- 
developed countries.  Many new products have entered 
into the foreign trade with these countries, and the 
turnover of the majority of traditional commodities has 
also considerably increased.' 

Important changes in the forms and methods of 
carrying on foreign trade took place during the postwar 
years.  The trade and accounting relations between the 
USSR and the socialist countries are based on bilateral 
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agreements on the exchange of goods and paymente.  They 
have also become an important method, of trading with the 
capitalist countries. 

Under present conditions the problems of managing 
foreign trade of the Soviet government have become  ":'.'*.'..'. 
considerably more complex. The role and significance of 
control and verification of fulfillment have become very 
serious.  On the part of the Soviet Government the 
direction of foreign trade is based on plans, established 
for a year or for a longer period, for import and export 
of goods.  The plans determine the foreign trade tasks, 
and their fulfillment enlists all the economic activities 
of the foreign trade organizations. The conditions of 
foreign trade are subject to frequent changes, which in 
turn create new tasks, and it becomes necessary to 
introduce changes in the established plans.  They are 
introduced in accordance with current tasks, and thereby 
their effectiveness as foreign trade management tools 
becomes evident.  The correspondence of the tasks set by 
the plans to the requirements of. the national economy 
as well as to the development of the foreign economic 
ties of the Soviet government, creates favorable conditions 
for their timely fulfillment.        r 

The successful solution of the problem of manage- 
ment of trade depends to a large degree on the organi- 
zation of the actual work of foreign trade. A thorough 
study of Soviet foreign trade, a critical analysis 
of its successful attainment as well as of inadequacies, 
the study and generalization of the positive experience 
of foreign trade activity — air this is the primary task 
for all those engaged in foreign trade,: economic directors, 
operational executives, economists, and others. Without 
such a study it is impossible to solve correctly the prob- 
lems that come up in the practical economic work of foreign 
trade. 

An important method of management, its integral 
part, is the control over the fulfillment of the national 
foreign trade plans.  Systematic verification of the fulfill« 
ment of export, of transportation plans, of financial 
and currency plans — aids in the timely accomplishment 
of the assigned tasks.  Daily control is essential also' 
over the realization of trade agreement quotas and also 
over the fulfillment of foreign" trade transactions — 
contracts, delivery orders and import commissions.  This 
promotes the proper execution of foreign trade obligations. 
The verification of fulfillment problems can be solved 
correctly only if there is daily control during the 
course of the foreign trade operations, and If the 
economic directors and operational executives themselves 
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maintain the, :c?ontrol.  Only under such control can this 
method of economic direction yield the greatest effect, 

To verify the assignments of the national foreign 
trade plans the data of operational accounting is used. 
This,aspect of accounting is of great benefit in the study 
and control of the economic activities of foreign trade 
organizations. It is an important management tool, it 
is used for operational direction of foreign trade eco- 
nomic activity and it may aid in the accomplishment of 
the systematic direction of Soviet foreign trade. 

The data of operational accounting reflect the 
economic processes that occur in foreign trade.  Such 
data can be obtained if the operational accounting is 
organized correctly with the application of scientifi- 
cally based methodology reflecting the foreign trade 
operations.  In view of this, a study of the organiza- 
tional forms of operational accounting and methods of 
its conduct is of great practical and scientific in- 
terest.  Creative elaboration on the problems of this 
type of foreign trade accounting, critical analysis 
of results obtained in its organization and methodology 
promotes improvement in the quality of the accounting 
work and an increase in its effectiveness.  Operational 
accounting must be improved and perfected constantly. 
This is necessary in the interest of further Improvement 
in the quality of economic activity in foreign trade, 
and also because sufficient attention is not given to 
the theoretical problems of operational accounting. 

In 1929 the 16th congress of VKP (b) /The All- 
Union Communist Party (B)7 demanded in its resolutions; 
"To assure .». the establishment of unity in book- 
keeping, operational and statistical accounting ..." 
/"See Note/.  The resolution of the Pary Gongress issued 
a call for a thorough study of the unification of the 
national economic accounting, and for a thorough investi- 
gation of each one of the three types of socialist ac- 
acounting.  Since the 16th Pary Congress the problem 
of unifying the national economic accounting has been 
investigated in may studies.  Much light has been ■ 
thrown on. the .problems of statistical accounting-and-...', 
book-keeping.  But the problems of operational accounting 
have not yet been the subject of sufficient study on the 
part of the experts in this field.  This is especially 
true in the case of operational accounting of USSR 
foreign trade.  The decision of the party conference 
obligated an elaboration of the problems of unity of 
national economic accounting and a profound study of 
every one of the three types of socialist accounting. 
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During, the time since the 16th Party Conference the prob- 
lem, of unity of national economic accounting has been '' 
elaborated in many works. Problems of statistical and' 
book-keeping accounting have received widespread lllü-;';, 
cidätibn"; problems of operational accounting have not '' 
yet attracted sufficient attention from the scientific'l 

workers.  This applies in particular to operational 
accounting of the foreign trade of the USSR. /Iote;7 
KPSS v Resolyutsiakh 1 Resheniyakh S"ezdov, Könferentsiv 
.1 Plenumov Tsk" CPStfin Resolutiöns"a'nd"Decisi"öns~oF"— 
the Congresses, Conferences and Plenums of the'O'.O. "State 
Publ. House for Polit. Lit., 1954, part II, page 599.) 

Not a single scientific work has so far beehtdedl* 
cated to the problems of this type; they have not been 
dealt with in print even incidentally in connection with 
the problems of the other types of accounting.  This 
could not but result in difficulties for the development 
of operational accounting.  Moreover it should be mentioned 
here that for a long time the basis of operational.ac- 
countihg was not even offered in the higher educational 
institutions which prepared personnel for foreign trade 
work. Although at the present time such courses are 
being given, little time is allotted to them, and there 
are no separate departments for this study. As a result, 
graduates of these institutions are quite insufficiently 
well equipped'for work in this field. 

It is necessary to give much more attention to 
the problems of establishment and development of ope- 
rational accounting in USSR foreign trade. It is 
necessary to study its problems seriously, to elaborate 
them thoroughly, to give them extensive treatment in 
print to attract experts to this work, and to improve 
the training of personnel. Primary problems at the 
present time are the study of existing practices 
in operational accounting and the elaboration of the theo- 
retical problems of this tjrpe of foreign trade account- 
ing.  One should not forget that In addition to its 
very close relation to planning which is extremely 
important, operational accounting has become the main 
source of the statistical data of foreign trade.  This 
close tie between operational accounting and the sta- 
tistics of foreign trade increases its role and sig- 
nificance in economic direction. 

The close interconnection between operational 
accounting and the planning of foreign trade brings 
forth the responsible task of the study of this inter- 
connection and Its manifestations, and also the mutual 
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interaction- between planning and operational accounting. 
However,*tüis task has not yet attracted the attention 
It deserves:from scientific workers, and not enough work 
is done on%t. Although the planning and accounting 
Workers come across these problems in their work,,:ithey 
too, give them little attention, mainly because of the 
pressure of their current work in the compilation,of 
plans and the conduct of operational accounting. 

Too little work is also done on the improvement 
of the interconnection and interdependence between ope- 
rational and book-keeping accounting in foreign trade 
at a time when there is a great need for such work.  These 
two types of accounting are carried on in all foreign 
trade economic organizations and greatly influence each 
other.  For this reason it is of great practical im- 
portance to improve and perfect these interrelation- 
ships. ^ M   ..  ,  , 

In the present work the author was striving to show 
the operational accounting of foreign trade, in action. 
Along with this it was deemed advisable to raise and 
throw some light on theoretical aspects of operational 
accounting, and to give them some consideration.  For 
this reason the organization of operational accounting 
end the different ways in which it can reflect foreign 
trade operations is examined.' The basic principles of 
the structure of operational accounting are illuminated, 
the development of its organizational forms is indicated, 
and its basic present-day organization is described. 
There is a detailed treatment, in this work, of the 
basic methodology of operational accounting as practised 
today, the processes of its initiation and development 
are described as well as the existing methods of re- 
flecting foreign trade operations. 

The organizational structure of operational ac- 
counting and the methods by which it reflects foreign 
trade operations correspond to the demands of economic 
direction and control in foreign trade.  A thorough 
acquaintance with the concrete circumstances of economic 
activity and of the organizational structure of foreign 
trade are absolute prerequisites for the correct 
structure of operational accounting. With this in mind, 
a brief examination of the present organizational 
structure of foreign trade is given in this work.  In 
the same way, in dealing with the methods of operational 
accounting, there is a description of those foreign 
trade operations which have to be reflected in it. 
In this respect special attention is given to those 
aspects of foreign trade procedures information on 
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which is necessary for the correct determination of 
methods to be used for their reflection in opera- 
tional accounting. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

THE ESSENCE AND METHODS OF OPERATIONAL 
ACCOUNTING OF FOREIGN TRADE 

Economic Accounting Under 
Socialism 

The need for economic accounting arose very- 
early in the evolution of human society.  Owing to its 
great importance as a means of control, economic ac- 
counting has existed and exists now in all social- 
economic units.  Its role, however, is not the same at 
the different stages of social-economic development. 
K. Marx, in speaking about the role of economic ac- 
counting, wrote: "Book-keeping as a means of control 
and abstract socialization of this process (process of 
production - V. Z.) becomes all the more necessary 
as this process is accomplished on a socialized scale, 
and looses its purely individual character.  Thus 
book-keeping is more necessary under capitalist product- 
ion than under the scattered handicraft and peasant pro- 
duction, it is more necessary under socialist than un- 
der capitalist production", /pee  Note/.  Under soci- 
alism its role is especially important.  As Lenin poin- 
ted out: "Accounting'and control — this is what is 
required for the 'adjustment', for the proper functi- 
oning of the first phase of the Communist society . 
/'See Noteja 

(/Note/ Marx, K., Das Kapital (The Capital), Vol II, 
~ 1953, page 131.) 

(/Note7 Lenin, V. I. Collected Works, Vol 25, 
page 444.) 

The significance of economic accounting under 
socialism is growing immensurably in comparison with the 
preceeding social-economic structures.  Common owner- 
ship of the means of production and planned management 
of"the national economy make it essential in the in- 
terest of a socialist society to systematically control 
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production and the distribution of. material wealth. 
V. I. Lenin wrote? "until the -advent of the higher phase 
of communism, socialists demand both from- society and 
from the government the most rigid control over the degree 
of labor: and of. consumption." £See  Note/ 
^Note/ Lenin, V. •!., Collected Works,tfol 25,* page. 441. 

Verification of fulf llment of the national eco- 
nomic plans in the USSR takes place with the. aid of so- 
cialist economic accounting., organized by the Soviet 
governments Siciallst accounting äs a means of'control 
fulfills a most important function of mähaging the 
national economy. It gives the data essential for the\ 
direction of the process of fulfillment of the national 
-plans. •.■•; ■ '; 

There are three types of socialist accounting — 
operational, book-keeping, and statistical. All of them 
are closely related and form a unified system of account- 
ing for the national economy. The unity of socialist 
accounting is a result of the unity of the national 
economy in the USSR, which is based on the common owner- 
ship of the means of production and directed according 
to a single.national plan. This janity.is also a goal 
of the socialist accounting, consisting of the re- 
flection and control over the fulfillment of the natio- 
nal economic planB. The organization of socialist ac- 
counting assures favorable conditions for .the ful- 
fillment of its tasks. Socialist economic", account- 
ing in all of its three aspects is carried on In'all 
enterprises (organizations, institutions)* : This type 
of organization;yields the data that thoroughly 
characterize the economic activities of. the enterprises, 
This data is used; for the economic,direction at the 
enterprises;themselves, but above all for control  ■ 
over the" fulfillment of■ the national: plan,: In addition, 
this data is used to obtain the aggregate information, 
essential for the direction of the fulfillment of the 
national plan by administrative and economic districts, 
the union republics,: the different branches of the 
economy, and the national economy of the USSR as a whole. 
The accounting done at the different enterprises serves 
as a source of material which forms the basis for the 
aggregate data that reflects the whole process of the 
expanded socialist production in the USSR. 
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Foreign trade Accounting.  The Position and Signi- 
ficance of  Operational Accounting in Unified'System of 
Foreign Trade Accounting. 

Foreign trade represents that branch, of the ; 
socialist economy which puts into practice the .economic 
ties existing between the Soviet Union' arid foreign' 
count;ries.  Its development progresses in close corre- 
spondence with the national plan.  The Soviet tovern- 
ment plans the export and import of goods according to 
the problems of the development of the national economy 
of the USSR and the economic ties with foreign countries. 
The fulfillment of these plans is verified with the help 
of operational, book-keeping and statistical accounting 
of foreign trade.  These three types of accounting, uni- 
fied into one system of foreign trade accounting, pro- 
vide the thorough data that reflects the economic ties 
between the Soviet Union and foreign governments. 

The unity of the foreign trade accounting system 
is a direct result of the integration of foreign trade 
in yhe USSR,-as a branch of the national economy of 
the USSR, directed under a sole national plan.  Foreign 
trade is organized as an entity on a national scale and 
is conducted on the fixed arid unchanging basis of a go-~ 
verriment monopoly of foreign trade of the USSR, at the 
head of which is the Ministry of Foreign Trade.  This 
Ministry has under its supervision and control all the 
Soviet economic organizations that are engaged in for- 
eign trade. . The unification of direction/of, foreign tra- 
de also determines the organizational structure of its 
accounting; it is organized as one integral entity 
on a national soale.  The Ministry of Foreign Trade 
organizes this accounting as an entity under central 
direction. ': ' 

The basis of foreign trade accounting is the 
current accounting data that flows from the economic 
organizations which carry out the export-import opera- 
tions, ■■•, Thus accounting in each separate economic orga- 
nization is a link in the nation-wide foreign trade 
accounting system subordinated to planned direction, and 
is an Integral part of the whole. 

Foreign trade accounting reflects and controls 
the economic processes which occur in foreign trade 
of the USSR arid expresses them in numerical terms. 
For the study and for the direction of this branch of 
the national economy, data is essential which indi- 
cates the degree of fulfillment of the national plan, 
the level attained in the fulfillment of quotas of the 
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trade agreements, the volume of turnover of goods 
for the USSR as a whole and in Its distribution accord- 
ing to groups of countries and individual countries, 
lists -of export-import commodities, etc. Foreign trade 
accounting ensures that such data will be available, 
and a study based on them reveals the peculiarities of 
the development of foreign trade, helps to establish 
a correspondence between the plan's indicated level 
of turnover of goods and the actual fulfillment, and 
permits a cirtical evaluation'of the results of foreign 
trade economic activity.  The material obtained through 
such a study can be used for devising measures for 
eliminating any deficiencies that may have been dis- 
covered and for general imporvement of the activities 
of foreign trade. 

All three types of foreign trade accounting — 
operational, book-keeping and statistical, are organi- 
cally connected and complement each other, and are all 
conducted in ä centralized manner.- The final formu- 
lation and summing up of all the primary accounting 
data takes place not locally but in central accounting 
establishments — the all-union foreign trade agencies. 
Only the primary accounting of export and import opera- 
tions is made by the local units. 

All facets of economic activity, contained in 
documents received from local units, is registered and 
combined in the prescribed manner by the agencies. 

The three types of foreign trade accounting 
together give overall information about USSR foreign 
trade, but each one of them has its own peculiar • 
task and differs from the other in its peculiarities. 

' OPerational accounting; reflects the economlo pro- 
cesses that ;iake"place in foreign trade, for the pur- 
pose of controlinp; and actively" influencing them.  The 
outstanding peculiarity of this type of accounting is 
its value in operational direction of economic activity 
conducted in the course of its realization.  Operational 
accounting records and combines the data on export and 
Import of goods, on transportation in foreign trade, 
currency operations and financial accounts; it helps 
to control the fulfillment of export and import plans, 
and the foreign trade commodity transportation plans, as 
well as the financial and currency plans; it verifies the 
fulfillment of the intergovernmental trade and credit . 
agreements, as well as agreements on scientific-tech- 
nical cooperation; it estimates the volume and value 
of the goods sold to foreign purchasers and of goods 
purchased abroad for shipment to the USSR; it supervises 
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the execution of obligations stemming from foreign 
trade transactions. 

That work in the matter of export and import of 
goods falls into a number of closely connected opera- . 
tions which, after their completion, result in the 
fulfillment of the entire foreign trade economic 
transaction.  Operational accounting reflects and con- 
trols each individual economic operation as well as 
all the operations as a whole. 

The export and import of goods takes place on 
the basis of foreign trade transactions. The sum 
total of deliveries as per these transactions gives a 
general view of the exports and imports for the USSR, 
and also gives the figures on individual goods and also 
according to countries and goods.  Export and import of 
goods involve their transportation, and this plays an 
important role in the timely fulfillment of the export- 
import assignments as well as currency and financial 
accounting. For each lot of goods, exported abroad or 
imported into the country, currency and financial ope- 
rations take place.  All this work of the foreign 
trade organizations is reflected in. and controlled bz 
operational accounting.  Operational accounting is used 
for the daily direction of the economic processes in 
foreign trade, in this manner it helps their proper exe- 
cution» 

Of special importance in foreign trade operati- 
onal accounting is the fact that it supplies the data 
on completed transactions necessary for economic 
direction a very short time after they take place. 
This has been made possible' because the recording of 
export-import operations has been simplified and the 
delivery of the records has been accelerated. :. Eco- 
nomic operations are recorded in operational accounting 
on the basis of the foreign trade transactions,, and of 
the transportation and shipping documents.  In distinct- 
ion from an industrial enterprise where all the eco- 
nomic processes occur and are documented mainly within 
tbe enterprise, the foreign trade operations for the most 
part occur and are documented outside of the foreign 
trade organizations.  Because of this the forwarding 
of documents from the place where the economic opera- 
tions are completed to where the accounting is done 
takes considerable time.  If a method had not been 
devised to accelerate the delivery of the most im- 
portant documentary information, it would have de- 
prived operational accounting of its basic value — 
pseed in the presentation of the data on economic 
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operations. 
In order to minimize the negative effect of the 

delays in the forwarding of the documents, so called 
'representative documents" are used in operational 
accounting to record a significant part of the foreign 
trade operations; these'are notifications containing 
brief information about the completed foreign trade 
operations as reflected in the shipping and cargo docum- 
ents, containing information that is essential for 
operational direction and control. 

Operational accounting uses simplified methods 
for recording the economic operations. In distinction 
from book-keeping double entry is not used here, • 
synthetic accounting Is used only as an exception, 
the text (i.e. the contents of the economic operations) 
•is not entered, and the monetary evaluation is often not 
registered, etc. All this makes it possible.to con- 
duct the accounting with minimal waste of labor,- and 
ensures speedy processing of the incoming documents. 

■;   :Another important aspect of operational account- 
is its flexibility, i.e. its ability to assimilate quickly 
changes occuring in the course of foreign trade and to 
adjust to new conditions. Operational accounting is 
free from the many formal and conventional procedures 
so characteristic of book-keeping, and this makes 
possible rapid changes in its procedures depending on " 
the current requirements of economic direction.  This 
also makes it possible to clarify more fully the eco- 
nomic processes and to get more diversified informa- 
tion on these activities, information that is used 
for their further development. 
 Foreign trade operations are expressed in ope- 

rational accounting in natural and monetary units of 
measurement (pieces, pairs, tons, rubles, etc.); labor, 
standards .are also used (workday, workhour). Natural 
and monetary units are both in wide-spread use, and 
in many cases they are both used in a parallell manner, 
i.e. the calculation is based at the same time on one. 
standard and on the other. 

However, in commodity export-import accounting 
preference is given to natural units of measurement. 
This is understandable inasmuch as the main task 
of operational accounting is the verification of the ful- 
filment of foreign trade plans in which the decisive 
role is played by indices expressed in natural units 
of measurement. Furthermore, the assignments of some : 

of the indicated plans, such as delivery of goods for 
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export and delivery of goods to the national economy, 
ar| worked out and consolidated only in natural terms 
''(with the exception of a small number of items — 
knitted wear, haberdashery, and some others) assign- 
ments in which are made in monetary terms.  It also 
should be noted that the lists of goods in the trade 
agreements, the verification of the fulfillment of which 
constitutes one of the important tasks of operational 
accounting, are compiled and coordinated among the parties 
mainly in natural units of measure.  In these lists even 
the total volume of the deliveries listed is seldom 
expressed in monetary terms. 

Thus, the conditions of work of the export and 
import of goods are such that in operational accounting 
preference has to be given to natural units of measure. 
Unfortunately, some come to the wrong conclusion, namely, 
that monetary p.nits of measure have little importance in 
operational accounting.  On the contrary, the monetary 
unit of measure, designed to obtain generalizing in- 
dices, plays a very important role in operational ac- 
counting.  Its importance in operational accounting be- 
comes greater because of the fact that the export and 
import of goods is planned not only in natural but in 
monetary units of measurement. 

In addition, it is impossible to imagine the 
data of operational accounting as an endless number of 
unrelated individual pieces of information.  On the 
contrary, all the indices on economic activities ob- . 
tained from operational accounting as well as from 
foreign trade operations that they reflect are in close 
association and' can be understood only en masse.  They 
must therefore be systematically combined in a single 
monetary unit of management which is what is done. 

In connection with the problem being examined, 
it is necessary to mention another widespread but mi- 
staken view about monetary evaluation in operational 
accounting.  Many consider that monetary evaluation 
in operational accounting is only approximate and in- 
exact.  Such a point of view is based on ignorance of 
the essence of operational accounting. It is true that 
the initial entries in operational accounting can be 
based on prices that will not be final, for instance, 
on average prices of the contract or on prices calcu- 
lated provisionally.  But these are only the Initial 
registration prices which are later made more precise 
on the basis of specifications or other incoming 
documents.  In this manner the initial entries are 
corrected and in the end the evaluation of the goods 
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as reflected In operational accounting coincides with 
tlieir sale or purchase prices* 

-  These are the basic conditions of operational, 
accounting in foreign trade, which should be the limit, 
of discussion here.  The problems-of this type of ac- 
counting are Illuminated in detail later. For' the. 
present we shall pause briefly on the basic problems 
such as book-keeping, and statistical accounting of ' 
foreign trade.• \-- ' 

Book-keeping reflects and controls in gene- ' 
S&iLigQcL" monetary""terms the economic processes which occur. 
in foreign trade, as well as the meansTof the foreign ■  " 
trade organizations. Book-keeping helps to a^lH^mTne 
the amount and value of export'goods shipped from 
domestic enterprises and sold abroad, and also the amount 
and value of imported goods supplied to agents represent- 
ing the foreign trade organizations and shipped to Soviet 
clients;  on its basis computations are conducted 
and the financial outcomes of the work of the foreign 
trade organizations are revealed (profits and losses); 
it supplies information about the; extent of the means 
available to foreign trade organizations. ' 

Book-keeping makes use of monetary, natural, 
and labor units of measurement. As distinct from 
operational accounting, special significance here' is 
given to generalized monetary units of measure. Sum- 
marized data of economic activities of the foreign trade 
organizations Is conducted by means of a systematic pro- 
cessing of the data gathered from:, shipping and'-cargo 
documents. Book-keeping utilizes its own method of ' 
surveying and processing data from primary accounts; 
it employs different types of accounts, double entry, 
and balance sheets.' A special feature of book-keeping 
is that with its aid the final results of the economic 
and financial activities of export-import agencies, are 
revealed.  Statistics deal with the generalization and 
_study of ...the mass phenomena and""processes occurring—"" 
In foreign trade.  It examines' the aggregate""oFTEese 
phenomena and processes, studying and grouping them 
according to their homogeneous Qualities, and. assigns 
them quantitative characteristics, and makes possible 
the determination of the peculiarities of their develop- 
ment. •Statistical accounting verifies the different 
stages of the fulfillment of foreign trade plans, 
It calculates the total volume of USSR foreign trade, 
It establishes the allotment of goods for export or 
import by countries and groups of countries, it makes 
manifest the structure of.the turnover of goods,; it 
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determines the level of trade agreement quotas com- 
pleted, and it calculates the results of the foreign 
trade economic and financial;activities, etc.  Stati- 
stical data id Used, ifi.planning -foreign .tradej  for the 
analysis of economic pi^b-desöes occurring in USSR 
foreign trade; they form the basis for the study of the 
peculiarities of the development of Soviet foreign 
trade, and the results of these studies are used for 
the direction and guidance of the foreign trade econo- 
mic activities. 

Foreign trade statistics depend for their basis 
on the data of operational accounting and.book-keeping, 
The processing of the data of these two types of ac- 
counting and a scientific analysis of the resultant 
indices are done by means of the following special 
methods: summarization and grouping, average values, 
relative numbers, indices, dynamic series, etc.  For 
purposes of computation of indices, natural and mone- 
tary units of measure are used here for the most part, 
labor units of measure are also used.  Statistics 
perform an organizing role in foreign trade account- 
ing, and it has an influence on the structures of ope- 
rational accounting and book-keeping.  Indices of 
operational accounting and book-keeping are formed 
in such a manner as to make possible their processing 
by statistical methods. 

The Sub'je.ct cand Method of Operational" Ac counting. •;" :. ■-. ;.:■ - 
The "JDuFJect of Operational Accounting. 

. The main ]task"..ofi operational accounting is 
the reflection of foreign trade operations for the purpose 
of obtaining data that is essential for economic di- 
rection and control of foreign trade.  This problem 
is solved through proper organization of this type of 
accounting and the application to it of scientifi- 
cally based methods of reflecting foreign trade opera- 
tions. 

In the foreign trade of the USSR there occur two 
types of basic economic processes — export and import, 
each one of which carries out an important aspect of 
foreign trade.  The processes of export as well as those 
of import, develop in stages. At every such stage an 
important part of the work of the foreign trade organi- 
zation is completed.  Export work divides itself into 
the following three basic stages: receipt of goods 
for export; sale of these goods; export of the goods 
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abroad.:. Import work- consists of the' following: 
the acquisition of goods from foreign suppliers; their 
import into the USSR; transportation of the goods into 
the country; their delivery !to the domestic clients. 
Of course this description I.e.;.Inmost general terms. 

\ It merely gives a general idea of foreign trade work, 
:but does not reveal its content.  For this reason 
it is necessary.to break down the export-import work 
further in order to gain a more thorough concept of the 
objectives of operational accounting. 

. In fulfilling the planned export-import assign- 
ments, the foreign trade organizations enter into 
•various economic relations.^'In order to fulfill the 
planned export assignments, these organizations enter 
into contractual relationships with domestic purveyors 
.of export items; and with foreign1 purchasers of. these 
items.  These relations are executed through deli- 
very orders placed with'domestic purveyors and export 
transactions with foreign purchasers of goods'. .After 
the goods' are received from the manufacturers, they,are 
.shipped to border points or to exit ports for dispatch 
abroad. These exported goods, depending on the terms of 
the contracts, are delivered into the possession of 
the purchasers directly after crossing the USSR border 
or later after full payment for them.  Export operations 
are considered completed on receipt of payment for the 
goods in foreign currency. • 

■-, To fulfill the assignments of the import plan, 
the foreign trade organizations enter into economic re- 
lations with Soviet purchasers of import goods and with 
foreign suppliers of these goods.  These relations are 
executed- through'import orders obtained fromr Soviet 
purchasers and import transactions with foreign suppliers, 
According to provisions of the agreements the foreign 
suppliers deliver the goods to the borders of their own 
countries and dispatch them to the USSR.  The Soviet 
foreign trade organizations make payments for the goods 
and arrange for their:delivery Into the USSR. When" 
the imported goods arrive, they are sent to the domestic 
purchasers, according to the Import orders on the 
basis of established plans. The import operations are 
completed when payment for the goods is received from 
the Soviet Purchaser. 

The description given above of the more important 
aspects of export-Import activities indicates the basic 
content of the activity of foreign trade organizations. 
At the same time it gives a conception of the basic 
objectives of operational accounting of foreign trade, 
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and also the relationship and interdependence that 
exist among these objectives. . 

Operational accounting assures; an interrelated 
reflection of its subject and the acquisition:of data 
essential for the direction and control of foreign 
trade.  It reveals-the content of foreign trade, its 
relationship to the national economy and the economic 
relations of the USSR with foreign countries. In order 
to fulfill Its assigned tasks operational accounting is 
organized and conducted at all the foreign trade enter- 
prises, and provides clarification of their economic 
activities.  At the same time the data of operational 
accounting by means of statistical processing, is summa- 
rized on the scale of the entire foreign trade of the 
USSR, and thereby elucidates all Its aspects. 

Thus the subject, of operational accounting is the 
exchange of goods between the USSR and foreign govern- 
ments,, computed in. natural and monetary units of measure- 
ment for each separate foreign trade organization and 
for the entire syatem of foreign trade. 

The turnover of goods in foreign trade is deter- 
mined by the total value of the goods exported and im- 
ported during a specific period of time, usually in 
the course of one year.  In this total turnover are 
included all goods exported or imported on a commercial 
basis.  Exports and imports not of a commercial nature 
are not included, but are recorded separately. 

Export goods included in foreign trade turn- 
over are divided according to their origin, into goods 
of domestic production and goods of foreign origin.  The 
domestic goods, which form the basis of Soviet export, 
include industrial products and agricultural products 
purveyed for export by soviet industrial, trade or- 
ganizations and other enterprises.  This classification 
includes goods of foreign origin imported Into the 
USSR for processing, but with the stipulation that the 
value of their processing Is equal to or higher than the 
purchase prices of these goods.  Goods of foreign ori- 
gin include finished products, raw materials and fabrics, 
food and other goods purchased abroad for delivery 
to third countries to fulfill USSRts obligations, i.e. 
for re-export. 

Re-export of foreign goods occupies an insig- 
nificant part among Soviet exports, but it is carried 
out in a systematic manner.  Such operations take 
place, for the most part, In the exchange of goods 
with socialist countries. 

Two types of re-exports are to be found in So- 
viet foreign trade, namely: 
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1. Export of goods of foreign origin, Imported 
into theUSSR.  These consist of goods imported into 
the country and later exported'abroad without any addi- 
tional processing, and also goods,subjected to pro- 
cessing, with the stipulation that the cost of-the 
latter should not reach the levil of their purchase 
price. Goods designated for re-export are brought into 
the USSR only if their transit through USSR territory 
is more economical than transport through foreign 
countries, or if they need supplementary export pro- 
cessing, or if they have to be processed by domestic 
enterprises. 

2. Export of goods from certain countries into 
others, but of goods which have become the property   ''■ 
of the USSR abroad.  These are goods of foreign ori- 
gin purchased by Soviet foreign trade organizations and 
sent directly from the countries of sale to the countries 
of purchase. . 

The sale of export goods takes place both be- 
fore export and abroad after export.  In conformance 
with this fact there is a distinction between export 
of goods already sold and of.those unsold. The goods 
sold before being exported are industrial products' and 
agricultural products already contracted for by the 
purchasers abroad.  The predominant majority of export 
goods are sent abroad after being sold.  Export of unsold 
goods occupies a relatively small fraction of the total 
exports.  However, the division of export into sold 
and unsold goods is of great practical importance. 
This division promotes the execution of export ope- 
rations.  In the export of goods already contracted for 

and sold the lapse of time between sale and actual ex- 
port of goods is not observed.  Because of this the 
tasks of the exporting organization are substantially sim- 
plified; when payment is.received and accounts drawn 
up the transaction is competed.  It is quite different 
with the export of unsold goods, where the main task 
of the export organization is to find a buzer for 
the goods, and the sale of goods. 

The export of unsold goods is associated with the 
condition of the export activity.  Unsold goods are 
exported abroad, as follows: to' the consignment ware- 
houses for sale through consignees; to show-rooms for 
demonstration and sale; to either owned or leased 
warehouses of the foreign trade organizations for direct 
sale to buyers. 

Delivery of bunker fuel at Soviet ports, food 
and supplies to foreign vessels, the export of goods to 
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all kinds of model expositions if later sold, and de- 
liveries of raw materials to foreign governments for 
processing belong tö:the'class of exports on the basis 
of concluded träriääötionsi  fixpqrt of raw materials for 
processing has become wlcMt^^ mainly in the economic ■ 
exchange with socialist countries. A special feature 
of this type of export is the fact.that it is compen- 
sated by the Import of finished products, or semi- 
manufactured goods prepared from the raw material 
supplied. 

Import goods are grouped according to whether 
they are for consumption^within the national economy 
of the USSR or for re-export.  To the first group be- 
long those goods which are purchased abroad on orders 
from the Soviet economic organizations and are delivered 
to them after their arrival; to the second group those 
goods that are designated for export to third countries. 
The first group contains the following independent sub- 
groups;  goods bought to supply Soviet organizations 
abroad (for supplying fishing fleets, etc); finished 
products or semi-manufactured goods delivered from abroad 
as a result of the processing of raw materials shipped 
there previously; goods bought and temporarily admitted 
into the USSR for exhibition purposes; bunker fuel, food 
and supplies., bought by Soviet vessels in foreign ports. 

Commercial export and import of the.USSR is .also 
distributed according to the different types of deli- 
veries and different forms of payment.  In the Soviet 
foreign trade of the postwar period the more important 
role is played by goods delivered on the basis of trade 
and credit agreements, the sale and purchase of goods 
for freely convertible currency.  Along with this there 
are also deliveries of goods based on compensation trans- 
actions, barter and other types of transactions. 

Among imports to the USSR there are goods from 
Austria in payment of property turned over'to it accord- 
ing to the Treaty of 12 July 1955. 

The USSR exports and imports a considerable volume 
of goods that are excluded from the turnover of goods; 
the most important statutes of this type of.import and 
export are: 

Export of goods being delivered on the basis of 
agreements to render free aid to foreign governments; 

Export of goods as instalments of the USSR to 
the United Nations technical aid fund. 

Export of goods as free aid to populations of 
foreign countries suffering from the effects of natural 
disasters; 
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. Temporary .export of domestic goods abroad for ■•■ 
exhibits and fairs and the return of the unsold portion 
of the goods. 

Temporary export abroad of circulating packaging, 
containers, means of transportation,' and their return from abroad; .....,,...,.,....        .   ....... 

Import into the USSR of temporarily admitted 
foreign goods for exhibitis and the export of the 
unsold portion; - 

'. Import of temporarily admitted means of trans- 
port into the USSR, containers and circulating packaging, 
and their eventual export abroad. •      •■■■•..,■,■'" 

Export and Import of goods used as.trade samples 
and models; : ' . 

,■':■' .Temporary; export and Import of animals for. par- 
ticipation in races, etc; 

. :Fish caught outside the territorial waters of the 
USSR;   , 

Shipment abroad of means of transportation for 
repairs and their later return; 

Export abroad of Soviet films for hire,, and their 
return.to the USSR; 

r  Import from abroad of foreign films for hire 
and their later export; 

Postal packages of consumer nature; 
Personal baggage; 
Direct transit of foreign goods through USSR 

territory; 
Export .and import of gold as a means of pay- 

ment; 
^e-importation of domestic goods, i.e. return 

import to the USSR from abroad of domestic goods ex- 
ported earlier for sale on a commercial basis.       • 

During the first years after the conclusion 
of the war against Hitler Germany and its allies, in 
accordance with provisions of international agreements, ■ 
goods of different kind were sent to the USSR^by a 
number of countries as reparation payments and as re- 
stitution for Soviet property-carried off during the 
war.  The volume and terms of these deliveries were 
established in corresponding agreements Concluded be- 
tween the' Soviet Union and the countries making the . 
reparations.  These deliveries took place on the basis 
of delivery orders issued by Soviet organizations which ; 
were In charge of the reparation deliveries.  The quanti- 
ty and quality of goods were indicated in those orders, 
also the delivery deadlines, the enterprises and-pur- 
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veyors, etc. The Import of these goods delivered as re- 
parations and for restitution had a separate account and 
were not included in the commodity turnover. 

Method of Operational Accounting'"' 

For the purpose of studying the turnover of goods 
in operational accountings special methods are employed 
with the aid of which it reflects the foreign trade 
operations.  These methods, which In the aggregate 
form the method of operational'accounting of foreign 
trade, reflect comprehensively and correctly the economic 
activities of foreign trade organizations.  The methods 
of reflecting economic activities are adjusted to the 
peculiar needs of the subject of operational accounting. 
The nature of the methods in operational accounting is 
determined, first, by the characteristics of its sub- 
ject and, secondly, by the problems which this type of 
accounting resolves. 

The method of operational accounting permits 
the collection of foreign trade data describing every 
aspect of the foreign economic ties of the USSR.- This 
data makes it possible to draw correct deductions and 
make broad generalizations In the interest of economic 
direction of foreign trade. 

The method of operational accounting is based 
on the tenets of Marxist dialectic principles.  It 
assures an interrelated reflection of the economic pheno- 
mena and processes in foreign trade and manifests it- 
self in the different foreign trade organizations through 
supervision, in the measurement and recording of the 
economic operations and in the" withdrawal of the ac- 
counting data beyond the limits of these organizations. 

The basic elements of the methods of operational 
accounting of foreign trade are: documentation, evalua- 
tion, accounts and statements of accounts. 

Documentation represents the method of executing 
foreign trade operations through documents.  The pro- 
cess of documentation consists in the observation of the 
facts of economic activities, their measurement, 
and reflection in special written certificates-docu- 
ments.  Documentation ensures uninterrupted and complete 
reflection of foreign trade operations in operational 
accounting.  Documentation is the first stage in account- 
ing; it is also called primary accounting,  The primary 
accounting data serves as a basis both for operational 
accounting and book-keeping in foreign trade.  This 
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data is registered and generalized in operational 
accounting in order to obtain information necessary 
for economic., direction and control of foreign trade, 
All entries in this type 6t  accounting are strictly do- ■■ 
cumented. -.,■■„ 

Evaluation is the method of expressirig^foreign trade 
operations in monetary form and its problem is to measure 
in a single monetary unit of measure all of the economic 
operations in foreign trade. Evaluation takes place by . 
converting data based on natural units of measure into 
monetary ones with the aid of prices. Owing to the mul- 
tiplicity of prices and their diversity, evaluation in 
foreign trade is a very complex matter.  In the economic 
turnover with domestic purveyors of export goods and the 
purchasers of Import goods evaluation is based on prices 
planned by the Socialist governmsnt, but in the case of 
turnover with foreign buyers of exports arid-suppliers of 
imports-on the basis of prices agreed upon in the 
foreign trade transactions.  Inasmuch as the prices in 
the transactions are fixed on different bases, special 
methods of evaluation in operational accounting are 
employed and developed to obtain a single basic unit 
of evaluation. 

One of the special features of evaluation in 
operational accounting is the use of group evaluation 
of export and import operations. While in book-keeping 
each separate operation is expressed in natural and 
monetary terms at the same time, in operational account- 
ing the single operations are, as a rule, accounted only" 
in natural units of measurement, but groups of homo- 
geneous foreign trade operations are evaluated with 
the observation of the following condition, that every- 
thing is reduced to a single standard unit.  In this aspect 
of accounting monetary evaluation is for the most part, 
not reflected at all in the accounting registers but 
only in the statements of accounts forms, inasmuch as 
the evaluation of goods takes place when the established 
statements of. accounts are drawn up.  The method of 
group evaluation of foreign trade operations consider- 
ably simplifies the accounting and saves a good deal 
of labor connected with the evaluation and registration 
of these operations. 

Accounts are the method of reflecting and group- 
ing the objectives of operational-accounting. The use 
of accounts in operational accounting permits the group- 
ing of foreign trade operations according to their eco- 
nomic similarities and to give them mathematical ex- 
pression.  The heterogeneous data on factors of economic. 
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activity as recorded in the documents are combined 
through accounts into homogeneous totals that describe 
the more important aspects of the economic activities 
of foreign t£ade organizations. Detailed information 
is here giveri for each foreign trade operation.  At 
the same time" the sum totals are- given of all the opera- 
tions in homogeneous summaries. 

Statements of accounts form the method of pro- 
cessing the data of current accounts and of obtaining 
over-all information describing the different aspects 
of foreign trade economic activities.  Statements of 
accounts play an important role in operational account- 
ing and its significance becomes even greater from the 
fact that many indices of the economic activity of the 
foreign trade organizations reflected in operational 
accounting are summarized only during the compilation 
of statements of accounts.  Because of this it becomes 
possible to eliminate synthetic accounts.  Informa- 
tion from the statements is compiled from data obtained 
from accounts by subjecting them to appropriate pro- 
cessing, grouping and summation.  Data from state- 
ments of accounts of the separate foreign trade orga- 
nizations is summarized and in this manner total 
indices are obtained that cover the entire foreign trade 
of the USSR. 

After this brief examination of the methods of 
operational accounting in foreign trade we can give a 
general definition of its method.  Method of opera- 
tional accounting consists in a reasonably rapid ^-. 
perception,systematic registration, evaluation and eco- 
nomic grouping of foreign trade operations for the 
purpose of obtaining data necessary for the current 
control of the economic processes occurring in foreign 
trade and, for effective influence on these processes 
directly in the course of their execution. 

All the component' methods of operational account- 
ing are closely related, they form a single entity, the 
unity of method of this type of accounting is condi- 
tioned by its subject.  Operational accounting reflects 
and. controls the exchange of goods between the USSR and 
foreign governments, which is accomplished on the basis 
of a single national plan for export and import of goods. 
The fulfillment of the national plan is a unified pro- 
cess in which the functions of the direct accomplish- 
ment of planned assignments is distributed among the 
different foreign trade organizations.  Operational 
accounting is concentrated in these organizations; it 
reflects and controls the fulfillment of the planned 
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assignments öf.each of the foreign trade organizations. 
Under theöe conditions aggregate indices of the fu3> ■ 
fillment of the'national export import plan'-can'be ob--'V; 

tained only by processing and Summation of the accounting 
data of.all the foreign trade organizations. Hence the r 
necessity of> using the method of summarizing all the■'"•'.' 
current accounting data in operational statements of  ; 
accounts. But a summary of' the data of current account- 
ing is impossible without correct, economically based, 
grouping of foreign trade operations, accomplished with 
the aid of calculation of operational accounting; the 
latter is therefore closely associated with operational 
statements of accounts. However, in .order to obtain 
reliable data objectively describing the course of ful- 
fillment of the national plan there is need for account- 
ing based on documentation and correct evaluation, with-, 
out'which it is impossible to compile a statement of 
accounts correctly reflecting the economic activities 
of foreign trade organizations. Hence the necessity for 
applying methods of documentation and evaluation in 
operational accounting. 

The methods of operational accounting and book- 
keeping are characterized by the general nature of their 
basic principles.  This generalized nature is determined 
by the existing direct interrelation that exists between 
them. „The elements of the method of operational account- 
ing .'coincide with the basic elements of book-keeping 
even.in the terminology used for them. 'This, however, 
does not mean that their content is identical.  On the 
contrary, even if they have common basic principles, 
there are important differences between them.' The 
elements of the method of operational accounting, though 
coinciding in many respects with the elements of the 
method of book-keeping, at the same time have specific 
feature3,?and peculiarities which are inherent only in 
this type of accounting.  Thus, for example, documenta- 
tion is a common element of both operational accounting 
and book-keeping. 

In operational accounting as well as in book- 
keeping the documentary substantiation of entries is 
Absolutely essential.  Not a single entry in operational 
accounting is'made in the absence of documentary sub- 
stantiation.  But by "document" in operational account- 
ing something much'broader is meant than in book- 
keeping.  In operational accounting different kinds of 
urgent reports are widely used.  These reports, which 
are called "representative documents" are unquestion- 
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ably documentary by their nature, and are delivered to 
the accounting unit in the shortest time possible.  They 
serve above all for the operational direction of economic 
activits', of which they are a product. 

In addition, in operational accounting such docu- 
ments as the following are usedfor registrations contracts, 
delivery orders, import commissions, orders and request, 
instructions to ports and border stations, etc.  These 
documents serve as a basis for entries in operational 
accounting whereas in book-keeping they are not used 
for this purpose. 

Evaluation is the same in book-keeping and 
operational accounting. However, the approach to the 
evaluation and the objectives in these two types of 
accounting are different.  In operational accounting 
the evaluation of goods is based on prices re-computed 
to a single basis FOB port or free on border seller's 
country.  This method of evaluation is of extreme im- 
portance for the study of USSR foreign trade. Due to this 
method data of operational accounting becomes comparable 
for the period under study, and suitable for the conduct 
of a scientific analysis. 

In book-keeping the monetary evaluation of export- 
import goods is based on prices stated in the invoices, 
i.e. prices that do not have the same basis.  Evaluation 
of goods according to these prices serves the purpose 
of controlling the payment interrelationships in foreign 
trade arising from exchange of goods.  However, the data 
obtained from such an evaluation are not quite suitable 
for studying foreign trade. 

Grouping of foreign trade operations both in 
operational accounting and in book-keeping is based on 
the accounts.  But the structure of the accounts and the 
methods of entries in the two are radically different. 
In operational accounting accounts are used that have 
a one-sided structure.  Recording of the facts of 
economic activity takes place in these accounts through 
simple entries.  But book-keeping has a double form 
related one to the other by the principle of double 
entry.   It is also necessary to note that operational 
accounting, as a rule, concerns itself with analytical 
accounts whereas book-keeping along with analytical ac- 
counts also concerns itself with synthetic accounts 
which have a special significance.  As is evident, the 
aims in operational accounting and book-keeping are 
the same, but they are reached in different ways. 

Some people are confused by the name"grouping" 
in operational accounting.  They suppose that accounts 
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belong exclusively to book-keeping, and that for this 
reason "grouping" in operational acoounting should have 
another term. 

This is a profound mistake. Book-keeping does 
have as its characterstic the method of double entry, but 
accounts is not its exclusive possession. In the choice 
of a term for a method of accounting one should be guided 
only by the nature of the process that belong to it» 
The process of obtaining data from the objects of opera- 
tional accounting is connected with the account, and so 
the term "account" is the most suitable for it, because 
it reflects its function, 

...-.■ The fact that the,terms of the individual elements 
of operational accounting and book-keeping coincide is 
no oause for confusion.. In addition to the method de-  . 
signated "accounts" other elements too, of the methods 
of these two types of accounting are similar, namely, 
documentation, evaluation and statement of accounts. 
It 13 important to know and to remember that terms contain 
a different meaning. 
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■ CHAPTER. TWO 

DOCUMENTATION OF FOREIGN TRADE OPERATIONS AND 
METHODS OF THEIR SUMMARIZATION 

The Process of Documentation 

The economic activity of foreign trade organiza- 
tions is reflected in operational accounting on the basis 
of data contained in primary accounting, i.e. documenta- 
tion.  The process of documentation is continuous, along 
with the occurrence of foreign trade operations.  The 
essence of this process is the observation, measurement 
and recording of" foreign trade operations. Such recording 
is in special written form — documents whose data is 
used for operational accounting entries.  Documentation 
represents the first stage of accounting, its initial stage. 
As a rule, documents are drawn up where the foreign trade 
operations are carried out. 

Documentation is of great importance In the econo- 
mic activity of export-import agencies.  The course of 
economic affairs of the foreign trade agencies is re- 
flected in the documents. Therefore they use those docu- 
ments as a means of guidance and verification of the 
fulfillment of assigned plans. Shortcomings in foreign 
trade operations are revealed and measures for elimi- 
nation of those shortcomings are worked out on the basis 
of data contained in the documents.  Where the turnover 
of documents is properly organized, documentation intro- 
duces discipline and an adherence to plans into the work 
of foreign trade organizations.  Data of documents 
(primary accounting) is summarized in operational ac- 
counting and bookkeeping of foreign trade.  The results 
of those two forms of accounting are widely used in foreign 
trade statistics.  Thus, accounting documents, reflecting 
foreign trade operations, serve as a foundation for the 
establishment of the entire system of accounting in 
foreign trade. 

Classification of documents. 

Documents, which serve as a basis for entries in 
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operational accounting in foreign trade are quite varied 
in form,which considerably complicates their use^ Be- ■ 
cause of this it is useful to classify them in ä definite 
manner. Classification of documents facilitates com-' 
prehension of the distinguishing peculiarities of Indi- 
vidual forms of documents and helps, to establish-a more 
correct method for their use. Documents used in operati- 
onal accounting may be classified by their purpose, place 
of origin, volume of content and utilization methodsV' 

According to their purpose, documents are divided. 
into administrative and executive, and documents'of offI- 
clal registration in accounting/ Administrativedocu^' '• 
ments contain a directive or an obligation to carry/out;\' 
some economic operation.  Instructions from management 7": 

personnel to those immediately responsible for- the exeW; ■"•"'••' 
cution of operational tasks are transmitted by: means:of'"' 
administrative documents. 

Administrative documents'.are: orders and directives 
of the Ministry of Foreign Trade pertaining to import and ' 
export of goods, foreign trade transactions, delivery or- 
ders for goods for export, import assignments, export and 
import permits,import warrants, etc. 

Executive documents or vouchers are those documents 
which contain date oh foreign trade operations which have 
transpired. Executive documents reflect completed econo- 
mic foreign trade operations and at the same time verify 
the fulfillment of orders. Executive documents Include trans- 
portation (shipping) documents, commodity, and other docu- 
ments, specifically} receipts of railroad way bills, 
bills of lading, specifications, acceptance and release 
certificates, bills of the Soviet suppliers of export 
goods and the bills of foreign suppliers of import goods, 
export and import notifications, bills of the foreign 
trade agencies against foreign purchasers of export 
goods and against the Soviet consignees pf Import  ' 
goods, telegraphic notifications regarding the shipment 
of export and import goods, notifications regarding 
the delivery of imported commodities to the national 
economy, etc.^ The compilation of executive documents w. 
Is the beginning of the accounting of foreign trade 
operations, its first stage. 

In a number of cases, a single document may con- 
tain both the directive and'data concerning its. exe- 
cution.- Among such documents are, for instance, travel 
vouchers used in transportation by truck of cargo.con- 
signed for foreign trade; they, contain; instructions, to,'"'''' 
the driver to deliver the go6d3 to ä certain point "to 
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a certain point to a certain consignee.  The recelpVof 
the consignee can be regarded also as such a document. 
Documents similar to the travel Voucher are also called 
combined documents»     .!,■:.■ L > , : Accounting documents do -riot directly reflect any ;; 
one economic operation!  fHey are 'drawn up at the account* 
ing unit itself for" the technical realization of opera- 
tions reflected in primary documents. These documents 
serve as a means of making less difficult, shorter, and 
more orderly the entries in the accounting registers. 
Grouping certificates represent such a document with 
no other purpose except that of accounting.  Accounting 
documents may he regarded also as accounting registers 
owing to the specific role which they perform.  However, 
bearing in mind the simplest processing of the data of 
economic operations for them, it is more correct to 
regard them as documents. 

According to the place of origin, documents are 
divided into external ana Internal.  The external do- 
cuments originate outside of any given foreign trade 
organization, and characterize the economic inter- 
relationship between that organization and other enter- 
prises, organizations, and institutions. These docu- 
ments usually arrive at the foreign trade organizations 
in connection with some external economic operations. 
For instance, a foreign supplier sends a bill in con- 
nection with the shipment of import goods and attaches 
a specification and a bill of lading, or, possibly, re- 
ceipts from the railroad bill of lading; when export 
goods are sent from a Soviet port by boat, a,bill of 
lading is received; when Soviet export goods are shipped 
for export, a Soviet supplier forwards an invoice with 
the specification, railroad bill of lading and a receipt 
of the railroad way bill, etc.  External documents play 
a big role in operational accounting; they include to a 
major portion of all the foreign trade documents. 
The assurance of a normal influx of external documents, 
and of their timely arrival at the foreign trade agen- 
cies, has a decisive significance in the proper organi- 
zation of operational accounting in foreign trade. 

Internal documents are compiled within the or-   • 
ganlzations of foreign trade and reflect their eco- 
nomic operations. Economic operations, reflected in 
the primary documents are registered through internal 
documents.  Bills and specifications pertaining to 
exported goods, and drawn up on the basis of shipping 
documents, are considered as internal documents.I 
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^ ;! : .According to the volume of content* documents are 
divided into single and composite. Single (primary,. 
plain) are documents whiöh. reflect, individually a 
single economic operation only*  These documents are 
compiled at the time the economic operation- is being exe- 
cuted, ^hey serve as the first formal certificates^to ■ 
the effect that the given operations have actually-been 
carried out. Those documents are: railroad bills.of ; 
lading, bills of lading, acceptance-release certificates 
and.others.- ■■;•..,;•;■•■.•-■• 

., ..Several primary (single) documents are combined . • 
into a composite,document. They contain .data ■about;•■ •. 
operations already registered by the primary documents», '.■-, 
They are, e.g. the invoice if it includes shiument via V- 
two or, more railroad bills of lading*  The significance 
of composite documents lies in the fact'that, by com- ■ : 
bining and unifying the data of primary documents, it 
is possible to obtain expanded indices, thereby leading 
to a considerable simplification of accounting." It must'' 
be also noted that the data of primary documents is ar- 
ranged in proper sequence in.the composite documents, 
which simplifies accounting entries and makes them con- ^ 
siderably shorter. . 

.According to utilization methods * documents are 
divided into single, transaction and cumulative docu- 
ments. Single transaction documents, reflect one or se-■ .-■ 
veral economic operations: entered, on it .•»simultaneously. 
A great number of. documents used in, foreign trade orga- 
nizations fall into this category. ■; They include for" 
instance, involoes,..."bills of lading, railroad bills of 
lading, acceptance-release certificates,- 'specifications, 
etc.  These documents are sent to...accounting organs im- • 
mediately after being compiled.'; A peculiarity of single 
transaction documents lies in the. fact that they may 
be utilized in accounting for.the Immediate recording 
of economic operations reflected in:them. : 

Cumulative documents serve for the recording of 
homogeneous recurrent foreign trade operations in the 
course of a certain time-span. : Data entered in these 
documents is reflected in accounting in the form Of a 
general summation.  This summation is made at the end of 
an established period of time after the last operation had 
been entered into the document.  The grouping certificate 
may serve as an example of a cumulative document. The 
use of cumulative documents considerably curtails.the ■ 
number of entries In accounting unit. • Consöquently.,' cu- ■• 
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mulätive documents represent one of the means for ratio- 
nalization of acc'ouriiing work.  However, cumulative 
documents can be used, örily in those cases when the con- 
ditions öf work!do hb^ require an immediate reflection 
of given econ'Oilc operations 'in accounting, because their 
use presuppose! a certain lapse of time between the time 
of completion of an operation and the time of its reflection 
in the accounts. 

In classifying documents, it is impossible to 
overlook the fact that a single document may fulfill a 
number of different functions. For instance, a group- 
ing register of the shipment of goods serves the pur- 
pose of an accounting document, according to.its place 
of origin it is an internal document, according to the 
volume of content a composite document, and according to 
utilization methods cumulative. 

Documents Used in Operational Accounting. 

The basis of operational accounting of foreign 
trade are foreign trade transactions, shipping, freight, 
and other documents. A list of the principal documents 
used in this form of accounting, is given below. ; 

Contracts of All-Union agencies with foreign 
contractors regarding the sale of export goods and the 
purchase of import goods. 

Delivery orders of All-Union agencies to Soviet 
industrial, trade, purveying and other enterprises for 
the delivery of goods for export. 

Import requests (notices) by domestic customers 
for the import into the USSR, and for delivery to them, 
of goods of foreign origin. 

Shipping documentsrreceipts of railroad bills of 
lading and baggage receipts — in instances of trans- 
portation by rail; acceptance-release certificates— in 
cases of transportation by truck; bills of lading for 
water shipments; inland waterway-bills of lading in 
shipments by river; air freight invoices—when ship- 
ment is made by air; postal receipts -- in mail shipments. 

Cargo documents: bills, specifications, and in- 
voices arriving at All-Union agencies from Soviet pur- 
veyors of export goods and from foreign suppliers of 
import goods, as well as those compiled by the agencies 
themselves against foreign buyers of export goods and 
against Soviet consignees of import goods; acceptance- 
release certificates, compiled at the ports and border 
points of the USSR; export and import notifications by 
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transportation-dispatch bureaus of the Ministryrof;Trans- 
portation regarding the..transit of.commodities, across.; ,-:. 
the state border,of the-USSR; notifications from ports - 
regarding the arrival of 'ships with. Import-:.goods jand . ,: r,Jo:; 
regarding the dispatch :of these goods ;to Soviet kuistQ- I■'..'■■■ 
mers j the general certificates -regarding,:iinlpa'dedlm-^'-. 
port commodities; commercial certificates; grouping re- .,, 
glsters .of commodities shipped.'     .■..-. \,";-.. ; :■ 

; .The orders and'directives of /the "Ministry of,;.,.■-.; 
Foreign Trade 'concerning the export and' impbrt: .of / . v :

J^'M 
'goods, expoet and Import requests (commpdity'.'export';'.- 
and import permits)', Warrants to ports, and border-points .-■ • 
for the dispatch, of goods, vouchers. .;f or .export -funds, •,,., 
notifications, of the issuance of letters of credit * and ;.',-■ • 
others..^ - ;.'i;. .7 '.;'■;'•"; ' '; ,;::■■■.;'.   ",;'■ "j'.";v ■''/v i/O''/-' . -„'■'"■v';- ■ ' 

.... It l'ö knovrn that, timely;(receipt of documents .>;'. : 

by the accounting uriit has great Importance in the ful- 
'flllment of the task of accounting. The faster the :do- ■; ■ 
cuments are delivered to ;the accounting points, the sooner 
can they be processed and,' consequently,; the .sooner -;the  ; 
.necessary data 'for economic management and control may . - 
be' obtained. 'The' -basic,task ■ ofoperational .accounting 
1s the■ supplying of data regarding • the fulfillment of -.the 
national export and import plan within the shortest pos- 
sible time after the. realization, of /foreign trade! opera- 
tions this' task .may be resolved ..successfully .only, with  :t 
the -timely registration and ' summation of Indices of the ':...- 
economic activity of foreign trade 'organizations as 
reflected in the .documents.'•' This task is successfully,,/'. 
resolved with' the aid of "substitute dqcumehts , ;tempo- '-/ 
rarily replacing the .original,documents. ' The Essential "'.'.:•> 
information from "one or several primary documents is ... 
extracted for/the compilation of "substitute documents''^ ■■■; 
As the' compilation of the above mentioned/data involves 
more than on© primary document, this method of dpc.u- ; 
mentation'is also called primary accounting. From''indi--,--, ,/ 
vidual:documents the most Important'information, .urgently 
needed for economic management, is usually selected^ ■•--.' 
The forwarding of "brief data is accomplished with „the. ■. 
aid of the fastest means of communication available — 
telegraph, teletype, air mail.' :' This method of forward- :i .- 
ing notifications 'assures prompt delivery of the,necessary 
information on economic operations to the unit concerned , 
withoperationalaccounting;' The number of; indices' ahd 
the method of forSkrdlng .such brief information is. estab-; 
lished in'advance and strictly regulated.     '"' ; ' , ' 
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Notifications which are received at the All-Union 
agencies are used in the operational accounting of for- ;'. 
eign trade fotf pM buif'pöäö of making entries;  these 
notificatiOnM a^e ÖÖÄpiled according to forms of intra : 

departmental and nation wide statements of accounts.: 
The forms and tables of nationwide statements of accounts 
are established by the Central Statistical Bureau with ;-..'•;. 
the Council'of Ministers USSR, while those pertaining to . 
intra-departmehtal statements of accounts are established 
by the Ministry of Foreign Trade.  The main purpose of the 
statements of accounts the above mentioned forms, is , 
the -servicing of Operational needs of foreign trade 
organizations, by providing them with urgent informa- 
tion regarding economic operations executed in foreign ■..-,.■- 
trade. At the present time the following forms of nation 
wide and intra departmental statements of accounts; used 
for making entries in operational accounting of the commq- 
dity turnover, are in existence. 

All-Union agencies:receive notifications regarding 
the shipment of goods for export on form "No. 31, which is 
included''in the table of nation wide statements of accounts. 
These notifications are submitted by Soviet industrial 
trade and other enterprises by telegraph on the second 
day after the goods have been shipped. They refer to 
the number of the delivery order on the basis of which 
the goods were shipped; it also notes the commodity title, 
the date of its dispatch, the number of the railroad way- 
bill, the name of the station of destination, and the vo- 
lume of goods in ä specific unit.of measurement; as well 
as the weight of the goods in tons.  On the basis of 
these notifications All-Union agencies advise foreign 
buyers of the shipment of these pre-sold goods.  On 
the basis of notifications on form number 31, the account- 
ing of the fulfillment of the delivery orders and of the. 
realization of funds for export:goods is conducted In 
operational accounting.  At the same time the ful- 
fillment of plans for the delivery of goods for export ; 
is controlled on the basis of data contained in the no- 
tifications. 

The All-Uniort agencies receive a multitude of no- 
tificatlons in the area of intra-departmentar state- ;.■■■■'.■■■• 
ments of accounts, the data of these notifications . 
characterizes various aspects of their economic acti- 
vity.  Ah enumeration of these notifications with an 
elaboration of their content and purpose is offered 
below. 
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Notifications on form number I -- regarding'1 the' ; > -;' 
signing of a contract-concerning advance sale^of-export !' 
goods. Such n'otl'fications' are; submitted by telegraph'' 
by Soviet representatives-abroadi 'lh"cääes';:where''they A '., 
are conducting export transaction's by: order of All-ÜniÖn;' ; 

agencies i Notifications are compiled on the basis of ;,e J'. 
contracts and :are; forwarded-on the second day after the ' 
signing.' They contain the following} • date and■<number -: 

of the contract; designation Of the-buyer;' the; title '; - 
of the goods; quantity- sold in' advance!-/gi^en"• in- spe- 
cific units of measurement; the sum and delivery';dead- ' 
lines.. On the' basis of these notifications; the'All* "■ 
Union agencies -- in applicable cases— issue•■ delivery : 

orders to domestic suppliers of export, goods'and Under-;- 
take other measures for the fulfillment of the contractsi 
Notifications on form 'number 1 are used in operational•". 
accounting for entries in registers of'export contract 
accounting. Supervision over the sales of export goods 
is conducted by utilizing the data of those recordsv : 

,~,f -. i Notification on: form number 3 -- regarding the'"' 
shipment of export goods by water transportationr--   ' 
are sent'by telegraph by the bureaus and sections of the 
All-Unlon Sovfrakht agency and the sections of the All- 
Union Avtovneshtrana agency' from Soviet ports on the day- 
following the sailing of a vessel for a- foreign port. ,''" 
Notifications compiled on the basis' of bills' of lading 
and ocean bills of lading'contain answers to the' following 
question's i  . date of shipment>r name: of" the vessei oh which ■'• 
the- goods were 'dispatched;' port of':.destination;. •title of: ' ■ 
the goods;'.the number of the bill of■• lading or of the^" ^ : 

ocean bill -of iading;'and: the volume of goods' in :specl-:: 

f1c units of measurement. 'On the basis of■notifications 
on form number 3V the-operational" bureaus Of All-Unioh agen- 
cies notify the buyers of the "time when the goods had been 
sent in fulfillmentbrt the part of the Al1-Unioh agen- 
cies of'obligations stemming-from export 'transactions. 
In operational accounting the data'-Contained in those 
notifications is used for registration and control 
of the fulfillment of commodity export plans, trade 
agreements: and of export transaction's.; The accounting of 
exports In terms of oommbditj^ distribution' and in term's 
of distribution by: countries and commodities is also' 
conducted on' the baSis of data of these •notifications. 

■ Notifications On form number 4 -'«; regarding 'the "•'•■ ' 
crossing of the:-Soviet' state border by export goods "■'/'■ 
arrive from"land border points of the USSR and are trans- ; 
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mitred by telegraph one day after the goods have been 
released across the boundries of the country.  These 
notifications are compiled on the basis of export 
notifications by the transportation-dispatch bureaus 
öf t&e Ministry of Transportation and on the basis of. . 
acceptance-release certificates1";'öf the sections and 
bases of the Avtovneshtrans agency.  The following is 
indicated in notifications on form number 4: the date•-■:' 
on which the goods crossed the border; the dispatching 
station; country:of destination; the number of the rail- 
road way bill; the title of the goods; and the weight of 
the goods in gross tons. On the basis of these noti- 
fications the operational bureaus of the All-Uhion agen- 
cies verify the fulfillment of obligations on export   _ 
agreements and notify the buyers of the delivery of 
goods.  In operational accounting, notifications .are ; 
used for entries In contract accounting.  On the basis . 
of data of those notifications the fulfillment of ex- 
port plans of trade agreements and of export transactions 
is controlled.  The same data is used in export accounting 
in terms of goods, as well as'In distribution by countries 
and by goods. .;'.■ 

Notification on form number 5 concerns orders 
issued for industrial'equipment, raw materials, and other 
goods.  Such notifications are sent by telegraph by 
Soviet representatives abroad on the second day after 
the signing of the contract in cases when they are con- 
ducting import transactions by order of All-Union agen- 
cies. Notifications compiled on the.basis of contracts 
contain: date and number of the order; designation of the 
seller; title of the goods; the volume :of goods ordered, 
in specific units of measurement; the sum, and the.dates 
of delivery.  On the basis of these notifications, the 
All-Union agencies notify Soviet customers of import 
goods regarding the issuance,of orders.  Notifications 
are used in operational accounting for entries in the 
registers of import contract accounting.  The purchase 
of import goods Is supervised on the basis of data of 
such accounting. 

Notification on form number 6 -- regarding the 
acceptance industrial equipment, raw materials, and 
other goods from foreign suppliers is made by telegraph 
by Soviet representatives abroad one day after the sign- ■'■■ 
ing of the acceptance certificate.: The notification is 
completed on the basis of Inspection reports or commo- . 
dity acceptance certificates, which are compiled by 
the cargo checkers representing Soviet customers.  They 
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contains the date'of acceptance of the"•• equipment (or other» 
commodities); order number;- the.number of the tränaporta- 
tion request;' title;of the commodity; the quantity'of 
goods received, 'giveri ih specific' 'units; of measurement;" 
and the gross/Weight' of the Commodity. ,:Ön the.'hasis of ■£;■' 
these hot if 1 cation's /.' the Ali-Union agencies Initiate'/''. '"/.^"v 
measures to deliver to the USSR the: accepted cbmmodities'.' 
Entries in'contract accounting registers are made on the 
basis of this data'in .operational accountings v 

Notifications on form ..number .7 and 8 concern the ' 
shipment of imported commodities to' :the USSR.': . /Nptif i-: 

cations made oh these forms by •representatives .abroad . 
advise: the date-of shipment; ,the ,name\ of .the'yesä'ei:'ärid; ' 
its port of destination(in cases of water shipments),' 
or the number of] the box car (in shipments by.land); the 
number' of the bill of lading, (shipments, by water); or; the' 
number of the railroad car \iri shipments by land); the ' 
order number; number of the transportation request; the 
title of.the commodity; the quantity; of goods-forwarded : 

in specific units''of measurement. Notifications, are'com- 
piled on the basis of data in bills, of lading .and in rail- 
road way-bills and are sent out by-telegraph on;the. second 
day after the sailing of the vessel (in cases, of ship-' -r 

ment by water), or after the commodity crosses the state 
border of the selling-country (in..shipments by .larid). ; ;- 
Notifications by•form number 8 on overland'shipments  ' 
are sent out only by representatives.in countries, with 
which the USSR does riot have a common border./ On the. :; 
basis 'of notifications by forms, number; .7 and' 8, the';All«- ; 

Union.agencies compile and'dispatch to ports 'and border 
points Instrüctiöhs for the acceptance and träns-ship- 
men t\pf import cargoes to the- Soviet consignees.. In' -'■' 
operational entries are''made in       accounting;, 
registers oh the basis of the above mentioned notifi- f 

cations. On; the basis 'of' that Very same data, the 
fulfillment of obligations according to'international 
trade agreements''and import transactions is'controlled. 

,,"'' Notifications by form"number 9 regarding the ■■'■ 
crossing of the Soviet >.border by import commodities, are 
sumitted by the border points of the USSR on the day 
following .the crossing of the border by such commodities. 
These,'notifications are .completed on the basis, of .im- 
port notices by the- transportation-dispatch bureaus of 
the. Ministry: of- Transportation; 'and., on the basis of '  : 

documents' of the' Avtovneshtrans sections ■ and :bases. 
Notifications by form;'-'number 9: contain J ; data; pertaining 
to the transit of the commodity across the border; the 
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number öf the railroad car; the number of the order; the.. ■ 
title of the commodity; and the gross weight.  On the 
basis of data regarding the crossing of the border by 
commodities, control is exercised in operational „account- 
ihg, over the fulfillment of commodity Importplans, 
as well äs over the fulfillment of obligations of import 
transactions and trade agreements with countries with . 
which the USSR has a common border.  The same data is  . 
used to conduct accounting of the import of commodities 
into the USSR in terms of commodity, as well as in terms 
of countries and commodities..      ■•-•■■      —   : • 

. Notification by form number* 10—, pertaining 
to the shipment of import commodities to the.addresses 
of Soviet consignees from ports and border points of the 
USSR"*- are transmitted by telegraph on the second day 
after the dispatch of goods', vor after their delivery 
on the spot. These notifications contain: the date 
of shipment; the name-of the vessel which delivered........ 
the commodity; the bill of lading number, under which, 
the commodity arrived (or the number of the railroad 
car in which the 'commodity arrived); the number of the 
railroad voucher under which the commodity was dispatched; 
the number of the order; title of the commodity; the 
station of destination; the designation of the cargo , 
consignee; the quantity of the commodity shipped-in 
specific units of measurement. : The. operational bureaus 
of the All-Union agencies these notifications serve as 
means for supervising the execution of instructions by 
the ports and border points.  Notifications, by form 
number 10 are also used for registration, in operational 
accounting, of the delivery of goods to Soviet custo- 
mers.  On the basis of the data of those notifications 
the fulfillment of delivery plans of import commodities 
to the national economy and the obligations pertaining to 
import requests are controlled. 

The above does not exhaust all the information  : 
which arrives at the foreign trade organizations along 
the channels of national and intra-departmental statisti- 
cal statements of accounts.  Only that part of such in- 
formation is reflected here which is used in operational, 
accounting of the turnover of commodities of the USSR. 

inasmuch as the possibility, that telegraphic no- 
tifications may contain inaccuracies due to distortion  . 
in the process of transmission, is not excluded, the    : 
organization of accounting work of a nature, which would 
make it possible to detect and eliminate these errors,, 
is necessary.  The existing organization of work in 
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operational accouriting of foreign trade takes -'lhto con- 
sideration ä subsequent verification of-entries "made on ''■'"'" 
the basis of ■telegraphic notifications, on -the- basis' Of' ' 
primary documents 'ad they, ■are'>.received' at All-Union ••: ■' 
agencies/ As" ä result of this,'data on foreign trade -•■■•' 
operations -* "reflected in operational accouritlng - agrees 
precisely with data eofttairied-&$■ the ■'documents.:' 

The Concept of 'Document turnover.■ 

Awell established turriover of documents plays- 
an important role. In the proper realization *of -opera- 
tionalaccounting tasks.: A: plan Of rdocumerit turnover ' '" 
is promulgated in operational accounting with the'-aim' ■ 
of securing ä'normal flow of documents; a plan In-which 
a definite.-: order of executing foreign trade operations . • 
through'documents is determined in advance, -the deadlines' 
for their compilation are set and the-channels for their ' 
transmission from the point of origin to the point of re- 
pository are established.  ' 

■■ Accounting work cannot progress'successfully if ,:" 
a regular influx of documents is not■properly established, 
documents which serve as the basis for■entries, and-if 
definite deadlines "for the processing Of each document 
have not been defined. Many of the difficulties of '■'■'■ 
accounting work are eliminated with the existence of-a ' 
properly established document turnover, while this work". 
itself proceeds in a smoother manner. ■'-';■.' 

'  . The turnover'of documents is attributed -a pro- 
minent place in the organization of operational ac- '  '..-• 
counting, arid Special attention is-devoted .to exter- ■  > 
nal '■documents, Which ■ occupy a "basic position' in opera- '■- 
tional'accounting« 'A regular influx of external' docu- ■• 
mentä, and 'their arrival within established 'deadlines-" ■ 
and in"specifled"order:is of decisive importance for the 
proper course-of accounting work by foreign trade or-i '"'■.'; 
ganizations. It Is necessary! to bear in''mind,' "'that- 
they arrive "at All-Union agencies from a great'number of 
different points. 'Hundreds-of plants, organizations,  ■ ■ 
Institutions, and persons participate in'the provision : 

of foreign-trade organizations with these'documents. v 

The work of those^participants' must be precisely'or- ■ 
ganized with'regärd;to"the dispatch Of documents' on : 

time; 'Otherwise !-a■' disfuptiori"'Of the regular influx be-"■■ 
comes as unavoidable as the consequent breakdowns In : - 
the'accounting work'. .Therefore, It is mandatory to exer- 
cise-systematic-supervislOft arid •control over' the receipt" 
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of documents at foreign-trade organizations, and to 
secure their regular influx;  But such work can be 
carried out successfully only: if an obligatory order 
of the processing of documents aM,the transmission of ■ dot 
cuments pertaining to fbrelgn^t^ade operations exists. ■ 
The establishment of such ah ör^ö** ^.ntrpduces precision 
into the processing Of dccÜffletits, speeds up their,trans- 
mission, and increases the responsibility of organizations 
and persons who are concerned with documents. ..■:■ 

As there are hundreds and even thousands of 
various documents in the daily turnover of documents 
at foreign-trade organizations, a rationally estab- 
lished document turnover system plays a very important 
role. The basic position in the document turnover/plan 
is occupied by the order and sequence of document pro- 
cessing and the channels for .their transmission. Each 
unnecessary point in the course of movement,of docu- 
ments represents a hindrance to the normal flow of 
accounting work and must, therefore, be eliminated.' This 
plan establishes strictly defined deadlines for the 
movement of the documents through each point; it also 
names the organizations and persons responsible for the 
execution of the established order, and the fulfillment: 
of processing deadlines and of movement of documents ■ - . ■ ■ 
from the point of their origin to the point of their 
repository.  The economic planning section of an All-. 
Union agency works out a document turnover plan and su- 
pervises the strict adherence to it. 

Reflecting the peculiarities of work i* the field 
of foreign trade, the "document turnover plan of an ex- 
port-import agency consists of txtfo sections. The first 
section is devoted to external documents and the second 
to internal documents.. In the first section of the. do- 
cument turnover plan, documents pertaining to. external: 
trade operations are listed, as well as the deadlines 
and the methods for their dispatch to Ail-Union agencies 
and the designations of organizations whose responsi- 
bility it is to submit the documents.  The plan also 
points out the means which secure the inflow of docu- 
ments from Soviet institutions and from foreign con-: 

tractors.  The regularity and deadlines for the sub- 
mission of an important portion of the external docu- , 
ments used in operational accounting is regulated by .; 
the national and intra-departmental statistical state-,, 
ments of accounts. 

The receipt of the other portion of these docu- 
ments is secured through ä system of economic relation- 
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ships among foreign trade organizations on the basis, of 
existing, agreements. Domestic enterprisesj which supply 
export.■'commodities as well as receive' them/- assume' ob- ' 
ligatlons to submit to Ail-Union agencies transportä- 
tions and freight documents' on dates; eo-or'aihated with' 
the Ali-Union agencies'. Conditions coneernin§,'^he- time-r 
ly submission of documents is -stipulated by Ill-Union 
agencies in the export and import transactions. 

However, it is insufficient .tö^örganlze. Onlythe - 
influx of documents. It is equally important to orga- 
nize properly the movement of those documents within 
the foreign trade organizations.  This task Is respiyed ;; 
in t'h© .aaeonci sect.ion of the document turnover pläh, in 
which the sequence and-the deadlines for the processing 
of .Internal documents are determined and the channeis 
of their movement, .as well as-the order and the dead- 
lines of the movement of external documents ■within the 
AllTUnlon agencies, are established. The whole course • 
of the. movement of documents from the time of their re- 
ceipt at All-Union, agencies, or from the time of their 
compilation on the spot, to the time of their-delivery 
to the repository is reflected in that section of the 
plan. 

,.. The plan points out: structural subdivisions and 
persons .receiving the documents; individuals,: operations 
and documents; .and stipulates the amount'of processing :, 
time; to whom and-in what-sequence documents are,trans- 
mitted' for further, use. Documents, which are executed 
within the. Al.l-Union agencies, are. compiled in the ne- 
cessary'number of; copies and are handed over to the "  ..' 
proper structural subdivisions immediately after thev "': 
have been compiled,, . Consequently, they may be utilized ,;:' 
in the various structural subdivisions simultaneously.' 
which is of great.importance in the work of foreign 
trade,organisations.- • ,-; •' "...''.;...; r 

.External documents are a different matter. ' 
These documents are received-by All-Uhlon export- 
import agencies for the most part in only one ;copy. 
This makes .their processing more difficult.  It .-.becomes - 
necessary to establish a sequence for their use in va- :■■'.- 
rious structural subdivisions .of foreign trade orga- .. 
nizatlons..' With the aim of overcoming the difficulties, 
arising due to- the /impossibility of simultaneous pro- 
cessirig of.external.documents In various structural  • 
subdivisions,^a majority of .export-import agencies have 
established a routine for the acquisition of copies from' 
them.: .Such copies are made from documents,' on the basis ' 
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of which decisions of an operational character are usually- 
made (e.g. telegraphic notifications about the shipment 
of commoditiesJ.  These copies are simultaneously for- 
warded tö all inter'e&t^d subdivisions where they are 
used according t6 their designation.  The use of more 
dopies is coftducifce . to the improvement of economic, 
work within the foreign-trade organizations. 

The Accounts in Operational Accounting. 

Data which throws light on the various aspects of 
economic processes in foreign trade is necessary for the 
direction and control of these processes. $ata, ca- 
pable of illuminating every aspect .of export and import 
activities of the USSR, are obtained in operational account- 
ing by grouping foreign trade operations into homoge- 
neous entities, characterizing separate stages of the 
economic processes.  Such grouping is conducted with the 
aid of accounts of operational accounting.. These ac- 
counts represent, primarily,a method of reflecting and . 
grouping Qualitatively homogeneous economic operations 
taking'-place in foreign trade; also, it is a method of 
organizing constant control over the course of reali- 
zation of foreign trade operations.  Accounts in opera- 
tional accounting are established in such a manner that 
each of them reflects a group of foreign trade operations 
in terms of natural'or monetary units of measurement. 

The. structure of accounts in operational account- 
ing differs substantially from bookkeeping'accounts. The 
movement of economic resources and of their sources is 
shown in bookkeeping in the form of Increases and de- 
creases. Every operation, in this form of accounting, 
is simultaeneously reflected in two accounts — In 
one it increases the volume of operations, In the other 
it decreases it.  In accordance with this, the accounts 
of the bookkeeping form of accounting consist of two 
parts.  A table of a bookkeeping account is divided in 
two parts — the left ("debit") and the right("credit ). 
Accounts in the field of economics reflect on the.left ■ 
side the increases in operations and on the right side — 
decreases in those operations. . 

Accounts of operational acoounting do not have 
this division.  They reflect only increases in the volume 
of economic operations.  Each new operation increases the 
sum result of preceding operations recorded in a given 
account.  Thus, operational accounting reflects a con- 
stant increase in foreign trade operations as they take 
place. 
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Accounts of operational accounting are presented 
in the form of a table, having a necessary number of 3 : 
columns to reflect indices which;characterize the cor- 
responding objects of accounting. The simplest form has 
two columns, one of which Id.,Reserved for entries of*■ 
dates on which an economic operation had taken placed : 

the other is used to reflect the .volume of the opera- 
tion in natural or monetary units of measure.- Schema- 
tically, such a table may be depicted in the -follow- 
ing' form: 

Account 
(designation of the accounting subject) 

Date of the operation Quantity or Cost 

Accounts of operational accounting are conducted 
without notations from the text, i.e. the content of 
the economic operations. Texts in operational account- 
ing are replaced by the designation of the account, which 
briefly characterizes the contend of the accounting sub- 
ject. This method of accounting entries, when combined 
with the one sided form of accounts and with the absence 
of dual entries permits to establish in operational ac- 
counting § system of account records encompassing entire 
economic processes.. Each such system includes accounts 
characterizing some economic process from its beginning 
to its end. Foreign trade operational accounting uses 
two systems of accounts, one of which serves to reflect 
economic operations in the field of exports, the other — 
in imports. 

The account systems play an important role in 
operational accounting.; Owing to those systems an 
interconnected reflection of foreign trade operations 
is secured in operational accounting.  The account' systems 
make it possible, to include all the aspects of economic 
processes occurring in foreign trade. At the same time 
they permit the acquisition of the necessary data per- 
taining to each individual foreign trade operation. 

Accounts within the system of accounts in opera- 
tional accounting are distributed in sequence, ^.n which 
the processes of economic operations -- which are re- ;! 
fleeted In the accounts have occurred. Thus, theac- ; 
count, "Commodities which have arrived at ports and at 
border points," is placed following the account "Commo- 
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dities delivered for export" within the system of ac- 
counts in which the process of export is recorded.  Thus 
"Export of commodities" appears following the account, 
"Commodities which have arrived at ports and border 
points'; :et,c. Each account has;its strictly established 
place within the system of accounts. Due to this it be- 
comes possible to survey the data in the account without 
difficulty; and to obtain information about the develop- 
ment of foreign trade operations, and the state of their 
fulfillment, at any given time; to trace each shipment 
of goods through the process of movement from the do- 
mestic deliverer up to the time of its delivery to the 
buyer.  The system of accounts facilitates the utiliza- 
tion of data in operational accounting for the purpose 
of direction and control of economic activity in foreign 
trade.  This data helps the management, as well as those 
concerned with immediate practical execution of prescribed 
foreign trade operations.  With the aid of data reflected 
in the system of accounts, the management, and those who 
carry out its decisions, reveal violations and disrup- 
tions in the course of foreign trade operations and ini- 
tiaxe measures for their elimination. 

For better visualization, let us examine the system 
of accounts employed in operational accounting to reflect 
the export process.  This system is expressed in the 
contract registers, and includes eleven accounts.  Sche- 
matically depicted it appears as follows: 
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'■' '. The above system of. accounts reflects' the entire , 
activity, of foreign trade organizations pertaining to ; 
the export of commodities.  The accounts -of this System, 
supply all the principal indices necessary to those 3^10 
manage and direct export- acti^itieö. They allow the -1:; 
control of each separate export operation, as well as' ' . 
of the entire range of operations; as a result'of the' 
conduct of these, the export, process is completed.- 

The first two accounts ("advance .sales" and' 
"delivery")'in this system of accounts are Used tö re-  ; 
fleet the obligations oh the part of foreign trade or- 
ganizations.  The account "advance sales" records, with 
regard to the delivery of commodities, all export trans- 
actions entered upon by a given foreign trade organiza- 
tion with,foreign buyers. This account records all data 
pertaining to obligations stipulated by each contract 
after its execution. This account registers the date 
on which a contract was concluded, its number, the de- 
signation of the buyer, the quantity of goods to be 
sold, and the breakdown by delivery deadlines, the 
contract price and recomputed to the FOB or free on 
border USSR basis (if the .transaction was concluded on 
another'basis) and the cost of :the commodity in F.O.B. 
prides. ':'.   ,  .'. 

:The "delivery orders" account serves for the ac- 
counting of delivery orders issued to-domestic sup- 
pliers. For the majority of commodities delivery orders 
are issued after the signing of contracts. Because of 
this the "delivery orders" account comes after the 
"advance sales" account in the system of accounts in 
operational accounting. Entries in the "delivery orders" 
account are made on the basis of orders confirmed-by-the 
supplier8«  The date' oh which the order was issued as ' 
well as its number are registered in this account, ac- 
companied' by the designation of the supplier and the 
quantity of the commodity, broken down into delivery 
deadlines«".''/';"' 

: Accounts. 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, and 11 are for the 
accounting of .the movement of goods. With the aid of these 
accounts the "movement 'of each individual lot of goods 
is controlled in operational accounting. Such control is 
conducted from'the time of the shipment of ^/-commodity' 
by a Soviet supplier to the time of its delivery to the 
foreign buyer.'■ . '■        -; "; -. 

The account "commodities delivered for export" is ' 
for the purpose of supervision over the course of ship- 
ment of commodities for export. With the aid of this 
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account the fulfillment of the export commodity delivery- 
plan is verified and the same is done with regard to the 
fulfillment of delivery orders. Entries in this account 
are made, Mi the basis of notifications by domestic sup- 
plier^ kbo'ut the shipment of gpods intended for export. 
On the basis of those notifications the following is 
entered in.the account: the date on which the commodity 
was shipped;  the number of the delivery order - in 
accordance with which the commodity was shipped;  the 
number of the railroad bill of lading or other shipping 
document;  the number of points to which the commodity was 
shipped; and the amount of the delivered commodity - In 
specific units of measurement. 

The account records each lot of goods shipped, 
thun reflecting all of the shipments of a given commo- 
dity which.have been dispatched for export at any given 
time.  The lot of goods is individualized by a number 
of tht shipping document, which is recorded only once 
and oiilj  in the account "Commodities Delivered for Ex- 
port. " 

The number of the shipping document Is not re- 
flected in subsequent accounts which record the movement 
of that particular commodity lot.  However, it Is used 
in the capacity of an identification symbol subsequently 
Inasmuch as a linear notation is carried in operational 
accounting. Each entry, made in subsequent accounts on 
the basis of that given line, pertains to the lot shipped 
via that shipping document, the number of which was re- 
flected In the account "Commodities Delivered for Export". 

The account "Commodities which.Have.Arrived at 
Ports and Border Points of the USSR" is used to super- 
vise the accumulation of export goods at various out- 
let points of the USSR.  Commodities which are shipped 
abroad through ports and through certain border points are 
usually delayed at those outlet points either while await«, 
ing transshipment to other transportation facilities, 
or to await the arrival of other shipments to make a 
particular lot complete in accordance with a contract. 
Therefore, control over the timely arrival of commodities 
at ports and at border points has a great economic sig- 
nificance. Upon the receipt of notification from a 
port or the border point regarding the arrival of the 
commodity, the date of Its arrival, the number of the 
document and the quantity are recorded in this account. 

The account "Commodities En Route to Ports and 
Border Points of the USSR" serves to obtain data about 
the balance of export goods delivered by Soviet suppliers 
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but which have not as yet reached the outlet points. 
The balanoe of goods are considered äs the difference 
between: data in the' account "Goods Delivered for Export" 
and the account "Goods Which Have Arrived at forts and-.. 
Border Points." The blalance of goods en route is com- 
puted as the need arises, but ho leäs frequently than 
once per quarter. The date for which computation was : 
made and ,the amount of the commodity en route is entered 
in the account. 

The account "Export of Good's" is' used to account 
for the export of goods from the Soviet Union, Infor- 
mation contained in this account serves for the venlf- 
cation of the fulfillment of export plans of intergo- 
vernmental trade agreements and of contracts with for- 
eign buyers. As .commodities are shipped abroad, the fol- 
lowing is registered in this account: the export date 
(the. date on which the vessel carrying export goods sailed 
from a Soviet port, or the date on which a boxcar car- 
rying the export commodity had crossed the border of the 
Soviet Union).; \.the name of the means of transportation; 
the number of the shipping document; and the number of 
location to which the goods were shipped; .the exported 
quantity Of goods - in specific units of measurement; and 
the cost of .the exported commodity In rubles./ By using 
the data of this account, it is possible to obtain in- 
formationabout each separate lot of goods, as.well as 
information about the commodity'exported.abroad during- 
a .certain period (one month, one quarter, half a year,  • 
a year). ■' v'.. 

The account "Commodities at Ports and Border 
points of. the USSR" is used to control the balance of' 
export goods at outlet points of the Soviet Union. 
Entries in this account are made periodically as the 
need for information about the balance of goods arises, 
but no less frequently than once per quarter. ... The.follow- 
ing is noted in the account: the date for which the 
balances have been computed arid the quantity of goods. . 

The account "Sale of Goods Abroad" serves to re-'" 
fleet operations with regard to the sale of export goods 
already shipped abroad. ; As the goods, are-sold, and dis- 
patched from warehouses, the following is registered in 
this, account: the date of sale; the number of the docu- 
ment on the basis of which the entry has been made;  the 
quantity in specific units of measurement; and the cost 
of the commodity sold. 

■ • , The account "Goods' in Storage and En Route to,. 
Warehouses Abroad" are used for supervising the balance 
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of export goods which have not been sold abroad and are 
stored, in warehouses or are en route to them. The date 
for whlbh the balance has been computed and the quantity 
of go^d'i are recorded in this account. 

In the cited system of"operational accounting 
of exports, two accounts (4 and 8) are reserved for 
control over the settlement of accounts.  The account 
"Settlement of Accounts With Domestic Suppliers" 
is for the supervision over timely acceptance of bills 
submitted by Soviet Industrial, trade and other enter- 
prises.  The account shows the date of acceptance of 
the'supplier's bill and the total amount of the bill. 
The account "Settlement of Accounts With Foreign Buyers" 
is utilized to control payments according to accounts 
of Ail-Union agencies.  The account registers the payment 
date and the total amount of the bill. 

The number of indices contained in.the accounts 
of operational accounting may vary depending on the 
character and the particularities of the subjects of 
accounting.  Accounts may contain certain indices 
necessary for. the accounting of some subjects, indices 
which are not required for the accounting of other ob- 
jects.  Thus, for instance, accounts in which the ex- 
port of equipment is recorded contain an additional 
index? "Numbers öf Locations".  This is necessary to 
assure the delivery of the entire set of equipment.  For 
certain kinds of equipment (e.g. metal-cutting lathes) 
the following index is introduced into the account: 
"The Transportation Number", which points out the relation- 
ship of a given shipment with lots shipped previously. 

The quantity of goods is reflected in all ac- 
counts of the discussed system of accounts, with the 
exception of "The Settlement of Accounts" account.  The 
other hand, the value of goods is reflected only in 
three accounts namely; "Advance Sales," "Export of 
Commodities,", and "Sale of Commodities Abroad." The 
value is not recorded in the remaining accounts.  In- 
formation, about the volume of goods, as reflected in ' . ' 
these accounts, is evaluated phi y''; when the statements .. 
©f accounts :are compiled.  This method of evaluation of 
goods significantly simplifies and facilitates the 
conduct of accounting, and also curtails the labor ex-; 
pendlture connected with it. 

Operational accounting consists almost exclusively 
of analytical accounts, which is necessitated by the 
demands of economic management of foreign trade.  This 
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form of accounting: Is-.-called upon to insure a'prompt 
supply of information about foreign trade. Operations; 
information, which must contain detailed data character- 
izing the manner in which those operations/.are being' 
carried out. Such information is .assured by the ana- •  :" 
lytic accounts in. operational accounting, so that de- 
tailed characteristics of appropriate subjects of ac- ' 
counting are readily available. Synthesizing accounts,"■' 
appear in operational accounting only as an'exception. 
On the other hand, summarization and generalization of 
data in analytical accounts,-is carried'out when opera- 
tional statements of:accounts are compiled. This method 
makes it possible to avoid the following duality: the 
analytic accounting being carried out'parallel with the 
synthesizing accounting, •        ,..,., 

Accounts of operational accounting are distin-' 
guished from each other by the content of their subw 
jects. They are divided into three main groups.- :The 
first group consists of accounts in. which the obliga- 
tions of foreign trade organizations are accounted for; 
Those accounts shall be called obligatlonal accounts. 
To the second group belong accounts in which the pro- '.;.-. 
cesses of internal economy are recorded. These accounts 
shall be called operational accounts. The .third group 
is formed by accounts, by means of which financial 
settlements with the contractors of foreign trade:"orga* ' 
nizations are controlled.  These shall be called accounts 
of settlements. Let us examine in more detail the three 
main groups of accounts. 

^Economic activity in foreign trade is regulated 
and guided on the basis of plans for the export and Im- 
port of commodities.  The Ministry of Foreign Trade 
transmits the plan assignments to Ail-Union export-im- 
port agencies by means of orders, which are executed 
through orders and directives. Obligations of foreign 
trade agencies, arising on the basis of these orders, 
are accounted for in obligatlonal accounts. 

Economic relations, of foreign trade organizations 
with Soviet industrial, trade, and other enterprises are 
executed by delivery orders and import, assignments, 
while in the case of foreign contractors --.by export 
and import transactions. Obligations of foreign trade 
organizations when they arise on the basis'of" those 
documents, are also reflected in obligatlonal accounts. 

.Obilgational accounts .play an .important role in 
the economic life of foreign tra.de organizations. Not 

..a single economic operation takes place in foreign trade 
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in the absence of an obligation which has been properly 
executed.  Because of this,'the control of timely dis- 
charge obligations acquires great importance in the proper 
course of work in foreign trade.  This control is imple- 
mented on the basis of data obtained through the use of 
obligatlonal accounts.  Data in-those accounts makes it 
possible to receive regular information, which character- 
izes in detail each separate obligation assumed by a 
foreign-trade organization, as well as all of its obli- 
gations as a whole. 

The two principal economic processes which take 
place in foreign trade -- export and import ■— are con- 
cluded as a result of the conclusion of a whole series 
of economic operations on the part of foreign-trade 
organizations;  operations aimed at the fulfillment of 
assignments in the national plan.  The export process, 
as well as that of import, can be broken down into a 
number of stages which succeed each other and which, 
individually, represent subjects for operational account- 
ing and are reflected in a corresponding account. To 
reflect economic processes taking place in foreign trade, 
and to control them, operational accounting utilizes 
operational accounts.  All the movements (and condition) 
of goods entering the foreign trade cycle are recorded 
in those accounts. 

Operational accounts comprise the most numerous 
and important group in the system of accounts of opera- 
tional accounting.  They perform a great role in the 
economic activity of foreign trade Örganizatione.  It 
is with the help or these accounts that the fulfillment 
of plans for export and import of commodities, trade    "••-- 
agreements, and foreign trade transaction — contracts,de- 
livery orders,  and import assignments — are controlled. 
Data reflected in those accounts makes it possible to 
judge the volume of exports and imports with regard to 
both the individual eommodity taken separately and the 
overall volume of commodities circulating in foreign 
trade; to obtain information about balances of commo- 
dities, and to observe their movements; and to character- 
ize the movement of commodities in all stages of export 
import work. 

Economic operations taking place in foreign 
trade bring these accounts into existence. Foreign trade 
organizations cover the bills of domestic suppliers of 
export commodities and the payments of foreign buyers 
against their own accounts. At the same time foreign trade 
organizations cover the bills submitted by foreign suppliers 
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of import goods and collect the payments of Soviet con- 
signees of those goods on the basis of their own accounts. 
Settlement accounts serve to control the timely execution 
of foreign trade payments. 

Accounting Registers ' ■■ 

Information regarding the course and the results 
of foreign-trade economic activity is supplied in opera- 
tional accounting by means of registration, .in a speci- 
fied order, of data pertaining to foreign trade opera- 
tions, as contained in documents. Documents reflect the 
entire variety of economic operations, they contain a large 
amount, of data necessary for the direction of the eco- 
nomic activity of foreign-trade organizations.. How- 
ever, .this data Is Widely scattered and therefore cannot 
be used effectively for purposes of economic direction 
and control. 
1    , In order to better utilize the data, contained 
in documents, it must be grouped in a proper manner. 
The beginning of such grouping is the creation of. com- 
posite documents on the basis of primary documents such 
as various types of cumulative and grouping notifica- 
tions. .■,""'., 

But this is insufficient,  it is necessary that 
all the primary accounting data be summarized. For' 
this purpose they are recorded in a certain order. Such 
entries, or accounting"registration, is based on.the in- 
formation in documents and is made in accounting re- 
gisters. The system of accounts in operational acr 
counting is reflected in these registers. These regi- 
sters are sheets of paper specially lined for the re- 
cording of economic operations. 

Operational accounting devotes special attention 
to data expressed in natural terms in the.recording of 
economic operations. :■ Accounting registers of operatio- 
nal accounting reflect this peculiarity. ..But monetary 
expression finds its proper place too. 

Accounting registers of operational accounting 
are divided, according to their external classification, 
into ledgers, cards, and.-loose sheets. The ledgers consist 
of printed blanks of accounting registers lined in a 
certain way and bound.  Cards --are individual loose 
sheets with specially lined and printed on thick paper 
or thin cardboard. Cards are kept in card files (in 
special drawers that'may. be looked), where they are broken 
down into, sections by means of cardboard dividers. Loose 
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sheets .i*. are also cards made of thin paper; they are 
usually larger than the cards. Loose sheets are kept 
in special binders. 

M. ,;The cards and the loose sheets are prevailent 
In ,Bfte£ational accounting. Ledgers, however, are also 
used fairly often.  Therefore, a combination of cards 
(loose-sheets) and ledgers is characteristic for the 
All-Union agencies.  The conditions of work.of.foreign- 
trade organizations are such that the tasks of accounting 
are bes't resolved: when, cards and ledgers are combined. 
The choice of ledgers^ or cards, or of their combination, 
as accounting registers depends on the conditions of work 
for each given organization, on the particularities of its 
commodity nomenclature, on the volume of exports and im- 
ports, and on the number of foreign trade operations which 
are being conducted and are subject to registration.  Where 
a large number of entries which results in the need for 
a well developed distribution of the accounting load, cards 
and loose sheets are employed.  On the other hand, where 
entries are relatively few and questions of systemati- 
zation of accounting data arise less frequently — ledgers 
are used. 

Operational accounting shows a prevailence of syste- 
matic registers.  With the aid of these registers, the 
grouping and the summation of foreign trade operations is 
carried out with the aim of obtaining information in the 
fulfillment of export and import plans, regarding the de- 
livery of commodities according to trade agreements, the 
fulfillment of foreign trade transactions, etc. 

Accounting registers used in operational accounting 
are registers of analytical accounting, each of which em- 
braces a single homogeneous group of foreign trade opera- 
tions.  Detailed entries are made in.analytical registers, 
thus characterizing in overall terms a certain group of 
foreign trade operations.  In bookkeeping accounting ana- 
lytical registers-are used along with synthesized account- 
ing registers (the content of synthesized accounts becomes 
apparent in them), in operational accounting they perform 
an independent role.  Synthesized accounting registers 
are used here as an exception.  Foreign trade operations 
are reflected in accounting registers in the order of their 
occurrence which guarantees a clear visualization of the 
data in current accounting. Due to this, these registers 
of operational accounting are used daily in the solution 
of current problems of control and direction of foreign 
trade operations.    . 

The multi-column form of lining in accounting 
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registers is most widely used in the operational account- 
ing of the external turnover öf goods» The volume-sum '' 
form Is also used* Since the text (the' content of econo-- 
mic operations) is not intended to be a part of operational 
accounting, It is not recorded in accounting registers. • "' 
Entries in the registers are limited to the most essential 
Information such as: the date on which an economic Opera- 
tion was completed, the number of the document, the quan- 
tity - in Specific units of measurement-, and certain other 
data. Accounting registers are established so that it 
would be easy to survey and assimilate the content of 
economic operations reflected in them after the entries 
are "completed-, and also to allow the completion of all 
•the.prescribed accounting and statement of accounts  ■  - 
forms with the least expenditure of labor and time on '".■■ 
behalf of the accounting unit. The forms of accounting 
registers greatly depend on the character and peculia- 
rities of those foreign trade operations for the record- 
ing of which they are designed, this is taken into con- 
sideration in the form of their lining. ■ An enumeration 
ox accounting registers used in operational accounting is 
presented below with a brief description of their content. 

., Refristers for the accounting of orders.All-Uwion ■• 
agencies keep ledgers for the registration of the orders ; 
of the Ministry of Foreign Trade, pertaining .to the ex- 
port and-import of commodities. -The most important in- ■■■ 
formation from the orders received is entered in these 
ledgers. Two ledgers are usually kept: one forex- . 
port, the other for Import. Entries are made in chrono- 
logical sequence in which the orders are received. 

Registers for the accounting of export fm^a,.. The 
work of export organizations is mainly concerned with 
the receipt of commodities for export. Hence, an import- 
ant role is played in this work by export funds.  The 
latter represent the necessary condition for the export 
work of the agencies, as the receipt of funds precedes 
the issuance of delivery orders and the shipment of goods 
for export.  Ledgers are started (seldom cards) for the 
registration of export funds.- Those ledgers are kept for 
commodities- and contain'the following indices:  the date 
and the number of the order to allocate export funds« ■ 
the designation of the supplier; the quantity of goods - 
In specific units of -measurement, broken down into quarters 
and countries of destination. •' 

x ftQ:gl
8teris for Contract Accounting.  The Import and 

export oi commodities is öörfäucW^Tn  accordance with 
terms of transactions (contracts for purchase and sale) 
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concluded by foreign trade organizations with.foreign. 
contractors; A predominant majority of commodities is 
exported and imported on'the basis of transactions. Only 
certain commodities are exported-and imported without 
the;, preliminary conclusion of''contracts.  Such commodi- 
ties include: certain brands of machinery and equipment, 
which are shipped abroad for consignment or for demon- 
stration, a number of products of the fur industry ex- 
ported for sale from warehouses, models for exhibitions, 
motion picture, and others. But in those cases, as well, 
contracts are concluded at the time of sale, or at the. 
time the goods are released to buyers. The role of foreign 
trade transactions in the organization and the execution 
of export and import operations is very great.  Therefore, 
control over their execution and fulfillment occupies a 
dominant position in operational accounting.  It is also 
necessary to note, that accounting of the fulfillment of 
transactions constitutes the basis of all the accounting 
of the commodity.turnover of the USSR. 

The contract accounting registers for exports 
include the entire system of accounts of operational 
accounting, designed for the registration of the shipment 
of goods abroad, while the registers of Import contracts 
include the entire system of accounts pertaining to the 
import of goods.  An account of each individual trans- 
action is kept in the registers.  At the same time the 
whole range of foreign trade transactions and of their 
fulfillment, is reflected in them.  The number of indices 
in contract registers depends on the particularities of 
commodities for which the transactions were concluded. 

Commodity Registers. 

Commodity ledgers or cards are kept at All-Union 
agencies for the summarization and generalization of ex- 
port and import data.  The movement of goods entering 
into the foreign trade turnover is reflected in those re- 
gisters.  Individual accounting for each commodity is 
conducted in the commodity registers. Commodities are 
grouped in the registers by country and by category of 
delivery. Registration is carried out on the basis of 
documents, or on the basis of entries made in the con- 
tract registers.  The second method is the most widely 
used, as'it saves time for the accounting personnel. 
Commodity registers, as the contract registers, include 
the entire system of accounts of operational accounting 
which makes it possible to survey quite readily the data 
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reflected in them, thus facilitating the resolution of 
the tasks of current control, which Is conducted by- 
operational personnel and economic directors. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

BASIC PRINCIPLES AND METHODS OF EVALUATING 
THE OBJECTS OF OPERATIONAL ACCOUNTING 

Commodities circulating in foreign trade are 
reflected in operational accounting both in natural 
and monetary terms. Accounting data in natural terms 
characterizes the condition and movement of goods 
according to their quantity, data in monetary terms 
according to their value.  Accounting in natural terms 
solves the problem of determining the concrete dimen- 
sions of import and export, with respect to individual 
commodities and groups of commodities, In terms of 
natural measurements.  It assures provision of material, 
which illuminates changes in commodity composition of 
imports and exports.  Accounting data in terms of 
natural measurement is used in the compilation of 
plans and for control over their fulfillment.  Iso 
on the basis of this data, material balances are prepared 
for the more important export and import goods, as well 
as for groups of goods, the relative role of export in 
domestic industry, and that of import in the supplying 
of the national economy of the USSR, in individual forms 
of production, etc. is computed. 

The value of individual commodities, as well as 
that of the aggregate of goods exported abroad and 
imported into the USSR, is determined with the aid of 
accounting in monetary terms.  The volume of foreign 
trade for any given period of time, as well as the 
relationship between export and import, are determined 
on the basis of monetary-accounting data.  Such data 
is used in the compilation of the trade balance and 
in determining the decree of national plan-fulfill- 
ment in the USSR as a whole, as well as for individual 
foreign trade organizations and countries.  On the 
basis^of monetary accounting data the place and sig- 
nificance of foreign trade in the national economy of 
the USSR as a whole, and in its branches is determined; 
the share of the USSR and its place in international trade 
and in trade with various countries is established; 
the degree of participation, and the place of each all- 
union agency; in the turnover of foreign trade is 
determined; the export-import commodities-structure is 
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formed; .important'economic indices are computed^ ouch 
as the interrelationship between the means of production 
and consumer goods in.import and export and between 
finished goods'and raw materials in the turnover, of goods 
and others. .• ;'      .JRf,■. 

In order to.obtain information about the'turnover 
of foreign trade, it is necessary to evaluate'alt. of. the 
commodities exported abroad and imported into the country. 
With this aim, individual lots and the aggregate of goods, 
are subjected to evaluation, which is accomplished through 
conversion of.natural indices into monetary by means of 
prices. .'".' ■ . 

Prerequisites for the Correct Evaluation of the 
Objects of Accounting. . 

The evaluation of goods must be based on proper 
foundations, and must yield valid data characterizing 
the condition and development;of'Soviet foreign trade. 
In order to meet this requirement, a concrete"order has 
been established in operational accounting for .the evalu- 
ation of its objects.  This insures a realistic and 
unified evaluation, and mattes'it possible.to correctly 
depfict, in.monetary form, economic, operations-in foreign 
trade. A realistic evaluation is achieved through the 
use In operational accounting of transaction prices- 
which objectively reflect the relation between the . 
sellers and buyers of goods..'. Unification of evaluation 
is Insured through the establishment of a single order 
of evaluation of operational accounting Objects in all 
foreign trade organizations.-. The evaluation of each 
object is homogenous in its content, it does not per- 
mit deviations from firmly .established rules, which 
leads to the unity and comparability of operational 
accounting data. Adherence to these principles 
of evaluation eliminates the possibility of a sub- 
jective approach to the determination of the economic . 
activity indices, and serves as a true.guarantee to the 
effect t".it all the. objects of operational accounting 
recoive correct, evaluation.'' ... 

A.a. important prerequisite for "the correct evalua- 
tion of export and import lies in the receipt of re- . 
liable data on the quantity of goods entering the 
foreign trade turnover. Such data is assured with the 
aid of accounting in.natural terms, being organized in 
all Of the links of the foreign trade system. The 
quantity of goods is determined by means of weight 
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and of Measure. Accounting in natural terms is con- 
ducted in natural units of measurement such as those 
of length (meters, kilometers), of weight (kilograms, 
tons) ,•< volume (litres, hectolitres, cubic meters), 
and others, used in determining' the amount of homogenous 
commodities.  Therefore, quantities of heterogenous 
commodities cannot be summed up as long as they had 
been computed in natural measurements. 

Data of accounting in natural terms are at the 
basis entire accounting of foreign trade commodities. 
Each commodity appears in foreign trade channels in 
the form of a definite quantity, expressed through some 
natural measurement.  This quantity is regarded as a 
lot, and is thus accounted for while it is in the 
process of transit to the buyer. Lots of goods are 
not broken-up even at transportation-warehouse pro- 
cessing of export and import goods, because each lot 
is shown in accounting.  On the basis of accounting data 
in terms of natural measurements, a constant supervision 
over the movement of export and import goods is main- 
tained, in which each individual lot of goods is also 
supervised.. 

The choice of measurement units for goods depends 
on their physical properties.  The units of measurement 
are determined with the consideration of the properties 
of the individual goods and the accepted practice of 
international trade.  However, in a number of cases 
difficulties arise in the determination of units of 
measurement.  Therefore, preference is given to units 
of measurement that are most widely employed in the 
national economy. 

In order to carry out correct accounting in terms 
of natural measurements, it is very important to 
assure a unified approach to the determination of the 
units of measurement for commodities.  For this purpose, 
"The Unified Nomenclature for Commodities in Foreign 
Trade" contains units of measurement used by foreign 
trade organizations in quantitative commodity planning 
and in conducting operational accounting.  Such units 
of measurement are entered after the designation of each 
group of commodities, each sub-group, position and sub-' 
position.  In the selection of measurement units for 
inclusion in.the "Unified Nomenclature for Commodities", 
use was made of the existing G-OST's and technical 
conditions, as well as of the accepted practice of 
international trade for some of the commodities.  Two 
natural units of measurements are given in that nomen- 
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clature for many of the goods, mainly for.machines and 
equipment.  This is associated with the Tact that for 
a number of commodities the accounting of quantity 
in merely one -natural unit of measurement fails- to 
characterize, with sufficient thoroughness, the volume 
of their import and. export. * . -. ■"•i'. 

.•■■"■■'•■' Thus, for instance, the accounting of steam eieo-- 
trie power stations,-by components only ^ does': not 'supply 
any'idea of their power rating. Here it would be'neces- 
sary to consider not only the number of ' plant components, 
but.also their power rating in terms of'kilowatts* -;.  ' ". 
From this data it would be possible to obtain Informa- 
tion regarding the average rating of exported orrimported 
electric power stations, which would more fully character- 
ize .their.quality. Of course, each individual .charact- 
eristic of electric power stations has a, special sig- 
nificance in the national economy, but in order to study 
the changes in the &-xpört arid Import structure, it is . 
necessary to have an idea of all the electric power 
stations as a.whole. This information is provided in 
operational accounting. 

Occasionally it is insufficient to know about the 
quantity of commodities in only two natural units of. 
measurement.  Then, a third unit is introduced into the 
accounting. This occurs, mainly, when examining the 
prices of various equipment and machinery. Since 
the same types of equipment and machinery may have 
different technical fitting, their costs fluctuate 
considerably, therefore, it is often helpful to know 
their price per kilogram of net weight of the machine. 
Thus, it is necessary to consider in the account not 
only their number in terms of pieces or components-, but 
also in terms of their net weight. 

-■. :A considerable portion of export and import'' 
commodities Is calculated in units, of weight.' The . 
accounting of such goods has 'its own peculiarity because 
many goods are .delivered in packages. If the packaging 
has no effect when the amount of goods is- computed in 
the number of pieces,; couples,-meters, etc. in cases 
wbe— +>..* -nn^; ■ a*-o ^oopunted for in terms' of weight 
j.a.cKJ.'.^lEg has an obvious effect.  It is, therefore 
determined in .advance .whether the commodities will'be • 
accounted in net or gross-weight.  In operational 
accounting the quantity of .commodities, delivered in 
packages, is reflected In net weight, which is deter- 
mined on the basis of specifications, bills, certi- 
ficates of weight,- and other documents. The accounting 
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of goods, ill net weight has a great significance because 
it permits supervision of the movement of goods without 
the packaging. 

'. vAnother important prerequisite- for correct evalua- 
tloft, of* commodities is the obtaining "of-reliable: infor- 
mation regarding prices. This i:s secured through the 
existing organization of operational and accounting work 
in the foreign trade agencies.  The contemporary orga- 
nization of foreign trade activity stipulates the transfer 
of price data to the accounting units directly after the 
conclusion of export and import transactions.  Thus, 
the accounting unit receives complete price data on 
foreign trade transactions on time. 

Transaction prices, prices paid in reality by 
buyers and sellers in fulfilling contracts, are the basis 
for the evaluation of goods entering into foreign trade. 
Due to the nature of foreign trade transactions, the 
actual price of the goods may deviate from the price 
established by the contract.  The actual price reveals 
itself as a result of the fulfillment of all the con- 
tract obligations by the buyer.  Since, at times, it is 
impossible (or impractical) to determine in advance all 
of^ the goods' quality indices, only the basic kinds 
are listed.  Terms of contracts on such commodities 
stipulate, that the quality.of goods may deviate 
from the basic kinds within established limits.  The 
prices are established on the basic kinds, but it is 
also stipulated that they vary, in cases of deviation 
of the delivered goods from the basic kinds.  As 
conclusive data regarding the quality of the goods 
becomes known after their delivery, the actual prices 
are also revealed with the fulfillment of the contract; 

As an example, it Is possible to refer to the 
practice of foreign trade in manganese ore. At the time 
of sale, the price is stipulated on the basis of a ton 
of washed ore, with a 48% content of metallic manganese. 
In reality, however, the content of the basic component, 
metal manganese, deviates somewhat from that level in 
the ore that is being delivered. The delivery of such' 
ore does not violate the conditions of the contract, 
but it changes the price of the commodity.  If the 
content of metallic manganese in the delivered ore 
happens to be higher than 48$, then the price in- 
creases correspondingly, and if it is lower, then the 
price decreases.  The final price for manganese ore is 
determined after the completion of analysis, and is 
reflected in the seller's bill paid by the buyer. 
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This price in the final bill is reflected in operational' 
accounting. 

Bringing Commodity Prices to a Single Basis. 

In contract accounting, the prices are registered 
for all commodities circulating in•the foreign trade : 
market. ;This accounting reflects prices fixed by the 
contracts, and prices recomputed to a single basis - 
FOB port or border of the dispatching (shipping) 
country.  Thus, it is always possible to receive infor- 
mation from operational accounting data on the individual 
prices for each lot of sold or bought goods; on the 
average price of goods, on the level of prices for export- 
import goods and their relationship to each other; about 
the fluctuation of prices for the period being studied, 
The re-computation of prices to a common basis allows 
to obtain data about the prices of Soviet import and 
goods in comparison with world prices.   - 

Conversion of prices to a common basis has a great 
significance for practical work and for studying foreign 
trade.  The fact of the matter is that transaction 
prices do not always satisfy the demands for correct 
evaluation of the commodity turnover. These prices are 
established on different basis (FOB, GIF-, etc., therefore 
some of them include the cost of the goods and the ex- 
penses involved in delivering them aboard the ship in 
the shipping port, while others also include expenses 
involved in the delivery to the port of destination , 
etc. As a result, the prices can Dot be compared. 
Prices for different commodities (or even for different, 
lots of the same commodity) bought or sold at approxi- 
mately the same time, but under"different conditions, 
of delivery, differ essentially. The evaluation of the 
commodity turnover in terms of such prices would 
seriously distort its economic content. Because of this, 
transaction prices usually are brought to a common basis 
by re-computation, and the evaluation of goods is conduct- 
ed on the basis of re-computed prices.  The re-computa- 
tion of prices is done on the basis of FOB or CIF. 
In accordance with that there are two methods for evaluat- 
ing the commodity turnover. 

Under the first method, the evaluation of export- 
import is conducted according to prices free transporta- 
tion conveyance at the border of the country of dispatch 
(shipment) of goods.  Commodities circulating 
in foreign trade are evaluated, With the application 
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of this"method, according to the prices F.O.B. port 
in Water shipments, and according to prices free on 
j^ail (or motor vehicle) border of the shipping country 
in shipments "by land. 

Under the second method,;;*the evaluation of export 
is conducted according to the prices free transporta- 
tion conveyance border of the exporting country, the 
evaluation of Import - according to prices free trans- 
portation conveyance border of the importing country. 
Under this method the export commodities are evaluated in 
the same manner as under the first method, and the evalua- 
tion of import commodities is accomplished through 
prices C.I.F. port of the importing country in shipments 
by water and according to prices free on rail (or motor 
vehicle) border of the importing country in shipments 
by land. 

In operational accounting the evaluation of the 
commodity turnover and the original transaction prices 
may be used. 

In trade with capitalist countries, the transaction 
prices are determined on a different basis.  Here, un- 
avoidably, it is necessary to re-compute a consider- 
able part of the prices to the established basis.  How- 
ever, even in trade with the capitalist countries, the 
number of import transactions, which are not based on F. 
O.B. port of the shipping country is being systematically 
curtailed.  This is connected with the development of 
the domestic merchant fleet and the systematic growth 
of its role in the transportation of foreign trade 
cargo. 

With the re-computation of prices to a single 
basis according to the method established in opera- 
tional accounting, there is a problem of excluding from 
the actual price all the expenses connected with the 
movement of goods starting with F.O.B. port or 
free on border the supplier's country to the place of 
their surrender.  These expenses are computed according 
to data regarding the actual amount of expenses, borne 
by the supplier; their extent is determined on the basis 
of documents.  Standardization is not allowed in the 
re-computation of prices. 

In accordance with requirements of the order, 
established in operational accounting, for the re-compu- 
tation of prices to a single basis from contract prices 
of commodities sold or bought C.I.F. or free border of 
the purchaser's country, the actual expenses are sub- 
tracted from F.O.B. and C.I.F., specifically: marine 
freightage (corresponding rail freight charges, or 
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payment for motor transport or river freightage;) 
insurance of goods en route and other expenses (for 
instance, commission to brokers).  In cases of the sale 
of goods stored in the country of the purchaser, the 
expenses connected with their delivery to the.vrarehou.se, 
the storage itself, and their release from warehouse are 
also excluded from the transaction price,  in case of 
the sale of goods at an auction in the country of 
a purchaser, the expenses involved in its delivery 
and organization of the auction are excluded from the 
sale price.  Cleared in such a manner, the prices are 
used for the evaluation of commodities, exported abroad 
or Imported into the USSR. 

The commodity turnover evaluation method used in 
operational accounting, considerably facilitates the ana- 
lysis of prices in the study of Soviet-foreign trade 
and its dynamics. The work of comparing prices for ex- 
port and import goods, as well as*the comparison of these 
prices with world prices, is made easier. This method,, 
doesn t require complex re-computations of data of for- 
eign trade and bringing it to a comparable form. 

A predominat majority of goods, circulating in 
the Soviet foreign trade are imported and exported after 
the conclusion of contracts, and their evaluation is 
done according to the prices in these contracts. How- 
ever, in some cases, the contract or transaction prices 
are unknown at the time of the import or export of the 
goods; sometimes such a price does not. exist at all. 
This occurs in cases where the goods are exported abroad 
for sale from consignment warehouses or auctions.  This 
also.occurs in the export or import of goods under barter 
transactions.  In the first case, the sale price becomes 
known after their export, i.e., after their sale. Some- 
times, there is a significant lapse of time between the 
date of export and the date of sale.  In the second 
case, there are no set prices for goods, because there 
is direct barter between the parties.  The evaluation of 
Indicated goods has its own peculiarities. 

The evaluation of commodities sent on consignment, 
auction, commission etc., is done at the time of their 
export abroad according to the prices of previous trans- 
actions, re-computed on the basis of F.O.B. Soviet port 
or free on border, or according to the existing market 
prices, and with advance sales in transaction prices 
of other lots of the given commodity. However, this 
evaluation is preliminary and is kept in the account 
until the goods are sold. After the sale the indicated 
preliminary evaluation is changed and the necessary 
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corrections are made In the account. 
,The?evaluation of commodities in barter trans- 

actions has peculiarities associated with the nature 
of agreements of direct exchange.,! There are two kinds 
of barter transactionss transactions, where there is 
an exchange of goods of equal value, and transactions, 
which stipulate an exchange of a certain amount of goods 
for an amount of other goods predetermined by the contract. 
In the transactions of the first kind, there is a fixed 
amount determined on the basis of prices agreed upon 
by the parties.  Therefore, the evaluation of such commo- 
dities, is determined on a common basis.  The prices of 
the second type of transaction are not Indicated and 
special means are applied for their evaluation. 

In operational accounting, commodities delivered 
in the transactions of the second type are evaluated 
on the basis of world prices in effect at the time of th 
transactions, or close to it.  Practice indicates that 
in the conclusion of barter transactions, the quantity 
of bartered goods is equated by means of the existing 
prices for these goods.  Such prices are usually world 
prices, i.e. prices for which a great part of commo- 
dities entering international trade are sold. 

Commodities delivered as a loan and commodities 
delivered as repayment of loans, are evaluated according 
to world prices in effect on the date of conclusion of 
the transaction, or close to It.  Raw materials conveyed 
to foreign governments as grants, as well as their 
processed products, are evaluated according to trans- 
action prices, concluded on the basis of trade agreements,or 
according to world prices. 

The evaluation of commodities is also connected 
with the re-computation of prices expressed in foreign 
currencies into rubles. Such re-computatlon is done in 
accordance with the official rate of exchange published 
by State Bank USSR. 

In conclusion one further preculiarity of eva- 
luation in operational accounting must be noted.  Its 
essence is that the original evaluation of the major 
portion of foreign-trade operations is subsequently re- 
fined.  Economic operations are reflected in this type 
of accounting shortly after their execution. Therefore at 
the time, they are recorded the final price is often 
unknown.  Consequently evaluation is made according;, 
to contract prices, recomputed on a fixed basis, with- 
out an accounting of the final corrections for the 
quality of the goods.  The evaluation in such operations 
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made at the time of recording, is considered as preli- 
minary and is refined after the bills for the soods have 
been submitted. Thus the prices are brought into cor- 
respondence with actual prices which the purchasers 
pay. 

In conclusion it is necessary to note one more 
peculiarity of evaluation in operational accounting. 
Its essence consists in the fact that the evaluation of 
great part of foreign trade operations is preliminary 
at first and becomes specific later. Economic operations 
are reflected in such a manner soon after their institu- 
tion.  Therefore, very often, the final price is unknown at 
the time of. their registration.  Because of this, the e- 
valuation Is done in accordance with the prices in the 
contracts recomputed.at the established basis, without 
considering the final correction for the quality of the 
goods. Such an evaluation, done at the time of'regi- 
stration of the goods, is considered to be preliminary 
and it becomes more specific after the presentation of 
accounts for the goods.  IAV such a manner, prices are: 

brought in line with real prices, and these are- paid bv ■. 
the purchasers. . J     ' 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

ACCOUNTING OF THE DISCHARGE OF OBLIGATIONS 
ARISING FROM FOREIGN TRADE TRANSACTIONS 

In the process of executing assignments of the 
national plan, foreign-trade organizations enter into 
economic relations, on the one hand, with domestic 
enterprises, establishments and organizations which 
supply export products and receive import goods.  On 
the other hand they have economic relations with foreign 
contractors-purchasers of export products and sellers 
of import goods.  The task of the economic relations with 
domestic enterprises, establishments and organizations 
is the reception of commodities for export and the 
delivery of import goods to them.  Economic relations 
with foreign contractors are directed at the sale of ex- 
port commodities, and at the purchase of import commo- 
dities from them. 

Relations with domestic purveyors of export pro- 
ducts are accomplished by means of delivery orders, and 
with the purchasers of import goods by means of Import 
orders and statements; relations with foreign contractors 
are accomplished on the basis of sale-purchase contracts 
(by contract orders).  The delivery orders and import 
statements (orders) reflect conditions the observance 
of which is mandatory in order to accomplish trans- 
ference of commodities from one Soviet organization to 
another. Contracts contain terms which regulate the re- 
lations between the contractors when ownership of the 
goods is transferred from the seller to the buyer. 

Foreign-trade transactions (delivery, orders, 
import orders and contracts) perform a most important 
role in the solution of foreign trade problems.  The 
work of foreign-trade organizations is Inconceivable 
without them.  At present the entire activity of these 
organizations is associated to a certain degree with the 
discharge of obligations resulting from foreign trade 
transactions.  Control over the fulfillment of obligations 
in accordance with delivery orders, import orders and con- 
tracts is therefore of the greatest importance for the 
proper functioning of economic activity. 
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Verification of the fulfillment of obligations 
S!1?Smi2e  0m forelSn-trade transactions'is accomplished 
with the aid of operational accounting.  Data from this 
type of accounting yields information regarding the ob- 
ligations and the progress in executing each individual: .; 

agreement and. of all foreign-trade transactions in *eL*&, 
neral. ... & ■>"[• 

The Accounting, of Delivery Orders. 

^  In accordance with a decree of the Council of 
People s Commissars USSR, 3 October 1940, No 1866, 
export contract relations are promulgated through the 
issuance by the all-union export-import agencies of 
delivery orders to domestic purveyors for soods subject 
to release for export.  The delivery orders resemble 
assignments to the domestic purveyors (emanating from 
the all-union foreign-trade agencies) to ship for ex- 
port goods which have been allocated to the Ministry of 
Foreign Trade in accordance with the plan for the de- 
livery of-goods for export, within specified time li- 
mits and in accordance with the conditions contained 
in these delivery orders, with their aid the foreign-trade 
organizations supply domestic contractors with in- 
formation regarding the demands of foreign markets as 
regards quality, external processing of the goods and 
shipment dates.  The work of domestic enterprises in 
preparing high-quality products and supplying them in  ': 
time for export is organized on the basis of these or- 
ders. The shipment of the goods abroad is also accom- 
plished under conditions established in the delivery 
orders. According to established practice,, domestic 
contractors confirm the acceptance of the delivery 
orders.  After such confirmation they acquire the power 
of sale-purchase contracts. . 

The more important conditions of the delivery 
orders, reflected in operational accounting of foreinn 
trade, are: the object of the delivery order, descrip- 
tion of . the goods and their detailed technical character- 
istics; quantity of the goods to be furnished for ex- 
port; dates of delivery of the goods - the date shown 
is the one by which the entire order must be shipped 
or the time during which such shipment takes place 
(usually in quarters); place of delivery; method of 
payment for the goods; list of documents and the dates 
on which the contractor Is obligated to forward them 
to the foreign-trade agency, which is the' exporter of 
the goods. * 
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.pie accounting of delivery orders is conducted 
in the offices of the all-union,export-import agencies. 
Iy, 'Some of the agencies such accounting is related 
with contract accounting; in others it is conducted 
Separately.  The choice of a'method depends on the opera- 
ting-conditions of the agency and its experience in 
dealing with domestic purveyors, as well as the types 
of commodities it deals in.  In both instances, however, 
the reflection of all the basic conditions of the de- 
livery orders is assured in the accounts; the control over 
their fulfillment is vital under the agencies' working 
conditions. 

The delivery orders are recorded in operational 
accounting as they are issued.  Each delivery order is 
recorded in fixed order after it is drawn up, thereby, 
accounting reflects all of the basic obligations of 
the delivery order and assures continued systematic 
supervision over the course of its fulfillment.  The 
contractor's obligations under this transaction are con- 
sidered discharged after shipment of the goods for export, 
and those of the purchaser are considered as having 
been completed after payment for the shipped goods has 
been made.  Thus entries in delivery orders account 
registers are concluded by a notation showing the date 
of payment for the goods. 

The Accounting of Import Commissions and Orders.  . 

After the national Import plan has been adopted 
and goods have been allotted per consumer, Soviet 
enterprises, establishments and organizations direct 
import commissions (orders) to the foreign-trade 
agencies.  On the basis of these orders the foreign-trade 
organizations conduct their work of assuring the import 
of commodities, stipulated by the plan. 

According to decree No 68 of the Economic Council 
of the Council of People's Commissars USSR, dated 11 
January 1940, the execution of import contract relations 
is regulated through the presentation by the purchaser 
of specifications (or a written commission, if the order 
involved does not require a specification) and its 
acceptance by the agency importing the goods.  At present 
Soviet purchasers present: for machinery and equipment, 
import orders, and for raw materials, foodstuff and 
other goods, import commissions; if necessary, both are 
accompanied by detailed specifications.  In appearance 
the orders are established forms which have been completed 
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while the commissions are ordinary letters addressed to •' 
the foreign-trade organizations. Despite the fact that 
their contents must meet identical requirements, the 

./contents of both documents $usi correspond to bilateral' ' 
transactions and meet specific conditions. 

The mandatory, prerequisites of import orders and 
commissions are: the designation of the individual ' 
requisitioning the goods and the enterprise to which 
they are to be sent; the name of the export-import agency • 
the purveyor of the goods; the consignee; station of" 
destination; the name of the organization that will pay 
for the goods; its account number at the State Bank; 
import date of the goods; detailed description of the 
goods; or complete technical characteristics if the 
goods require specification; the quantity; approximate 
net weight (only for machinery and equipment); appro- 
ximate cost of the goods to be imported. 

The accounting of import commissions is conducted 
by export-import agencies.  Import orders, after reaching 
the machine-technical agencies, are entered in the special 
"Imrort Order Registration Journal". The serial number 
of the entry in this journal becomes, the number of the 
order, and is stamped on it. From now on all correspon- 
dence between the purchaser and the agency refers to the 
order number.  In machine-technical agencies this number 
has various terms: "import order number", "order number" 
"commission number".  It should be noted that in corre- 
spondence, reference to the order number is only made 
during the period preceding the signing of a contract with 
the foreign contractor. After conclusion of a contract 
all correspondence with the purchaser refers to the con- 
tract number. 

Import commissions are registered as they arrive 
at the foreign-trade.organizations which import raw 
materials, foodstuff and other goods.  The accounting 
of the fulfillment of import commissions (or of orders) 
at the export-import agencies is associated'with contract 
accounting.  The corresponding requisites (e.g. the de- 
signation of the purchaser, of the consignee,^the account 
number, etc.) are entered in contract accounting ledgers. 
The designation of goods, their characteristics, quantity 
amounts and other indices, are reflected in the ledgers 
on the basis of contracts concluded with foreign, con- 
tractors. Concerning these indices, if they do not con-:: 
form with, the initial orders, contract.data is.accepted 
as correct, inasmuch as any changes in the order are 
coordinated with the purchaser before the signing of the 
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import'agreement.  Thus the fulfillment of these contract 
indices is -at the same time the fulfillment of the import 
Order or'commission.  Contract accounting assures a re- 
flection ofl: the indices characterizing both the discharge 
of the conditions of the contract itself and the conditions 
of the import order (commission).  This explains the fact 
that operational contract accounting reflects both the 
shipment of the goods from abroad and their Import into 
the USSR as well as their delivery to the purchaser. 
The fulfillment of the import commission is considered 
as having been completed after the goods have been ship- 
ped from the port or border point and sent to the purcha- 
ser's address, and payment, by the latter, for the goods 
has been made. Consequently entries in contract accounting 
registers are completed with a notation showing the date 
payment for the import goods was received from the pur- 
chaser. 

Accounting of Export and Import Contracts 

Deliveries of goods in the foreign-trade turnover 
of the USSR are accomplished under the terms established 
by contracts between all-union export-import agencies and 
their foreign contractors.  A contract (sale-purchase 
agreement, order) is a mutual, bilateral agreement bet- 
ween the vendor and the purchaser of a commodity. 
Through the contract the vendor assumes the obligation 
of supplying the purchaser with the goods indicated in 
the agreement; the purchaser is obligated to accept these 
goods and pay the vendor the stipulated price.  The trans- 
fer of property rights to goods in the Soviet foreign- 
trade turnover takes place through the execution 
of the obligations assumed by both parties to the con- 
tract.  The contract lists the article to be supplied, 
the quantity, price and other conditions which define 
the obligations of the parties. 

Supervision over the realization and execution of 
foreign-trade transactions occupies an important place 
in operational accounting.  Data from this type of ac- 
counting is utilized in the course of sale of export 
goods and the purchase of import goods, as well as in 
other activities of foreign-trade organizations engaged 
in completing assignments established by the national 
import-export planl  To direct the activities of the 
export-import, agencies dealing with the sale and pur- 
chase of goods, regular information regarding the number 
of contracts concluded and the pertinent turnover volume, 
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is lndispehöable. The number of transactions indicates 
the: frequency and amount of transactions"concluded by a 
given agency as a whole, and by each of its offices in- 
dividually. . ,_ 

However, in examining the'operations it must be 
kept in mind that transactions may be major, average, 
or minor.  Information concerning the relationships 
between these groups of transactions is of great importance 
for the characteristics'of the work of foreign^trade'■■ 
organizations. Hence operational accounting"is establihed 
in such a way that its data, would yield information about 
the number of transactions concluded, according to 
different groups. 

Determination of the transaction turnover is also 
of great importance.  Transaction turnover character- ' 
izes the results of the activities of foreig-trade or- 
ganizations lii the sale and purchase of goods.  It defines 
the scale and direction of operational work. Contract ac- 
counting data, together with the number of'transactions, • 
furnishes information on the volume, geographic distri- 
bution' and commodity structure of forthcoming export- 
import shipments. 

Operational accounting of contracts, however, 
poses much more extensive tasks than.those of providing 
information on the number of contracts'and the trans- 
action turnover/ Its main task is that of furnishing. - 
data for systematic control over the discharge of obli- 
gations stemming from contracts which form' the basis of 
the relationship between sellers and buyers.  In con-' 
nection with this foreign-trade organizations assure. 

Daily control over the fulfillment of" each sepa- 
rate contract, and when necessary,. over.the;fulfillment 
of each separate facet of a contract, as well Is as- 
sured by the foreign-trade organizations through opera- 
tional accounting. At the same ..time", contract accounting 
data; is utilized to obtain the following information,; 

indispensable for economic administration: information 
about the fulfillment of export and import plans; about 
shipments abroad, and imports into the USSR, in terms 
of commodities, and countries and commodities,    ; • 
as well as information concerning the fulfillment 
of trade agreements and other data. 

Let us examine the practical problems arising 
in the organization of and control over the discharge 
Of contract obligations. Essential changes have "occurred 
In the practice of,concluding foreign-trade transactions, 
which considerably complicate the matter of contract 
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accounting.  These changes involved, firät of all, ther 
articles of delivery and the extent of time involved in 
the fulfillment of a contract. Before the war contracts 
concluded for separate lots of commodities comprised the 
main body of foreign-trade transactions.  At that time 
it was customary to conclude a contract for each indi- 
vidual lot of commodities, predominatly with short term 
contracts.  These were single act transactions, whose 
duration was determined by the time involved in the de- 
livery of a single lot of goods.  The role of these trans- 
actions was to accommodate a single delivery of a speci- 
fied quantity of goods. After delivery they ceased to 
function. Naturally, contracts were also concluded 
for the delivery of a number of lots of a single commo- 
dity or even of several commodities. Under such con- 
tracts, commodity deliveries were effected in successive 
lots, at even intervals over a specified period of time. 
These contracts, however, played a rather minor role by 
comparison with the single act transactions. 

During the postwar years the situation changed 
radically.  Now the bulk of foreign-trade transactions 
involve contracts with tarms up to a year.  Short term 
contracts comprise only a small portion of the total 
number of contracts concluded. 

Considerable changes have also occurred in such 
an important aspect of contracts as the article of de- 
livery. At present the majority of contracts are con- 
cluded for the delivery of entire series of lots of 
one or many types of commodities. The above changes, 
as well as others, in the conclusion of contracts were 
caused by changes in the conduct of foreign trade. 

The postwar changes in the conclusion of foreign- 
trade transactions have considerably complicated the 
content of operational contract accounting. 

Work of the all-union export-import agencies, 
in the preparation and conclusion of contracts is usu- 
ally not reflected in operational accounting, as it is 
of a preliminary nature.  After the contract is concluded, 
the foreign-trade agency, assumes new obligations, the 
fulfillment of which directly affects the.results of its 
economic activity. Therefore, the agency conducts de- 
tailed accounting of the discharge of obligations re- 
suiting from the contract. 

"Each contract executed in the appropriate manner 
is accepted for accounting by the export-import agency 
which signed it.  A transaction is considered as appro- 
priately-executed if it meets the Soviet legal requirements 
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covering foreign trade.  In accordance with Soviet le- : 
gislation concerning the state monopoly of foreign trade 
and the manner in which it is to be conducted, the con- 
clusion of foreign-trade transactions on foreign trade; 
of the Soviet government is a'function of,the ail-union 
export=import agencies and the'trade agencies of the.USSR 
abroad. These transactions must be elaborated in writ- 
ing and signed by duly authorteed individuals. To re- 
flect export-import obligations in operational account- 
ing, the observance of the above requirements of Soviet 
legislation is mandatory. 

The origination of the foreign trade obligations, 
which is understood to be the effective date of the , 
contract,;is of great importance in the organization of 
accounting.  In accordance with established practice, 
foreign-trade obligations of the USSR become effective 
after the contract has been signed by both contracting 
parties, i.e. from the date of transaction.  The con-" 
tract is accepted for accounting as of this date. 

Establishing the date of a contract presents 
no difficulties providing the parties sign it simul- 
taneously, at a-permanent headquarters of a Soviet for- 
eign-trade organization.  In such case, as.soon as it is 
signed the contract is relayed to the accounting unit, 
which is concerned with recording it. The matter is 
much more complicated when the contract is concluded 
between an all-union export-import agency located in 
Moscow and its contractor located abroad. .■ Here the dif- 
ficulty lies in the fact that the parties gign the 
contract in different places and at different times. 
Preliminary negotiations to coordinate the conditions of 
the transaction are accomplished by mail.. The contract 
is compiled by one of the parties after agreement on 
the basis conditions of the transaction has been reached. 
Under existing practice of work in the foreign-trade of 
the Soviet Union the contract draft is compiled by the 
import-export agency. When the contract is ready, the 
agency, signs two copies and sends them to its contractor 
for signature.  The latter, In turn, signs the contract 
and returns one copy to the foreign-trade agency.  The 
contract becomes effective on the day it is"signed by 
the agency's foreign contractor.  It is accepted for 
accounting, however, after the export-import agency re- 
ceives the copy signed by the contractor, i.e..after the 
date it became effective. 

To shorten the gap between the day the contract 
was signed abroad and'the time of its accounting entry 
in the foreign-trade agency, operational accounting uti- 
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lizes telegraphic notifications regarding the conclusion 
of contracts.  Soviet trade agencies abroad send such 
information on all contracts which .they .draw up on order 
of the all-union exnort-import agencies or regarding 
contracts concluded directly by themselves.  Accounting 
entries regarding contracts which were executed outside 
of the permanent offices of the foreign-trade organiza- 
tions are based on such notifications. 

All of the major transaction conditions are^re- 
flected in operational contract accounting.  They in- 
clude: the article of delivery — description and qua- 
litative characteristics of the commodities; the quantity 
to be delivered; the price which the purchaser will pay 
to the seller upon fulfillment of the contract; the place 
and date of delivery of the goods to the purchaser; the 
ulace and dates of payment for the goods.  All of these 
factors, affecting delivery of the goods and some others, 
the systematic supervision of which is considered ex- 
pedient are reflected in contract accounting.  Control 
over the discharge of these basic conditions is of great 
significance for the economic direction of foreign trade. 

A brief description of the commodity, giving a 
sufficiently complete concept of it, is entered in the 
accounting registers.  In front of the commodity des- 
cription a code number (commodity number), from   ' ■„ . 
the "Unified Commodity Nomenclature for Foreign Trade , 
is listed.  The commodity code number is an important 
supplementary indicator in accounting.  When necessary, 
it oermits the complete identification of a commodity, and 
its^classification into the corresponding subgroup, 
group and division of the accepted classification system. 
The commodity number also serves as to a tabulating code 
in machine accounting. 

In firm sale (purchase) contracts, quantity is a 
basic and indispensable condition of the transaction. 
In the sale (purchase) of commodities which may be easily 
counted or measured, the contract indicates the exact 
quantity which the vendor is obligated to supply and 
which the purchaser must accept.  In the sale (purchase) 
of bulk commodities the determination of exact quanti- 
ties is difficult; therefore the quantity is defined In- 
approximate' quantities in the contract, with the about 
reservation.  The meaning of this reservation is usually 
clarified in the contract itself. 

The "about" reservation means that the seller 
has the right to supply the commodity,within fixed limits, 
in a larger or smaller quantity, in accordance with the 
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given contract.  The extent ofjsuch a deviation varies for 
different commodities - from 155 to 10fo.    The existence 
of such practice in trade involving bulk commodities is 
chiefly associated with conditions"of their transpor- 
tation.  In purchasing a lot of goods for shipment by 
water, it is difficult to determine beforehand the exact 
cargo capacity of the ship, which it will be nossible 
to charter and the date it will be available for loading. 
Therefore the vendor or the purchaser, who is res- 
ponsible for chartering the ship, must have a certain  ■' 
freedom of choice.  This is offered to him by the "about" 
reservation, shown in the contract in front of the figure 
designating the quantity.  The problem of establishing 
the final quantity of the commodity according to the 
terms of the contract arises in connection with the 
"about" reservation. 

In operational accounting the quantity of goods 
actually supplied according to the terms of the contract 
is considered as the contract quantity.  In the process 
of discharging the contract, and before the final delivery 
of the goods, the quantity indicated in the transaction 
is noted in the account. After shipment of the last commo- 
dity lot the total quantity delivered under the terms 
of the contract is calculated, and the total is accepted 
as the contract quantity. Thereafter, when necessary, 
revised figures are entered in the accounting entries. 
As a result, in the case of bulk commodities, as well 
as in the case of shipments involving individual qua- 
lities, after deliveries under the contract are comple- 
ted, the amount actually delivered and the contract- 
amount are identical.  The quantity is entered in the 
contract, and is reflected in operational account ins; 
in terms of specific units of measurement for each given 
commodity. 

Of great significance is the method of determining 
quantities in the release of a commodity by the vendor to 
the purchaser.  In accordance with "General Conditions 
for the Delivery of Goods", now in force in the trade 
of the USSR with the people's democracies and a number 
of capitalist countries, the quantity of goods released-, 
by the vendor and accepted by the purchaser is established 
by the number of pieces (or by weight) indicated in the 
following shipping documents: for ocean shipments, the 
bill of lading; for river shipments, the river waybill; 
for rail shipments, the rail waybill; for truck ship- 
ments, the acceptance-release certificate issued at the 
border point; for air shipments, the freight receipt at 
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the airport or origin; for mail shipments, the postal 
receipt. 

The contract usually contains a detailed quali- 
tative description of the commodity.  This is done either 
by means of a description of the technical specifications 
or by reference to an established standard or model, if 
the item being supplied consists of various types, the 
most important of them are reflected in the contract 
and in accounting.  This is of substantive significance 
in assuring the delivery of goods which correspond to 
the terms of the sale-purchase contract. 

The indication of the commodity price in the 
contract is intended to define the approximate volume 
of the shipment in monetary terms. The price is usually 
expressed in the same currency in which payment for the 
goods is stipulated.  This price is also reflected in the 
accounting registers. 

A major element of the contract is the price to 
be paid by the purchaser to the vendor upon completion 
of the transaction.  For a number of reasons, to be dis- 
cussed below, the price stipulated in the contract and 
the price actually paid by  the purchaser very frequently 
differ.  The task of operational contract accounting is 
to reflect both prices. 

The price is expressed by a number of monetary units 
subject for payment by the purchaser to the vendor for 
a single quantitative unit of goods, designated in the 
contract.. If the article in question is not a uniform 
commodity, as regards its qualitative characteristics, 

■then the contract specifies the price per unit of .each 
type or kind of commodity separately.  In many instances 
the contract expresses the price in terms of the basic 
type, and appends a scale of discounts and increases 
corresponding to changes in the quality of the commodity. 
The price of cotton, for. instance, is established in this 
way.  In the case of some commodities the contract indi- 
cates the price which refers, not to a quantitative 
unit, but to a unit of the major basic element of the 
commodity.  This group, for instance, includes certain ores 
and ore-concentrates. For these commodities the 
contract usually stipulates the price per  unit of 
content cf the basic element, at the same time the 
minimum content of this element in the ore, in percentage 
of content, is also stipulated.  The contract price per 
unit of weight"of'a'commodity Is .determined by multiplying 
the price of the basic element by the guaranteed mini- 
mum of this element, in percentage, and the actual price 
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Is determined, by multiplying the price of-the:-basic ele- 
ment by its actual content, iii percentage, the content 
being determined by chemical analysis.  Since an increase 
in the minimum content of this basic element in^/the ore 
or concentrate, over that stipulated in the contract, 
is to the purchaser's advantage, he agrees to pay the 
vendor an additional amount determined by multiplying'.. ; 
the price by the percentage of excess over the guaranteed 
minimum content of the basic element.  It Is necessary 
to note an additional peculiarity of price formulation for 
ox-es  and concentrate. Along with the basic element, other 
important elements are often encountered in them the 
extraction of which is financially profitable and may 
be performed by the purchaser.  In these cases the con- 
tract contains a clause by which the purchaser either re- 
turns these side elements after their extraction or 
agrees to pay a specific price for them.  In the latter 
instance, the price for the commodity is determined with 
consideration of the 'price of these side elements. 

Along with the designation Of the 'price in 
monetary terms the contract indicates the price basis. 
The determination of a price basis is accomplished in 
connection with the place of delivery of the commodity 
and tare.  The place of delivery of the commodity is 
associated with various transportation, storage and 
insurance expenses, and hence has extensive effect on 
the actual price.  Depending on the place of delivery, a 
variety of expenses become involved in the price of the 
commodity. 

There is a great variety of methods of deliver- ' 
ing a commodity, each of which creates a different 
basis for determining the price.  In buying goods free 
border railway station and free on shore, the contract 
price includes expenses Involved in the delivery of 
the goods.to the border of the vendor's country to the 
area where the goods are re-shippedj purchases on the 
basis of free on rail, border railroad station and F. 
O.B. port.of shipment the price includes not only expen- 
ses after the delivery of the goods to the loading 
point, but the'loading expenses as well; purchases on 
the basis of G.I.F. port of entry, the price includes 
expenses involved in the delivery of the goods to the port 
of destination, designated by the transaction, etc. The 
contract contains a detailed definition of the contract 
price basis. . 

The'task is to reflect it correctly in accounting; 
This, however, is. insufficient.  The price, reduced to' 
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a single basis, must be shown.  The variety of 
release methods\  reflected in the contracts, makes it 
impossible,to compare prices for one and the same commodity, 
purchased in various countries:$ir even', in a single country. 
In this connection there arises the necessity of reducing 
the commodity prices to a single basis, F. O.B. or G.I.F. 
In this instance contract accounting reflects, along with 
the transaction price, the price of the commodity con- 
verted to F.O.B. or C.I.F. prices. 

Tare costs also influence the price of goods, 
hence the contract usually defines the price (by includ- 
ing or excluding tare), and designates the party bear- 
ing the tare expenses (vendor or purchaser).  If tare 
costs do not enter into the price, and the expenses of 
tare are borne by the purchaser, according to the con- 
tract, then the cost of tare is also added to the 
price of the commodity. 

It must be emphasized that, with all the 
variety of means of delivering goods and the factors 
influencing price levels, the rule by which the price 
of a commodity is reflected in operational accounting 
in complete agreement with the contract remains in- 
variable.  When necessary this price is recomputed to 
an established basis.  After fulfillment of the con- 
tract the cost of the goods is calculated according to 
the actual price and is thus made more precise by means 
of the price paid for the goods. 

The above examples refer to contracts in which a 
firmly established price is stipulated.  Such contracts 
prevail in the practice of Soviet foreign trade.  How- 
ever, in a number of cases the "sliding scale price" 
method is used in establishing the price.  The essence 
of this method is that the contract either does not indicate 
the price at all, or a preliminary price is listed, to 
be made more precise at the time the goods are delivered. 
In both instances the contract stipulates in detail 
the system of determining the price of a commodity. 

There are various ways of determining sliding 
scale prices in foreign trade transactions.  Let us 
examine several of them. 

Determination of prices by quotation: the parties 
stipulate in the contract that the price shall be fixed 
on the basis of published quotations for the given commo- 
dity. Such quotations are usually the published prices 
in a well-known periodical or quotations of some estab- 
lished stock exchange. Such quotations are usually taken 
-v, +>,<= dav the goods are delivered to the purchaser, or 
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the date close to delivery. .... . ; :. 
Determination of the price of a commodity on 

the basis of the prices for the raw materials contained 
in It: vendor and purchaser agree that the price-of.the 
article involved in their agreement will be determined 
at the time of delivery, or shortly before delivery, 
on the basis of the price of the material serving as 
the basic raw material for the manufacture' of the given 
commodity. 

Determination of price by supplementary agreement: 
the contract stipulates that the price of the commodity 
co^sred by the contract will be determined by agreement 
of the parties at the time each individual commodity lot 
is delivered. 

The accounting of contract prices under the slid- 
ing scale price clause presents certain difficulties. 
In the conduct of operational accounting of foreign 
trade, the preliminary price, designated in the contract, 
or the quotation price effective on the day the trans- 
action is concluded, is accepted as the contract price 
with the case of sliding scale price clauses. Account 
entries are made more precise through application 
of actual prices In the course of contract fulfillment. 

Goods involved in foreign trade are bought and 
sold either on a basis of either immediate delivery or 
with delivery over a specific:period of time stipulated 
iin the contract.  Delivery of the goods occurs once, 
in toto, as specified in the contract, or in groups over 
a period of time.  Single act transactions are characterised 
by conditions of immediate delivery of the entire quan- 
tity of goods covered by the contract.  The delivery periods 
in these transactions are usually of short duration.  How- 
ever, single act transactions are also concluded allow- 
ing extended delivery periods.  This occurs when the 
purchased commodity must be manufactured.  The condi- 
tions of delivery over a specified period of time, with 
the.shipment of goods in sections (separate lots) is 
a distinguishing feature of long-term contracts. Trans- 
actions providing extended periods of time for delivery 
are concluded for the delivery of entire series of lots 
of one or several commodities* The fulfillment of such 
transactions is accomplished by shipping successive lots 
of the goods during the stipulated period of time.  The 
time intervals between delivery of the lots is estab- 
lished in the contract. A condition under which the 
seller is obligated to deliver the commodity to the 
purchaser in equal quarterly lots during the year is 
most frequently encountered in long term contracts. 
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However» contracts occasionally specify the exact quanti 
ties of ä commodity to be delivered during each given 
quarteri Long term contracts stipulating monthly deli- 
very Quotas are less frequent... In such contracts there 
is either an allocation of ther i:total amount of the goods 
in monthly lots, or directions for delivery in equal 
monthly lots. 

The delivery periods of the goods are shown in 
operational accounting exactly in accordance with the 
terms of the contract.  In contract accounting ledgers, 
after entry of the total quantity of goods involved in 
the contract, the dates of shipment with distribution by 
quarters (or months) is noted. Forthwith the compliance 
with the established delivery dates is controlled on the 
bau is of the accounting data. 

The date of delivery of the goods, in accordance 
with "General Conditions", is considered to be: for water 
shipments, the date of the bill of lading or water bill 
of lading; for rail shipments, the date stamped on the 
railroad way-bill by the border station at which the 
goods pass from the vendor country's railway to the rail- 
way receiving the goods; in truck shipments, the date 
of the document affirming receipt of the goods by the 
purchaser's transporter, but if the goods are delivered 
by the seller to the national border of his country, it 
is the date of the customs inspection by the border 
customs station of the country bordering the seller's 
country; in air shipments, it is the date of the cargo 
bill of lading of the airline involved; for mail ship- 
ments, the date of the postal receipt Issued by the postal 
authorities of the selling country on acceptance of the 
goods. 

The basis of relations among the parties in the 
course of discharging the contracts is formed by the 
shipping documents, which confirm the fulfillment of the 
seller's contractual obligations.  The quantity of 
goods, indicated in these documents, is usually accepted 
as being final and is considered in fulfillment of the 
contract.  The vendor may demand payment for the goods 
on the basis of the shipping documents.  As a rule, pay- 
ment for goods is made against these documents. The 
date of the shipping documents is recognized by the parties 
as the date of delivery of the goods, i.e. the date on:, 
which the vendor has fulfilled his contract obligations. 
It is quite natural that these documents also form the 
foundation of operational accounting of the fulfillment 
of contracts. 
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The contract stipulates the terms and form of pay- 
ment and lists the vendor's obligations, Upon"'fulfillment 
of which the purchaser pays for the goods'. Operational 
contracts accounting reflects the actual payments as/..V 
they are made. Supervision over the payment dates is, of : 
great Importance. Payment certifies the fulfillment "V:^ 
of the purchaser's contractual obligations; it also cer- 
tifies the completion of the acts covered by the con- 
tract. Entries in contract accounting registers con- 
cerning the relations between purchaser and vendor in 
a £.l«-en transaction are closed by the notation of the 
dato payment for the goods is made. After payment is 
made, the contract is considered complete, and opera- 
tional supervision over deliveries ceases, although 
relations -between purchaser and Vendor under the given 
contract may continue, e.g. in handling complaints, claims 
regarding quality etc. 

The number of indices in operational accounting 
is strictly limited, hence only those indices are se-" 
leeted from contracts the supervision over which is 
economically feasible.  In order to avoid excessive ex- 
pansion of accounting and waste of effort, indices not 
used in the operational work of export-import agencies, 
or used irregularly, are not reflected in operational 
accounting. ■'.:•* 

Contract accounting occupies a central place in 
foreign-trade operational accounting. Data from these 
accounts is utilized for control over the execution 
and discharge of contracts.  In addition this data forms 
the foundation for all commodity accounting/ A factor 
in the proper organization of accounting work is the 
compliance with the requirement for maximum brevity of 
register entries.  Such brevity is achieved by various 
means in particular by utilizing contract accounting re- 
gisters as group journals for entries in other registers. 
Thus, for instance, entries in commodity registers are 
most frequently made not from documents but*from contract 
accounting registers.- On the basis of the data re- 
flected in them, group entries are made in the commodity 
registers regarding commodity shipments, imports and ex- 
ports :and'so on. Therefore, contract accounting, in 
fulfilling its main task, that of controlling the dis- 
charge of transactions, simultaneously accomplishes a ; 

series of supplementary functions, the independent 
processing of which would require considerable effort 
on the part of accounting personnel. 
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In mentioning contract accounting, it is ne- 
cessary to dwell on"still another important condition 
for its proper organization: the establishment of control 
over the! execution of contracts* : To avoid the possi- 
bility of omissions in the registering of executed con- 
tracts, there should be a system of automatic control 
over the number of agreements signed.  Tje establishment 
of such a system is all the more important in that under 
the existing organization of operational work in for- 
eign trade contract drafts are prepared by the offices 
of the all-union export-import agencies, which concern 
themselves with their execution and filing; they also 
distribute copies of the contracts to interested de- 
partments of the agency and to other organizations. Each 
ag'.tt.oy has several operations offices.  Consequently there 
should be a system, operating automatically, which would 
reveal any omissions in the acceptance of signed con- 
tracts for accounting, in the distribution of copies 
of them etc. 

A factor which facilitates this work is the proper 
numbering of the contracts.  It appears that the numbering 
of contracts is a simple matter not demanding special 
attention»  In reality this is not so.  The proper num- 
bering of contracts allows the automated calculation of 
the number of transactions concluded by each office, and 
by all the agency offices combined; it also makes possible 
control over the execution of contracts. The all-union 
export-import agencies solve this problem by using a 
single system of numbering contracts. 

Under this system contracts for commodities of 
Bach agency are numbered with nine digit numbers, ex- 
pressed in Arabic numerals.  The first two digits de- 
signate the code number of the export-import agency; 
the third designates the year in which delivery of the 
goods is to be made under the contract; the fourth, 
fifth, sixth and seventh digits designate the serial 
number of the contract; the last two digits, spearated 
by a hyphen, designate the code number of the vendor's 
or purchaser's country. 

The assignment of serial numbers to contracts is 
accomplished in various ways at the different agencies. 
Some agencies register contracts planning, economic or 
legal departments, as well as in the offices and in this 
case serial numbers are assigned beginning with number 
one, at the start of every year.  Other agencies register 
contracts only in the offices. Groups of four digit numbers 
are "allocated" for these agency offices, which are used 
in numbering contracts.  The determination of a system 
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for numbering contracts depends on■the conditions of the 
agency's work. Under the above system, the number of the 
first contract of the fAil-Unloh Machine Import Agency, 
covering the delivery of commodities for 1959, appears as 
follows: 50/90001-04, where !50 is the agency's code 
number,.'9 is the year in which the commodity will be 
supplied, 0001 is the contract serial number, and 04 is 
the code number of the country. 

The foundation of operational contract accounting 
is formed by: contracts (purchase-sale contracts, trans- 
actions^ transportation and commodity documents (bills 
of lading, railroad waybills, bills, etc); telegraphic 
notifications regarding the conclusion of contracts, 
the receipt of goods and the shipment of goods to the 
USSR; and other documents- concerning the discharge of 
contracts. 

'The accounting of foreign-trade transactions is 
conducted in contract registers, which; on the basis 
of the documents, reflect the entire course of ful- 
fillment of obligations of each transaction, beginning 
with the date■of its conclusion and ending with the 
date on which all deliveries are fully completed. All 
the essential transaction conditions are entered in the 
registers (contract index cards, accounting sheets in 
the ledgers).  Subsequently all the commodity 
lots which have been shipped in fulfillment of con- 
tractual obligations as well as payments against the 
sellers' bills are entered in them. 

As stated above, most postwar transactions do not 
cover a single commodity, but rather a whole series 
of commodities, which are to be delivered over an ex- 
tended period of time. .This innovation in the work of the 
foreign-trade organizations required the introduction 
of measures to adapt contract accounting to the changing 
conditions.  A solution was found, in.the case of • 
contracts covering the delivery of several commodities, 
by. Initiating as many cards (or accounting sheets-in the . 
ledgers) as there are separate categories in the con- 
tract. As a result it is now impossible to determine 
the number, of transactions by the number of cards in the 
card-index (or the accounting sheets in the ledgers); the 
number of transactions is less than the total of active 
index-cards* Under these circumstances it has become 
necessary to group the cards in the card-index by con- 
tracts, in order to make it possible to obtain data on the 
obligations under each contract as a whole, and on the 
course of its fulfillment. ' 
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CHAPTER:'FIVE 

THE ACCOUNTING OF EXPORT OPERATIONS 

The Soviet government conducts the management 
of export through plans for the export of goods, 
established for^annual or more extensive periods. 
There nlans reflect the tasks in the devlopment 
of economic ties between the Soviet Union and foreign 
countries, and contain a concrete program for the ex- 
port of goods abroad. The volume and structure of USSR's 
experts are established in the plans; they also contain 
assignments for the export of goods with distribution 
amonc: countries and forms of delivery.  Along with the 
export plans, plans for the delivery of goods for export 
are elso developed for the purpose of determining the •• 
resources of export goods and establishing the suppliers 
of goods for export.  The activity of foreign trade 
organizations, directed at Insuring an export of goods, 
is" developed on the basis of such plans.  After estab- 
lishment of the plan, the foreign trade organizations 
furnish quality specifications for goods allocated for 
export; determine delivery dates, issue delivery or- 
ders to the domestic purveyors, conclude export trans- 
actions, and assure the export of goods out of the USSR 
and their delivery to foreign buyers. 

The operational export activity of foreign trade 
organizations begins with the realization of goods. 
The term realization means the agreement to sell the 
goods, i.e. the conclusion of a contract for the sale 
and purchase between the all-union export-import agency 
and its foreign buyer. 

The export process, which begun with the estab- 
lishment of economic relations with the domestic pur- 
veyors of export goods and the.foreign buyer of these. 
e;oods, Is concluded with the export of the goods to for- 
eign countries and the receipt of the price established 
in the contract.  In order to bring about the export 
of any type of goods, it is necessary, above all, to 
conclude contract for their sale and to issue in a 
prescribed way, the delivery orders.  The export of 
goods beyond the borders of the Soviet Union occurs 
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on the conditions contained in these transactions. 
Therefore, control over the execution of the transactions 
and their /fulfillment, carried but with the help of 
operational accounting, plays ä big röle in the correct' 
course of the Soviet government's export trade. The con- 
tracts and the delivery orders for export are two im- 
portant objects of the operational accounting of foreign 
trade. 

After establishing;economic relations with dome- 
stic purveyors of products for export and foreign buyers 
of these products, the foreign trade agencies take 
measures toward the actual realization of obligations, 
stemming from export transactions. For that purpose, 
they assure the shipment of export goods and their 
delivery to the buyers.  In the course of their progress, 
the goods undergo various.stages.  The'movement of ex- • 
port goods to the buyers begins with the instant of 
their shipment by the purveying enterprises. A certain 
time after the dispatch, they are en route to the ports . 
and border stations of the USSR. Upon arrival at the 
ports and border stations, the export goods are sub- 
jected to operations which are to insure their re-loa- : 
ding.and shipment to the buyers. Export goods, sent . 
abroad, are delivered into the possession of the buyers 
in conformance with contract terms. For the purpose  . 
of obtaining data necessary for the economic direction 
and control of the foreign trade export organizations,. . 
the registration of economic operations, taking place 
during various stages of the export process, is assured 
through operational accounting. 

In summing up the above it is possible to de- 
termine the subjects of operational export accounting.. 
The subjects of exports accounting are the sale and 
purchase export contracts; delivery orders, goods 
supplied for export, goods en route to the ports and 
border points of<the USSR, goods at ports and border, 
points of the USSR, and goods exported overseas.     • 

In the case of goods, which are exported 
abroad without sale contracts, the necessity arises, 
in their accounting, to consider such matters as goods 
in transit abroad; goods in warehouses abroad; goods' 
sold from warehouses abroad.', •'• 

.-... The problems in .contract and export delivery 
order accounting are dealt with in chapter four. Below . 
we deal with questions regarding other matters of ope- 
rational export accounting. 
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Accounting of the Balance of goods In the-USSR 

v'; An important stage in. the work of exporting orga- 
nizations begins after the domestic purveyors forward 
the goods for export.  From their on, the export-import 
agency assumes the responsibility for the further ship- 
ment to the buyer, bears all expenses connected with it, 
and- is charged with receiving payment for settling with 
the purveyor for the goods supplied for export. 

The delivery of goods to the all-union export- 
import agencies is accomplished in accordance with the 
plan for the supply of goods for export and the condi- 
tions of the delivery orders. The plan of delivery con- 
tains assignments to the Soviet purveyors of delivering 
goods for export in planned quantities, and assignments 
to foreign trade organizations of receiving these goods. 

The nomenclature and the quantity of goods, 
subject to export shipment within the planned year, are 
established in the plan and the purveyors of goods are 
established also. . With regard to many of the goods, 
the annual planned assignment is distributed in quarter- 
ly periods.  The plan is established only in natural indi- 
ces.  The quantity of goods is established in specific 
units of measure, with the exception of a few conglo- 
merate designations, planned in financial terms. 
The nomenclature of goods in the plan is given in areat 
detail.  It enumerates all the goods, subject to be 
supplied for export, and gives a detailed description 
of each;  for the purpose of Individualizing each de- 
signation.  The conglomerate designations of goods 
are encountered as an exception, and only in those cases, 
when it is impossible to specify them, in view of the 
large diversity of the component designations> or xvhen 
this is not expedient for technical reasons (for instance 
haberdahery).  It is necessary to note here, that all 
the stocked goods are earmarked in the plan; in the conglo- 
merate designations, only certain un-stocked goods are 
not identified. 

In order to determine the extent of deliveries 
in the plan standard units of measurement are used. 
The determination of the units of measurement is usually 
governed by the GOSTS. The volume of goods, whose mea- 
sure is established by weight, is indicated in its net 
weight. 

In certain cases, for a more exact determination 
of the volume of export goods, the designation is in 
two units of measure.  Thus for example, the assignments 
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in certain types of equipment and machine's are designated 
by component (or groups of, components) and simulta-, 
nebusly in units of power of productivity. 

A definite link and Inter-dependence exists 
between the plan for the delivery of export goods and 
the plan of export.  This is evidenced by the fact that 
in the plan of export, only those goods are distributed 
to the buyer countries, which are destined for consignment 
to export, according to the plan of delivery.The volume v 
of goods subject to export according to the plan, co-  ■ 
incides with the volume stipulated for export by the 
plari for the supply of goods for export, with considera- 
tion of the overlapping surplus. However, the plan for 
the export of goods and the plan for their delivery 
have a different structure. The differences in struct- 
ure of these plans stem from the problems which they 
solve;.  The export plan, by its designation and assigned 
taks,. reflects the economic ties with foreign govern- 
ments; therefore, only tasks for foreign trade^orga- 
hizations are established in it; on the other hand, the 
plan for delivery of export goods takes into considera- '. 
tion the relations within the national economz; there- 
fore, it contains tasks for foreign trade organizations 
as well as for the domestic purveyors of goods. The 
contend of the delivery plan, is the purveying of 
goods for export, and that of the export plan, the 
export, of these goods abroad.  The structure of the in- 
dicated plans is formed in conformity with this. The 
plan for export deliveries is built, around the purveyors 
and.the goods, and the export plan - around countries,, 
forms of payment and the goods.  The tasks concerning 
goods .in the plan for the export deliveries are estab- '-.'.. 
lished quantitatively only but",the export/plan - in 
terms of both.quantity and price. 

';;;.'.',The fulfillment of the plan for the delivery of . : 
goods for export is accounted for in terms of those same 
indices, by which the plan itself is worked out; this 
process facilitates the control over the fulfillment of 
the planned tasks.  The accounting of the completion 
of the plan for the delivery of goods for export, as 
compared with the export plan, is made easier on the 
one hand by virtue of the fact.that this account is con- 
ducted only in natural measures, without a financial 
evaluation; on the other hand, it is made harder because 
of the large diversity of nomenclature of goods in the 
delivery plan.  These features are taken into consider- 
ation at the time of the organization of operational 
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■accounting of the delivery of goods for export. 
, The accounting of the delivery of goods for ex- 

port/is technically.tied in with accounting of delivery 
prder;lwhich reflects the obligations and the course of 
their fulfillment, which stein .-.from these transactions. 
The obligations of the purveyors are considered ful- 
filled from the Instant the goods are dispatched for 
export, and the obligation of the foreign trade orga- 
nization from the instant of payment for these goods. 
The entries in the delivery order account are completed 
with the entry indicating the date of payment for the 
goods.  The deliveries of goods for export are reflected 
also in the account of the goods, which also yields 
data on every item as a whole, and as distributed among 
the purveyors. 

The place of the delivery of goods has great 
meaning in the operational accounting of the delivery 
of export goods; also of significance, are the dateof 
their transfer to the all-union export-import agency and 
the confirmation of the fact that they have been delivered. 
The export goods are released by the purveyor and re- 
ceived by the foreign trade agency on the basis of quan- 
tity and quality, defined by the delivery order. 
According to established practice, the goods for export, 
with a few exceptions, are transferred to the foreign 
trade agencies F.Ö.B. point of shipment.  The purveyor 
must load the goods into the car and obtain a receipt 
from the railroad which indicates that the cargo has 
been received; after xvhich, he is relieved of the supply 
obligation. Subsequent concern for the goods becomes that 
of the export-import agency.  The delivery date of the 
goods is considered to be the date of the railroad bill 
of lading, and the document certifying the fact that the 
goods have been delivered is the receipt of the railroad 
bill of lading.  Payment for the goods is made against 
the purveyor's bill which is accompanied by a detailed 
specification and the receipt of the railroad bill of 
lading. 

The accounting of the delivery of goods for export 
is conducted on the basis of delivery orders, receipts 
of railroad bills of lading, purveyor's bills and other ;.. 
documents.  In view of the fact that between the date 
of the actual dispatch of the goods and the date of 
receipt of documents by the export-import agencies, there 
is, in certain cases a considerable gap in time (having 
a negative effect on the full complect of information . 
about the deliveries),. telegraphic notifications from 
suppliers about the dispatch of goods for export are 
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used in the registration .process of the operational 
accounting.  Initial entries are.made on the basis of. 
telegraphic notifications and. later these are compared 
with the data contained iri shipping documents received, 
and are clarified if necessaryi'". *~ 

Accounting of the Balance of Export Goods in the USSR 

In conformance with instructions of foreign trade 
agencies, contained in the delivery orders, export goods 
are directed from the purveying enterprise directly to 
the port of shipment and border stations of the USSR 
for re-shipment abroad. From the moment of dispatch 
and right up to their arrival into the ports and the bor- 
der stations, these goods are in transit through the USSB 
The goods supplied for export, prior to their arrival -. 
at the corresponding ports and border stations, are re- '• " 
garded as the immediate reserve intended for the ful- 
fillment of export obligations.  In.connection with this, 
the acquisition of data showing the volume and nature 
of goods in transit in the USSR acquires important signi- 
ficance.  This data is used in the solution of opera- 
tional problems, associated with the fulfillment of ob- 
ligations by Soviet foreign trade export agencies and 
also in the planning of work of the ports .and border 
stations of the USSR. 

The operational accounting of export goods en route 
to the exit ports and border stations of theTuSSR, is 
consolidated with the accounting of contracts.  The 
balance of goods en route are shown as the difference 
between goods sent by the purveyors and goods which 
have arrived at the exit points.  Entries in accounting 
registers! j which deal with the date of their arrival "' 
to the corresponding point of exit, are used in part to 
reveal data concerning the balance of goods, in transit 
in the USSR. 

The work which deals with the shipment of export 
goods, those goods which are to be transported out of 
the country by railroad, is considerably facilitated by 
virtue of the fact that the majority of these goods are 
not detained at the border stations for any length of 
time. With regard to these goods, the date of their arri- 
val to the border station and the date of their export, 
i.e. their summons abroad, usually either coincide or 
have no appreciable gap. The presence of agreements 
between the USSR and socialist countries concerning 
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international railroad freight transportation (Socia- 
list International Freight 'Transportation), also affects 
this favorably,  The fact that the indicated goods are 
not detained at thä border^ häl äh important" economic 
significance.  With such organization of shipping, the 
foreign trade agencies have no need to store the goods 
at border stations and do not bear the consequent 
expenses associated with such storage. The necessity 
for the accounting of the balance of export goods, is 
also eliminated. 

The situation is different when the goods are 
shipped abroad either by maritime or motor transport. 
In this case, the export goods are delivered to the exit 
ports and border stations of the USSR by railroad, 
and shipped abroad by vessel and motor transport. In 
connection with this, the necessity arises of trans- 
shipping the export freight and consequently, of ware- 
house storage. Under port conditions, part of the freight 
may not be warehoused.  This situation arises when the 
export goods are brought into port and loaded on board 
ships directly from railroad cars, by means of the 
freight car to vessel system.  This lot of the goods 
circumvents the problem of warehousing inasmuch as the 
goods, by passing the warehouse get directly on board 
the vessel. 

The other lot of the export goods are delivered 
in advance for accumulation in order to break the ship- 
ment down into portions necessary for the fulfillment of 
the sale contracts.  These goods are stored in port 
warehouses, then loaded on ships, and shipped abroad. 
Consequently, there arises, in such cases, the necessity 
of supervision over the export goods and their movement 
for the purpose of using the resultant data in the 
planning of the delivery of goods to the warehouses, 
and also for the preparation and realization of measures 
which would speed their delivery to the ports.  The 
data on the availability of goods in the warehouses, and 
of the arrival of goods at the ports, is necessary also 
for the regulation of ship schedules and the assurance 
of their timely loading.  The preparation of this data 
is one of the important tasks of foreign trade accounting. 
The information about the availability of export goods 
is compiled by the foreign trade agencies from data 
contained in contract accounting.  The balance of goods 
is defined as the difference between the volume of goods, 
which have entered the port warehouses in accordance 
with the certificates of acceptance, and the volume 
shipped abroad via a bill of lading.  By means of 
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certificates of acceptance, the export goods are changed 
to specific ports,  which are relieved through the bills 
of lading. 
+ «    The shipment of export, goods by means of motor 
transport takes place on the borders of the USSR and the 
Chinese People's Republic (along 'the Sinkiang-Uymirsk > 
AQtonomous District), of the Mongolian People's Republic 
of Afghanistan.:an-d-öf-Iran. . At these borders, appoints 
hwere the cargo is transferred to the foreign buyers, 
Avtovneshtrans (All-Union Office for Motor Transportation 
TTqqJVE and Exp0rt CarSoes, Ministry of Foreign Trade 
USSR.) bases are organized, export goods are delivered 
there and stored until their release against the con- ' 
tracts.  Because of this, operational accounting of the 
balance of goods is also conducted here.  Inasmuch as 
the export goods are stored at the bases in lots, the 
^CK^ref\eCtS each lot of 8°ods» A lot ^ considered 
to be the volume of goods accepted under a single certi- 
ficate of acceptance. . 

Underlying the accounting of the balance of ex- 
port goods, are railroad bills of lading, certificates 
of acceptance of goods.from railroads, and certificates 
?n/^e^!"£C?eptanC! 0f s°ods of the buyers.  The account- mg of the balance of export goods in foreign trade 
agencies is linked with contract accounting'; This balance 
emerges as the difference between .the voluSe of goods 
according to certificates of acceptance and the volume 
of goods according to certificates of release-accept- 
«5 ll  reflected In the operational account; the date  ■ 
?5 I    +u ra§e °J sooda in the warehouse is considered 
JSo A I      date°f the certificate of acceptance, and 
the date of release from the warehouse is considered to 
PL^J/^? °Ltht  cert3-fi^te release-acceptance. 
Periodically the border Avtovneshtrans bases transmit 
information about the phFsical availability of goods to 
the appropriate agencies. Through this.information, 
the agencies clarify the data contained in their own 

rtrtiSnsngf°tfhethUSSR!anCe °f eXPOrt S°°dS at th* bord- 
In connection with the accounting of the balance 

of goods, which is conducted at the Avtovneshtrans bases 
It is necessary to note one of its' peculiarities." ' That ' . 
Iact is that in many stations at the borders of above- 
mentioned countries, between the bases (where the Roods 
are stored) and between points of release of goods'to 
foreign buyers, there are in certain cases, considerable 
distances, which are covered by motor transportation 
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In this manner, the gap in time between the release 
of goods from the warehouses of the border bases and 
their delivery to the foreign buyer, i.e; of £heir ship- 
ment out of the country, is;ah actuality* But this gap 
doesn't play any considerable role, since operational 
accounting is conducted on the basis of certificates of 
release-acceptance of goods, which are signed by the 
buyers upon receipt of the freight and consequently, by 
the time of accounting registration by the foreign trade 
organization, these goods are already abroad. 

The Accounting; of Commodity Exports 

The export of commodities abroad is one of the most 
important stages in the activity of the foreign trade 
export organizations, which determines all of their other 
activity. All the practical activities of the export 
organizations is directed at the export of goods, in- 
cluding measures conducted by them for the receipt of 
goods for export and their sale, supervision over the 
movements of export goods ,to the ports of shipment and 
border points of the USSR, the assurance for their trans- 
shipment and shipment abroad. 

discharge of the basic obligations of Soviet 
foreign trade export organizations is completed after 
the export of goods abroad.  Effective with the export 
of goods, the export plan assignments and the obliga- 
tions of trade agreements with foreign governments 
are considered fulfilled.  From then on according to 
general rule, the obligations of foreign trade organi- 
zations with regard to agreements of purchase-sale are 
also considered to have been discharged. 

The registration of exports as of the time of 
their transit across the state border presents a con- 
siderable advantage.  Due to such a form of registra- 
tion, it becomes possible to obtain data on exports 
from operational accounting correctly reflecting its 
content which is useful for a profound and multilateral 
analysis of the export trade. This data allows the cor- 
rect definition of the role and significance of export 
in the internal economy of the USSR, and in the de- 
velopment of economic ties with foreign countries. 

In connection with the problem of the time ele- 
ment in the registration of exports it is necessary 
to also note the situation where, as a rule, the Soviet 
Union loses ownership of the goods, exported according 
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to contract, after their transit across the'stätö börder 
of the USSR. It is agreed, -with countries of Peoples' V 
Democracies, by the "General Agreement On the Delivery 
of Goods," that the ownership, ■the'risk of an .acci-  : 
dental loss or accidental damage,-and the responsibility, 
for the goods are transferred from the' seller to. the ' .•' ' 
buyer; in railroad transport — from' the: time :of the ■-._ 
transfer of goods from the railroad of the selling :■ .'.; 
country to the railroad 'accepting the cargo; in F.O.B. : 

and ■ G.I.F. deliveries"- from the time the goods cross 
over the side of the ship, at the port of loading. '' 

.' Such are'the basic conceptions, which determine 
the5methodology of planning and operational export ac- : 

counting, according to the time:of transit "of the goods 
across the' state border of the USSR. The basis-does 
not consist of accidental motives, but profound' reason- ,. 
ing of a fundamental character. . This methodology be-■■ ' 
came established long ago and is successfully applied ■■ 
to the practices of Export trade, insuring a correct 
reflection of it. ' However, even now one individual 
worker is still encountered who doubts the correctness 
of the indicated methodology^ and proposes modifications. 
They consider it necessary to Completely abolish ex- 
port planning and to be limited'only to the planning of 
the purveying of good's- for export." In connection with : 

this, they propose to abolish also the operational ac- 
counting of exports and to conduct only :an accounting 
of the purveying of goods for export.  In'their opinion 
the conduct of such ä measure'would simplify planning 
and operational accounting of:export, and'also would 
improve thework of the:exporting agencies. .However, 
this would not be so. The most;detailed examination 
of suggestions to abolish export accounting based On the 
time that the cargo 'crosses the state border and of the ., 
arguments substantiating these suggestions,1permits one . 
to become easily Convinced of their unsound nature. 

''"; The planning of the" purveying of goods for ex- 
port, as was indicated above, has the task of insuring ;. 
the material basis of export.  In order rfor export to" 
develop, goods are-needed which may be: exported abroad. 
: Consequently, it is necessary to conduct systematic: y . 
work concerned with the receipt- of goods for export. 
This work is organized and Is: directed on the basis, of ' 
a plan for the' purveying of goods for export.1 

Export planning confronts itself with the :task 
of insuring export abroad and sale of goods for -the , , 
purpose of obtaining the means to pay for imports. : The 
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composition of the plan is subordinate to this task, 
which is radically different from the composition of 
the plan for the purveying of goods for export. ^The . 
export plan formulates the tääks of. the foreign trade _. 
organizationsi whose aotlyity is organized and directed 
by the state export plan. * Consequently, the abolition 
of export planning would lead to the refusal by the  _ 
foreign trade export organizations to be directed by the 
plan.  But if it is impossible to' abolish export plan- 
ning, it may be expedient to combine it within it with 
the planning of the purveying of goods for export? 
An attentive analysis of this question shows that, the 
combination of two types of export planning is not only 
unsound, but is impossible in view of their different 
content and purpose. ■ The plan for the purveying of- 
goods for export and the export:plan first, have differ- 
ent executives, second, they solve different problems; 
third,they have a different composition, which places 
barriers of technical nature against combining them; 
and fourth, they are compiled in different indices. 

As a basis for their proposal, the advocates of 
the abolition of operational accounting in the export of 
goods, refer to the fact that in the post-war. period rail 
shipments on through bills of lading have increased 
considerably.  They stipulate that with tne use of a 
through railroad bill of lading effective in international 
cargo transportation, the necessity and expediency OJT 
export accounting based on the time the goods cross the 
border will become unnecessary; they state that such 
accounting must be conducted on the basis of time the 
goods are shipped from the purveying enterprises.  How- 
ever, the presence'of a through railroad bill of lading 
doesn't change the situation. Actually, the agreements 
between the USSR and the socialist countries regarding 
international railway freight transportation (CMTC) 
considerably simplifies the compilation of shipping 
documents.  With this agreement, the export of a ma- 
jority of export goods, being sent to the indicated 
countries, is accomplished by through railroad bills 
of lading at the loading points.  But the order in which 
the freight export documents are compiled is a technical 
problem, not concerning the nature of export;  therefore, 
its modification can!not serve as a basis for the revo- 
cation of the established time for the registration of 
exports in the operational account.  Furthermore, trans- 
portation of export freight is not carried out by rail- 
roads exclusively.  A considerable part of it is dis- 
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patched, by .water.  Cargo is also extensively/shipped by 
motor and air transport. Not all railroad .shipments 
are accomplished on through bills of ladirig. !■ ,The; in- \- 
terrelatlon among ..the indicated types of trahsDortatibh 
is such that shipment on, through.bills of lading'is.not 
predominant. . .The corresponding ^calculations, show that 
they'do not :involve 'even' one. half. of all exports by the 
USSR. But even if the volume Of goods 'transported on' 
through documents would prevail in export,;it ;.wculd '. • 
still;be impossible to ignore the remainder lof .the , ..'; 
goods. The.latter cannot even be considered as 'ex- 
ports at the time. of. their .shipment from the purveying 
enterprises, as at the time of shipment from the place 
of manufacture ;.or preparation, ' the counting of "destina- 
tion and the buyer ärö/still unknown for manyJdf'them. , 
Naturally, such goods /can not .be ' considered, as exports : 
until the time they cross the state border of the USSR'. 
But in this case, the .existing uniformity of ,'the "system 
of operational export accounting would be violated, 
this will not lead to simplification but,.on the con- 
trary , will considerably complicate it. .The consequence 
.of such a complication:Will be a considerable increase 
in the expenditure of labor by foreign trade agencies, : 
in' .connection with planning and operational accounting.' 

In actuality, at the present time all goods'are 
Included under exports' upon crossing the" state ^border, 
notwithstanding the method by whichvthe shippins;""  • 
documents are compiled. This is a 'clear and .definite 
system which insures a single method of approach-.to all 
export goods.. However, ;it will be violated with the 
adoption of the proposal to modify the methodoloscy 0f".-.", 
planning and operational accounting.  In case' this pro- 
posal 'is adopted, it will be necessary to /consider 
goods (approximately half the value of all export) 
a3 export upon their dispatch from the purveying enter- 
prises, and the other' half from the time of their 
transit across the Soviet border. ; 

In this manner, -With the cdmpilatipn^of the plans, 
it would be necessary to separate the export: goods into! 
two approximately equal'groups, the determining factor ;. 
for this separation would be the method of' compiling 
the cargo documents.. ...With regard to the grpüp of 
goods which will be sent on through bills of-lading, ".[':.. 
the export planning will cease.//.With ^regard to 'the 
other group of goods, .it will here be necessary to '"',".'..: 
continue the compilation of plans, as at present, such',. 
as the plan: for the purveying of /export goods and; the / 
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export plan.  Thus the violation of the existing system 
of export planning will lead ltd ä  serious complication 
of the task of compiling pianet ; The corresponding 
changes will occur alöö ip Operational accounting 
of commodity exports. 1 potion of the goods, the value 
of which Will comprise close tö^hälf of the value of 
total exports, will be accounted for as exports from 
the time of shipment from purveying enterprises i.e. 
long before the goods will cross the börder.  The 
other portion will be accounted for as exports, as 
previously,after the goods have crossed the border. 
The result of all this will be the disappearance of the 
only basis for the calculation of export data, the nature 
of export will change, and export will no longer mean 
the export of goods abroad. :it is hardly possible 
to consider the changes in planning and export ac- 
counting, which lead to such results, as a simpli- 
fication or an improvement of the planning and account- 
ins; activities of the foreign trade organizations. 

Under present conditions' the export-import 
agencies, attempting to achieve the timely fulfillment 
of export obligations, insure the control over the actual 
time of the actual export of goods abroad and register 
that time.  The result of such a control is that the 
time of the export of each given lot of goods a,nd the 
aggregate of all the goods, exported abroad within a 
determined period of time (within a month, a quarter, 
half a year, a year), is always known.  This makes 
it possible to obtain data on the extent of the actual 
diminution of the material wealth of the country due to : 

the export of goods.  Along with this, the implementa- 
tion of control over the transit of goods across the 
border is instrumental in accelerating the fulfillment 
of export obligations.  In the process of conducting such 
control, the foreign trade organizations adopt measures 
to speed up the export of goods abroad.  In case of modi- 
fication of the existing methodology of planning and 
and of the operational export accounting, the indicated 
functions of export-import agencies will cease and con- 
trol over the time of the actual export of goods abroad 
will be made harder. 

The revocation Of control over the transit of 
goods aöross the state border of the USSR will have a 
negative effect on the quality of work by Soviet foreign 
trade organizations in the fulfillment of export deli- 
veries.  In case of the revocation of such control the 
all union agencies will lose one of the important in- 
centives in the struggle for organizational improvement 
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and the raising of the standard of work in the matter., 
of export of goods abroad. At the present, time, the ex- 
port^impor.t agencies, concerned with the timely, and 
exact fulfillment of assignments of the state plan 
and of the obligations under" trade.-agreements and ; 

purchase-sale- contractsy-^are striving to distribute ■■, 
export orders, to enterprises which are -closest 
to the exit points.bf the USSR*  By doing so, they first: 
of all.Speed up the.fulfillment of the Indicated assign- 
ments and obligation; secondly, they raise the profit- 
margin of export activities. .The agencies assure the 
control, not only over the timely shipment of *oods from 
the purveying enterprises, but also over their^transit to 
the exit .points and their shipment abroad. - .*. -   ri ■..* 

The above considerations, show quite adequately ; : 
the unsound nature of the proposal to change the exist- . 
ing methodology of planning and operational export -: 
accounting.-  Concrete, problems linked with the practice 
of implementing this methodology will now-be examined. . 

.Export-goods are supped abroad across'land, ■ 
water and air. börders.. • In the process of. transfer ' 
across the border,,the goods undergo a series of opera- 
tions, control on behalf of the state is implemented to 
insure observance of the rules regarding the export of ; 
goods, the condition of export cargoes is checked, freight 
is released to foreign shippers and so on.:■   The execution 
of documents also, occurs in the course of. the indicated 
operations. , The conditions for the shipment of goods .■:.:■• 
across land, water and air borders vary.-; Some pecu- ■-..;• 
liarities of operational export accounting; are assöcla- ^ 
ted with these variations.  In the case of carriage by 
land, the.time of transit of the export goods and"their 
release across,the border of the USSR,coincides with 
the transfer of responsibility for the cargo from the 
Soviet transporter, to the foreign transporter.  This •:.-■'" 
Circumstance is reflected in the:shipping-documents >  ■ 
or in some other document. According to"the conditions ; 
of carriage by.land, the export cargo may cross the 
border only once, i.e.,a single act'takes place, the 
commission of which is attested to by transporters of ■-.-: 
the goods. -For accounting purposes, a document Is used, 
which certifies the transfer of responsibility-for the 
cargo from, the Soviet transport organization to,the foreign 
transporter.  The. problem lies in the fact that the timely 
delivery of the document or its copy-ior a certified ex- 
tract tp the accounting unit must be assured.- ,;.;?/ 

,Conditions for the transit of goods across water 
boundaries differ considerably from conditions of transit 
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across land borders,  transporters receive export goods' 
at ports, i.e. before the goods cross the state border. 
Äs a resultj a situation arises; where the timö of. de- 
livery of export göbds for ir'an^fcort dööä'not coincide 
with the time of their transl^äöross the border»  We 
must add that there is no special registration for 
goods crossing water boundaries; Therefore, no. docu- 
ments mark such crossings.  It is also necessary to 
keep in mind that export goods can cross water bounda- 
ries two or more times. This occurs when a vessel, 
transporting the goods, is -loaded in two or more ports. . 
In such case the export goods, loaded in the first 
Soviet port, will actually make as -many border crossings 
as calls by the vessel in its course before reaching 
its destination. Under these conditions, there are diffi- 
culties concerning the registration of goods crossing 
the border.  It becomes necessary, therefore, to 
establish other regulations for the registration of 
exports, differing from regulations governing the 
land borders.  Such regulations must reflect the 
existing conditions of the work in the export of goods 
by water. Taking this into consideration, the export of 
goods by water Is registered at the time of sailing of 
the ships from Soviet ports abroad. 

Air transportation takes place under its own pe- 
culiar conditions of border crossing.  Of course, just 
as in the case of water transport, there is no re- 
gistration of goods crossing borders by air trans- 
portation.  Information on the export of goods comes 
from airfields situated Within the country.  There- 
fore, exports may be registered some time before the 
goods actually cross the state border.  It is evident 
from the above, that the times of transit of the goods 
across a border cannot always be registered in accounts. 
The registration of exports, however, takes place shortly 
after such transit and close to the border.  Therefore, 
the agreement regarding the accounting of exports at 
the time of the transit of the goods across the border 
is not violated.  Considering the above it may be said 
that the registration of the export goods is made as 
follows: in railway transportation - at the time'of 
the physical transfer of export cargo to the foreign 
railroads, in motor transport - at,the time of the phy- 
sical release of the cargo to the foreign buyers, in 
shipment by water - at the time of the ship's sailing  ; 
abroad with the export cargo, in air transportation - 
at the time the aircraft departs abroad, in shipments by 
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mail - at, the time the-parcel is surrendered at the ;: 

sender s post.office; Ships and other sailing'conveyan- 
ces which follow „their own course, are reflected' in' -: v 
exports according to the tifflevthey make the actual '  : : 

delivery into the possession of the buyers.-■       -■ ■ 
The time of the transit of goods across the state '" 

border of the USSR is reflected in the corresponding '' 
shipping documents, and in other documents.  In view'' 
of this, -the date of the goods'-passage-across'the bor- 
der, is considered to be the date-on the;document, which'; 
serves as the basis, for the accounting registration. ""■' 
In operational/export accounting, therefore, the export 
date of the eargo is considered to be: in the case of 
railroad-transport, the date of thestamp of the border  : 

railroad station of the buyer's country or of the tran- 
sit country as indicated .on the railroad bill of "lading; 
in the case of motor .transportation, the date of the'   ' ! 

certificate of relea.se-acceptance of the goods/ compiled 
at the border transfer point of the USSR; in the case 
of maritime transportation, the date on the bill 'of lading 
initiated at the-Soviet port of shipment;  in case of 
river transportation, the date of the inland water way 
bill of lading, initiated at the Soviet port from where  .' 
the vessel sails abroad;  in cases of air transportation,' 
the date indicated on: the cargo receipt/ issued by the''' 
airfield originating the flight; in 'ease's of postal' '■'■';.■:-■ 
shipments, the date of: the stamp on the postal receipt,  :' 
Issued by the postal institution which accepted the 
parcel; in cases, of transportation by vessels and-"•'" ' 
other sailing conveyances which follow their own course, 
the date of,the certificate, release-acceptance:sighed : 

by the representatives of the seller-and the buyer; -   ;; 

- . In order to complete the picture, it Is necessary 
to add that in certain cases the. date of-the'document :  ':: 
does not coincide with the date of the actual export 
of the goods abroad. The reason'for this lies in the;; ■ : 

fact that, as a rule, the compilation of shipping - 
documents precedes the actual'departure of vessels and " "" 
other transportation conveyances.  This is associated ' ' 
with the conditions of transport work, which require a'"■* 
maximum curtailment of time between the completion of  " 
loading operations and the departure,: -for Instance, of 'a '-■"• 
vessel on its voyage. As a result of this, the execu- 
tion of the documents is usually carried out simulta- ■"•■'""■ 
neously with the loading of goods, in order to reduce 
anchorage to a bare minimum, upon the completion of 
loading operations. However, the gap between the date 
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on the documents and the*date of the actual departure 
of the vessel for abroad,;is;hot significant. This gap 
usually does not exceed the time which iö required for 
the forwarding of the .documents, to : whore the accounting 
registration takes place; oil -thö teas'IB.. of this, the 
necessity of correcting account entires is eliminated, for 
at the time of their commission, the goods are undoubtedly 
abroad. 

The cited methodology of operational export ac- 
counting is applied to both goods of domestic origin as 
well as foreign goods, brought into the Soviet Union 
and exported abroad after processing (or without having 
been processed). All of these goods cross the state 
border of the USSR, therefore, they are all liable to 
the same registration regulations.  However, the com- 
modity turnover of the Soviet government also includes •• ■ 
goods which became property of the USSR abroad and were 
shipped from one country to another, without being 
shipped into the USSR.  In order to reflect these goods 
in operational accounting a methodology which differs 
from the one described above is" applied, it differs 
in that the goods are not considered as having crossed 
the border of the Soviet state.  The goods which are 
shipped from one country to another are reflected in 
exports, as well as in Imports, from the time of 
their shipment from the enterprises or from the ports 
of the seller country.: The date of export of these goods 
is considered to be the date of the shipping document,"• 
which is compiled at the point of shipment. 

The operational export accounting is conducted 
in the registers of contract accounting and in commo- 
dity registers. Commodity accounting is associated with 
contract accounting.  Data on the fulfillment of export 
plans and trade agreements is drawn from commodity 
registers.  This data is developed according to the same 
indices as the plans and commodity lists of the"agreements. 

The basis of export accounting is the shipping and 
cargo documents: bills of lading, railroad bills of 
lading certificates of release-acceptance, bills 
against foreign buyers, specifications and others.  If 
the transmission of documents takes a considerable 
period of time (more than 48hours), then export 
registration is conducted through telegraphic noti- 
fications from Soviet ports and border points, and   / 
in cases of shipment of goods from one country to another 
on the basis of telegraphic notifications from the 
sellers. 
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The Accounting of Goodsf  Sold after Export Abroad.: .' 

An■' overwhelming majority of export goods is ex- " 
ported to foreign countries #fter sale Ue. after the 
conclusion of säle-purchase ..'^pnträcts ..fcetween foreign 
partners and Soviet foreign trade organizations.' 
With the export of these goods, the problems of the ,' 
exporting organizations are materially /simplified.'' ' ; 
These problems Consist mainly,of appropriately     ., J:..\'" 
documenting the goods shipped abroad, /of/,transfer ring 'V. 
those,.documents' to ' the purchasers and of .obtaining the ' 
established .payment for the goods. ':; Correspondingly,"' ".;■ 
the .problems1 of operational export accounting arä also.'". 
.simplified,- which basically reduced to export'registration 
and to see that payment for the goods'is rec.elveä. ■//:/,■'v; 

■;■:;'.,- :  However, a certain portion of the export goods' •' 
Is exported abroad before sale. The problems of" foreign 
trade organizations with the export of such' goods are : 

greatly complicated...'.. The 'location of' buyers and : . 
the conclusion of sale - purchase contracts become the' : 

;maln concern of the export-import agencies when they 
export goods which have not been sold in advance.  The ; 
problems of operational/accounting are also complica- /'/'"' 
ted; the necessity arises to supervise the goods, which / 
are to be sold /.'/after their export: abroach.;- ; 

The export of goods, which have not been sold in 
advance in'the USSR is made to the following locations: '■. 
first of all, tp'the consignment warehouses, for sale. ^ 
through agents, second to showrooms, for display, arid':',' 
sale, to private or leased warehouses of .the foreign 
trade organizations, for direct., sale to .the, .buyers." 
The problem of .operational consignment accounting consists 
of the agreements, and of controiling the movement of ,/ / 
goods being sent to overseas warehouses./ ; 

Operational consignment accounting is linked with 
the delivery-order accounting' for export 'goods.  The :. 
accounting of the trade commission contracts is conducted 
in special registers.. These registers, are made in ac-',-..";- 
cordance with the requirements which stem1 from the   
contents of the'contracts. The accounting is organized 
in such a way as to reflect individually in the register, 
the progress and the fulfillment of each contract. 
The following items are reflected JLn the accounting'.'..'; 
registers: the date and number^ of the contract, the ' . 
amount of the contract and the' dates of consignation, 
the date and number of the delivery order;, designation '/-'/ 
of the goods, the quantity and deadlines of the delivery 
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order, date of shipment of.the goods from the purveying 
enterprise, number:of the railroad bill of lading 
and the number of copies dispäichedj date of;receipt of 
the goods at the port of departure or a börder point 
of the USSR, date of export ^öf th'ä goods abroad, the 
number of the shipping document arid.the name of the trans- 
porting conveyance, date and number of the.formal bill 
of all-union foreign trade agency and the amount pay- 
able, date of arrival of the goods at the consignment 
warehouse and the number of the notification advising 
the consignees of the fact, the date and number of the 
sale-purchase contract involved or of the bill against 
the buyer and the amourit pazable on the final bill of ■ 
the export-import agency. When necesssary, it is pos- 
Bible to compute the following from the data of the Trade 
Commission Contract: accounts; the balance of export goods 
designated for consignment en route to the shipping ports 
and border points of the USSR; the balance of goods at 
ports and border points; the balance of goods in transit 
abroad; the balance of goods in consignment warehouses. 

The basis of accounting of the sale of goods through 
consignees abroad are the following: Trade Commission 
contracts; delivery orders; railroad bills of lading; 
export cargo acceptance certificates of the shipping ports; 
notifications by the border points concerning the arri- 
val of goods; notifications by border points concerning 
the transit of goods across the border; bills of lading; 
formal bills; notifications from consignees regarding the 
arrival of goods and the conclusion of sale-purchase 
contracts; final bills of the export-import agencies 
against the buyers. 

Fo/elgn buyers acquaint themselves with the quality 
of Soviet machinery and equipment by means of show- 
rooms, established in a series of countries. These show- 
rooms receive automobiles, tractors, agricultural 
machinery, metal cutting lathes, instruments, applian- 
ces and machines for testing, ball bearings, motion 
picture equipment, cameras and other items.  These 
goods are sold after being displayed. 

The accounting of goods, exported abroad for 
display and sale purposes, is conducted in special ; 
format registers.  Such accounting is linked with de- 
livery order accounting. The accounting of goods 
shipped to show-rooms, reflects the following: the 
date and number of the delivery order; the designation 
of goods; the quantity; the deadlines for delivery; 
the"~shipmeht of goods by the industry (date and number 
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of the railroad -bill of lading, number of '■ copies; )the 
arrival of goods at the shipping port or a border 
point of the USSR; the export of goods abroad ' 
(date and number of the bill of lading,- name of the - ", 
transporting conveyance), receipt' of the goods at •■ 
the showroom (date and the number Of the notification 
of the foreign^government); sale of the goods (date and 
number of the bill against the buyer, amount of the bill, 
From the data of this account * it is possible to obtain 
information regarding the amount and the nature of goods, 
sold after display in the'Showrooms; as' well as Informa- 
tion, regarding the balance of goods in transit across ■■[■." 
the USSR, designated for display; information regarding 
the balance of goods in ports and at border points :" 
of the Soviet Union and the balance of goods In transit 
abroad and the balance of goods in showrooms. 

The accounting of goods,sold after'display .in' ;.;, 
showrooms, is based'"on the'following: delivery orders; 
railroad bills of lading; certificates of cargo accept- 
ance by shipping ports; notifications from border points 
of the USSR concerning the arrival of goods;: bills of 
lading, formal bills; notifications from representatives 
abroad about the arrival of goods to the showrooms and :: 

about their Sale; bills against foreign buyers. 
Pelts and fur goods are exported abroad for sale 

from the warehouses. Batches of furs, prepared 
dn the appropriate manner,1 are shipped to warehouses ' '■■' 
abroad. A specification is compiled for each lot, and 
it accompanies the lot up to its arrival at the" ware- 
houses abroad and of its sale. • A'detailed ^designation 
of the type bf the für being shipped appears in~the spe-: 

cificatiohi  It also contains data regarding: the bundle 
numbers; the assortment of pelts (sizes, types, defects)' 
the quantity of pelts in pieces (hides) and in the  ' 
number of heads with an indication of the percentage of 
the total price; the gross and net weight. A serial 
number as we'll as an order number is assigned to each 
specification, In order to designate each lot of fur.. 

""•'- The order number serves as an indication of the ; 

cargo location in the transportation of pelts. '', 
■■■".'•. The fur being shipped to foreign countries\is"■'• 

accounted for from the1 time of shipment of each'lot 
abroad, the fur is under supervision until its sale   - 
and release from the warehouse.  The accounting of fur 
which is sold from warehouses abroad, is conducted 
in special format registers.  These registers reflect "• 
such indices as the following: the date of shipment of 
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the fur to the warehouses abroad; the name of the vessel 
or the number of the freight öär; the number of the bill 
of lading or of the railroad bill ,of lading; the number 
of the specification and the örd^r* number;  the designa- 
tion of the applicable i'ögj the limount- shipped (in pieces 
and heads); the value of the shipped furs according to 
a preliminary estimate;  the date of arrival at the 
warehouses abroad; the date of the advance sale; -the 
value according to the sale price. 

The basis of fur accounting, sold after export 
abroad, is the following?  delivery orders; bills of 
lading; specifications; notifications by representatives 
abroad regarding the arrival of fur at the warehouse; 
and bills against foreign buyers. 

■Re-Export Accounting 

The development of foreign trade in the USSR occurs 
on the basis of domestic goods. ; However, some goods of 
foreign manufacture play a role In Soviet export.  The 
foreign trade organizations of the Soviet Union, beside 
exporting domestic goods, also re-export goods of 
foreign origin.  Re-export is understood to be the export 
of goods from the country into which they had been pre- 
viously imported from abroad.  The practice of Soviet 
foreign trade and operational re-export accounting includes 
the direct export from seller countries to buyer countries 
of «oods manufactured abroad, which became the property 
of the Soviet Union abroad.  Se-export stems from con- 
ditions which arise in the course of foreign trade. 

The re-export of goods manufactured abroad is 
carried out by two means.- One portion of the goods (the 
less significant) is brought to the Soviet Union, and 
is then re-exported to foreign countries without being 
processed or after being processed, if that is considered 
necessary.  These goods are considered as imports and ex- 
ports as they cross the state border of the USSR. 
Therefore, their operational accounting does not differ 
from the accounting of goods manufactured abroad and 
bought for consumption inside the country, and of dome- 
stic goods exported abroad for sale.  The other portion, 
of the goods (the more important one) designated for 
delivery to third countries, is not brought into the 
USSR but Is directly sent to the buyer countries, by- 
passing Soviet territory.  Operational Accounting of 
this portion of the goods has its own peculiarities which 
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are discussed*..below. 
The organization of the operational accounting '• 

of the delivery of foreign4mad6 goods:from the countries 
of sale directly to the buyer countries, and the method''- 
of their reflection have their^owh peculiarities; these  ■ 
.stem'from the conditions of the -conduct of- these'deli- 
veries. One.of the important peculiarities of this type 
of delivery, which has an important meaning for organiza- 
tion, of the operational accounting, id the fäot that the " 
commodity operations are conducted outside the terrli. 
torial limits of the USSR. .The goods designated.for.. 
the fulfillment of the Indicated deliveries are obtained 
abroad in certain countries, and are'transported to  ': 

other countries, 'without being shipped to the Soviet  .:: 
Union. Another peculiarity .of shipments from .certain. :. f 
countries to others is the fact that possession :of good's: ■ 
by the Soviet government'is obtained and released to 
other, countries almost at the : same time, I.e.. with a .'..> 
short gap of time. <■■ In conformance with the contracts, 
the indicated goods are delivered free on car border rail- 
road station or F.O. B. port of seller's country. .The  . 
receipt of goods from.the. suppliers and their delivery to 
the buyers is conducted by means of the transfer of the  -■ 
shipping.documents.: The documents come into the possession 
of Soviet foreign, trade organizations afterpayment for 
the goods, and are released by the organizations to the  ' 
buyers against the payment of the appfopralte sum. r 

The Indicated peculiarities 'of the delivery. ■ 
of goods from certain countries to others are reflected • 
in the organization .'of operational accounting. Due to ; 

these peculiarities, it becomes possible to conduct a 
simultaneous registration of these deliveries as im- 
port and export of the USSR on the basis of the same 
cargo documents. The problems of accounting are consi- 
derably facilitated by this circumstance,' and the ac- 
counting ,, linked with the registration of the volume 
of trade, is curtailed.       ■ .:...■ .•:--: 

Operational contract, accounting on the re-ex- ' 
port of goods does not. differ from contract accounting 
on goods which are obtained for consumption within the '.:.■:■ 
country, or on domestic goods sold abroad. Neverthe- . 
less, accounting of the import and expert-of goods, which' 
are shipped from one country to another, has its own 
peculiarities.; The goods which come into the USSR's 
possession abroad and which are shipped into third 
countries (or which are stored pending shipment into  r 

third countries), are reflected simulateneously as . 
import and export. The basis of the accounting of these 
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goods are the following: railroad bills of lading, 
bills of lading,;inland water-way,bills öf.lading, 
certificates of receipts-release, bills, telegraphic 
notifications from representative^ abroad arid other 
documents. The receipt aM;<i*§ieaäe of goods, v/hich 
are obtained abroad, for delivery to third countries (with- 
out being brought to the USSR) are conducted on the Con- 
dition of free means of conveyance seller's country. Ful- 
fillment of the agreement obligation regarding the re- 
ceipt and release of goods is established on the basis 
of the shipping documents. As a result, the date of 
import (export) of the indicated goods, is considered 
to be: in cases of railroad transportation - the date 
of the railroad bill of lading; in cases of maritime 
transportation, the date of the ocean bill of lading; 
in cases of river transportation, the date of the inland 
water way bill of lading; in cases of delivery on the 
spot, the date of the certificate of receipt-release of 
goods, which is compiled by the purveyor and signed by the 
representative of the buyer of the Soviet foreign trade 
organization. - 

The distribution of goods (transported from one 
state to another without coming into the USSR) among 
countries is carried out by the following means: the 
import is indicated by the country from which the goods 
are shipped.  The export is shown by the country into 
which the goods are delivered.  The accounting of goods 
which have passed into the possession of Soviet trade 
organizations overseas and shipped into third countries 
without coming into the USSR, is technically linked 
with contract accounting. 

Geographic Distribution of Exports 

In order to study export trade and for economic 
direction, it is necessary to have data on the degree 
of development attained in export by countries;  it 
is also necesssary to know about the characteristics 
and peculiarities of its commodity structure.  This data 
is widely used as a base in export planning; it is used 
in the distribution of goods among the countries, i.e. 
in the work connected with the fulfillment of plans.  It 
is impossible, without reliable data about where and 
to which countries the goods are exported, to solve 
operational problems which are linked with the advance 
sale of goods, lie., it is impossible to conduct effective 
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work regarding the distribution of exports abroad without 
such data.   \ ■■;•:■.;       v: -.-;:-.1.;. 

The reflection of export operations,, in order to 
obtain data, .useful for a; profound study of the state 
and development .of SOviet exports into"each individual 
country and into all countries as ;a whole■; Is the most im- 
portant task of operational foreign.trade 'accounting.  It 
becomes possible to obtain this data if ä .proper distri- 
bution, by countries of goods exported overseas is in- r 

sured in operational accounting. - ;Inconnection with 
this, a great importance is attached in this type of 
accounting to problems of the geogräphib distribution of 
the USSR exports abroad, and to its actual destina- 
tion to the countries.  In the organization of account- 
ing, the documented basis of. the distribtüion öf -goods : 

to countries is first of all taken into consideration, 
and measures are undertaken to insure the periodic in- 
flux of documents which contain the necessary informa- 
tion.: Secondly, methodological basis of export ac- 
counting 'by countries are worked out, -as well as practi- 
cal directives for their: realization. Äs a'result,' 
the country of destination of every separate lot of 
export goods finds its proper reflection in operational 
accounting, and'It becomes possible to obtain' from it 
reliable data about USSR export to various countries. • 

A study of export is of great'interest to the 
economic direction of export trade of the USSR and to 
its proper progress of interest is the study of export: 
first, to'countries1where sales of export goods are    " 
made; second, the: study of countries to" which these 
goods are directed; third, the study of countries : :; , 
which use them; fourth, the'study of countries with which 
trade agreements are; concluded. The country where the 
sales of' export goods are'made is" understood tobe:ä 
country where a foreign buyer "is always presenti  The 
country where the goods are addressed is the country 
into which the goods are Initially shipped.  The country 
of their use is the one in which the goods'.are used or 
processed.' The country of the trade agreement is the 
.one-into which goods are exported on ^he basis of estab- 
lished trade quotas.:: 

• In the practice of Soviet export, the four ini 
dicated types of countries of its destination usually' , 
concur. This is understandable since the Soviet Union '.•'•'" 
sells, almost exclusively domestic goods. This sale 
is accomplished through Soviet foreign trade organiza- 
tions and On;the basis of obligations which stem from 
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trade and other agreements concluded by the USSR.  How- 
ever, Occasionally some of the indicated countries do 
not coincide; it.becomes neceäsäry then* tö study 
separately export ih tti& abB^e,nj#nttoned directions. 

The analysis, of fe^brt ii*ade to countries, where -■■'■ 
the sale of goods is made, yieldö'valuable information 
regarding the countries among which Soviet exports have 
been distributed. This information is widely uded in the 
operative work in planning and in actual distribution - 
of goods among countries.  This data is necesssary for 
the assignment of Soviet foreign trade organization 
agents to various countries; this data is also needed 
in the compilation of payment and account balances. 
The study of countries to which the goods are addressed 
is necessary mainly in order to reveal the flow of goods 
in foreign trade, of their volume and trends; this study 
is also needed in the planning of foreign trade shipments 
and at the time of their actual realization. 

It is impossible to conduct effective sales of. 
export goods, if the operative executives and directors 
of foreign trade organizations are ignorant of or know 
little about which countries and which firms buy and 
use Soviet goods, as well as competing goods of foreign 
origin.  Systematic supervision and analysis of export 
helps to reveal individual export consumers and to 
establish commercial ties with them.-.■■.. 

It is known that the predominant part of Soviet 
export is conducted today, on the basis of bilateral 
agreements with foreign states.  In connection with , 
this, the distribution of export goods to trade agree- 
ment countries, acquires importance:  The problem con- 
sists of systematically revealing what goods, in what 
quantities and values are delivered on the basis of 
every trade agreement.  This data is necessary not only 
to check the course and fulfillment of established trade 
quotas, but also for the building of correct program for 
trade relations for the next contract term. 

Systematic study of export in all of the four 
above points, plays an important role in the solution 
of economic problems of Soviet foreign trade organizations. 
In connection with this, the registration of export 
operations in operational accounting is conducted in such 
a way as to obtain reliable facts about export by coun- 
tries, necessary for the direction of the economic acti- 
vity of foreign trade organizations. 

Howevtr, the collection and processing of the 
conglomerate data about export on all four points, is a 
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complex;and difficult'matter.  The fundamental difficulty" 
consists of the fact that the export statements of accounts 
are seriously'complicated arid expanded.  In addition.to , 
that, beside the fact thai subh statements are difficult 
to use in practice due to its volume,:;it calls for addit- 
ional labor expenditure on behalf of accounting workers. 
Therefore, the exports of the USSR are elaborated in 
some cases only by the sum total of trade with countries 
in monetary terms arid in certain important goods in the 
natural .and monetary terms; in other cases by the sum to- 
tal and by fundamental groups of goods in tons; 'and 
finally, in the sum total in monetary terms and by ' ' 
countries and goods, as well äs' by goods and countries ■•• 
in the natural and monetary terms* ■■ 

The elaboration of the aggregate data oh ex- :'.■■' 
ports to countries of sale is carried out on over- ' 
all totals-arid, by .the form of settlement in monetary 
terms (means of delivery), and exports with settlement' 
in freely convertible currencies, and in the most sig- 
nificant goods data is elaborated in natural' and möne-' 
tary terms.- As a whole, in entire export of the USSR,   " 
the data is systematized,'in general totals, by countries 
of contract agents.and by aspects of delivery and also 
by currencies and by'countries. ' The;'information 
according to countries.where the goods are sold is used 
in planning and actual distribution of export by cöün-^ 
tries, in the solution of operational problems linked 
with international accounting, in planning and the actual 
realization of receipts in foreign, currency and for  - 
control.over the fulfillment of established/plans. ; • 

..Aggregate data on-countries receiving export 
goods' is compiled regarding foreign' trade shipments.;■ 
This data is compiled in tons (in gross weight of -     .■ 
goods) by type of transportation; ocean, river., rail- 
road transport etc; information about the distribution . 
of goods among countries and very important freight  ! 

is also.Indicated*  This data is used in the cömpila- - ' 
tion of transportation plans and.for the control over = 
their fulfillment,  Soviet export data.regarding both 
countries consuming Soviet goods and countries with.. ■■■' 
whom trade-agrfe.ements-have beön concluded IS collected. .'—'■' 
This data is elaborated-as follows: by countries in over- 
all totals in monetary terms; by countries and goods,    ■■ 
as well as by goods and countries and by trade agree- 
ment and goods in: natural and monetary termsy i-This ' 
data are at the basis of study of Soviet exports,;of '.; 

its volume and the designation of goods for"the USSR as 
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a whole and by separate countries.  They are used in ■ 
the planning of export and in the actual distribution " 
abroad, arid also for eöhtr'Ql over the fulfillment of 
the state plan and for.the 'Verification of the imple- 
mentation of the established commodity quotas in 
accordance with trade agreements. 

The proper distribution of USSR exports among 
countries, is insured in operational accounting due to the 
fact that in the given form of accounting, fundamental 
principles are worked out and practical methods for the 
distribution of goods among countries are worked but 
(the methods of distribution among countries are worked 
out, the enumeration of documents, fundamental to such 
distribution, is established, and the time when the 
problem regarding the matter of attributing goods to; 
a certain country is resolved. ■ 

The distribution of goods among countries where 
they are sold occurs on the basis of contract data. 

The permanent location of the buyer, established 
according to his legal address, is the determining factor 
in such distribution.  The distribution of goods by 
seller countries, consumer countries, and trade-agree- 
ment countries is effected on the basis of shipping 
documents, such as bills of lading, railway way-bills, 
and others*  In the distribution of goods to consignee 
countries,also used are contracts, purchaser notifica- 
tions, and other documents in \irhich the consumer countries 
are indicated, and in distributing to trade-agreement 
countries, the suppliers bills and bank statements. 

In practice, the greatest difficulties arise in 
the distribution of goods in consumer countries.  This is 
connected with the fact that in the case of a number of 
commodities, at the time contracts are fulfilled the/ 
country in which they are to be sent Is not kriora, or 
there exists doubt concerning the countries of final 
destination.  It is possible that export commodities 
originally destined for one country may later be re- 
consigned to another. 'This especially applies to goods 
which undergo several re-consignments.  Because of these 
factors the eventual consuming country may be determined, 
not at the time the contract is executed, but later. 
Since the receipt of information about a commodity after 
it has been delivered has its difficulties, the designa- 
tion of the country of destination is accomplished at the 
time of executing a contract. After this the question of 
distribution of commodities by country is not usually ta- 
ken up again. 



The principal condition for correct distribution of 
exports by country of consumption is the presence of relia- 
ble information about the countries for which the export 
goods are dstined. The keeping of an operations, account 
is made much easier if such information Is contained in 
the documents which refer to the execution of contracts, 
i.e. in the documents which accompany the goods.  It should 
be nötöd that for the overwhelming majority of commodi- 
ties this "condition Is fulfilled since, as a rule, the: 

country to which export goods are originally consigned 
is usually the same as the country of final destination. 
However, in the case of some commodities this condition is 
violated, and then one must have recourse to other sour- 
ces of information. Such sources of information are,: as '''"'■■ 
was indicated above, contracts, which very frequently : 

indicate' the country to which the goods are "finally 
destined as well as information' about the purchasers of ' ; 
the goods are finally destined as well as information 
about the purchasers 6f:the goods, and also markings 
on the goods themselves... But it may happen (and actually 
does occur) that it is also-impossible to get this in- 
dispensable information, from these sources, concerning 
the goods, at the.time of filling the contract.  In these 
few instances the country.of original assignment is used 
for the country which will consume the export goods. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

ACCOUNTING OF IMPORT OPERATIONS 

The economic activity of foreign trade organiza- 
tions that are engaged in import operations is directed 
towards satisfying the needs of the national economy 
of the USSR for imported raw materials, equipment and 
machines, foodstuffs etc. Import serves as a supple- 
mentary source of resources for developing socialist 
production and for improving the supply of oonsumer 
goods for the population.  The import of foreign goods 
proportionately increases the material resources of the 
Soviet government, which are utilized to better satisfy 
the growing needs of socialist society.  Imported goods 
are directed, according to plan, into productive and 
personal consumption. . 

The development of the Soviet Union's import 
trade occurs in accordance with national import plans 
implemented for'one year and for longer periods.  The 
plans contain concrete assignment on the import of goods 
into the USSR, and define the volume and commodity 
structure of imports, broken down by country and form . 
of shipment.  In import planning the Soviet government 
proceeds on the expediency of importing, from abroad, 
various types of raw materials, machines and equipment 
for speeding up the rate of development of socialist pro- 
duction, and also of various kinds of consumer goods of 
industrial and agricultural origin, with the goal of 
satisfying more fully the material and cultural needs 
of the Soviet workers. Also taken into account is the 
problem of broadening, on all fronts, the USSR's 
collaboration with the socialist countries in the area 
of the most rational utilisation of economic resources 
and productive capacities by coordinating the develop- 
ment of various branches of the national economy, 
specialization and cooperativization of production. 
The problem of developing economic relations with 
other countries on a mutually profitable basis is also 
taken into account.  Plans for supplying goods to the 
national economy that reflect the problem of purveying 
to various branches of the country's economy goods."im- 
ported from abroad are also worked out along with the 
import plans.  In these plans the distribution of im- 
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ported goods by consumers is determined. The Import 
operations of foreign trade organizations is developed 
according to the indicated plans;   ; 

In the process of fulfilling the National plans 
the foreign trade organization!!■enter into economic rela- 
tions with Soviet purchasers,"for the purpose of supplying 
them with imported good3, and with foreign suppliers 
for the purpose of acquiring the necessary goods from 
them. At-the basis of the economic relations with 
Soviet purchasers are the assignments of the „import ' 
plans and the plans for distributine; the s;oods to con- 
sumers. ; Economic relations with foreign suppliers 
are based on commodity quotas of trade agreements, and 
on obligations arising from sale-purchase contracts. 

The operational activity of foreign trade agencies, 
associated with Import, begins with the examination and 
acceptance of statements for import goods which come 
from Soviet purchasers.  The import statement consti- 
tutes a request on the part of the domestic purchaser 
for the delivery to him of goods which were allocated 
in the import distribution plan. After the statement 
for imports has been confirmed by the all-union export- 
import agency, it acquires the power of an agreement, 
and further economic relations between the foreign 
trade organization and the purchaser are regulated by 
it.  Import statements are one of the objects of the 
operational accounting of foreign trade. 

After the acceptance of the purchaser's, import 
statement, the conditions are created under which the 
foreign trade organizations begin the accomplishment of 
the practical task of distributing imports abroad. The 
distribution of imports abroad means the Issuance of 
orders and the signing of contracts for the purveyance 
of machines and equipment, raw materials, foodstuffs, 
etc. from foreign markets.  The realization of Soviet 
Import operations.proceeds under the conditions estab- 
lished by sale-purchase contracts concluded between 
the import-export agencies and their foreign agents. 
The role of these transactions is most important. The 
transfer of property rights to commodities in foreisrn 
trade turnover of the USSR proceeds through the fulfill- 
ment of the obligations undertaken by parties to the sale- 
purchase contracts. The contracts define the sphere of 
the parties' obligations, the realization of which is 
mandatory in order for the imported goods to become the 
property of the purchaser.  In view of this the account- 
ing of Import contracts Is an indispensable condition for 
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the proper functioning of^foreign trade organizations 
conducting import operations. 

A series of important /consequences for the foreign 
trade agencies are associated' faith the conclusion of 
a contract.  After signing %hV Contract, the export-im- 
port agency takes suitable measures in appropriate cases 
to assure the incorporation of inspection measures in^the 
production process of the goods ordered, acceptance of 
the goods (after manufacture) and their shipment from 
the USSR. For these purposes it sends its inspectors 
to the seller's enterprise, makes certain that the means 
of transportation are available as needed, assures the 
necessary conditions for the reception of the goods 

arrival. Hie at the points of 
of important import obligations is 
shipment of foreign goods into the 
abroad: the execution of commodity 

fulfillment of a number 
connected with the 
Soviet Union from 
quotas according to 

the trade agreement, the fulfillment of the sale-purchase 
contract, and others.  The acceptance of goods from for- 
eign suppliers and their shipment from abroad into the 
USSR represent important accounting objects in the opera- 
tional accounting of foreign trade. 

Imported goods, from the time of their shipment 
into the Soviet Union receipt of the shipping documents, 
come under the jurisdiction of export-import agencies. 
Henceforth the problem of the further movement of the 
imported goods is a. responsibility of these agencies. 
They supervise the timely arrival of the goods at de- 
signated points, undertake measures, when necessary, to 
speed up their delivery to the USSR, concern themselves 
with receiving and delivering import permits to border 
customs stations of the Soviet Union, etc.  As a result 
of the introduction of a whole series of measures by the 
foreign trade organizations, the import takes place, 
i.e. the import of goods, provided for by the national 
plan into the USSR, is guaranteed.  The import of goods 
is the major phase in the movement of imports from for- 
eign suppliers to Soviet customers.  Related to the im- 
port of Roods into the USSR is the fulfillment of the basic 
obligation of foreign trade organizations: the assignments 
of the import plan»"' The import of goods constitutes 
an important subject of foreign trade operational ac- 
counting. ' 

At points of entry into the USSR transshipment of 
imported goods take place. In the transshipment process 
at ports and border points the goods are sometimes stored 
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in a warehouse,- where they'remain for a period of time. 
The balanced goods at ports and bolder points of the 
USSR, represent one of the objects' of operational account- 
ing. 

Imported goods arriving;in ports and-border points 
are shipped to domestic purchasers "In the order of their 
arrival. The shipment of goods from ports and border, 
points is associated with the fulfillment of the plans 
for supply of goods to the national economy.-' The deli*.. 
very of goods to Soviet purchasers (the shipment from - 
ports and border points) also constitutes a subject of 
foreign trade operational accounting. 

Thus the subjects of operational import accounting 
are: import statements of Soviet purchasers for equip- 
ment, raw materials, foodstuffs and other commodities; 
import contracts, (sale-purchase contracts, orders, trans- 
actions); acceptance of goods from foreign suppliers; 
shipment of goods within the USSR; goods en route to the 
USSR abroad; import of goods into the Soviet Union; 
balance of goods stored in ports and border points; 
delivery.of goods to Soviet economic organizations. , 

Problems of import statement and contract ac- 
counting are discussed in Chapter 4. Next we examine the 
problems relating to the remaining objects of import 
operations accounting. 

Accounting of Goods Accepted from Foreign Suppliers " 

A significant part of the import goods purchased 
in capitalist countries, according to the contract 
terms, is subjected to inspection"during the manufact- 
uring process at the suppliers' enterprises, and after 
manufacture is subjected to tests, and accepted. This 
primarily applies to machinery and equipment.  The work 
described is performed by specialist car^o: checkers, 
who are sent to the suppliers' enterprises by the all- 
union export import agencies. 

The specialist cargo checkers supervise the pro- . 
gress of manufacture of the.goods ordered and regularly 
forward to the agencies sorcalled "Inspection Reports" 
which serve as a source of information regarding the pro- 
cessing' stage of the orders>. After the manufacturing 
process the indicated specialists conduct.tests of the 
products ■■, to determine their correspondence to the con- 
tract terms and accept them only if the tests.are met. . 
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The cargo checkers compile test records and accept- 
ance certificates.  Next, permits' for their shipment 
to the USSR are made up. the' test results and the accept- 
ance certificates are' pent to the corresponding export- 
import agencies;  Simultaneously telegraphic notifications 
of acceptance of the good's and the Issuance of permits 
for their shipment to the USSR are forwarded.  The tele- 
graphic notifications of the cargo checkers serve as a 
basis for the issuance, to ports and border points, of 
orders for the shipment of the goods to domestic pur- 
chasers; they are also used for recording in accounts. 

Operational accounting of equipment, machinery 
and other goods accepted from foreign suppliers is 
conducted in the contract accounting registers on the 
basis of telegraphed notifications and the acceptance 
certificates.  Entries, showing ;the acceptance of the 
goods are made in the registers together with the date 
and the number of the certificate.  Data regarding the 
manufacturing progress of the goodsand the test results, 
contained in the "Inspection -Reports" and the test 
records, is used for operational purposes, but are not 
entered into accounting registers. 

Accounting; of Goods shipped in the USSR 

Goods produced at the foreign suppliers' enter- 
prises on the basis of orders from the export import 
agencies and accepted by Soviet cargo checkers are de- 
livered to exit points of the sellers' country for 
further transshipment to the USSR.  Delivery of the 
goods to exit points is a responsibility of the seller, 
who also bears the associated costs.  The all-union 
agency, however, concerned with the accelerated delivery 
of the purchased goods, demands from the seller regular 
information regarding |heir movement. 

According to the contract terms, the seller 
forwards to the^export import agency a notification re- 
garding the shipment of each lot of goods from the ma- 
nufacturing enterprise, and regarding their arrival 
at the appropriate exit point. The notifications con- 
tain the following'.nomenclature of the goods;  date 
of shipment (as well as the date of arrival); design 
nation and number of the means of transportation by 
which the goods were shipped; the quantity; destina- 
tion (as well as the arrival point).  On the basis of 
the sellers'notification the all-union agency maintains 
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supervision of the timely shipment of the accepted goods 
from the enterprises and over their arrival at the exit 
points. Operational accounting of the balance of Import 
goods remaining in country Of -purchase is also based on 
this Information. ;,i <.».' 

According to the terms of the contract, the seller 
concerns himself with the shipment to the Soviet Union 
of goods delivered to exit points of the seller's country. 
The supplier assures the loading of the goods onto the 
means of transportation provided by the export-import 
agency or chartered by himself, as well as the delivery 
of the shipping documents. After the shipment of each 
lot of errods for the USSR the seller sends telegraphic 
notifications to the all-union agency to that effect 
and forwards the bill with copies of the shipping documents, 
specifications and other documents by mall. Telegraphic 
notifications are not infrequently dispatched by the Trade 
Agencies of the USSR abroad. 

As a rule, the transfer of property rights to the 
goods to the export-import agencies is associated with 
their shipment in the USSR.  The contract usually cont- 
ains detailed directions regarding the determination of , 
the time for shipping from the seller's country to the 
Soviet Union. According to the terms of the contract, 
import goods are considered as shipped in the USSR, in 
sea-borne shipments after the goods are loaded on board 
the vessel and the bill of lading is received;  in rail, 
motor and river shipments — after the transit of the means 
of transportation bearing the goods across the border of 
the seller's country; In air shipments — after the goods 
are loaded on board the aircraft and receipt of the air- ' 
port freight receipt; in mail shipments — after delivery 
of the goods to a post office of the seller's country and 
delivery of a postal receipt. 

Operational accounting of import goods shipped 
in the USSR is handled in the contract accounting registers, 
and in commodity registers.  The volume and value of the 
goods shipped in the USSR is determined on the basis of 
register entries.  The balance of import goods remaining 
in the seller's country are also determined on their basis. 
The balance of goods Is the difference between the volume 
of goods sent from the supplier's enterprise and the volume 
shipped in the USSR.  The account data is used for veri- 
fying the fulfillment of obligations stemming from the   '■ 
terms of the trade agreements with foreign governments. 
They are. worked out according to the same indices as 
the commodity lists of the trade agreements. Entries in 
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the registers are made on the basis of telegraphic no- 
tifications by the foreign1 supplier's dr trade represen- 
tatives of the USSR abroadj concerning: the passage of the 
goods across the borders of the seller^' countries or 
their shipment by sea, arid.■ M  the basis of bills of la- 
ding, railroad way-bills, bills, specifications and other1 

documents. 

Accounting of the Import of Goods. 

As a rule the obligations of foreign contractors, 
according to contracts, are considered discharged after 
the shipment of the ordered goods to the Soviet Union. 
From the moment the import goods are shipped to the USSR 
and payment for them has been made, property rights on 
them pass over to the Soviet foreign-trade organizations 
which signed the contracts.  At the same time they be- 
come responsible for the further shipment of the goods and 
their delivery to the purchaser.  With the arrival of 
the goods to the territory of the Soviet government, the 
work of the foreign-trade organizations in the ful- 
fillment of the assignments of the national Import 
plan is completed. 

Import goods are delivered to the USSR from coun- 
tries having a common börder with the Soviet Union, and 
from countries not having such a border.  They arrive 
across land, water and marine borders.  Depending- 
on their origin (countries of origin) the import goods 
arrive and where (at which borders) they arrive, various 
demands, arising from the conditions of economic work, 
are made on operational accounting. 

Goods sent from states bordering on the USSR through 
points situated along the common border arrive on Soviet 
territory directly after their shipment from the xporting 
country.  There is no time gap observed with regard to 
these goods between their shipment from abroad and their 
arrival in the USSR (their shipment and arrival coin- 
cide).  Hence, the two stages in operational import 
accounting, e.g. the shipment from abroad and arrival 
into the country are reflected simultaneously in a single 
document.)  The document used for operational accounting 
entries is usually the shipping document with an accept- 
ance endorsement by the Soviet transporter.  But this is 
possible only with relation to goods comprising, on the 
whole, not much more than half of all Soviet imports. 
The other half of imported goods arrives in the USSR 
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from countries with which the Soviet Union has ho' common 
frontier. Moreover, a substantial part of goods arriving 
from countries bordering on the Soviet Union are' also sent 
through points which do not lie oh the common borders; 
this depends, in particular,-^ the proximity of the 
enterprises manufacturing the'export product to the cor- 
responding exit' points, and to'the!?excess of cargo traffic 
in either direction. 

Goods shipped by'countries which have not a common 
border with the Soviet Union, and goods shipped from 
countries bordering'on the USSR but from points not 
situated on the common borders, are in transit for a 
certain period' of time after their dispatch.  With -re- 
gard to' such goods there is a gap between the date of 
shipment and the date of arrival in the Soviet Union.: 

During the interval between the two dates indicated the 
import goods are in transit abroad. As a general rule 
the gap.between the time of the shipment of the goods' 
from seller countries and the time of their arrival In 
"the'USSR is insignificant. The time gap usually does.not 
exceed,5-1.0 days, in some instances,' however/ it reaches 
30 days or more. 

Occasionally' Import goods are .subject to trans- 
shipment in the transport process, which prolongs the 
transit period even more. Under these circumstances 
supplementary demands are made on operational 'account- 
ing. A need of accounting for the goods in transit 
abroad arises.: The supervision over these goods becomes 
most important in order to their,timely delivery to 
the USSR. For operational purposes it becomes mandatory 
to have regular information regarding volume and value of 
goods in transit, to know when they were shipped, to which 
Soviet ports or border points they are being sent, when 
they are being transshipped, etc. Operational accounting 
is provided with,all this information.. From such date 
it is possible to obtain information,1 for:any date, con- 
cerning the value of all goods in transit, or the amount 
and value of each separate commodity, and of the desti- 
nation of each lot of goods etc/Information regarding 
the balance of import goods in transit also has important 
significance for control over the fulfillment of the 
assignments of the national import plan. Goods In transit 
abroad are property of the Soviet government, and re- ' 
present the immediate reserve which may be directed 
towards the fulfillment of the plan as they arrive. 

Operational/accounting of goods in transit abroad' 
is linked with contract accounting. The balance of goods 
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in transit are reflected'in commodity accounting as well. 
Accounting of goods in transit.is accomplished in con- 
tract ledgers and in oömftiodity ledgers  Data on the amount 
and value of goods in transit is öhown äs the' difference 
between goods shipped to ttife Soviet Union, and goods that 
have arrived on the territory of,the USSR.  The basis of 
notifications rescardin^ these goods are bills of lading, 
railroad bills of lading, telegraphic notifications about 
the shipment of goods, noflfications about the arrival 
of ships with import shipments — and other documents. 

The recording of the import of goods into the USSR 
occupies a central place in operational accounting of 
import activities.  Import operations are completed with . 
the delivery of goods onto Soviet Territory, which is 
what is reflected in operational accounting of foreign 
trade.  The transit of goods of foreign origin across 
the national border of the USSR is the registered date of 
import in this type of accounting. 

The date of importation, as recorded, is established 
in operational accounting as a result of the nature of eco- 
nomic import activities.and is closely related to them. 
The recording of imports on this basis yields data correct- 
ly characterizing the imports of the Soviet Union which is 
also useful for multi-lateral analysis of import activities. 
Import accounting on the basis of the date the goods cross 
the Soviet border has great importance both for the inter- 
nal economic turnover of the USSR and for the charact- 
erization of economic relations with foreign countries. 
The actual increase in material resources of the Soviet 
Union takes place only after the arrival of the goods on 
Soviet territory.  The transit of goods across the border 
is associated with the influx of supplementary resources 
into the domestic economic turnover, this is also related 
to the fulfillment of national import plans. The financial 
expression of import expenses also changes at the time 
the goods.cross the border; in lieu of being expressed 
in foreign currency the importing organizations' expenses 
are then expressed in Soviet currency. 

These are basically the considerations which de- 
termine the methodology of planning and operational ac- 
counting of imports according to the date the goods cross 
the national border of the USSR.  This methodology has 
been established for a long time and is being successfully 
applied in the conduct of foreign trade;  it assures a 
correct reflection of imports.  Nevertheless, there are 
workers who doubt its adequacy and propound changes. 
These workers feel that the planning and accounting of 
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imports should be conducted on the basid of the date 
that the foreign goods were shipped from the manufacturing 
enterprise. ; Once the commodity.is shipped from the manu- 
facturing enterprise, they reason.,,., there should no longer, 
be any objections to considering,it as an import item." • 
It is proposed that the date of the'international rail- 
road bill of. lading be considered as the date of Import. 
They assert that, as a result of such a change in metho- 
dology, import planning and accounting will be Improved 
and simplified. Ah attentive study of the proposals, 
and an examination of the arguments in their favor, leads 
to the conclusion that the existing methodology of import 
planning and operational accounting is proper, and there 
is no basis,for altering it.  Let us examine in more 
detail the problems connected with the methodology of 
import planning and accounting. ■  '. 

Importing has clearly defined, problems and speci- 
fic demands are made of it.  Goods situated abroad do 
not satisfy these demands, since they are not yet in the 
direct possession of the Soviet Union; they are only 
potential resources, since they are already shipped to 
the USSR and are In a state of transit.  Only after the 
import goods have crossed the border of the Soviet Union 
is the material wealth of the country actually increased 
and it becomes possible to utilize them in the national 
economy.  Imported goods are•surrendered to domestic 
purchasers only after they have arrived on the territory 
of the USSR and thus the national economy actually die-"' 
poses of them for use by designation. 

However, .the date of shipment of the Import goods 
from the manufacturing enterprise also performs an im- 
portant role.  It designates a necessary and important 
stage in the import process, having a great economic 
significance.  Goods shipped from enterprises, especially 
those which are shipped from selling countries, represent 
an immediate reserve for the fulfillment of obligations of 
the Soviet foreign trade organizations to domestic pur- 
chasers. 

At present, foreign'trade organizations, concerned 
with the promptest delivery of goods to the USSR, assure 
control over the date of the actual arrival of the goods 
on the territory of the Soviet Union and record it." As 
a result of.such control the date of arrival of each 
lot of goods Is always known as well as that of all the 
goods shipped into the USSR over a certain period of 
time, (month, quarter, year).  Due to this it becomes 
possible to obtain information about the extent of the 
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actual increase in material wealth of the socialist 
state resulting from the import of goods.of foreign 
origin.  In piaririing the development of production and 
in the distribution Of1 Supplies, to consumers, such in- 
formation is ihdiäperisablej;7\ . ■;. x 

In the case of carriage by land the date the im- 
port goods are transported across the borders of the 
USSR coincides with the moment that the responsibility 
for the cargo passes from the foreign transporter to the 
Soviet transporter.  This circumstance is reflected in the 
shipping document, or in some other type of document. 
In accordance with terms of land carriage, the Import car- 
goes may cross the national border only once, e.g. a 
non-repetitive act takes place, the execution of which 
is certified by the transport organizations responsible 
for delivery of the cargo.  For accounting purposes, 
use is made of a document which certifies the trans- 
fer of responsibility for the cargo from the foreign 
transport organization to a Soviet transport organiza- 
tion.  The task consists of making this document, 
or a copy of it, or a duly certified extract, available 
in due time to the accounting unit. 

Circumstances surrounding the import of cargo 
across marine borders differ essentially from those of 
importing across land borders. The acceptance of cargoes 
from transporters occurs at ports, hence the acceptance 
of cargoes takes place after they have crossed the na- 
tional^border, since there is no special registration 
of the passage of freighters across marine borders. 
Such registration is accomplished only after the vessel 
has arrived at the port of discharge. It must also be 
kept in view that inroort cargoes, shipped by water, may 
cross the border twice or more.  This occurs when the 
vessel bearing the goods is directed to two or more 
Soviet ports for unloading.  In such an instance 
the import goods due to be unloaded at the last port 
of call have actually crossed the border as many times as 
there were ports of call.' Under such circumstances 
registration difficulties regarding the transit of goods 
across the border arise, and it becomes mandatory to estab- 
lish other import accounting procedures than those used 
in cases involving the crossing of land borders. In 
order to simplify accounting entries, the import of 
sea-borne goods is reflected in operational accounting 
as of the date the vessel arrives at the first Soviet 
port of call. All goods on board the vessel are considered 
as imports as soon as notification is received regarding 
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Its arrival at the first Soviet port of call. 
Border crossings in air:shipments Occur under pe- 

culiar circumstances. Naturally, there is no registra- 
tion of the passage of goods across, the border in air 
shipments. Information regarding- the arrival of the 
Imported goods comes from the airports, situated within 
the country, where the aircraft lands. 'Consequently* 
the registration of air shipments occurs somewhat after 
the time that the goods actually crossed the national 
border.  In the case of shipment by mail the registra- 
tion of imports is based on the time the package arrives 
at the addressee's post office. Vessels and other float- 
ing means ©f self propelled transportation, are reflected 
as import according to the Instant they actually become 
the property of the Soviet government. 

As apparent from the above, it is not always possible 
to register the .actual moment that the goods cross the 
border.  However, import registration always occurs soon 
thereafter and close to the border.  Hence the conditions 
of import accounting based on the transit of a commodity 
across the national border are not violated,, 

The date of import Is considered to be the date 
shown on the document, on the basis of which account 
entries are made as follows: with railshioments — it 
is the date stamped by the USSR border railroad station 
on the railway bill of lading; with truck shipments — it 
is the date of the commodity acceptance-release certifi- 
cate compiled at the Soviet border acceptance point; 
with river and marine shipments *-. it is the date of the 
actual arrival of the vessel at its first Soviet port 
port of discharge, established through notification re- 
ceived from the port administration; with air shipments — ' 
it is the landing date at the first Soviet airport, re- 
corded on the cargo receipt by the airport administra- 
tion; with mail shipments — it is the date starabed 
on the postal notification of the post office releasing 
the parcel; with the delivery of vessels and other self 
propelled floating means of transportation it is the date 
the national flag of the USSR is hoisted. 

The cited methods of accounting apply to goods 
which are imported for consumption within the country, or' 
for return export abroad. All these goods cross the 
national börder of. the USSR, hence identical registration 
rules apply to them.  However, also included in commodity 
turnover of the Soviet government are s;oods purchased 
abroad and exported directly from the sellinsr country 
to the buying country or delivered to Sovlet^organizations 
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for consumption abroad.  The method of accounting for , 
these goods are different from those outlined above, since 
the goods do not cross the'börder of the Soviet Union. 
They are reflected äs Itüjboi*t|; äöc^rdihg to the time that 
they are shipped from ihrf enterprises or ports of the 
selling country, and are registered in operational im- 
port accounting acoording to the date of the shipping 
document, which was compiled at their place of origin. 
To conduct the accounting of goods which are exported 
from certain countries to others, according to the time 
they cross the border of the selling country, is sense- 
less, inasmuch as all operations connected with them are 
performed abroad.  Goods acquired abroad and delivered 
to Soviet organizations for use abroad are reflected 
as import according to the time they are received by the 
relevant organizations; they are recorded in the accounts 
according to the date of the acceptance-release certifi- 
cate compiled at the point where each commodity lot is re- 
leased. 

Operational accounting of import goods is conducted 
in the contract accounting registers and in commodity re- 
gisters.  Data on the fulfillment of the national plan 
for the import of commodities are extracted from com- 
modity registers and are worked out according to the same 
indices as the plan. 

■The basis of import accounting are the the 
following shipping and commodity documents: bills of 
lading, railroad bills of lading, commodity acceptance- 
release certificates, bills from foreign suppliers, 
specifications, port notifications and other documents. 
If it takes over 2 days for the documents to arrive, the 
import registration in operational acoounting is then 
accomplished on the basis of telegraphic notifications 
from ports and border points, and in the case of ship- 
ments from certain countries to others and the delivery 
of goods abroad, on the basis of telegraphic notifications 
from foreign suppliers. 

The Geographic Distribution of.Import. 

The major task of Soviet foreign-trade organiza- . 
tlons, conducting import operations, is the proper distri- 
bution of imports of the USSR among vendor countries. 
In connection with this the systematic study of the 
geographic distribution of Soviet imports abroad is of 
great importance. 
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Indispensable for the study,.öf the import trade of 
the USSR and for economic management is .data which faith- 
fully reflects the true import trend; its volume and com- 
modity structure. Such data is assured, in operational 
foreign trade accounting. . .■   • 

The study of import by countries of purchase of the 
Imported goods, by countries of shipment of such goods, 
by countries of origin and by trade agreement countries 
is of practical interest for the economic direction of 
import trade of the USSR and for its proper course. The 
country of purchase is understood to be a country where 
the vendor is permanently situated. The country of ship- 
ment is a country from which the goods are shipped directly 
to the USSR.  The country of origin is a country where 
the commodity was extracted, manufactured or processed. 
The trade agreement country is a country,the import from 
which is conducted von the basis of established commo- V 
dity quotas. 

In Soviet import the;four Indicated countries 
coincide in the majority of cases. This, is quite natural, 
as the Soviet Union purchases goods abroad almost exclu- 
sively for consumption within the national economy, through 
its foreign trade organizations, on the basis of obli- 
gations stemming from trade and other economic agreements 
of the USSR.  However, in certain instances these countries 
do not coincide, hence it becomes mandatory to study the 
import .separately along.the courses outlined above. 

■An analysis of import trade according to countries 
of purchase of the imported cr,oods yields valuable Infor- 
mation regarding the countries selling Soviet Import,corn- 
modi ties.  This information is widely utilized in opera- 
tional work of foreign trade organizations. A study of 
the countries of shipment of import goods is mainly needed 
in order to reveal the flow of cargoes in foreign trade, 
its intensity and direction. , '.■  ".. 

A study of the countries manufacturing import 
goods is accomplished for the purpose of revealing eco^ •" 
nomic relations of the Soviet government with foreign 
countries, which evolve in the process of import.. An 
analysis of import trade according to countries of orl-.. 
gin of the goods has great practical significance for the 
economic activity of foreign trade organizations.  It . 
is impossible to adequately perform effective work with 
respect to "the distribution of import commodity orders ."•■ 
if it is not known.which countries originate these commo- 
dities, or from which countries' these ^oods come, which' 
countries manufacture and sell analacxms commodities. 
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At present-the.major part.of Soviet import is 
based on bilateral agreements with foreign governments. 
In connection with this iijie apportionment of import 
goods among trade1 agreement äötihtries acquires great sig- 
nificance.  The problem consists'of systematically re- 
vealing the types of goods, the quantities' and values 
of er,oods supplied on the basis of every trade agreement* 
Such data is indispensable not only for the verifica- 
tion of progress and fulfillment of the established 
commodity quotas, but also for the compilation of a 
proper program of trade relations for the subsequent 
contract term. 

A systematic study of import in all four cate- 
gories performs an important function in the solution of 
economic problems of the Soviet foreign trade organiza- 
tions.  In connection with this the recording of import 
operations in operational accounting is conducted in a 
manner which makes it invariably possible to obtain reliable 
import information, indispensable for direction of the 
economic activity of foreign trade organizations. 

The accumulation and.processing of the collated 
data in all four categories is a most complex and diffi- 
cult matter.  The basic difficulty consists of the fact 
that in this instance the statements of accounts become 
considerably more complicated and broader.  In addition 
to the fact that it is difficult to utilize such state- 
ments in practice, in view of their unwieldiness, it 
requires an additional expenditure of labor on behalf of 
the accounting personnel.  Therefore, imports of the USSR 
are determined in some cases only by the total volume of 
trade with countries, in monetary terms, and in certain 
important commodities in natural and monetary terms; in 
other cases — by total volume and by basic groups of 
commodities only in feons;; or — by total volume in mone- 
tary terms and by countries and commodities, as well as 
by commodities and countries in natural and monetary 
terms, 
■:     The processing of collated data on imports of the 
USSR according to coi^tr-ios of purchase of the goods is 
accomplish©* «« ^"c oa^isi ox „ x -  -,..me accor.ainer to 
form of -oaym-snt (types of supply) in ione^, ..-™ ■ ?Tll1 
.-.„ *„.»*-■-*•=• «-1 fch. settlement in freely convertible curren- 
cies — and for the most important commodities in mone- 
tary and natural terms.  Data on the entire import of the 
USSR, in general, is systematized in overall totals 
according to contractor, countries and forms of deliveries 
as well as currencies and countries. 
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Information in terms -of.countries of purchase of 
the commodities Id utilized in the planning and actual 
distribution of imports among''countries, in the solution 
of operational problems connected with international, ac- 
counts, in the planning and actual,payments in.foreign 
currency in the compilation of the/p^yment .arid account 
balances for the purpose of controlling the fulfillment 
of the established plans^ Collated data on foreign trade 
shipments is compiled according to countries of shipment 
of import goods. This data is collated in terms of tonnage 
(gross weight of the goods) by type of shipment? marine, 
river, rail and others, in terms of countries and most 
important cargoes. They are used in the compilation . 
of shipment plans and for controlling their fulfillment. 

Data on the imports of the USSR is compiled in 
terms of the countries manufacturing the import goods and 
trade agreement countries, which is processed: by countries 
in overall totals in monetary terms; by countries and 
commodities, and also by commodities and countries' and by 
trade agreements, and commodities in monetary and natural 
terms.  This data forms the basis for the study of import 
trade, its volume and content, In general, for the USSR 
and in terms of -separate countries"  It is utilized in the 
planning and actual distribution of Imports abroad, as 
well as for control over the fulfillment of the national 
plan and for verification over the discharge of the commo- 
dity quotas established in accordance with trade agreements. 

The proper distribution of imports of the USSR 
among countries, in operational accounting, is assured 
by the fact that in this type of accounting the basic : 
principles and practical methods of such distribution of 
commodities are worked out, a list of documents, which 
forms its basis, is established — and the time at which 
the goods are attributed to a certain country, is determined. 

The distribution of commodities according to countries 
of purchase is made on the basis of existing contracts. 
The decisive factor in such distribution is the perma- 
nent location of a dealer designated by his legal address. 

The distribution of commodities according to 
countries of shipment, countries of manufacture, and trade 
agreement countries Is made on the basis of shipping 
documents, such as: bills of lading, railroad way-bills 
and other.  Contracts, notifications from dealers and 
other documents which indicate the country of manufacture 
are also utilized in the distribution of' goods according 
to country of origin, and in the distribution of commo-- 
dities according to trade agreement countries - the dealer's 
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bills and bank letters of advice are used. 
In practice, the greatest difficulties arise in 

the distribution of commodities' according to countries 
of manufacture,  This ildue.tb the fact that, in. the 
case of a number of commodities, at the time the con- 
tracts are executed the country of manufacture is un- 
known, or* there is some doubt concerning the country of 
origin.  It is possible that the country of shipment 
of the import goods is not the country which manufactured 
them.  This is especially true of goods which undergo 
repeated trans-shipment.  For these reasons, the country 
of manufacture may not be definitely determined at the 
time the contract is executed, but only later.  The re- 
ceipt of notifications regarding a commodity, after it has 
been delivered, however, has many difficulties, there- 
fore, the determination of the country of origin is made 
at the time the contract is.executed.  Thereafter, the 
question of distribution of commodities according to 
countries is usually not raised again. 

A major condition for the proper distribution of 
imports according to countries of manufacture is the 
presence of reliable information regarding the countries 
of origin of the import goods.  The conduct of operational 
accounting is greatly facilitated when such information 
is contained in the documents certifying the execution 
of contracts, i.e. in the shipping documents.  It should 
be noted that for the predominant majority of Soviet im- 
port commodities this condition is observed, since, as a 
rule, the country of shipment of the import goods coin- 
cides with the country of manufacture.  In the case of 
some commodities, however, the condition described is 
not observed, and in such cases it is necessary to consult 
other sources of information.  Such sources of informa- 
tion, as stated above, are contracts, which frequently 
indicate the country of manufacture; notifications from 
the sellers of the goods; and also commodity labeling. 
It may occur, however ( and actually does occur) that it 
is impossible to get the necessary information regarding 
the commodity from such sources, as well, at the time 
the contract is executed.  In these few instances, the 
country of shipment, is designated as the country of manu- 
facture of the imported goods. 

The Accounting of Import Commodity Deliveries to 
Domestic Purchasers. """"     "~"~~" 

The final stae;e in the work of foreign-trade orga- 
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nizätions engaged in Import activities is the delivery to 
domestic purchasers of goods imported into the Soviet 
Union.  The delivery (surrender) of the' commodity to 
the domestic purchaser id understood to be the shipment 
(dispatch) of the commodity from the port Or the point 
of arrival in the USSR to the address indicated on the 
import statement (order). 

The shipment of import goods from Soviet ports 
or border stations to the addresses indicated1 by the 
purchasers, is conducted in accordance with import'agency 
orders, at the expense of the purchasers. From the time 
of shipment, the imported goods are considered having 
been deliyered, and is then at the disposal of the pur- 
chaser.  The latter assumes responsibility for the further 
movement of the goods and bears all the associated expenses, 
The purchaser also then becomes responsible for making 
the payments for the delivered commodities. The surrender 
of goods to domestic purchasers is accomplished according 
to the plan of delivery of goods to the national economy, 
which contains the assignments for the foreign-trade or- 
ganizations in surrendering the goods of foreign origin, 
and for the purchasers to accept them and pay for them. 
The assignments are defined in natural terms.  The amount 
of goods is established in specific units of measurement, 
with the exception of certain collective designations 
which are planned in monetary terms.  Commodity nomencla- 
ture in the plan is given In the most detailed manner. 
The plan ennumerates all commodities subject to import 
deliveries.  In addition, In order to individualize each 
commodity, designation, the plan furnishes its detailed 
characteristics. 

Accounting for the fulfillment of the plan for 
delivery of goods to "the national economy, In accordance 
with its content, is conducted according to commodities 
in natural terms, according to .distribution to consignees. 
It is facilitated because it is conducted only in natural 
terms» without monetary evaluation.  Commodity nomencla- 
ture of the delivery plan, however, is considerably broader 
than the commodity nomenclature of the Import plan, as a 
consequence of the fact that it indicates detailed charact- 
eristics of the commodities with indications of quantities 
of each type, sub-type, kind and brand.  Hence the account- 
ing of its fulfillment is also conducted according to a 
detailed nomenclature of the goods, which complicates 
the work of the accounting unit. 
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The shipment of import goods from transfer points 
in the USSR (from portBtand border points) is conducted 
according to orders of' ihe äll'-uhion export-import agen- 
cies.  The significance jdf the' oMers is very great for 
the normal activity' Of thö transfer points.  The planning 
of the work in ports and border points that involves re- 
ceipt and shipment of import cargoes is accomplished on 
the basis of data contained in the orders.  In view of 
this, the timely delivery of the orders from the all- 
union agencies plays an important role in organizing 
their work.  In order to properly conduct loading-un- 
loading operations and to promptly forward import cargoes 
to the designated locations, ports and border points must 
have detailed information regarding these cargoes, before 
their arrival. Export-import agencies take measures to 
furnish them with prompt information about the expected 
arrival of import cargoes.  They direct to the transfer 
points the so-called "advance orders" and, independent- 
ly of this, after the shipment from abroad of each indi- 
vidual commodity lot to the appropriate port or border 
point, they forward an order regarding the given specific 
cargo. 

The timely dispatch of orders to trans-shipment 
points is assured by a system of prompt information as- 
sembled on the basis of commodity shipments from abroad. 
In accordance with the existing method, the Trade Agency 
of the USSR abroad forwards to the all-union agency not 
later than the second day after the shipment of each lot 
of the import commodity, a telegraphic notification to 
that effect.  After receiving such a notification the 
agency undertakes measures to' compile and dispatch the 
orders to the appropriate, port or border point.  At the 
same time, on the basis of this, notification, the record- 
ing of data regarding the shipment of the commodity to 
the USSR is made in operational accounting. 

The proper distribution of import goods according 
to consignees is an important task of operational account- 
ing.  In the plan for delivery of goods to the national 
economy the agencies, not the enterprises are designated 
as the financing unit.  The shipment of the goods, however, 
is made directly to the address of the enterprises which 
utilizes the imported supplies.  In connection with this 
operational accounting reflects the shipment of the goods 
directly to the address of the enterprise; these enter- 
prises are grouped according to economic agencies.  Such 
accounting methods permit control over the fulfillment 
of the delivery plan as well as over the accurate compli- 
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ance with the orders of the all-union export-import 
agencies on behalf of the ports! ^add border points. 

The accounting of the delivery-of goods to the 
national economy is technically associated with the account- 
ing of fulfillment of the import contracts. Entries in 
this' account are completed by the notation of the date of 
Bhipment, with an indication of the quantity of soods and 
the date payment was made by the Soviet purchaser*  Deli- 
veries of goods to the national economy are also reflected 
in commodity accounting, which is conducted in terms of :"\ 
overall amounts of each commodity according to its distri- 
bution among consignees. 

For operational accounting of deliveries of soods 
to the national economy the following are of great import 
tancej place of surrender of the imported goods;.date oh' 
which the commodity is transferred to:the Soviet purchaser, 
and the document certifying the, delivery of the commodity. 
In accordance with the above mentioned decree of the Eco- 
nomic Council of the Council of People's Commissars USSR, 
11 January, 1940, No 68, the point of release of.a commo- 
dity is considered to be the port or border point where it 
arrived. 'In this connection the export-import agency is 
obligated to assure loading of the goods into a freight- 
car or other means of transportation,'and obtain a receipt 
from the shipper.  The date of release of the commodity 
is considered to be the date of the car fro document (the 
shipping document);- the latter is also the document 
which certifies the delivery of the goods.  Payment for the 
goods is made against the bill of the all-union export-im- 
port ageftcy, 'which -includes a receipt of the railwas^ way- 
bill or copies of another shipping document as. well as the 
specifications. 

The basis of accounting of the delivery of goods 
to the national economy are the rail and ocean bills of 
lading, release-acceptance certificates, notifications 
by the ports and border points regarding the shipment of 
goods to the consignees, and other documents. 

Accounting for the Balance of- Import Goods at Ports and 
Border Points of the USgR" ;     """—r~- ■—— ■  

The systematic supervision.over the movement of 
import goods in ports and border points Is of 8reat im- 
portance' for the economic activity of the ^foreign-trade 
organizations. Balances of goods in the USSR represent a 
reserve of the foreign-trade organizations which they may 
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utilize without delays and. tfhich are actually utilized 
to fulfill the assignmehtörb£  the plan for supplying the 
national economy and for the discharge of their obliga- 
tions to domestic purchasers. -In connection with this* 
in solving the problems related to the assurance of 
deliveries according to the supply plan, and in develop- 
ing measures to accelerate the execution of the plan 
assignments, they require detailed information regarding 
the balance of import goods.  Foreign-trade organizations 
obtain such information from data yielded by operational 
import accounting. 

Foreign-trade organizations conducting import ope- 
rations are interested in the promptest shipment of import 
goods from ports and border points.  According to the con- 
ditions of their work, the accelerated shipment of goods 
of foreign origin to the addresses of purchasers is econo- 
mically leasable for them.  The quicker the import goods 
are shipped* the sooner they discharge their obligations, 
the less their expenses for storage and the higher are 
their indices of economic activity.  Operational account- 
ing of the balance of goods is of. aid "to those involved 
in"operations, as well as those engaged in economic di*. 
rection, in achieving the above goals. 

,< As a rule, import cargoes arriving in the USSR 
by rail are not detained at border points.  Hence the 
necessity of warehouse storage of the goods is practically 
non-existant at this point, and consequently, nor is there 
need, therefore, for accounting of any balance of goods 
in operational accounting.  As for shipment by water and 
truck, a! certain portion of them is detained at ports 
and border points by virtue due to conditions of trans- 
shipment.  Warehouse storage of cargoes occurs here, and 
consequently, the need to account for the balance of 
import goods arises in operational accounting. 

The unloading of goods from incoming ships, their 
storage in warehouses and shipment to the consignee is 
accomplished by the units and means of the ports, in ac- 
cordance with the orders of the export-import agencies. 
The work of the ports is organized in such a way that in 
the transfer process the commodity lots are not split, 
hence it becomes possible to assure storage of import 
cargoes in lots.  A commodity lot is considered to be the 
amount of cargo arriving at a port on a single shipping 
document (a bill of lading, or ocean bill of lading).  In 
accordance with the existing agreement, port authorities 
must not permit the mixing, in the storage process, of 
cargoes which have arrived on different shipping documents. 
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An exception Is made for several mass cargoes in which 
case, by agreement of the foreign-itrade organization, 
mixed storage of the various commodity lots which 
arrived on the same vessel $ may be organized. The storage 
of import goods in lots at £>©rts is of great importance." 
Due to such storage it becomes possible to conduct ac- 
counting of the Import by lots,,from start to finlöh, i.e. 
from the time the goods are shipped from abroad to their 
delivery to the purchasers. 

A portion of the imported cargoes arrives in the 
USSR by truck.  Truck transportation^occurs at the bonders 
of the USSR with the Chinese People's Republic (along the 
Sinkiang-Uigursk Autonomous District). Mongolian People's 
Republic, Afghanistan and Iran.  Transportation by truck 
.is conducted by Aytovneshtrans. which also organizes ware- 
house storage of impörtgoölis~at its railroad terminals. 
On instructions from the all-union export-Import agencies, 
this office accepts import goods from foreign dealers, 
delivers these goods to its terminals, provides for their 
warehouse storage and dispatch to the domestic, purchasers. 
At the terminals the storage and accounting of the import ' 
cargoes is organized oh the basis of lots.". 

Operational accounting of the balance of import 
goods Is associated with contract accounting'. The balance 
of goods, according to contract accounting data, emerge . 
as the difference between the amount of goods arriving 
according to the documents, and confirmed by the trans- 
shipment points, and the amount dispatched to the pur- 
chasers. From time to time ports:and border points for- 
ward to the export-import agencies information oh the goods 
actually present on the basis of which operational ac-^ 
counting data regarding the balance of goods is verified 
and refined. 

The basis of accounting of the balance of Imports 
are: bills of. lading, .ocean bills of, ladlnsr,, commodity 
acceptance-release certificates, railway bills .'of. lading," 
notifications from ports and border points' regarding the ' 
shipment of commodities'. "'..., '::..-"'.. 
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■ ■ CHAPTER SEVEN  : . • • ' 

ACCOUNTING OP OBLIGATIONS ARISING FROM 
.   TRADE AGREEMENTS :     "; 

Beginning with the thirties,'deliverires of 
goods on the-basis of trade agreements have played a 
noticeable role in Soviet foreign trade. :MThe,signifi- ; 
eance of these deliveries gradually increased,land by- • 
the time World War II had started,- a considerable por-^-' 
tion of Soviet foreign' trade was being carried on.through 
intergovernmental trade agreements* ' Delieveries of ' 
goods on the basis of trade agreements were of .great ■"";■ 
importance during the World War II period.  These de-' 
lieVeries acquired extreme significance, howeverj in . 
the postwar phase.of foreign trade engaged in by  ■ 
the Soviet state-.  At the present time the deciding 
role in Soviet trade with the socialist countries .- 
belongs to deliveries of goods made on.the 'basis of 
trade, credit,.and other forms of economic.agreements. 
These deliveries account for over 90$ of the commodity 
turnover with the socialist countries.  The predominant 
portion of the commodity turnover .between the Soviet 
Union and the capitalist nations in the post?/ar years 
is likewise based on bilateral "agreements.  M this' \ 
connection, control over the fulfillment.of trage agree- 
ment obligations has become a major problem in foreign 
trade operational accounting"and statistics. 

The Organization of Control Over the Fulfillment of: 
Trade Agreement •Obligations .: . . 

Quotas in trade agreements are determined 
either by the establishment of a list of commodities 
to be exchanged, or by means of reaching an agreement 
on the value of the goods to be exchanged.  In the first 
case the parties to the proposed agreement work out 
among themselves detailed lists of goods to be ex- 
changed.  The quantity of items to be delivered within 
the contract period is indicated, in natural or finan- 
cial terms, alongside the description of each item on 
the list. With the second method, the agreement merely 
states the total value of goods (usually an equal value 
for each party) which forms the basis for mutual deli- 
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verie's within" the: con-tract period;: a:In the current ;'; "'-■■ 
Soviet foreign trade practice, the former method is ■ ; 

used almost, exclusively |  the .second form is very'-rare- 
ly encountered,:and is the 'exception- rather: than''the '■■.■''--''• 
rule.....,.;   ,:■■■.■■■   ■'■ ■ ■■;■:-.-e.::, -:.': ';.^ ■:;r.:' ]:;■■■■! ^v.- -".-■ "•" • .''•:•' 

r,  = The type, of- obligations:assumed;;;by"each, of the. ■■ ' 
parties to a trade .'agreement has-been .-.changing"with "'" -'■'- 
time-. . In agreements concluded during the prewar period' 
each :of the parties could make use of the established V 
quota (fully or in part), but was not:constrained to ■ ; 

its obligatory use. „The /incomplete use .of commodity 
quotas was not regarded a violation:of the trade- agree-' - 
ment. -:     : ;•      ;:\ ••.':'-.;.,■■':. ••;. ■•v--":'.    ';-" :-■..: 

jhe type of .obligations assumed under wartime - 
trade agreements has radically changed* -The -assur-' •:■"■■' 
ance of a regular influx' of goods from abroad -under •,; 

wartime conditions became a vital problem for every :' 
country. -war-production, demanded the uninterrupted '-"■ 
delivery of-machinery, equipment-, ..raw materials, and :: "' 
material,. Supplying the; needs of the armed forces and ': 
the civilian population engendered:an urgent need for -: 
food supplies and industrial commodities.. This is why 
every country strove to increase its'internal supply- 
resources and struggled to achieve the maximum impor-" 
tation of necessary products in exchange -for "goods which 
could be allocated for export. Under these conditions : 

the non-obligatory character.of commodityquotas "uri- v- 
der intergovernmental trade agreements no longer 
served the interests of the nations involved,^whereupon 
they began to demand of one another the: delivery og' 
goods in the quantities specified on an obligatory 
basis.  It was only natural, therefore, that Such  "'■ 
demands should be reflected in the■formal trade agree- '' 
ments concluded during the wartime-period.- ■"--■■ > ■■*■ ■- -"- -■ 

^The firm,'character of .assumed'obligations'is a" 
salient characteristic of most postwar trade agree- '•'* 
S™ tJf.fe^ere^^?;^the USSP,. 'This firmness' is afe^ 
w?+h9fli ^°Slgttl0?S,as!umed in economic- agreements" ' 
T^\?Ü™ *+*  Pe°Ple,s democracies. It follows from 
l ?«>,?£     of economic relations that have been estab- 
llitli  ^Lttie socialist nations, and serves the in- 
terests of their growth and development. ■■ "• '■      - 
/v 4-u    The ,firm character of obligations arising from 

2  ™* ??d long-term) trade\greements nefessi! 
tates systematic controls over the course of ^iwo^i 
commodity deliveries. .Such controls aW ifexpediwS 
ovSf theCfuTJ^raJe* ^eement obligations.eXCPoentro?f' ' 
mISs tt £lJHmtnt*0f theat  obligations is realized by 
means of foreign trade operational accounting data/" 



Theob-ject of these;..controls, is.themutual delivery of 
commodities by each, of the parties as specified in the . 
commodity qu'ötää established in the agreement. Commo- 
dity quotas are knderstbod 'to be the ;amount of good's 
for mutual delivery during the contract term, as ex- . ■ ■■ 
pressed in terms Of natural or monetary units. Books 
are kept on each trade agreement (protocol) as soon as 
ithas been signed,- and" from there ron if is kept under 
surveillance in order to assure the fulfillment of the 
obligations it entails.       >; \ ' :; 

The initial phase of accounting involves the re- 
gistration of commodity quotas. This registration is 
accomplished either by recording in a special register . 
the commodity quota for each item, or.by the appro- 
priate, systematization of trade agreement commodity " ■:- 
lists. The latter is the more widely used method» 
Along with the start of accounting on concluded contracts 
the commodity quotas are noted in the contractual ac- 
counting registers. From then on, the control Over 
their realization is tied in with controls over,the 
fulfillment of contractual obligations... ' 

The-fulfillment of commodity quotas arising out 
of trade agreements is controlled in terms of the same 
value units utilized in the expression of commodity 
delivery obligations, in the trade' agreement. ' In a 
number .of cases, quotas for commodity exchange are 
expressed in termsof non-standard Value units. .For this ■' 
reason the record of deliveries of such good's has to 
be kept in terms of two systems of value units.— ; 
the standard system (in order to maintain the estab- 
lished order as well.as to retain the possibility.Of 
incorporating the accounting'data into the general re- 
ports), and the; system of units used .in determining the 
commodity quotas (in order to control their fulfill- 
ment).  This dual system complicates accounting and 
gives rise to difficulties in the matter of control. 
This is why the parties to an agreementusually attempt 
to express obligations in standard units in determining ■ 
quotas..      •-. ;, 

The' terms governing commodity deliveries under  :/ 

trade agreements are regulated by the agreements 
themselves or are set forth in other documents signed 
by the parties.  In Soviet trade with the socialist 
countries, commodity deliveries are carried out on 
the basis of agreements on-»The General Conditions of 
Commodity Deliveries". The.foreign trade organiza- 
tions m the countries concerned comply with the above- 
mentioned in the conclusion and implementation of trade 
transactions. Mutual commodity deliveries by the Soviet 
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Union 'and the People's Democracies, In conformance'[''■■]. ":- 
with these "General'Conditions Of" Commodity Deliveries j"' 
is arranged on the "basis of fob price ex the given 
port' 'ör: railway terminal Oh the: border of the seller-''•■■'.-';: 
country; Exceptions to this are Albania and"the Tiet- '"■ 
nam Democratic Republic: which, as was1"mentioned ear- :-Q^ 
lier, receive Soviet goods cif, although they turn :  ff)' : 

over their ■■own exports to the various Soviet foreign 
trade agencies fob their domestic ports. - , ,: 'ij: '"•'■    \-!' 

:;" ';■' The accounting of: the • fulfillment of trade'; : ;i- "•'■;.' 
agreements with the socialist countries in accordance . 
with" the "General •Conditions" : is 'carried, out "with    •; 
regard to the exact time of passage'"of'goods across ; 

the national-border of the seller-country. ■'As is pro- 
vided for in the "General Conditions"''',' the'delivery  : ■ 
date is considered'to be the date, oh ;the transit pa-■.■ ; 
pers accompanying the'shipment* ;>.  :; ' 

Control over the'fulfillment of delivery1 o"bli-;u;:' 
gations assumed under trade agreements Is realized:. .;' ; 
by means' of contractual' accounting data.•"'. .This' tech-r }:''li:: 
nique facilitates the collection of 1|he necessary  ; ! J';, 
data f or various 'purposes,.including {the following;1 '"''," ' 
checking the course of quota fulfillment for': each ,'v:'/V':, 
item, as well-as for the entire agreement,'as'pro'- "' :V-• 
vided for- in the contract^' keeping"'track of commodity. 
shipments.from suppliers-' enterprises! checking* oh v. ;.;. 
deliveries as per agreement (passage"of goods' across :' V; 
border of seller-country)'5 checking on undelivered :  ■; V; 
commodity balance figures with reference to prospective' 
delivery dates f  keeping track of contractual obliga- t.  ,;!' 
tions due on a certain date, as well as overdue 'ob-; ' V :. 
ligations checking-On goods delivered in"advance :6f"

;"".:- .'V-.-- 
date due, a,s per' agreement, etc. 

Special Features of Trade Agreement:Accounting- ' 

.Accounting of trade agreements has a number' 
of special features. .• What follows is a discussion 
of the more important of these special characteristics. V- 

..Trade quotas become moreclearly defined and. ' 
are supplemented in the process of their implementa- ; 
tion Ik connection with changing conditions of pro-    ',- 
duction and -consumption: in the seller-countries. Quota 
changes are effected through additional bargaining .. ' 
among the parties involved. These changes are set' 
down in the operational accounts upon their acceptance  
by both parties.... This is Why it is possible to have T 
precise information on quotas In effect at any given  ' 
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time for each item as well as for the entire list of -,'•.■ 
commodities as, set forth in .the. agreement in question.- 

The volume of mutual commodity deliveries is ; 
very rarely specified in.trade agreements on the basis 
of,.value equivalents. -For,this, reason it is deter-/ .: 
m|ned,by means-of an evaluation of deliverable commo- :■■■ 
dities in accordance with the accepted exchange lists 
and by a total value . computation.  Initial ■commodity ;. 
valuation is carried put according to prices determined 
by general pricing principles set forth by the parties 
in the agreement. The valuation is then more clearly ; 
delineated in the process of^ contract execution"and im- 
plementation .— ;a fact of some;importance for the "cor- 
rect systematization of checks over the course of 
established quota fulfillment.  In lieu of a systematic 
program.of obtaining more exact commodity values, data 
on the obliga-tions and deliveries by the nations in- ., 
volved would lack a basis for comparison.  This is 
tied up with the fact that commodity deliveries stem- 
ming from': tra.de agreements are evaluated according to 
actual costs. Proper control over the fulfillment of 
trade obligations would therefore be impossible.with-_l. 
out the constant re-evaluation of ;the quotas and 
agreement obligations. ;.■ , 

.The' execution of contracts is a necessary ..con- . 
dition for the establishment of commodity quotas in  ' 
trade..agreements.  This stipulation is contained in 
the text of agreements.  They specify that the estab- 
lishment of quotas is carried out under the contract- 
ual provisions as signed by representatives of the . 
foreign trade organizations of"the nations involved, 
and specify the time by which,these are to be final- 
ized. Thus, the timely execution of contracts is ne- - 
cessary to the correct coordination of effort toward 
the fulfillment of mutual commodity deliveries as per 
the trade agreement. 

The final quantities of merchandise contracted 
for sale or purchase become apparent in many cases, 
as was pointed out above, after final .deliveries in \ 
compliance with the contract. And similarly,' the-' 
final contractual commodity.prices become .known only 
after the seller has carried out all..of his obliga-'■■■'■■ 
tions in accordance with the agreement, and is-re---: 
fleeted in his bill to the purchaser.  In this con- 
nection, .the quantities and value of goods deliver- 
able as per the contract becomes-systematically clearer 
in the accounting process as goods are delivered"and: 

payment effected. This methos assures first of all a 
realistic appraisal of obligation,values stemming from' 
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contracts,: ■rand •■■•secondly', the . correlation of . obliga- 
tions with deliveries.- ,::-::■/:;.■• <.d 

Mutual commodity deliveries between'the USSR 
and;the People's. Democracies realized on "the basis of 
trade .agreements usually begih long before the start; " - 
of the period covering the quota agreement. 'Such ■d§^.::.'! 
liveries are initiated even in the case where ."nego-fh*':-;:' 
tiations covering conditions for the next contractual •■■' - 
year are still incomplete. Commodity deliveries car- 
ried out prior to the start of the corresponding con- 
tract period are designated "advance deliveries" and . 
are recorded apart from goods delivered under current ; 
agreements. With the arrival- of the regular period 
covered by the contract,- advance deliveries are in-^ ■  ■ 
corporated into the general accounting system and are ■ 
regarded as applicable to the' quotas' of that agree- -v • 
ment. : ,   , .v :.■:■■ ■ ■■: : ■■ '■■'•■ 

Trade agreementsbetween the USSR'and foreign ' 
countries are based on' the principle of equivalent ': 

deliveries and; payments by both sides. This means 
that upon the expiration of the period covered by the 
contract,: an equality must have been- established''between 
mutual commodity deliveries and services rendered, 
noting invisible commodities and monetary'payments re-' 
ceived through clearing accounts; this balance must 
be achieved as a.result of the fulfillment of trade 
agreement obligations by the'parties concerned. 
According to conditions set.forth'in agreements con- 
cluded with socialist states, as well as a number Of 
capitalist countries, the balance of mutual deliveries 
is attained toward the close of each trading year 
covered by the contract.  Such a balance is not 
maintained during the course of the year in order to 
allow for seasonal fluctuations in international trade« 
There are, however, limits of preponderance in payments 
and deliveries which are not to be exceeded by either 
country. These maximum limits are usually specified 
in the body of the agreement, and thereby become com- 
pulsory for both parties throughout the year. 

Systematic checks are maintained throughout the 
entire period of commodity quota exchanges in order to 
assure compliance with trade agreement stipulations 
relating to the value equivalence of goods and ser- 
vices. Such checks are carried out in accordance with 
balance figures for commodity and service deliveries 
which include invisible commodities and payments re- 
ceived through clearing accounts. Balances are com- 
puted periodically (on a monthly or quarterly basis), 
and contain the following data:  initial indebtedness 
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at the start of the period covered Toy the contract 
(in'those bases where one of the parties is in debt :■""■■■ 
to the Other, at the close of the previous year.and 
has .agreed to ,effect repayment by' commodity■. deliveries ''■■"'. 
in tljre. 'öurrent trading yearf^ value of mutual commo- 
dity .deliveries over the given period'?' : value .of '«er- ■' 
vices rendered5. invisible commodities received and 
payments through clearing .accounts; ;indebtedness as • v 
of the given date. 

.... Comparisons based on this information for •' 
various dates permits the determination of -general . :  '* 
trends in international commodity exchanges. This ■":'•"'■■. 
data also serves as the basis for a more thorough 
inquiry into the course of trade agreement fulfill-"', 
ment which are carried out-for the purpose Of find- . 
ing out, the causes for lags in dellveries and, settle-, ' 
ments for various items in the commodity lists.  Studies 
based'on mutual commodity, delivery balances and the 
results of inquiries into, the fulfillment of trade :- ■:'v. 
agreement obligations with regard to each item."are a v ■ 
guide in working out ,mea.sures toward' the elimination: - 
of existing shortcomings and in taking' direct action 
to assure the normal.course of commodity deliveries ' 
and payments in accordance with the terms of every 
trade agreement.- V-: 

Control over the fulfillment of agreements' 
entered into by the USSR providing for the extension 
of credits to.foreign countries, is organized along 
the same lines as the regulatory accounting system 
covering trade agreements, but with due allowances 
for the specific characteristics peculiar to the 
former. 
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' _//,; .-. • .. .:. CHAPTER; SIGHT ;  _ ■-. ; • / -V /..;;■;;•. ,/.v 

•:i-THE BASIC, ELEMENTS OP OPERATIONAL STATEMENT   -. 
-■OP ACCOUNTS. ' .STATISTICAL PROCESSING ,-  v: . 
OF OPERATIONAL STATEMENT- OP ACCOUNTS■ - ■ ' .'vi* 

- :-; -...•;■ ;: ■       ':■■-■■_DATA.; :: ■ „.v...."   . L .V '.-  a:Ur- * 

.The accounting.operationsof foreign :trade or-! 

ganizations fall 'into,.three successive stages -(or. 
phases), with:each stage comprising one of.:the;-es- 
sential portions of the ^entire task» The data:'pro- ; / 
duced at various stages ;0f the accounting operation : 
are used in/economic regulation and control in -foreign■ 
trade. v, However * the data drawn from .'the-various ..'•'"■ 
stages of accounting varies in- its •significance :.to ^ ' 
matters of foreign 'trade»..;.    ,--:;..'::-:    .,;■.■:■; 

■The first and initial phase in the accounting * 
operation consists of documentation, i.e., .of for- ■ 
mally.documenting,foreign trade agreements: which are "'• 
in progress.,, -This phase .yields data on economic "■•'■■■■ 
operations which serve as .source materials for^fur-' f'; 

ther processing and economic direction. Their apt!1!.-"■■-" 
cability here is limited, however, since the .documents 
contain" uncorrelated information which is unsuitable '- 
for the drawing of ^general conclusions.- 

The next phase in the accounting operation' ■ 
consists, of, recording .foreign trade 'operational'data 
as reflected in the documents, and in generalizing :; — 
this data, in, the operational accounts. At this stage';; 

the information contained in the documents is' placed - 
m a definite order, i.e. * foreign trade, activities : 

are grouped under general-:. economic headings. This •■•"' 
considerably widens:the scone of •applicability'1 for' the 
accounting data.- •.-.    ..■■".,:.' ■■:■.••:■.*-     ■"-.-.;..;' 
• '.-'^^e.^inal; stage in the, accounting1 process':lies r 

in the preparation of final statements of accounts; ' 
This includes .current account -data proces'sing for "'the*'-' 
purpose' of .„obtaining general .'economic indices' character. 
lzmg various aspects of the work of.foreign trade 
organizations. The data thus obtained1is used for. the' ' 
regulation of foreign trade engaged ;in by. the'soviet- ' 
government..-' -::• -,:.; - ■;   :f ;•■-'■■■ '■ 7. ■   .   .■?> ■ . ':.-i,;//::.,A/;,:,;;.:,...; 7./ 

■ i  -]r;-,^o^^s-encGiiirtered in''the documentation:-and '-'-■-'- 
grouping of foreign trade' operations are -discussed 
in Chapter Two .above., The present chapter is-devoted "' 
to operational, statement .accounts.'" ■ ' -'  ;' - 
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The Significance of Statement of 'Accountings. 

.;■• /Statement of accounts' play3 an enormous role 
in the regulation of the national .economy of the' USSR. 
Its great significance is notied many times in the 
Works of V. I. lenin.  "The .organization of the sta- 
tements of accounts," he wrote, "is a matter of 
fundamental importance to all departments and insti- 
tutions of the most diverse nature." "'Rotes' V. I. 
Lenin, Sohineniya (Works), Vol 33, page 2l7. -: 

■ Operational statement of account plays 'amöst ; 

important role in the regulation of foreign ■'•"trade  ' ; 
engaged in' by the Soviet government.  In this .appli- 
cation it is an instrument of "planned leadership and ; 
control. The .statement of accduhts is a\magor weapon '. 
in the struggle 'for the ''fulfillment' of export and im- ''. 
port plans, the correct organization of operational 
activities y .and the improvement -arid perfection "of . 
the entire economic .effort in the. field of foreign 
trade. Operational statement of accounts data is used 
in the formulation and justification of foreign' 
trade plans. This data also serves as a basis in the 
drafting of import-export programs for a given plan- 
ning period;  used in checking on the fulfillment .of, 
trade plan quotas, and are ä means of control over the 
realization of trade agreement quotas with foreign 
countries.     : 

-.;. Operational statement of accounts helps to pin- 
point shortcomings in the activities of foreign'trade, 
organizations and aids in the elimination of these, .; 

difficulties. -Higher-level agencies use the state- 
ment of accounts' data in checking the compliance with : 

state plans and their own directives. They use this 
data in bringing their influence to bear upon" the work. 
of foreign trade organizations and for the guidance 
of their economic activity. With the aid of informa- 
tion contained in the statement of accounts :the higher- 
level agencies see to the timely and correct solution 
of problems facing the subsidiary organizations.. .. 

Basic Principles of the Operational Statement of   ' 
Accounts Structure. The Relation and Interdependence 
Between Operational Accounting and Statement of Accounts 

The operational -.statement of accounts represents ' 
a system of indices which reflect the results of economic 
activities carried on by foreign trade organizations 
over a given period.  The nature of these indices, 
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which are determined by the requirements of '.economic 
direction, are fixed in advance. The system of.in- 
dices is based not only on the heeds of economic di- 
rection and control within the import-export associa- 
tions, but also oh the requirements of higher-ietel 
agencies. In routine practice,foreign trade orga^'.-\ 
nizations which engage in direct import-export oper&-' 
tions make use of recorded account data as they •• 
are found on the books. However, this data cannot 
satisfy all of their needs. This necessitates the 
compilation of informational briefs containing ge- 
neral indices. This requirement of lower-level orga- 
nizations is kept in mind'in fixing the type of data 
to be presented by the statement of accounts.   '  • 

■ ■ As regards the higher-level agencies, these do 
not keep accounting records. That is why-their needs 
with respect to data on the economic activities of 
subsidiary organizations can be satisfied only by the- 
operational statements of accounts they receive from' 
the latter. These statements of accounts which they 
receive contain all of the necessary data required 
by the higher-level agencies in the discharge of their 
direction.and control functions. The main considera- 
tion m working out operational statement of accounts 
programs are the requirements of the higher-level or- 
ganizations 5: this factor determines the extent and 
character of the data included. - - 
__  # :. Statements of accounts are compiled on the : 

basis of data contained in operational accounts.: 

£L"^e,course of compiling the statements, the account- 
ing data is subjected to further processing with the ' 
aim of making it conform with the requirements of 
established forms. In cases where this may be necessa- 
ry, tne data is grouped and rearranged, whereupon the 
statement forms are filled out and lent to the appro! 
priate agencies. ■■...■ l    -.-■■ 

■-:   The compilation of operational statements of ' 
accountshas a=direct bearing on the accounting pro-' 
S?SSiini ?XStS conslderable influence on the orga- 
?iS« ?? °frt

the^cco^i*g operation. Statement in- ;: 
dices to a considerable degree determine the extent 
provMed?    °f *he actual ac^unting datf to bl 

.,  ,: Operational statementsof accounts reflect 
activTtf S ?LStSdieS CSrried out on thereconomic 
activity of import-export associations;  thev contain  ■ 
the plan which is followed in collecting and anSlvzW 
information pertaining to foreign trade used ?S tin    g 
nomic.regulation and Control. fSe keeping of"op^al 
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tional accounts on foreign trade is designed to. suit , 
the requirements of operational statements of accounts. 
The two are very closely connected in that the data 
included in the statement of accounts is drawn, directly • 
from';the accounts. As a result,.the compilation.of 
operational statement of accounts is simplified,, the ■:..,■■ 
time'element involved is decreased, and the .quality -; 
of materials included in the statements is augmented. 

Operational-accounting data and that given in 
statement of accounts bear a distinct relation.to one 
another. The former exceed the latter in extent and 
quantity. The reason for.this is that accounting in- 
dices are used in the day-to-day work of the-foreign 
trade organisations without being processed and, having 
no value in foreign trade studies, are consequently 
not included in the operational statement of accounts. 

Another important consideration must be brought 
out in connection with the/question of the relation'- 
between accounting indices and statement of accounts. 
It has to do with the fact that the former are more 
stable and change more infrequently, statement of ac- 
count figures, on the other hand, are subject to fre- . 
quent changes.  Accounting indices reflect the* econo- 
mic activity of foreign trade organizations.  There is 
a definite relation and interdependence between them. 
Their number and content depends on economic activity 
indices.  The appearance of new economic trends and ' 
the solution of new problems requires the expansion 
of accounting. And conversely, with the cessation 
of activity in any given sector of the economy, ac- 
counting operations cease.  Insofar' as the character   •■ 
of foreign trade practices changes infrequently, al- 
terations in the accounting procedures also occur 
rather infrequently. 

.' Statement of accounts is another matter, how- . 
ever. These undergo much more frequent changes than 
do the: (operational) accounting procedure's. 

: This, is 
connected with changes in the requirements of economic 
trends, and control of foreign -trade. Statement of ■ ,' 
accounts indices and the general-content of the  f- ' 
statements depend on current administrative needs, 
which in turn are subject to frequent changes.  But . 
changes in administrative requirements create conditions 
which necessitate alterations in the extent of cover- 
age by the statement data.  Situations which require 
increased attention to some specific: sector of acti- 
vity frequently ..arise in the economic sphere. This 
is tied in with changes in the currentproblems facing,' 
foreign trade organizations, or with the task of eh- 



couraging lagging,'sectors of' the ■ economy to take up . , . 
leading positions. Both cases engender the necessity , 
for tighter controls, thus extending coverage "by tM 
statement of accounts. With the introduction of new 
areas to he covered "by the statemeiitof accounts, it;'":--/. 
becomes necessary to alter the extent of coverage of" •;' 
the existing system of statement of accounts. After 
the problems at hand have been solved and lags eli- 
minated, however, it becomes possible to do away with. 
the expanded statements of accounts. Thus, the state- 
ment of accounts data and the extent of their cover- 
age are once again altered. .    i 

The steps taken by the Party and government in 
extending the authority of enterprise directors and 
other administrators holding posts in local organiza- ; 
tions have effected important changes in the extent 
of coverage by statement of accounts data. Excessive 
centralization of economic administration in practice 
results in a broader coverage by statementof accounts. 
The greater the degree of centralization in economic 
administration, the broader the statements of ac- 
counts and the .quantity of indices of the statement 
of accounts. This is why the extension of economic 
administrators' authority in the foreign .trade field 
gives rise to greater self-reliance and efficiency, 
as well as to increased initiative and responsibility. ' 
The decrease in statement of accounts coverage con- 
nected with this measure resulted in a change in the 
extent of coverage by the statement of accounts data. 

The postwar period has been marked by a con- 
siderable curtailment and improvement of. operational 
statement of accounts procedures in the field of for- 
eign trade, whose coverage had expanded greatly during 
the war years. Economic conditions during that period 
demanded maximum speed and flexibility in operational 
decision making.  In this connection the need for 
urgent information increased immeasurablv over that 
of the prewar period, this fact led to a*sharp rise 
m the extent of coverage and content of the state- 
ment of accounts. •■ 

■■ The problem of significantly curtailing the 
statements of accounts arose after the end of the war. 

towL? +?! Jh±?v.1±n? Was begun in 1946'  " was directed toward the further improvement and perfection of ope- 
?r ^?eSntS ¥  5c?ounts ^ the foreign trade 

field. Since the end of the war, the foreign trade 
statement or accounts procedures have been reviewed 
t  rpin??'n-p 5e £orms.were condensed and simplified as ' 
a result of each review. These efforts toward review ' 



"brought about,a considerable improvement;in operational 
statements of:accounts procedures!  the number öf forms 
and'indices was reduced greatly, and the volume of 
data presented in accordance with existing forms , 
showed a, distinct drop, 

Confirmation Procedure for Operational Statements of 
Accounts.  Frequency and Dates of Submission. 

Operational statement of accounts forms and . 
indices are subject to strict regulation.  Their 
preparation and confirmation is carried out in accord-, 
ance with a definite set of rules. New statement of 
accounts forms adopted by foreign trade organizations 
are approved by the Minister of Foreign Trade or his 
vice-minister upon submission by the. Planning Economic '' 
Administration.  This procedure is: also followed in 
amending or supplementing established statement of 
accounts forms.  The presentation of statement '". 
of accounts on unapproved forms is not permitted. Form 
guides (lists of forms) must be approved along with, 
statementof accounts forms?  the. former include, sti- 
pulations as to regularity and dates for submitting , 
statement of accounts, methods of delivery, and ad- - 
dresses to which statement of accounts are to be sent. 

Existing statement of accounts forms fall into 
two categories;  general and specialized.. General 
forms contain economic indices common to all foreign 
trade organizations5  the specialized, forms, on the- • 
other hand, contain indices pertinent to the activi- 
ties of a particular agency. The general forms play 
the decisive role in foreign trade operational state- 
ments of accounts procedures.  The specialized state^ 
ment forms, moreover, are not widely used and are there- 
fore not accorded a special place in the form guide; 
they are rather regarded as a supplement to the ge- 
neral forms. 

Operational statement of accounts cover the 
basic activities engaged in by foreign trade organi- 
zations.  They constitute surveys of the more important 
aspects of the economic efforts put forth by these 
organizations in carrying out commodity imports and 
exports. The operational statement of accounts give 
wide coverage to the problems of commodity .exchange 
with foreign countries.  They also devote much atten- 
tion to currency transactions and prices.  Another 
matter of importance covered by statement of accounts 
concerns foreign trade shipping problems. 

-rf#r 



Foreign'trade operational statements of accounts 
are'mainly-concerned-with commodity exchanges. As re- 
gards their content, their statement of accounts des- : ; 

cribe the ties "between foreign trade and the .national''' 
economy, as well an the economic trade relations "between 
the USSR and various foreign countries. This aspect ;~ 
of statement of accounts is of prime importance with'  , 
respect to the extent of coverage and number of in-   . 
dices. For this reason, the following discussion will'. 
be limited tö the problems connected with statements of 
accounts on commodity turnover.  ' 

Operational statements of accounts on'■commodity 
exchanges are. prepared and presented on a monthly, 
quarterly, and annual basis.. The monthly statement '.. 
of accounts contains the following information; 
commodity transfers by domestic suppliers for export.; ,: 

consignments of stocked foreign goods to the national 
economy; fulfillment of trade agreements with foreign 
countries;  import-export totals by nation; conclusion ""' 
of contracts for commodity sales and purchases. 

■Quarterly statements of accounts pertain to 
the following matters*  imports and exports of goods; 
fulfillment of export and import plans; consignments 
of unstocked foreign goods to the national economy; . ' 
fulfillment of agreements providing for the extension 
of eredics to foreign, countries-. 

Annual statements of accounts are analogous 
in extent to. the monthly and quarterly statements with 
respec-c to extent of index of coverage, but include 
data for the entire year.  This is why ;the monthly 
and quarterly statements of accounts as of the 31st 
°L^Cem5er °l thf fiscal yQ^  also Constitute annual 
statements.  The time allowed for the presentation 
of Jiese annual statenontsof accounts is, of. course, 
extended, while some statement of accounts forms are 
supplemented with additional indices. 

The current statements of accounts, i.e., 
the monthly and quarterly statements are of greater 
importance for the regulation and control of foreign 
nlntlU^  fT theref?re also more important to thf 
ufmo^ nr°tJ0reign ^^organizations. These take 
up most of the accountants» time. .This is the ren^n-n 
why in working out the statement of accounts proSaS 
Inllotl ^V^^H  thQ monthly^ ?uaf?eriy 
of tho annual P r+T

UaVigUres* The significance^ oi -cno annual report is, of course, also verv sreat 
It provides a comprehensive view of PH aslootf o? +>,« 
a°ve%T tTrfQ  *ctivi^' But i/is coipiLT^Le 
a year.  Its mam purpose is to provide a survey of 
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foreign trade over an extended period.- For this rea- 
son'' it may, and in fact must, be fuller and more in- 
clusive than the quarterly, and especially the monthly 
statemehtof accounts, and in the examination of the 
curtailment of data contained in statement of accounts, 
the annual statement of accountsis little affected. 

Monthly and quarterly statement of accounts 
programs are so structured as to allow one type of 
statement of accounts supplement another. This mutual 
complementation assists in effecting fuller control 
over the completion tasks in foreign trade. Monthly 
statements of accountsare used in controlling the ful- 
fillment of national economic supply plans,, as well '•. 
as the execution of foreign trade agreement commodity 
quotas. The account of indices included in. the monthly 
statement of accounts is the most limited of the three 
categories. They cover only those aspects which are 
mandatory for current control and direction of operati- 
onal work. 

Quarterly statements. of accounts contain wider 
index coverage pertaining to the economic activity of 
foreign trade organizations.  They provide more com- 
prehensive data for the study and control of the ful- 
fillment of foreign trade assignments.  In addition 
to indicating deliveries carried out as per supply 
plans and trade agreements, they also reflect the ful- 
fillment of import-export plans and other foreign 
trade assignments.  Quarterly statement of accounts 
are likewise used in checking on the fulfillment of 
credit agreements. 

This distribution of the tasks of the two types 
of indicated statements of accounts makes it possible 
to use the monthly statement of accounts in controlling 
the fulfillment of foreign trade plans with respect 
to their specific categories and items, while the 
quarterly statement of accounts serves as a means of' 
controlling plan fulfillment as a whole, with respect 
to all categories.  It also allows.the maximum cur- 
tailment in the number of forms, as well as a maximum 
reduction in the quantity of forms and statements of 
accounts indices, as well as to materially curtail 
the number of statements of accounts presented in 
accordance with established forms.  Thus, the whole 
statement of accounts operation is raised to a higher 
level of quality. . :. 
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The content of Operational statement of accounts" ■■ ■ :..[:! 

The content of operational statement of accounts 
is determined by the nature of those problems •whose 
solution is' the; task of foreign trade organizations» |v-;,-; 
They reflect the heeds of economic direction and con-, 
trol of foreign trade. Each statement of accounts ful-; ■•' 
fills some specific task. The statements of accounts 
are prepared in accordance"with the requirements of the 
program as delineated in the statement of accounts forms. 
There are nine commodity exchange statement of accounts 
forms in force at the present time;  the most important' 
of these are Kos 1, .2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8, Each of 
them reflects indices covering some specific aspect of 
foreign trade economic activity. What follows is a dis- 
cussion of the contents of commodity exchange statement 
of accounts as instituted by the statement of account' 
program now in effect. 

Statement of Accounts Pora Hol, covering Deliveries of 
Goods for Export. .        ~ "—"~~"~~~~;—' 

Statements of accounts made out according to this 
form are used in controlling the fulfillment of delivery 
plans for goods destined for export by industrial, trade, 
and other Soviet•enterprises. It is submitted on a 
monthly ...basis. Data presented in this form is broken 
down by union republic, ministry, department, as well 
as by goods. . Figures for each union republic are some- 
times further broken down by state forms, and in some 
cases by republican ministry and departments.' 

Alongside each item in the statement of accounts 
is given.data on the established yearly and quarterly  • 
plan,.and also figures on plan fulfillment since the ' - 
start of the year and quarter. The statementsof ac-;' 
counts are prepared using natural units and indicate 
turnover figures from the start of the period covered. 
ih-Gj  include both stocked and unstocked export items, 
and along with the domestic goods, foreign goods, de- . 
stmed for reshipment, are reflected. 

Plan assignments are quoted in the statements of 
accounts m accordance with the plan in effect., with 
due allowances for changes and amendments arising out V r 

oi subsequent governmental decisions. Thus, the sta- ; 

tements of accounts control "the full range of assign- 
ments for the delivery of export items.      <^fal6* 
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Statement of Accounts Form Ho 2 Covering Commodity . 
Consignments to the National Economy. 

The task of the statements of accounts filled 
oui in accordance with this form is to aid in;the con- 
trol of the fulfillment of import commodity deliveries 
to domestic enterprises by the foreign trade organisa- 
tions. -'.They are submitted on a monthly basis and are 
prepared in the'same way as the statements made out on 
form Ho I5  i.e., the figures are given in natural. 
units, and include data both on the yearly plan and 
for the quarterly plan under review, as well as data 
on deliveries made since the,start of the year and the 
quarter under review. 

However, the structure of statements of accounts 
made out according to form Ho 2 does have some special 
features.. Figures in statements filled out according 
to this form are broken down by item., union republics 
(these in turn are given by state forms within each 
republic, and by some republican ministries and de- 
partments), and by USSR, ministries and departments. 
In citing figures for planned tasks, due allowances •/.'■ 
are ma.de for subsequent governmental decisions as 
regards commodity deliveries to the national economy. 
Statements for the first two months of a quarter give 
figures only for stocked commodities, and these are 
not broken down by enterprises receiving the goods, 
with the exception of da.ta on a few important types 
of products;  statement data for the third month of the 
quarter under review, on the other hand, includes 
figures for unstocked items, with breakdowns by 
consignee enterprises. ;. 

. Toward the close of the year, the foreign trade 
organizations in a number of cases deliver imported 
goods in advance against the coming annual plan. Simi- 
larly, Soviet economic organizations deliver export 
goods in advance.  In statements of accounts made out 
in accordance with forms Ho. 1 and Ho 2, such advance. 
deliveries are accounted for in a separate section ; 
and are not included under the. plan fulfillment data 
for the period under review. 

Statement of Accounts Form Ho 3 covering Commodity 
Deliveries Through Trade. Agreements. 

Statements of accounts using this form are pre- 
sented on a monthly basis and serve a very important 
purpose. They are used in checking commodity quota 
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fulfillment .as set forth in trade agreements, and also 
in .controlling the commodity exchanges proceeding in 
accordance,,with these agreements. - These statements 'of 
accounts provide a -means of accounting for contracts ■' • 
being .concluded between.Soviet foreign trade organisa- 
tions , a.nd the'lr counterparts abroad. ■' >'/'.- 

The data given in statements of account made out 
according to form No 3 is used in determining the. volume 
and composition of commodity deliveries as per a given ' 
trade agreement. This data-is also used in determining 
the,extent of overdue obligations. In other words, 
form No 3 statements of accounts are a basic source 
of information used in the systematic observation and 
control over the general state and development of trade 
relations with foreign states. 

■ " ' .Statements,of accounts made out in'accordance ■ 
with this form are structured in such a manner as to 
provide ans\yers to all of the more important auestions 
which are encountered in the course of commodity ex- 
changes with foreign countries. They give a detailed ' 
itemised nomenclature of all commodities included in 
the trade agreement with a specific foreign country. 
•The listing.for each item contains data showing 
the.extent of obligations assumed and the degree of : 

their fulfillment. Individual statements of accounts 
are made out for each individual trade agreement in 
effect? export and import data are divided into se- 
parate sections. The figures are given both in na- 
tural and in currency units5 .among these are itemised ] 

cumulative commodity totals from the time deliveries ■  . 
according to; the terms of the agreement are begun. 
wi+>, f^m nenSn-?S- ?f,ac°ounts prepared in accordance . 
with form No 3 include figures on the extent of obli- 
gations assumed in trade agreements concluded by the 
governments of the nations concerned, as well as obli- 
gations arising as a result of economic intercourse 
between Soviet foreign trade organizations and their  -■■: 
torn  o?PSsLan?0ad*  ;*;.*«™* are presented in  So 
iSS? of IJSJ?  •COEmoJitif8 constituting an integral 
in tho fnSd^afre!men^' W^ile the latter are givln 
of JhP InrSr,   -   ccntra?ts signed by representatives 
of the economic organisations involved. 
+VTUSri wi- £?.

±s * direct relationship between the two 
types of obligations. It consists of the fact that   ' 

SiSfSTrSS^?*-11?011 eCOn0miC ^ganiXtions    . 
o?Lanisatan^? niif Jnterg°^rnmental agreements. The 
organisational obligations are also Reuend pn+-'n**n +>,«„„ 

lormer usually must not exceed the latter in sise or 
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extent. The extent of obligations with respect to 
assigned quotas stipulated in trade agreements is in- - 
dicated in the reports in conformance to commodity 
liöts 'appended, to the agreements themselves. 

'■  During the course of trade agreement- imple^ ■ ' 
mentation, thenations involved frequently provide one 
another with supplementary commodity quota' extensions. 
On their coordination during the period covered by ;■,;. 
the contract, these quota extensions are added on to 
the original established quota figures in the lists. 
Thus,.each -statement of accounts provides a view of the 
actual extent of obligations to be fulfilled in accord- 
ance with a given intergovernmental agreement. . 

Obligations assumed by the parties on the basis 
of agreements.between foreign trade organizations1 of 
the USSR and their foreign counterparts are indicated 
in the statements of accounts by citing duly executed, 
contracts. Each statement of accountsindicates the 
full extent and coverage of contracts executed within. 
the framework of each specific agreement, with empha- 
sis on contracts due for fulfillment on the date of the 
statement of accountsor within the accounting quarter. 

Deliveries carried out under the terms of a 
trade agreement are regarded as having been completed 
at the time of passage of the shipment across the natio- 
nal border of the seller-country.  Por this reason. 
the fulfillment of obligations is noted in terms of 
commodity delivery data.  This data is used in con- 
trolling the fulfillment of trade agreement quotas 
and obligations arising from contracts between Soviet 
foreign trade organizations and their counterparts 
abroad.  However, the normal course of deliveries 
according to trade agreements also depends to a con- 
siderable degree on commodity shipments from suppliers, 

enterprises. For the purpose of keeping track of commo- 
dity shipments from suppliers, form No 3 statement of, 
accounts contain the item "shipped from suppliers' 
enterprises". 

Much attention is devoted to the contractual 
obligations of the nations involved. A close and con- 
stant watch is kept over contract portfolios.  For 
this reason statements of accounts prepared in accord- 
ance with.form No 3 contain data pertaining to the en- 
tire sheaf of contracts being fulfilled on the date 
of the statement.  In addition to this, the reports 
include data on overdue contracts, and on contracts 
due for fulfillment in the quarter following the one 
covered by the subject statement.  Measures for the 
acceleration of commodity deliveries with the aim of 
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eliminating overdue shipments are formulated on the. 
basis of data relating to the overdue contracts. 
Figures pertaining to contracts due for fulfillment :  , 
within.the next quarter are cited for the purpose ■'..■,'•;■.",. 
of planning;commodity delivery programs for the en- &  !«'■'-.'. 
suing period. In the presence of contracts executed--'' 
within the framework.of agreements for the previous 
year, but unfulfilled as of 1 January, of•'the year under 
reviews the foreign trade statement of accounts for the 
current year contains a special section listing all 
goods subject to delivery aa per the overdue contracts: 
and indicating the time limits set for effecting ship- 
ment . . * .   . 

In those cases where trade with the country 
with which a trade agreement has been concluded is 
carried on simultaneously in both restricted and freely 
convertible currency or with indemnity transactions, -etc., 
the trade is then reflected in the statements of ac- 
counts below the delivery totals and continuing con- . 
tract totals.     r 

In addition to trade, agreement statements of 
accounts form Fo 3. is also used for credit agreement 
statements of accounts, as well as to cover commo- 
dity exchanges with the capitalist countries with whom 
the boviet Union trades oh the basis of bilateral agree- 
ments.  In the latter case, the line giving the figure 
for "Goods destined for shipment" is Sot filled in. 

_The procedure for filling out form No. 3 has 

l?rexamSeefgelo^tUreS' ^ m0Pe toP°rt«* of which 
+ -4.1 • Irt  statements' of acoountsmade out according  ' 
InJ  iS £°rS' comity prices are given fob the given 
£Sn2?J^

de? r^^y terminal of the seller-country. 
Commodity evaluation is carried out according to prices 
the tSnf «rh+ZeTB  WSen Jeliv°ry is effected°under the terms of the contract. However, goods must be e- 
valuated long before they are deliver!* and plid for" ■ 
diatelv^fi??^^0^^ "^«ttion arises ImSe-° * ■ diately after the execution of a trade agreement in 

TMs^eefL^/^^f elVOlune' 0f ^toeleSverLs. This need is also felt after the execution of contract«! 
as.well as after shipment of goods from suppliers' eSter- 

In order to satisfy this requirement in thn 

evaluation are used. The volume of future delivarip.. ■ 
according to the terms of an agreement is determined 

is parcel o^tner'on11?!?63^53; Qu0ta ^alSäuon   : t    ii:     a elther on the basis of prices aevp^fl  n-n 
by the governmental delegations in the coursf of 



trade negotiations, or by means of average .prices quo- 
ted in contracts for the previous period covered by 
ah agreement;-': valuesmay also be established in accord- 
ance With world prices, should the particular commodity 
be set for delivery for the first time. ■This evalua- 
tion is of a preliminary character, however .-.It is . . 
made more exact in the process of contract.execution» 
Thus, the evaluation of trade agreement obligations 
is made in coordination with contractual commodity 
valuations. The evaluation of goods to be delivered 
in accordance with contract terms is performed on the 
basis of average prices quoted in these contracts. 
These prices are not final, however; they are further 
amended during the course of deliveries'in accord- 
ance with the price quotations in the buyers' statenentes. 
The application of this method assures ,a correspon- 
dence between contractual commodity valuations, 
and values, on goods delivered on the basis of trade 
agreements. 

In compliance with the general rule common 
dity shipments from suppliers' enterprises are: re- 
corded in the operational accountsprior to receipt "■' 
of payment from the buyers, and even.before the goods 
pass across the border of the seller-country.". These 
goods are appraised on the basis of average contract 
prices.  During the course of deliveries, these 
appraisals are amended in accordance with statements 
submitted or received. Thus, the evaluation of com- 
modities shipped from suppliers' enterprises is made 
to correspond to prices used by buyers in their 
statements. A considerable portion of commodities 
delivered on the basis of trade agreements is inclu- 
ded in accounts prior to the receipt of the buyer's 
payment.  The appraisal of these commodities is also 
performed in accordance with average contract prices, 
and then amended to coincide with statements sub- 
mitted or received.  The use of these methods of e- 
valuation renders the price figures in statements of 
accounts of trade agreements comparable. 

The commodity quantities in form Ho 3 statement : 
of accounts are reflected in the specific units of 
measurement used in establishing the quotas.  This 
facilitates control over the fulfillment of trade 
agreement quotas. 

The index in the statement of accounts con- 
cerning the "number of contracts concluded" is indi- 
cated so as to be in full accordance with the number 
of contracts signed.  The amount of goods to be 
delivered as per the terms of a trade agreement are 
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amended while deliveries are being effected. This . 
emendation is carried out on the "basis of data      , 
regarding the. actual quantities of goods 'delivered'.''!..'; 
as per the tefms of each specific contract.' This 
results in a; complete coordination "between contract, r,V 
obligations and actual trade agreement deliveries.. 
On the whole, the data given in the statements of 
accounts made out according to form.Ko 3 allow one 
to obtain precise information on quantities of goods 
yet to be delivered on all contracts in effect. 

Trade agreement commodity lists usually con- 
tain a special listing for "Miscellaneous goods". 
This particular item is of considerable significance. 
It indicates the desire on the part of the contract- 
ing parties to expand commodity exchanges to goods 
which are in addition to those on which they found 
it necessary to reach a special agreement as re- 
gards specific quantities to be delivered. The 
extent of deliveries to be effected under this listing 
is given in terms of a monetary sum. Additional ship- 
ment smay be made within the limits of this sum. 
Accounting procedure as regards the "Miscellaneous 
goods» listing conforms to this particular feature. 
All goods bought -Or sold outside the established ' '■ 
agreement lists are included under this classifica- 
tion. Deliveries "outside the. established lists" 
are defined as those shipments which consist of goods 
not specifically mentioned in agreement lists. If, 
however, deliveries of an item found in the lists 
exceed the quantities stipulated therein, they are 
not regarded as belonging under this classification, 
and are consequently not included under "Miscella- 
neous goods". The possibility is not,! of course, 
excluded, that the parties involved mayagree to in- 
clude some items'mentioned in the lists and ship- 
ped in excess of the quantities specified under the 
above-mentioned.classification. But in this case, 
tbe value figure for excess deliveries given under 
^Miscellaneous goods" is usually lowered to corre- 
spond to the excess value of the shipments/ 

Deliveries on the basis of foreign trade a- 
greements, along with raw materials, foodstuffs', 
and_other commodities, also include complex indu-   : 

■Btrial equipment. In most cases such equipment 
requires extended periods of manufacture, and is 
often deliverable after the expiration of a given 
agreement. The element of completeness assumes a 
special importance as far as these commodities are 
concerned. Each machine, each link In the  inltalL- 



tionö taust be delivered as a part of a complete 
whole, as stipulated in the contracts.  In this con- 
nection, statements of accounts on form No 3 give 
data only on equipment the delivery of which conforms 
to!', contractual requirements and is"shipped as a 
complete whole.  Incomplete machines and equipments 
components are not reflected in the statements of 
accounts. Their estimated cost is merely indicated 
in the statements of accounts helow the agreement de- 
livery totals. 

In many cases, deliveries on commodities 
covered "by a trade agreement are started before the 
agreement actually goes into effect. These are called 
"advance deliveries" and are accounted for in the 
statements of accounts below the agreement delivery 
totals for the current term or the fiscal period, 
with the arrival of the period covered by agreement,  ■ 
these deliveries are incorporated into the statements 
of accounts along with deliveries effected within the 
agreement periods-proper. 

Statement of Accounts Form No 4 Covering Fulfillment 
of Import-Export Plans. 

Statements of accounts completed according to' 
this form are submitted on a quarterly or'annual 
basis.  The economic activities of foreign trade or- 
ganizations are most fully reflected in the state- 
ment of accounts of this type.' All of the activity 
of these organizations directed toward assuring the 
importation and shipment of commodities are accounted 
for in concentrated form in these statements of ac- 
counts. Measures for eliminating apparent shortcomings 
are planned on the basis of form No 4 statement of 
accounts. 

Statement of accounts of this type performs an 
extremely important function.  It is used for checking 
governmental import-export plans by each foreign 
trade organization individually, and by all the orga- 
nizations as a whole.  These statements of accounts 
are an aid in assuring systematic control over the 
fulfillment of specific import-export shipments.. 
As a result of the fact that trade agreement obliga- 
tions and import-export plan assignments are closely 
interrelated, control over the fulfillment of import- 
export plans between quarters is kept bymeans of form 
No 3 statements of accounts. 



Statements of accounts on form No 4 reflect 
the course of economic contacts with foreign countries. 
The form is structured to serve this aim?  listings 
are itemised by country, types of deliveries (methods 
of payment), and specific commodity. The figures 
are given both in natural and currency units in cumu- 
lative totals from the start of the year. The 
statements of accounts contain information on the 
established plan and data on its fulfillment as of 
the given date. During the course of plan fulfillment, 
depending on changing economic conditions, individual 
plan assignments may be supplemented or amended. Thus, 
import-export plans for any given date reflect the 
actual needs and resources of the Soviet national eco- 
nomy, as well as the real problems encountered in 
the development of the foreign commercial ties of 
the Soviet state. 

Plan fulfillment accounts are kept in terms 
of the same units as are used in the plan proper. 
This permits the statement of accounts to serve as 
an actual measure of plan fulfillment. The state- 
ments of accounts include all shipments of goods in   : 

and out of the USSR from the start of the year to 
the time of preparation of the statement of accounts, 
provided that these goods, are bought or sold under - 
current plan quotas. These statements of accounts 
also cover goods imported or exported in the previous 
planning period, but under th'u current yearly plan. 
Shipments in and out of the country carried out 
within the previous planning period'are designated 
as advance shipments, and serve to increase the 
volume of imports and exports included under the 
current yearly plan. It follows from this, there- 
fore, that shipments carried out in the current year : 

under next year's plan are not included under current 
yearly accounts. Thus, plan fulfillment figures 
shown in form No 4 statements of accountsinclude all 
goods imported and exported including last year's' 
advance shipments, under the current yearly plan 
but exclude goods bought and sold in advance under 
next year's plan. x : 
„„ *  Commodity in the statements of accounts are 
w £^°iT l1^  fiSures 7- in terras of plan prices;' 
by iulfillment figures — in terms of prices fob or 
the prices ex given port or railway terminal on 
the border of the seller-country.  In a number of 
cases goods earmarked for export or import in ex- 
change for freely convertible currency to or from 
foreign countries, are actually purchased from or sold 



to other, countries (this contingent upon economic 
expediency).  Such goods are'accounted for with 
reference"to these countries from whom they were in 
fact purchased or to whom they were actually sold. 

Statement of Account Report Forms Nos 6 and:'?*: 
Covering Commodity Exports and Imports 

Statements of accounts on these forms are 
submitted on a monthly, quarterly, and annual "basis. 
The monthly statement of accounts presents import 
and export totals in monetary terms with a breakdown 
by country.  The quarterly and annual statements 
of accounts give detailed itemized commodity 
listings in both natural and monetary units. They 
include cumulative totals from the start of the 
year to' the date of preparation; thus, the statements 
of accounts for the fourth quarter are annual state- 
ments of accounts as well.  The number of indices 
in the annual statements of accounts, however, ex- 
ceeds that in the quarterly statements.  The monthly 
statements of accounts differ in structure from the 
quarterly and annual statements of accounts.  The 
former are broken down only by nation, while the 
latter are itemized both by nation and commodity» 
Commodity nomenclature and classification in the 
quarterly and annual statements of accounts follow 
that of the "Unified Foreign Trade Qommodity Nomen- 
clature" . 

Every statement of accounts of exports in- 
cludes figures on the total exports äs of the date 
of the statement of accounts.  These figures in- 
clude re-exported goods, including direct shipments 
from third countries.  In addition to this, the 
annual statement of accounts also contains data on 
export commodity balances; these figures are broken 
down into balances within the USSR, and balances 
in foreign countries.  The former are further ac- 
counted for in the statements of accounts by total 
balance figures, as well as by data for unshipped ' 
goods in Soviet ports and border points.  The state- 
ment of imports includes the following data:  total 
imports as of the date of the statement of accounts.'. 
This covers goods shipped directly to a third country 
and delivered to Soviet organizations abroad for use 
on location.  The annual statement of accounts also 
includes data concerning import commodity balances. 
These are broken down into balances within the USSR 
(at Soviet ports and border points), as well as by 



figures for goods remaining in foreign countries. 
The latter are further classified as goods en route 
to Soviet ports and border points, and goods still 
on the soil of. the seller-country. 

Statement of accounts filled out according to ,, 
form No ^covers all exports\    those according to form. 
No 7 cover all imports carried out by the Soviet state 
during the course of the calendar period under re- 
view. The statements of accounts include goods which 
are part of the commodity exchange engaged in by the 
Soviet state (i.e.. goods imported and exported on 
a commercial basis), as well as goods delivered on 
the basis of non-commercial arrangements. The latter 
are accounted for in a separate section below that 
for commercial imports and. exports. 

Statement of Accounts Form No 8 Covering Contracts for 
Deliveries within the Next Planning Period. 

These' statements, of accounts are prepared only 
for a single four-months period (from September to 
December) every year, i.e.,.the period of intensified 
purchasing and selling operations with deliveries to 
take place during the next calendar year, .'They are- 
submitted on a monthly and annual basis.- The monthly 
statement of accounts is prepared in abridged form, 
while the annual statement of accountsis more in-- 
elusive. Statement of accounts made out in accord- 
ance with form No 8 serves the purpose of providing a 
means of control over the execution of contracts co- 
vering delieveries within the next planning period. "■•" 
The.work involved in preparing and executing contracts 
is an extremely important and-responsibility-laden 
function of the foreign trade organizations. The 
assurance of delivery within the necessary time limits 
depends upon the timely completion of.this work. For 
this reason great importance is attached to the task : 

of executing contracts. 
The work involved in preparing and executing 

contracts continues throughout the year. Current' 
statement of accounts containing all of the relevant' 
data are of assistance in keeping track of this work. 
The form No 8 statementsof accounts serve as a means' 
of controlling the advance execution of contracts in- 
cluded under next year's plan. With the start of the 
planning period the need for these statements 'of>c- 
counts is no longer felt and control over the sub- 
sequent course of contract execution is realized oh 
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the basis of form Ho 3 statements of accounts. 
Statements of accountsprepared in accordance 

with form No 8 are broken down by commodity and coun- 
try in terms ofnatural and monetary units.  They account 
for all goods covered by contracts. The. statement of 
accounts contain the following items; "Number,,of im- 
port inquiries or export proposals sent to trade agen- 
cies abroad";  "Number of import proposals or export 

■inquiries received";  "Number of import proposals 
confirmed or number of export proposals approved;11 

"Executed by contract". The annual statement of ac-_ 
counts also contains the item; "Number of contracts 
executed for each quarterly commodity delivery term". 

Statistical Processing of Data Prom 
Operational Statement of Accounts 

The statistical processing and totalling 
of operational statement of accounts data of the for- 
eign trade organizations is carried out by the Econo- 
mic Planning Administration of the Ministry of Foreign 
Trade.  All statements of accountshaving to do with 
Soviet commodity exchange transactions are channeled 
to.the Administration, where they are processed and 
totalled in accordance with the established procedures. 
Operational statement of accounts data which has re- 
ceived a preliminary check for'accuracy and complete- 
ness is grouped in standard order. The data is then 
added up to obtain the group and general totals. 
Thus, the nationwide figures for all Soviet foreign 
trade are obtainable on the basis of statements of: 
accounts submitted by individual foreign trade orga- 
nizations. 

The processing of statistical data submitted 
by the foreign trade organizations is performed in -two 
ways;  by hand and by computers«,  The manual totaling 
method consists of transferring data contained in the 
statements of accounts received onto statistical 
tables. Mechanical totaling is accomplished by 
feeding the programmed data into computers which pro- 
duce completed statistical tables. 

Forms to be used in compiling statistical tables, 
as well as procedures to be used in compilation are 
worked out in advance.  Before the compilation is be- 
gun on approved forms; at any rate, it has already 
been established which forms and procedures are to 
be followed in processing the data contained in the 
given statements of accounts.  In most cases the 
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the Statements of accounts from foreign trade or- 
ganizations are totaled on forms similar to or -some- 
what differing in some respects from the original 
formsi Inooiae cases, only those figures are drawn 
from a statement of accounts which have a hearing on 
some particular sector of foreign trade. 

Statistical tables compiled on the basis 
statements of accountsof foreign trade organizations 
are in turn processed and used as material for . ■ 
further studies. All statistical tables used in this 
manner, as well as the forms to be used in further 
studies are listed in the statistical processing 
program. Such a program describing the content of. 
statistical tables is worked out in advance and 
approved in the usual manner. 

■ Groupings are the basis of scientific pro- 
cessing and analysis' of statistical materials in the 
foreign trade field. The significance of grouping 
for practical work and for the analysis of foreign 
trade is very great. Grouping aids in the rendering 
a more complete and comprehensive view of the state, 
development, achievements, and shortcomings of for- 
eign trade.. In view of this the assurance of cor- 
rect, scientifically based grouping is a most im- 
portant task of statistical summarization. 

Grouping is being used extensively in the sta- 
tistical processing of foreign trade data.  The 
grouping of foreign trade operations with relation 
to the requirements of the statistical processing 
program.is carried out during the operational account 
recording process. Separate facts of the economic 
life-of the foreign trade organizations, reflected ; 

in documents, are registered in operational account- 
ing. Operational accounting data is used in preparing 
the standard statement reports. The former are grouped 
during the statistical totaling process. The work 
connected with grouping foreign trade data is facili- 
tated by the fact that operational accounting ■Dro- 
cedures are geared to conform to the requirements 
of foreign trade statistics. 

The foreign trade statistical data is grouped 
under various classifications.  The following group- 
ings have the greatest importance in the studv of 
foreign trade and for practical work connected 
therewith;  the geographic distribution of import-   
export activities engaged in by the Soviet' state, 
the economic purposes of commodities exchanged in 
foreign trade, and the administrative departments 
which deal in them. Also of some importance are the 
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groupings Toy branches of the national economy, amount 
of processing, and methods of payment. 

:';.',   The purpose of territorial grouping is to show 
the distribution of Soviet commodity exchange with 
reference to the socialist and capitalist world."mar- 
kets, as well as to indicate the volume of trade with 
individual countries and groups of countries. These 
groupings include data necessary for characterizing 
Soviet trade ties with foreign states. 

The group applying to the "Sapitalist countries" 
includes a subgroup;  "Economically underdeveloped 
countries".  In addition to this, countries which 
engage in trade with the USSR are also grouped by ge- 
ographical location, i.e., by continent. The follow- 
ing data are given for the above-Hnentioned groups; 
exports, imports, and turnover, all in terms of commo- 
dity values. The statistical tables also include .. 
data on the relative importance of individual nations 
and groups of states in Soviet foreign trade. 

Commodities exchanged in foreign trade 
are grouped as follows;  By their economic purpose - 
as means of production and consumer goods5  by branches 
of the national economy - as industrial products and 
agricultural products; by the degree of processing - 
as finished products, raw materials and semi-manu- 
factured products.  These classifications are 
subdivided as follows;  the means of production are 
subdivided into labor tools and objects of labor, in- 
dustrial products are subdivided into- raw material 
products of the manufacturing industry and agricul- 
tural raw material products, the agricultural pro- 
ducts are subdivided into raw materials and products 
ready for consumption, the finished products are.sub- 
divided into machinery and equipment as well as con- 
sumer goods and etc. 

Groupings are also made in accordance with 
the headings found in the "Unified Foreign Trade Com- 
modity nomenclature".  The purpose of the latter is 
to reveal the commodity structure and structural shifts 
m foreign trade.  In grouping various items bv their 
economic purpose, by sectors of the national economy, 
by amount of processing, etc., foreign trade statistics 
™rJ?s? °f the classification system found in the 
Unified Poreign Trade Commodity Nomenclature», which 
allows the grouping of commodities in accordance with 
Z<V*U*  chara5;-fceristics.  The following data are pro- 
San fn??i?ia^Jr?UpS  annUal and ^a^rly plan figures? plan fulfillment figures?  imports;  exports.  This 
data is in absolute figures given in terms of mone- 



tary units.  In addition to this, the tables also • 
provide relative figures which give plan fulfillment 
percentages, as well as the relative importance of 
each group of commodities within the total Soviet . 
import-bxport picture. 

The purpose of; grouping by foreign trade orga- 
nizations is to show "the Volume of •■ work put out by 
each of these organizations, to check on their de- 
gree of success in plan fulfillment,'and to.obtain .. 
an idea of their relative importance for Soviet trade 
with foreign countries. The data provided for this 
grouping is used extensively in regulating and con- 

" trolling the work of foreign trade organizations. At .. 
the basis of this administrative classification system 
lie the all-Unlon import-export associations and the 
Ministry departments which" are concerned with the 
given sector of foreign trade.  Their activities are 
characterized by means of the following data: annual 
and quarterly plan figures; plan fulfillment figures? 
imports? exports; turnover; contracts (number of 
transactions arranged); fulfillment of trade agreement 
terms (fulfillment of established quotas); overdue 
contract obligations. These figures are given in 
terms of monetary commodity costs. Relative figures 
are also provided on the following itemss Percentage 
of plan fulfillment; relative importance in the Soviet 
import, export, and foreign commodity exchange picture; 
percentage of trade agreement commodity quota ful- 
fillment.     • 
*+0 ~ In making studies of foreign trade and analyzing 
its results, extensive use is made of the method of 
balance projection based, on operational accounting 
data. The application of this method allows the 
determination of interdependent foreign trade totals; ■ 
it also affords a fuller and more comprehensive view 

.of economic processes taking-place in the foreign 
thpJf ti.fi   9  and * de?Per insight into the nature of 
l^P,P™e;Se3' Pian and etateaent of accounts ba- lances are being extensively used in the "area of 
foreign trade. Plan balances are based on foreLn 
trade^plans and constitute an inseparable part of the 
planning function. These balances serve as a basil 
for plan assignments for the entire USSR with re! 
epect to individual classes of commodities and 
de?aCSaS+ä

POrtant items' Statement of accounts 
accountingri^ned^n accordan^ with operational . accounting data. The purpose of these bnlanrP"; IQ 

P?anebll4ces "?£%?* ^1°^ ™ ***  *ami2eS of pian Daxances, and also of indicating the actual re- 
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lationship between imports and exports. 
Of great importance to the study and regula- 

tion Of foreign trade are the trade* instalment, and 
payment balancess as well aä  Commodity balances, as 
determined for the more important import-export items. 
Trade and commodity balances form h  part of Soviet 
economic trade relations with foreign countries^ 
they provide a reflection of the flow of exchange 
commodities.  That is why the discussion which follows 
will cover only these balances. 

The balance of trade defines the relation- 
ship between the import and export values over a given 
period, usually one year.  If exports exceed imports, 
the balance is termed active.  On the other hand, 
should imports exceed exports, the balance is called 
passive. Equality of monetary value of imports and 
exports is termed net balance.  The balance of trade ; 
is determined for each country which carries on trade 
relations with the Soviet Union on a regular basis, 
for groups of countries, pncl  for all countries as a 
whole.  It is presented in terms of the following 
figures?  exports5' imports 1     turnoverj . balance. 
The Soviet trade balance table is shown below, 

The Soviet Balance of Trade Table 
(Annual) .   '    ~ 

(in millions of rubles) 

Balance items 

A 

Sum total 

I. By geographic distribu- 
tion of imports and ex- 
ports 
1. Socialist countries 
2. Capitalist countries 

II. By economic purpose of 
commodities 
1. Means of production 
2. Consumer goods. ■ ': 

Ex-  Im-  IBurn- • Balance 
ports ports over  (+) 

T 
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III». By branches of natio- 
;.nal economy     '".."' 

1. .'Industrial goods'".,; 
'.2. Agricultural products; 

IV.  By amount of processing '•..'• 
, 1. Finished goods - .. ;, 
2. . Raw and ;Semi-manu- 

';;;,', ;factured goods 
V. :', By f 6reign trade . orgä- , 

~> ,SJ...['.  nizätions ■.".',.'-• 
VI. ;; / By method of payment  ;'.')■[ 

■:..,,;;i.!L'.".Th'rö"ügh clearing, .....',. 
"" :" *',  balance nönconver- 
\ ;'. ,;tible ■'.. . 

a) Socialist';/,..;:. 
"„V;,;.. . -countries :'..'. 

...,;:■/ b). Capitalist' .... 
. .'',.; countries ,...', '._.; 

'2. Th.rough credits and : 
1 repayment -of credits . 

;"! ..(.including loans"*.'.. 
and loan repayment) ■ 
a) Socialist. 

...'.;"'. .countries .'".' 
""'.;;;', .'.." b J Capitalist ...', 

;.'...   '. Countries .'     ,-' 
3.'' By freely convert!- . 

" ble currency ' 
/,. a) Socialist,'.' 

... ... .;  ' ,:.. ..countries', , 
b) .Capitalist 

;. ' „countries '.",■' . 
,\"4.    By „restricted 

: currency '" 
v   a)  Socialist 

/Countries '..'.'. 
;;.';,;; :■'.     b) „Capitalist ; 
'"7 „„;.        "' 'countries 

r 5.  By rcommodity 'ex-.;';; 
..."' V ,;'.; changes, trade com-. .;. 

'"';;.,'". .'"■: ■\'.p.ens''ation,;','etc,' ".:. 
':'.. a);.,Socialist"  ;'„,.„./„;,; 

'""';.v ;   ' .countries ;;'.'. 
r ' b) "Capitalist    ; .   ; ; 

'','-. countries 
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During the postwar period* the content of trade 
balance reports has undergone important changes*  The 
study of the relationship between Soviet'1 imports and 
exports according to tirie most Important groups of com- 
modities continues to be a major aim of trade balance de- 
termination. Such studies reveal the role of foreign 
trade in increasing or depleting the material resources 
of the socialist state by means of imports and exports. 
In addition to this, they provide a view of two opposite- 
ly-directed processes (shipment and importation of goods), 
which comprise foreign trade. Of great importance in 
the postwar period, furthermore, is the study and ana- 
lysis of Soviet trade on the socialist and capitalist 
world markets. The conditions in the two markets are 
fundamentally different.  Different also are the prob- 
lems with which Soviet trade has to cope in dealing 
with the socialist and capitalist world markets.  The 
understanding of these problems and the knowledge of 
working conditions is essential to the successful mana- 
gement of Soviet foreign trade. This is why the trade 
balance sheets present the necessary data for thorough 
analysis of trade on the two world markets.' The 
trade balance sheets provide data oh trade with both 
the socialist and the capitalist nations. This data per- 
mits one to establish the relative importance and inter- 
action of trade on the socialist and capitalist markets. 
In addition to this, the trade balance data provide a 
basis for determining the volume of trade with each in- 
dividual nation or group of nations, as well as for 
establishing their relative importance and position of 
each country in the Soviet foreign trade picture. 

The proper understanding of foreign trade problems 
and the conditions characteristic of the development of 
trade requires also the study of the commodity ex- 
change process according to methods of payment.  In 
the period prior to the global economic crisis of 1929- 
1933, during which currencies of the capitalist nations 
were convertible, international payments were effected 
on a multilateral basis by means of relatively stable 
currencies.  During that time the study of foreign trade 
according to methods of payment presented no particular 
difficulties.  As a result of this fact,the trade balance 
turnover was not classified by method of payment.  In 
this respect the situation changed radically after the 
1929-1933 crisis.  The currencies of most capitalist 
countries had lost their stability as a result of the 
crisis.  The effects of the crisis on international trade 
were manifest particularly in the form of radical changes 
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in .the forms and: methods of-conducting foreign'trade'.- '■■'■ 
Commodity deliveries on the basis of Special fiscal "; ' > 
agreements providing for payment through clearing accounts 
gained.wide.application in intergovernmental' eoonomic ' 
relations. .^Restricted currency $pade made .its' appearance* 
Trade on the basis of compensatory''-and commodity e±- :; 

change transactions began to be widely practiced. All 
this unavoidably had to have its effect on the trade 
balance computation? and this did indeed happen.  Com- 
modity exchange analysis according to methods of payment 
assumed an important role.  It must be kept in mind, how- 
ever, that trade balance sheets deal with the flow of 
goods with reference to methods of payment, and not with 
the payments themselves, which may not, and most often 
have not been effected at the time import and export 
figures are recorded. 

The work of determining the USSR trade balance 
actually begins with the computation of balances for in- 
dividual nations. The balance data for each country are 
then totalled for groups of countries and for the entire 
USSR. Thus, there is a direct connection between trade 
balance figures for individual countries, groups of coun- 
tries, and for the entire volume of Soviet foreign 
trade. This relationship is expressed in the following 
ways: first, in the fact that the balances by in- 
dividual country form the basis of the entire trade 
balance and balances by groups of countries; second, in 
that all balances are computed using the same methods; 
and third, in the fact that all of the balances mentioned 
above are based on foreign trade operational accounting 
data. 

Commodity balances find extensive application in 
foreign trade practice. These balances show the import- 
export figures for the more important items exchanged 
in foreign trade. The basic purpose of commodity ba- 
lances is to indicate those goods for which the Soviet 
Union is net importer or exporter, as well as the nation 
which ship or receive these goods. The study of commo- 
dities from this standpoint has great practical im- 
portance. Such studies help to clarify the role of 
foreign trade in increasing or depleting the material 
resources of the socialist state. For those goods for 
which the USSR is net importer, foreign trade is a factor 
tending to increase the nation's resources. On the 
other hand, in the case of commodities for which the 
USSR is net exporter,.foreign trade tends to deplete 
Soviet material resources.  In addition to this, such 
studies aid in bringing out the role and significance 
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of individual Countries supplying the USSR with imports 
or receiving Soviet'. goods'4 .Commodity balances are pre- 
sented in terms of-the foliowing itemsi exports, im- , 
ports,,and balances1 i ; Theie figures' are given by totals 
for each item, and aife filöö broken down by buyer- and'';. 
seller-country in terms of natural or monetary units. ^ 

ii- 
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vr ;■''.:'!''■-; ■:• CHAPTER • NIKE; ;\ -.-.". 

,, ,-.._;.;'^ROöLE;MS -IN ORGANIZING OPSRATIOHAL'ACOOUNTING- C 

The Present Organization.of OperationalAccounting 

'.,..The organizational structure of operational account- 
ing responds to the task of reflecting all .foreign trade 
operations in all ..sections where they are executed. It is 
conducted in the offices andin :all '-other integral sub- ' 
divisions of the all-union export-import agencies. This .' 
aspect of .accounting .resolves its most important .problems.••■'■ 
at the .operational offices,:-•.Which are subdivisions of V 
the .foreign trade agencies that are,directly involved -. 
in "export-import operations. Accounting at the :offices,, 
furnishes.the most material figures for the economic' 
direction and control of foreign trade.• .■ 

:': In addition to the offices of the central unit "'T 
of the export-import agencies, operational• accounting is ,.- 
conducted in .their outlying offices and sections, as'well- 
created in different parts^of the country; it is conducted 
as well, by authorized agencies 'of the. Ministry of Foreign ' 
Trade, established in a number of union republics and 
certain cities of the Soviet Union, and in the operational 
office divisions of the Soviet trade representatives abroad. 
The accounting inter-relationship between the all-union 
agencies, on the -one hand and their outlying offices , 
and divisions, as well as the trade representatives abroad ' 
on the other,: are organized in such a way that :the latter .■•■'"■ 
provide the central accounting unit with necessary infor- ; 

mation about foreign trade operations that have been con- 
ducted, ' ' ',.'       :■-.'.' 

.. . These links ,of the foreign" trade'system which do 
not ;conduct Operational accounting limit themselves with ■■■ 
data from the statements of accounts. '.The foreign trade.""-,, 
accounting sy.st.em is. organized in such a manner that each ' 
link.regularly receives vaccoüntihg data that it needs for . 
economic management.. 

.;.. Operational accounting is organized and conducted .,; 

primarily where foreign trade transactions are directly • 
engaged, in. It fulfills .important tasks in reflecting 
foreign trade operations in every- link of-the foreign"  i< 
trade system and provides data necessary for economic 
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direction and controli  The practical task connected with 
operational accounting is accomplished by persons[directly 
involved in foreign trade JSpe^atiöns ör by personnel 
especially authorized for this purpose but who are1 con-, 
stantly in close contact with operational personnel.  Close 
coordination is thus attained between the execution of 
economic operations In foreign trade and their accounting, 
which is of great significance for practical work.  Due 
to such ties the data of operational accounting may be 
used and is used for the direction and control of foreign 
trade operations. 

However, no matter how great the significance of 
accounting conducted by the individual executive units 
is, it does not solve and cannot solve many of the im- 
portant problems that occur In the course of economic 
activity.  Operational accounting stipulates the genera-. 
lization of accounting data.  Such generalization occurs 
through the use of Operational statements of accounts, 
which are, therefore, used in obtaining overall data re- ' 
garding all of foreign trade. 

To ensure correct accounts in every foreign trade 
organization, a rational plan is drawn up for conducting 
operational accounting. Definite accounting tasks are , 
established and ways and means for their execution are 
clearly indicated.  A definite method of reflecting the 
economic activities is decided upon, a close relation is . 
established between operational accounting and other types 
of foreign trade accounting, and methods are established  , 
for close coordination between them. 

Accounting between the all-union export-import 
agencies, their branches and other links in the foreign 
trade system are all based on the principle of centra-' 
lized accounting. The final summarization of primary   Vi';'. 
accounting is accomplished at the all-union foreign 
trade agencies'i not locally.  Such an organization of 
operational accounting is the most rational under 
the conditions of Soviet foreign trade. 

In the first place centralized accounting permits 
the elimination of any violations of the established work-:v. 
lng procedures; in the second place, it helps to signi- 
ficantly improve the efficient use of the available ac- ..','■' 
counting equipment, and to simplify the structure of the :;.;;'., 
accounting unit, to better distribute the accounting work "' 
load, to utilize the potentials of every structural sub- 
division to a fuller extent as well as those of each   \ 
accounting workeri in the third place it makes it possible 
to decrease the number of personnel engaged in accounting ... 
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work, to raise their qualifications and thereby to raise ., 
the general level of accounting work? in the fourth.place, 
it allows an: increase in the amount of office equipment,;-, 
to make better provisions for,.new machines, to make 
better use of the equipment-already available, and to,: ■ 0 
JöeChanize .the ■■ more -1ime consuming tasks performed. by the ; 
personnel. .r,v.:-;\ -,.   /:< j..r;--:- .•-•.      ' .; ;::-?='.''.;:: '"V-' 

->■-"-In operational accounting of foreign'trade the, basic 
work ;is centralized in the offices $f  the export-Import ',:-.[ 
agencies..: •■ Here, foreign: trade primary accounting data 
is summarized. Such distribution of accounting work is ' , 
in keeping with the role of the.offices in the economic 
life of the foreign trade agencies.   -;-,:,- 

. ■-■ <:r  For export-import agencies to carry out their.--:.  / 
foreign trade operations properly and at the proper time.;, 
they must: have at hand the hecessary information regard-.■■■>" 
ing the outcome of their activities. •This information 
must be sufficiently complete and available shortly v; ' 
after the foreign trade operations have been completed, r 
as promptly as; the available means of communication per-- 
mit. Only with such Information can they ensure,an -appro- 
priate course for their economic,,activity. - Therefore, -. y • 
the very'nature of the.econoirilo activity of the foreign ; 
trade agencies makes' operational 'accounting of export- 
import operations Imperative. ..As long-as these agencies 
conduct ;thelr operations through their offices, the- 
operational accounting is concentrated at these structural 
subdivisions,.:..-.  „--..f-;-:  .;*.':. J ' v v-,■• -:._;■:'.. '■:•.. v.;' .;•, ■ ,.*.'.s ,;;.;:■'"-' 

Let us examine' now the questions of organization 
of. operational accounting in each link of the foreign --,;■-. 
trade ; system,: -its tasks and the extent of accounting» work 
accomplished there. '  ',■■■■.'■•■;•■ ^- ■■'■■:-:■ :..-::-,.,M ■ 
,,.   ; The existing organization of operational account- 
ing at the.foreign trade agencies did not come into imme-: 
diate existence. It ^changed with time,- along with the, .;.-..-_: ' 
development bf foreign trade agencies, :the expansion in-.:-- 
the volume of their economic operations and changes in  : 
the form and methods of conducting foreign trade. -,-.In >- 
accordance with the growth in foreign trade operations and 
occurrence of more cbteples tasks, the organizational struct- 
ure of operational accounting also ..changed. .This process 
was different and differently ;timed in.the various agen- - 
cies, and left,its mark on the organiaational forms of 
operational accounting.  . 

-yAt, the majority of the agencies the accounting ■inter- 
relationships among its sub-divisions are based on the ./,'.-. 
principle of. decentralization of ■accounting. The summari- 
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zation of the data, öf pfijtööry accounting takes'place, as 
ä rule, at the öperätiöMl office^*") ■ Thls; system of ac- / 
counting meets the beat Interests of efficient manage- 
ment of the" foreign' tra'de5 "ägetflies. •.; -'the  operational 
office is the basic econömÜ Unit of the äll-ühiön 
agency, it has a certain economic operational independence 
in solving its important foreign trade problems. - Every "-■■■■ 
office is distinguished by its own' list of -commodities. 
The export and import of these commodities, as'well as 
shipping and receiving, are realized through this office. 
Such an operational office studies the condition and chan- 
ges In the prices of its commodities on foreign markets,; 
conducts negotiations regarding the purchase and sale of 
its commodities, develops projects for foreign transactions, 
places orders for goods, receives imported goods, en- 
sures the fulfillment of agreements, etc. 'Within the 
limits established by the plans each office has assigned .-' 
to it export and Import quotas "receipt and payment 
in foreign currency and payment Of its share of the 
government budget. All these activities of the office 
•demand the possession of systematic information about the 
foreign trade transactions, and operational accounting /; 
therefore becomes one of its essential functions. 

Operationai accounting in the offices yields   ■"■'.: 
essential data regarding their work.  At the same time, 
tabulating and summarizing the accounts of all.the of- 
fices gives definite information that reflects the eco- 
nomic activity of the agency as a whole. Consequently, 
systematic operational accounting which results in a 
final summary of the data of primary accounting meets the 
best interests of efficient management and control of the 
all-union export import agencies. 

For a long time only the economic-planning depart- 
ments tabulated and summarized the data of initial ac- 
counts; they in turn submitted to the different offices, 
along with other instructions, the essential iriforma-: 
tion~aböut their foreign trade transactions. This method 
of accounting has significant disadvantages.; The economic 
planning department of an agency cannot, to any satis- . 
factory degree, adjust Its accounting to the Current needs 
of the operational offices. By the very conditions of work 
at this department it is obliged to give to its accounting 
a general character unsuitable for the needs of the of- 
fices, for use in the solution of problems that face the 
agency as a whole, which may be contrary to the current 
needs of the different offices. Naturally, this is not 
of aid to the offices. When a director of an office must 
resolve certain problems and requires data about the trans- 
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actions that have taken place, he does not want to accu- 
mulate ;a wealth of figures, but only to solve certain: spe ,; 
clfic executive problems. That .is" "why' it is essential v r> 
for him to receive, in the shortest time ;posslbie, ans->: ■•;, 
wer's ■ to his questions, namely-th^'data that reflects the: ■ 
work of his office.  It is'to t^s'^purpose that opera-:. 
tional accounting should be directed. ' -: -If: the accounting ::. 
is done within the office itself by a director's subor- [.; , 
dinate, who is familiar with the essential activity of.. ,.f 
thevioffice and can- penetrate deeply into Its detailed,.:;. 
operations,, then they will prepare,,: with the greatest : 
attention and care,':'the data needed by the: director,; .... .- 
they will; help' him discover deficiencies and' also de- .; .• 
vise 'and put'into practice measures to eliminate them.: -'. 
The peröönnel of the economic planning department.,'.■ no >.v, : ■ 
matter how well, trained, cannot know the' work of each .. 
office as'thoroughly as the personnel of the off ice, it-  ,, 
self. Consequently they can often ask questions.that are 
incorrect or not: sufficiently profound, and-after recei- ,.> 
ving appropriate, answers arrive at.incorrect conclusions, ,_ 
As a" result the Information prepared by them for the di- 
rector: of the office may prove to be altogether useless .: , 
or'only.partially: useful. r.-,W.        r.-";-.-^ 

.'; ' It Is also necessary to give due consideration : , 
to1 the time 'consumed in:the preparation of the data for ;. 
the director of office. The economic planning depart- 
ment^ burdened as it is with other work, can never, pre- ,, 
pare the. data asked for as,frequently or äs quickly as the 
personnel of the office itself., Obviously* this,, to'- a . 
large degree, explains the fact that in"those agencies-. 
in which operational accounting was centralized.in,the : 
economic planning departments,' the different offices ,;- :; 
began to organize their'own accounting system to meet the;; 
needs of their work:. :.Not a single export-import agency■;>,•. 
where Operational': accounting was: centralized in the eco-<\; 
nomlc' plannin's'department, has heretofore succeeded in •..;-; 
avoiding the, establishment ,of parallel'accounting ,: 
systems >irr, the different offices. : At first the system ', 
in the'offices had an: elementary character, such work -was: 
conducted by. employees with no appropriate training,;but 
in time . this work' became the regular f unc 11 oh of the for-,:. 
elgn contractors, and still'later special personnel ,■-,'.',' 
(economists) were Introduced.:.All this testifies to the , 
fact that Operational accounting Is a vitally important  , 
functloh of each office.. . '.' -; -,:i        >- - 

■'.•.-  However, the accounting work of the different , . :. 
offices is;-'insufficient for economic direction and control 
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of the agency. Each office accomplishes its foreign trade 
operations-in a specified'; g^öüp Of commodities/ which are 
only a small part of; all ;tHe iböäiffiöditieS dealt in by the ' 
entire agency.  Operatlonai accounting of the office re- 
flects only a part, öf the1 transactions of the agency. 
It, therefore, becomes necessary for the agency to con- 
duct general tabulation and summarization of the data of \ 
all the offices. The fact that there are accounting 
systems in the different offices'makes it necessary for 
the agency to have unified organisational and methodi- 
cal supervision of all the accounting work. Without such 
direction and unification it is impossible to ensure a 
unified system of accounting indices and identical metho- 
dology Of reflecting them. The absence of such direction 
inevitably leads to lack of coordination in accounting 
indices and in the contents of the statement of accounts 
of the offices.,   '"'.:; 

Accounting in the offices»being constructed in 
conformance to'their needs, should at the same time' 
reflect indices needed to obtain data, necessary for the 
direction and control of the overall work of the entire 
agency.  Moreover, the agency in'Its' own system .of ac- 
counting has indices which have.no relation to any spe- 
cific office.  These indices, reflecting the work'of each 
particular office, when brought together can characterize 
the activity of the agency äs a whole. For example, the 
export-import assignments by the Ministry regarding the no- 
menclature of the commodities dealt in by each office can 
be considered fulfilled if all the offices have carried  . 
out the specified economic operations.  The fulfillment 
by the agency of each quota is calculated in the aggre- 
gate.  Non-fulfillment of an assignment, even for a" 
single commodity leads to a delay in the fulfillment 
of the entire assignment as a whole, and which creates 
the task of controlling the fulfillment of assignments, 
delegated to the agencies. 

In addition, important work is conducted in the 
agencies which the offices cannot perform, namely the pre- 
paration of operational statements of accounts for pre- 
sentation to' the Ministry. Each office compiles state- 
ments of accounts for its own list of commodities, but 
the offices cannot prepare joint summaries of the accounts. 
It, therefore, becomes necessary to create within the 
agency an Organ which will do the accounting work not 
within the scope of the different offices, and which will 
guide and direct the accounting work of the offices.  This 
organ is the economic planning department, established to 
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solve the general problems relating to planning'and ope- 
rational and statistical accounting.. 

In operational accounting and statistical acti- 
vities the economic planning. depajptfnen.t performs the 
following basic functions: it organizes and guides the 
accounting at the offices, coordinates and unifies their 
work in this sphere; develops an accounting program at 
the agency, establishes a system of indices of the eco- 
nomic activity of the agency, and develops methods for1 

reflecting them In operational accounting; it distri- 
butes the accounting tasks among the different orga- 
nizational subdivisions; it is in charge of automating 
operational accounting, it organizes such accounting and 
guides It; it organizes the primary accounting at the 
subsidiary organs of the agency and establishes the dead- 
lines and the order for submitting their accounts; it -, 
supervises the timely compilation of intradepartmental 
statistical reports, controls the quality of these re- 
ports and assures their preparation within the estab- 
lished deadlines; it establishes methodical direction of 
accounting at the offices and at the subsidiary organs 
of the agency; it organizes the internal documentation, 
supervises the' timely receipt of documents from other 
offices, establishes the processing order and utilization 
of the documents within the agency and supervises the 
execution of the established orders; it devises account- 
ing forms and places orders for these forms, insures that 
they are ready on time and that the offices are supplied 
with them; it makes actual entries of a part of the 
economic operations; it verifies the quality of the 
statements of accounts of the operational offices and 
subjects them to statistical processing; it compiles the 
summary statement of accounts for the agency according to 
data of operational accounting and ensures their delivery 
to the higher organs in the volume and on the proper dates 
established by the Ministry of Foreign Trade. 

An important task in the organization of operatl- ; 

onal accounting is the proper distribution of accounting 
tafsks among the individual subdivision of the export- 
import agency. A rational distribution of accounting .- 
tacks creates favorable conditions for the conduct of 
operational accounting and brings about the most efficient 
reüultü from the accounting activities of the agency.1 

Accounting tasks should .'be- apportioned in' such a way that 
in each subdivision of the foreign trade agency only ; 
that part of accounting is being conducted^which is re- 
lated to its activities and is a direct result of them. 
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Only in this wäy Öah operationalaccounting be of the 
greatest benefit and also* be conducive to the proper 
operation of each given structural subdivision and of 
the foreign trade agency as a whole. Let us examine the 
problems of rational distribution of accounting tasks ai 
the export-import agency. 

In the work of export-import agencies accounting 
data of various types may be applied.  This includes, 
primarily, data on the conclusion of export and Import 
transactions, and their discharge.  In order to obtain 
such data the agencies conduct operational contract 
accounting. 

Experience shows that operational accounting ac- 
complishes its tasks best and yields the best results 
if it is conducted by the offices. Contracts are extreme- 
ly important in the economic activity of these offices. 
The entire activity of these structural subdivisions 
of the foreign trade agencies, in connection with ship- 
ping and receiving of goods, is in some manner associated 
with the discharge of obligations stemming from the contrats. 
Contracts form the legal basis for foreign trade operations, 
which make up the economic activity of the offices.  That 
is why the systematic verification of the fulfillment of 
all obligations stemming from them becomes so necessary 
that the proper realization of the tasks of the operatio- 
nal offices is inconceivable without it.  Inasmuch as such 
careful verification is impossible without accounting date, 
contract accounting also becomes a most important function 
of the offices. 

Along with contract accounting the offices conduct 
the registration of individual monetary of Foreign Trade 
assignments in the export and import of commodities as 
well as other accounting work associated with their eco- 
nomic activity. 

Office data, on the basis of the statements of 
accounts is subjected to statistical processing in order 
to obtain the export-import information on the agency as a 
whole.  Such processing takes place at the economic- 
planning department of the agency.  This department Is 
responsible for tabulating oömposite data about the de- 
livery of goods for export, for the export and import of 
goods, for delivery of goods to the national economy, 
forfulfilling the export and import quotas of the. national 
plan and for carrying out the commitments of trade agreements 
and other-information.  It is also responsible for record- 
ing the assignments of the Ministry of Foreign Trade and 
for the accounting of their fulfillment; also for the 
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stock öf goods to be exported arid for. checking on the 
goods exported; All this collated;data basically illu- 
strates the distribution of accounting tasks in the all-, 
union export-import agency. .   ; ' ... V 

Operational accounting by the -trade representatives . 
abroad reflects and controls"their'economic activities,- 
directed at the realization of the foreign tra.de. transact- 
ions commissioned by the all-union export-import agencies. 
Trade representatives do not, as a rule, conduct accounting 
records on exports.  In their work of developing exports 
they utilize the summary reports that they receive. With 
reference to imports, a record is kept at' the offices of , 
trade representatives abroad of factors relating to im- 
port transactions and their fulfillment.  The bookkeeping '■■.]; 
connected with this work is usually accomplished by the 
operational personnel.  Accounts of import transactions are 
entered on special forms. Ori the basis of acceptance .cer- 
tificates of the cargo checkers of the foreign trade 
agencies. The notifications received from the foreign 
contractors regarding commodity shipments, copies of bills 
and the notifications of the forwarding asrents about the 
shipment of the goods to the USSR, a record is made for 
every given contract, as follows: the date and quantity 
of the goods received, the date of shipment from the 
contractor's enterprise and the date of shipment to the 
USSR,  This data is used to supervise the course of the 
import transactions. 

Authorized personnel of the'Ministry of Foreign 
Trade carry on their own operational accounting of the 
delivery of goods to be exported on orders placed by'the 
all-union export-import agencies.  These accounts include 
information about the dates when the goods must be dell-  . 
vered according to the terms of the delivery orders, and 
about the actual delivery by the manufacturers of export 
goods. Quarterly statements are submitted by these per-. - 
sonnel to the Ministry regarding the delivery of these 
goods for export. 

■■ The freight offices and departments of Sotr#i?akht  
.(All-Uniön^Assöciatlön -for Chartering', foreign Ships), 
which supervise the orders of the export-import agencies 
with regard to loading and unloading services and"the 
storage of foreign"trade cargoes at the ports where they 
are located also conduct operational accounting of the ■ , . 
receipt and shipment of cargoes, as well as of the balance 
of export and import goods.  In their accounting they '..',■"■ 
utilize the data of railroad bills of ladlncc and.accept- 
ance-release certificates, bills of lading,'export and im- 
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port notifications, and various documents of the foreign 
trade agencies.  These, offices and departments submit to 
the central unit of the agency daily reports regarding the 
progress of loadirig and unloading operations.■-. The move- ■. 
ment of foreign trade cargoes'at the ports. In addition 
to that once each month they send in overall reports on the 
movement of cargoes in ports.  Sovfräkht offices and de- 
partment transmit transportation and cargo documents as 
well as certain urgent reports to the All-Union exobrt- 
import agencies. 

Avtovneshtrans (Ail-Union Office for Motor Trans- 
portation of Import and Export Cargoes of the Ministry of 
Foreign Trade USSR) departments which, on order of the All- 
Union agencies, move the foreign trade commodities by truck, 
and accomplish the associated loading - unloading and stor- 
age operations, conduct operational accounting of the re- 
ceipt and shipment of cargoes and of the balance of export 
and import goods.  The accounts are kept in books of stan- 
dard form and reflect the movement of cargoes through bor- 
der trans-shipment points and at railroad'terminals.  Ex- 
ports are recorded on the basis of railroad bills of lading, 
acceptance certificates and commercial certificates, 
transport certificates, and acceptance-release certificates; 
imports are recorded on the basis of acceptance-release cer- 
tificates, transport certificates, orders of the foreign 
trade agencies and railroad bills of lading.  The Avtovnesh- 
trans agency submits to the Moscow office monthly overall 
statements about the movement of export-import cargoes at 
trans-shipment points based on the following Indices: goods 
received, goods dispatched, goods still on hand at a 
given date.  It also sends to the All-Union agency trans- 
portation and cargo documents as well as a number of urgent 
reports. •■■•■■.■...". ■ - 

Mechanization of Operational Accounting. 

The mechanization of recording and computing pro- 
cesses is an important condition for the proper organ!-'■"■■. 
zation of operational accounting.  The use of calculat- 
ing machines ensures a significant increase In the labor 
productivity of the accounting personnel, speedier record- 
ing of data, and a decrease in the time needed for com- 
pilation of operational statements of accounts.  At the 
same time it leads to better documentation, simplifies 
the paperwork, brings about a rise in the quality of ac- 
counting work and a decrease in costs.  The mechanization 
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of accounting substantially broadens its potentialities. 
The use of calculating machines makes possible the intro- 
duction of Supplementary-indices into accounting, the pro- 
cessing of which,was previously limited by manual proces- 
sing.  Introduction of various calculating machines on a 
wide scale improves the organization of operational ac- ; ■' 
counting and results in an Increase of the general level 
of all accounting work. Operational accounting of foreign 
trade has important uses for computing and adding machines 
which are fed the initial data manually, and analytic com- 
puters which\ are fed data, automatically. 

.The utilization.of these various machines is orga- 
nized.on the basis of their potentialities and operating 
particularities.., 

// A portion of the manually operated machines has 
been turned oVer to the mechanized computing plant - the -, 
Computing Plant of the Ministry of Foreign Trade, has a 
computer.shop.  These machines are used in a centralized: 
manner.for:operational accounting ana bookkeeping needs of 
foreign trade organizations. Other computing and adding : 
machines are concentrated at the Ail-Union export-import 
agencies. Each agency has a number of these machines 
and utilizes them according to their own needs. -Manually- 
operated machines .are assigned to the staff .directly in- 
volved in conducting operational accounting.- Individual \ . 
groups of workers engaged in a common task are provided 
with complete sets of machines. 

:■.'.-.'.,In every set of machines there is a series of comput- 
ing arid adding machines calculated to meet the needs of 
accounting work. . '.The number of different types of machines 
in "the set depends on the nature of the operations belnc;  : 
performed and the volume of work involved. Usually the" 
adding machines predominate. All the machines included .-.',-, 
in a set are used collectively, this is especially true 
of.the manually operated machines. 

With such an organization of work the load per 
machine is increased!and their usefulness is increased. 
Such an organization, however, has its disadvantages, be- 
cause the accounting staff's work load is not distri- 
buted evenly over.the days and months. The work load of 
the staff is subject to considerable fluctuations asso-■.'■.■'■•■.- 
elated with deadlines for the compilation of the state- 
ments of accounts, ..that is, the collation of accounting 
data beyond the scope, of the foreign trade organizations. 

.^Deadlines for .the submission of operational state- 
ments of .accounts are. established in such a way that the 
statement indices are completed in established form within 
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a period of ten däyö, beglhtiihg with the third of the 
month, following that covlred by the statement bf aci 
counts.  Of course, ibme ^äta.Will extend beyond, this 
periodi but a large part 6f the work of completing the 
report forms falls in the ten day period between the 
third and thirteenth of the month. During this period when 
the reports are drawn up the Staff's burden of work is 
at its peak, and consequently the machines are used the 
most during this period. Each worker now feels the need  , 
for working on the machines, and this need cannot always be 
met. Obviously, this makes the work of the staff more dif- 
ficult, lengthens the time for drawing up the reports and 
in general complicates the office work. Nevertheless, even 
the existing method of utilizing the computing and adding 
machines at the foreign trade agencies must be considered 
most rational. 

For the available manual machines to be utilized 
most effectively all the workers learn how to use them, 
so that each worker can handle them without resorting to 
outside help. 

In recent years the number of manual machines pro- 
vided for the foreign trade organizations has increased 
considerably. At the present time for every 100 accounting 
workers there is an average of approximately 50 computing 
and adding machines.  This means that there is one machine 
for every^two operational accounting workers. 

The significance of the manual machines in opera- 
tional accounting is very great since they greatly speed 
up the work.  Their application in all cases without ex- 
ception yields a positive effect, as compared with manual 
labor. However, no matter how effective these machines 
may be in increasing the productivity of labor, they can- 
not meet the demands that are facing operational accounting, 
demands that are facing operational accounting, demands 
that grow out of the present rapid development of foreign 
trade and the scale that it has reached. 

A further increase in the productivity of opera- 
tional accounting workers is essential.  The expanding 
volume of foreign trade, the broadening and increasing 
complexity of its tasks, the increase in the number of   ;" 
foreign trade operations, with an unchanging, or even de- , 
creasing number of accounting workers, demands an increase 
in the tempo of work and a much more extensive .mechaniza- 
tion of operational accounting.  While continuing the work 
of further increasing the number of computing and adding 
machines at the foreign trade agencies and of improving 
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their utilization, it is also most essential and urgent to 
introduce into operational account ins; automatic calculating 
machines» namely computers.' The-useof these machines will 
sharply raise'the labor productivity of workers by tens 
of times as compared with work with .manual machines. Labor 
productivity, however, is also many times higher with the 
use of manually operated machines. 

The volume of accounting work in the offices of any 
one agency is not sufficient to provide a full load for 
the computer, therefore, they are utilized in a centralized 
manner. The computers are concentrated in the Computing 
Plant of the Ministry of Foreign Trade, which carries but 
accounting work commissioned by the foreign trade organiza- 
tions.  This Plant was organized in 1932, but the use of its 
equipment forioperational accounting started only recently. 

■Up to the end of 1954 it was used almost exclusively for 
bookkeeping work, and only beginning with 1955 after an in- 
crease in the amount of equipment at the plant and the in- 
troduction of new machines was the mechanisation of a 
series of important operational accounting projects of the 
foreign trade agencies accomplished. 

The processing of a majority of the subjects of 
operational accounting of the all-union agencies can be 
mechanized with the aid of the. computation plant and. ex- ; : 

perience has shown that the computers can be used for the 
following: contract accounting, and the' accounting of ■..''. 
contract fulfillment, the accounting.of deliveries of 
goods according to trade agreements, accounting of the 
export and import of goodsV the accounting of the release 
of goods for export and accounting of the'delivery of Im- 
port goods to the national economy. The mechanization of 
these accounting processes yields the.greatest effect, 
because they make up the basis of accounting work. Conse- 
quently, having them performed at the Computing Plant re- 
lieves the accounting staffs from the technical work of 
recording foreign trade operations. 

The primary project to be mechanized was operational 
accounting of the delivery of goods according to trade . 
agreements.  This was extremely important since this is the 
most time and labor consuming aspect of the foreign trade 
accounting. Next at a series of agencies accounting 
of the export and import of goods, shipment of goods for 
export, and deliveries of imported goods to the national 
economy was mechanized.  In such manner the majority of the 
All-Unlon agencies completed the first stage of mechanizing, 
operational accounting. " 
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The mechanization of these projects at foreign trade 
agencies and at the computing plarit has gr*eat practical 
significance.  As a reäült |f .this*'■ the agencies gained . 
exfrerioüo-e m mechanizing.operational accounting, they 
learned to work with the Cötiipüting Plant* and became '.ac- 
customed to its demands.  The accounting fctaffs got to  : 
know the advantages of mechanization, gained confidence 
in the computing plant, learned how to use tablegrams and 
broadened the processing scope.  In turn, the Computing 
Plant gradually adjusted to demands of operational 
accounting and learned to satisfy its needs. 

The second stage in the mechanization of opera- 
tional accounting began after the Computing Plant was : 
commissioned to conduct comtract accounting. Control 
over the conclusion of foreign trade transactions and 
over their fulfillment has an important place in operational 
accounting. Since every export and import economic ^opera- 
tion is accomplished on the basis of a bilateral trans- 
action, contract accounting reflects all foreign trade 
operations in the order of their occurrence.  Because 
of this the most time and labor consuming tasks of the 
accounting staffs are connected with the recording of 
contracts and the related foreign trade operations.  Con- 
sequently, the mechanization of this aspect of accounting 
has the maximum beneficial effect.  However, mechanization 
of contract accounting brings more difficulties too, since 
contract accounting is carried on in the branch offices and 
the data is used constantly in. their economic work.  In view 
of this it is inadvisable to deprive the branch offices of 
the contract accounting data even for a short time and it 
becomes necessary to let it remain.  However, even in such 
a case contract accounting with the aid of computers 
is not only advisable but quite mandatory, this is confir- 
med by the available experience in the mechanization of 
operational accounting. 

The conduct of contract accounting xtfith the aid of 
computers along with manual machines in the branch offices 
considerably decreases the statistical accounting work at 
the foreign trade agencies.  The branch offices are freed 
from the extensive work of summarizing contract accounting 
data in order to obtain overall information regarding the 
fulfillment of the assignments of the national plans in 
the export and import of their particular goods.  With the 
mechanization of contract accounting the overall data is 
given to the branch offices in the tablegrams of the Com- 
puting Plant.  Consequently, mechanization of contract 
accounting has important-advantages for the agencies in 
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general and the branch offices In particular. The. signi- . . 
ficance of mechanizing a given sector of accounting be- 
comes even greater when one takes into account the fact ■ 
that closely connected with it are other aspects of opera- 
tional accounting, ouch as: deliveries of goods1'for ex-,  . 
ports, export and import of goods, fulfillment'of trade , 
and credit agreements, and the deliveries of imported goods 
to the national economy. 

For machine processing of primary accounting data. ••. 
different documents are. used, .in some cases only those . . 
used in operational accounting, in others bookkeeping do- 
cuments. Such an approach was dictated by the conditions 
existing at the different agencies with respect to opera- 
tional accounting and the existing premises for the mecha-ir 
nizatlbn of operational accounting. However, in the se- 
lection of documents for use at the Computing Plant pre- 
ference was always given to bookkeeping documents, which 
was favored by a series of circumstances. 

In the first place consideration was given to the 
fact that these documents have been used for many years 
for mechanized bookkeeping accounts and were approved by 
the Computing Plant. Consequently, it was easier to adapt 
them for the mechanization of operational accounting; also, 
in general it is better to make use of existing documents 
than to create new ones. 

In the. second place consideration was given to the 
necessity and feasability of bringing together the opera- 
tional and bookkeeping, accounting data as much as possible. 
This problem can be dealt with best by making use of one 
document for two different aspects of foreign trade account- 
ing. Even with the existing difference in the subjects of 
bookkeeping and operational accounting the use of the docu- 
ments means the establishment of a closer tie between their 
data, and from a practical viewpoint this is of great sig- 
nificance.  It makes possible considerable improvement in 
the quality of accounting and frees the accounting staff .:. ■■ 
from the necessity of carrying out tedious and time consum- 
ing work of double checking the two aspects of accounting 
in-the All-Union agencies. : • 

In the third place, due consideration was given to . 
the fact that acceptance of a bookkeeping document for the 
mechanization of accounting considerably accelerated the 
preparatory work at the agencies and at the Computing 
Plant, and facilitated the utilization of experience in 
mechanized bookkeeping and programming for the computers. 

However,,a number of'difficulties have been en- 
countered and are still being encountered in the course of 
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using bookkeeping documents for the mechanization of oper- 
ational accounting, the most serious of which are connected 
with the submission deadlines and the diversity Of form 
and content of« theie documents.  The bookkeeping documents 
submitted for processing by the computers are,.pi  many cases , 
received so late that considerable time elapses between the 
completion of the economic operations and their accounting 
registration. This is a serious inadequacy in the work of 
mechanizing operational accounting, since by making use of 
the bookkeeping records it is deprived of one of its greatest 
advantages - the prompt availability of information regarding 
foreign trade operations.  To avoid any inadequacies in 
the accounting of the' economic operations with the mechani- 
zation of operational accounting the foreign trade agencies 
either complete by hand the data not covered in the docu- 
ments or forward to the computing plant specially prepared 
documents.  The afflication of any one of these methods 
depends on the number of operations that are not included 
in the documents for the periods covered in the compilation 
of the established statements of accounts. 

Extensive difficulties arise in mechanizing opera- 
tional accounting also because of the diversity in form and 
content of the bookkeeping documents which is still being 
observed. Since up to the present time no satisfactory 
standardization of form and content of documents has as 
yet been attained, the agencies deliver to the Computing 
Plant different documents for identical economic operations, 
and it therefore becomes necessary to use these diverse do- 
cuments for machine processing in operational accounting 
as well. 

As a result of work completed by the agencies and 
the Computing Plant a number of important aspects of opera- 
tional accounting were mechanized as early as 1955, and at 
the present time almost all the agencies send to the Comput- 
ing Plant the data of export-import operations, and receive 
in turn various processed data worked out on the computers. 
However, in some agencies both export and import operations 
are mechanized, in others only export operations, and in 
still others only import operations are mechanized.  The 
degree of mechanization and the size and scope of account- 
ing work varies in different agencies, which is mainly 
connected with the specific particularities of their commo- 
dities and the nature of their commercial activity. 

With the introduction of mechanization in the All- 
Union agencies the organization of operational accounting 
was simplified, curtailed and improved in general. At a 
number of agencies the branch offices were relieved of a 
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significant part "of  their accounting work,' which permits ; 
them to devote greater attention directly ,to commercial" r 

work of ther export arid import of commodities. ^Thus :at 
Stanko '-' 'import (Agency for the Import of Machine■ Tools 
and Instrumehts),. after the mecharilzatiöri of their opera-' 
tional accounting, it became possible -to relieve thVbranch 
offices 'from 'the task of submitting to' the eöoriomlc-plan-i ■ 
nihg department quite detailed statements of accounts on ''"'■■ 
the pertinent commodities. The branch offices began to 
receive and utilize tablegramB "from the: Gomputing'Plant 
regarding' contracts concluded'.' At' the Sbyuzkhimeks'pdrt"-""■'*'' 
(All-Union Agency for the Export arid Import1 of Chemicals and 
Medicinal Goods'■) the branch offices were no. longer required 
to 'submit overall statements of accounts regarding deli- 

veries' of good's la" accordance with trade agreements, the:: 

release of goods for export, and the delivery of goOds: to" 
the national economy. The Eksportkhleb r( Agency'for the■-; ;, • 
Export and'Import of Grain, Fodder and Food Products^ : ; 

completely abolished the accounting of the move'merit of 
export and import cargoes at their trarisportatiori of fire. 

'■■■^-■■■: Of all the.^agencies that mechanized their operational 
accounting, the best results were attained by Stanko-im- v 

port "(Agency'for the Import of Machine Tools and Instruments), 
Soyuzkhimeksport (All-Union Agency for the Export and Im- :' 
port of Chemicals arid Medicirial Goods), Promsyr'yeimpört 
(All-Union Import and Export Agency of the Ministry of ' 
Foreign-Trade USSR, for industrial raw materials) and' ,' 
:Eksportkhleb".: .■ Let us examine 'the organization of mec'hai- ■ 
nlzed bperatibrial'accburitirig-at Stanko-import, which began' 
mechanizing it's accounting before the others and attained 
-good resultsV- The ■experience of this agency Is of ühquestiön- 
able;interests ■; ;■  •>";■''■ x. ,:..v-..        ■■■■^\ 

A- higher" degree of mechanization Of operational ac-'- •' 
counting Is observed here than at the other!agencies. '■-■ 
Stänko-impört with;few exceptions," mechahlzed' all the basic - 
aspects of its 'accounting. "■■•■: The most burdensome mass arid" : 

time-consuming processes connected with foreign'trade ac-•• 
counting 'are' accomplished at the computing Plant. Almost ■-' 
the entire .operational statements of accounts are drawn 
up on the basis of data processed' at the'Plant."'With the "■ 
aid of the computers Stariko-impört conducts: the. following::? 

export and import contract accounting; accounting' of the ' 
merchandise dispatched for export by SoVlet • suppliers';  '  ' '' 
accounting-'Of exports'according to the time bf their, ':; • 
passage across the national border of the'USSR; accounting' 
of the balance;of export commodities in the USSR - at ports 
and border points arid in transit to ports arid border points; 
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accounting of the discharge of obligations stemming from \ 
trade agreements with foreign governments; accounting of 
the deliveries of imported goods to the national economy. 

The %cumehts uked by this agency for the mechanized 
accounting M  export operations are the notifications by 
-the branch offices regarding the contracts concluded and ; 
the bookkeeping bills against the foreign purchasers of  ,, 
export goods.  Tablegrams of the Computing Plant are also 
used for repetitive processing. 

The notifications from the branch offices on con- 
tracts concluded, which are sent to the Computing Plant 
contain a sufficient, though limited number of Indices for 
the conduct of necessary processing. These notifications 
furnish, in codified form, the following information: the 
contract number, the commodity title, mame of the purchasers 
country, delivery category, delivery deadlines for the goods 
sold, the volume in a specific unit of measurement, cost. ■ 
in rubles on the basis of F.O.B. port of entry or free on 
car border of the USSR. ...'-■    ;. 

On the basis of these reports from the branch offi-: 
ces, the computing Plant calculates the transaction turn- 
over in terms "of FOB prices for the corresponding report- . 
ing period and compiles processed data regarding the con- 
tracts concluded in terms of goods and,contracts as well : 
as by countries, goods and contracts;  the processed data 
also gives the total volume of each commodity, broken down; 
into quarterly delivery period.: Punch cards, perforated on 
the basis of the notifications, are kept at the Plant and are 
subsequently used in the compilation of processed data rer 
garding the fulfillment of contracts.  The. processed data- 
of the computing Plant is used by the agency for completing 
the different indices contained in the existing, forms.of 
operational statements of accounts.  The indices to be. 
completed in the form # 3 are: "Total.Number of Contracts 
concluded" and "Including those with delivery deadlines by 
the report date";  the indices of form #8 are: ;^'TotaI  , 
number of contracts executed" and "Including a breakdown 
according to delivery deadlines (Distributed by quarters)i" 

The bookkeeping bills against foreign purchasers : : 
contain data necessary for accounting of the dispatch of .■■■., 
goods for export. These bills reflect the following: name 
of the country of destination of the export goods, desig- 
nation of the purchaser, the contract number, number    , 
of the railroad bill' of lading, the commodity title, 
the volume expressed in a specific unit of measurement,  ,.:. 
and cost of the goods in rubles.  Utilizing the data ■■;.>   :; 
contained in the bills the Computing Plant compiles the 
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information' about deliveries of gbbds for exports'by -: ■/■•*[   T-; 
the domestic;Industry,'In terms of countries arid cbmrao«..'■■■' 
ditles;' - On the basis,of this Information form' # 3 is:^:;^'•■ 
filled-'out under:.: the heading "Dispatched' From/Enterprises.". 

In the tablegram which is based on bookkeeping if 
bills" this eöohömic planning department of Stärikolmpört 
note's the transit of the goods across" the. natiorial border 
of the USSR arid returns it to the Computing Plant, "which ;:" 
on the basis of such additional information compiles'two 
statements.- One Of them deals with/the fulfillment of :: :' 
contracts With forelgri purchasers; it Includes data about 
the' volume and cost of the goods subject to delivery ■"" 
according' to' contract as-well as' those, already delivered ■}"' 
by the reporting date,'arid also information about the    ? 
volume. arid cost, of the' goods^ that are- overdue. ! This 
data is.:compiled according tor'cöüntries.,! commodities arid' : 

contracts, and according to : commodities arid cburitrles. f;:. 
... The other statement 'contains information about the '"■/-''. 

balaric/e' of -export goods ln: the USSR'- 'ln: transit to the 
ports of' shipment arid border poiritsVarid! also"those at 
ports and.border .points'«' On' the basis'of these state-■  ... 
ments a large number of'. Important Indices are completed, :■■ 
in the statement' Of accounts -'forms':■■"'In" form"# 3 - "Cori^ ' ; 

tracts concluded", "Delivered, (crossed the border of the ;: 
supplier country)" and "Overdue fulfillment of contracts"; .• 
in form #4- "Export plans'fulfilled", in form # 6- . 
"Total-exports by the reporting date" arid "Balances of 
export' goods in the USSR". y-:-.;■";■ • ■■*';.. 
■r ; - -^Mechanized accounting1of import operations is con- 
ducted in StankoImport on the basis of notifications re- 
garding bbntracts concluded for imported equipment, ac- 
ceptahäes of the bills from foreign suppliers of comma- '•"■'' 
ditles^arid bills against the Soviet purchasers of the Commo- 
dities, ^ -''":  '■"-■ •'"'"" '''-  ■ '■■<'■  "'■■■■■■'      '-'.—     ■■':' 

. Kütiribations by the operational offices regarding v 

the Issuance of orders-is indicated in coded form: the" ' 
commodity title, name of the Seller's* country; number ' 
of thetorder; commodity delivery deadline; the volume iri '"'-"• 
a specific unit of measurement; and cost iri rubles. By uti- 
lizing those notifications the computing plant calculates 
the transaction turnover in FOB prices for imports for 
the corresponding reporting period-arid compiles pro- 
cessed data/regarding the total number of orders' placed, " 
In termsof-goods and orders, as well äs in terms of 
countries,, goods-and .orders. ■ /■•■::;-:.--;>j:-o ■: ;■;;;,--:'_■ 

Both pieces of processed data indicate the total ■■■■'"'"'■ 
volume of each commodity in quarterly delivery period. '. 
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On the basis of such processed data the agency completes 
the foMs, as follows:'.. form #3  - "Total number of con- 
tracts concluded"; form # 8 - "Total contracts carried out 
andi "including a breakdown by dates of delivery, .(quarterly; 
distribution)". - 

Accounting of the fulfillment of orders;b$: means; 
of the computors"is conducted on the basis of^acceptance 
notices^of bills from foreign suppliers, compiled by •;.-, 
operational:offices.-.'.-.These'acceptance notices indicate': 
designation of the commodity, name of seller's country* . 
port of entry, category of delivery* the order number, :, 
month and year of delivery, commodity volume in specific 
unit of measurement, and the Cost in rubles.  On the basis 
of the acceptance notices the Computing Plant compiles 
the processed data, which characterizes the fulfillment of 
contracts concluded with foreign suppliers of goods.  The 
processed data contains information, broken down by 
country, commodity and contract regarding the volume and 
cost of commodities, subject to delivery by the-reporting 
date and actually delivered as well as information regard- 
ing the volume and cost of goods overdue according to 
contract terms. This processed date is used by the agency 
for completing the following form # 3 indices :"Contracts  . 
concluded and dates of delivery",."Delivered (crossed^the 
border of supplier's country)" and "Contracts overdue '. 

The bookkeeping bills against[Soviet consignees 
of imported goods reflect the following name of the name of 
commi tted party (party ordering the import commodity), num- 
ber of the order, name of country of seller, volume in a spe- 
cific unit of measurement, cost of the commodity in rubles. 
On the basis of this data the Computing Plant works out  . 
processed data regarding imports in terms of:: countries and 
goods, and goods and countries, as well, as deliveries of . 
import goods to the national economy according to goods   : 
and consignees.  On the basis of the processed-data from 
the Plant the agency*completes the following indices: 
form #.2 ■■-' under headings "Deliveries as of the beginning 
of the year" and "Deliveries as, of the beginning of the 
.reporting quarter";  form # 4 - "Fulfillment of the 
Import Plan"; form # .7 - "Imports - sum total." 

Receipt and processing deadlines for the bookkeep- 
ing documents do not assure the availability of adequate 
data regarding foreign trade operations, conducted during 
a certain period of time, inasmuch äs operational state-, 
ments of accounts are compiled within a few days after . 
the reporting date.  As a result, the processed data 
compiled on the basis of these documents needs to be 
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supplemented; with information-yielded by telegraphier 
notification's* -With; Stankolmport operation^ such* supple- 
mentary information is ensured by the compilation and de- ■'■■-,, 
livery to the Computing Plant of.lists of goods dispatched, 
by suppliers, the bookkeeping documents for which-have - 
either riot jtet been received ar are -in the process of be- . 
ing complied at the time the 'Statement of accounts 
forms are being completed» • These ;lists are drawn up by the:- 
operational offices in a specified form within strict dead-:: 
lines. ..The .Computing 'Plant -punches the cards bn the basis /■: 
of,these"lists arid, supplements the data It processes.'.;  • • 
Subsequently, the economic planning department of the . 
agency sees ;to-it that-the-,goods '-.Mated- should not '..  ' 
again appear-in the bookkeeping documents sent to the- 
Computing Plant, ?-the exception being in those cases - , 
''where the reports' have • to.. supplement or change the - 
date of : the operational office aists.^v;.;.<*'■■■]■ -;■ f       *-.> 

' ••ivCertairi- important -'problems, of mechanizing operatiorial 
accounting are still to;.-.be • soivediat. Stankolmport< In - ;■ ^-;;'- 
time, this-will further-raise:the quality, of mechanized ; :- 
accounting and-will broaden''its possibilities. However, >'-■;-■ 
even now it must-be recognized that the experience: in 
the mechanizatioh of accounting.at this, agency has t>eeri"'-:' . 
most /successful.' ; It is important that here'contract ^■'■', ^ 
accounting Is' done by the Computing Plant.:' Inasmuch ■ "■! 
as export-import operations are invariably associated ■•' :'■';. 
with, or stem from, -the discharge,bf contractsv the '-me-:! 
chariization of this aspect of the:, accounting work ex-. 
panda the potentialities, of operational accounting at 
Stankolmport.       -..•■•.,       -,-:-,--- ■ ;? v;<.;:        -■ v-.'U 

The Nomenclature and Classification bf ■goinfflodltlss' In   -'i 
the Foreign Trade Turnover > ■ ■■•-■■■.- = ,-..■>■•>■■•■■■■ r-r 

;,j;.In the -post-war period:the commodity composition of - 
Soviet foreign' trade has expanded many -times and -Is still :. 
continuing tp;expand. ■ Because ,of this, difficulties . 
arose in the study of the commodity composition of exports :?-, 
and: imports', in'the planning, accounting ;and statistics of ••' 
foreign triäde>''-^^3!he:-'röa:öoh.. for. these; difficulties was the 'V.~, 
fact that differing•commodity nomenclatures were"being 
applied ■ in the various areas; of foreign trade activities. ' -o 
This variety in the nomenclatures frequently led to a .lack : 
of coordination in-the .data, interfered with the conduct. V 
of necessary correlations, and made the analysis and study ' 
of foreign trade data more, difficult. \-.\      .>   ;;;>'• 
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r In order/to .eliminate these difficulties a model : 

draft 'entitled-; "Unified Nomenclature for Foreign Trade 
Öömmodities" was prepared and published in 1953» -On pub- 
lication, this"draft was Widely discussed with foreign 
trade workers. //v:"'-:' 

After carefully studying all aspects :of the 'suggestions  . 
proferred, it was revised and published in 1954 in its  , 
final form.  The book began to be used by foreign trade  . 
agencies in 1953.  To bring about coordination of all the :' 
data of USSR foreign trade; statistical data for the 
entire period since 1917 was brought into coordination 
with the existing nomenclature.1 ■'•'•■'        ■•■•' "■;''■■'■;•/ 

The list of products included in this book exceeds 
3,000 titles (positions) and more than 3,700 sub-titles. ;r 

All commodities exported'abroad or imported into the USSR 
;are Included.  Thus, this publication embraces both the 
commodities - whose cost comprises the commodity turn- ; 

over of the Soviet government and goods that Jare exported 
and imported on a non-commercial basis. 

In order to ensure coordination of nomenclature 
among the statistical data of previous years as well as in 
the interest of comprehensiveness, the publication Includes 
lists of commodities that Were involved in export and im- 
port in the Soviet Foreign Trade during previous 'years. 
This was possible due to the fact that in the preparation 
of the book the ^nomenclature of the former plans was exam- ; 

ined with respect to commodities, bookkeeping and account- 
ing,  In compiling the nomenclature of contracts, specifi- 
cations, price lists and any other sources that could yield 
information were also utilized.  Commodities that were still 
beir.K processed in foreign; trade agencies arid, were not yet 
being exported or imported were also included*  In the files 
of foreign trade agencies there are always suggestions by 
industrial, trade and other enterprises regarding export and 
import of commodities which have not yet been fully accept- 
ed, and therefore are not yet being Implemented.  These sug- 
gestions too»whenever they concerned exports or imports, 
were included in the nomenclature.  Therefore, all sources 
of lriforiiif'.tio.n' were called upon if they could throw light 
on f:srslgs.i trade, and this resulted in" Comprehensive lists 
of commodities. Finally,: not only those commodities'were ' 
included that Were actually being exported or imported at 
the time the lists were formulated, but also the foreign 
trade commodities of previous years and'the potential ex- 
ports and imports of the coming years. 
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^Tiie cl.a;ssificätiöh;: system of the- "Unified1 :Npm#niQljS-;: 
ture for-Foreign Trade Comffloditles,, bohslsts vöf:.9 sections., . 
57 groups and 28Ö: sirb-gröirps»"•"' The distribution of groups':!  .... 
and Süb^sröüps"iri" each"section1 is as follows: r .'_'"'"j:. r';/:',; ,',!.,••v 

I     \t n   i i -i  'fir,  hi     ii li    11 ii i in „I i i; ' i      i    liil I.I.II     i •■   ■ i i      IN i  .in'. " in   i      i-ji.ii n '■ „I- iii-ii -i '•  i   i iVn ii  »in - . - 

Order of ? ■* •■■-•• _■■■-   ■ ■   ; Number.' w: /' ., 
Sections   ;>:    -' •■' Names öf: Sections :!:J r' /G-roup^-Bub-st'up: 

1      ■ .;•■■■ .   Machinery and equipment   •■ ,:■■ •:■■:■■ 10   ■'■ .-■; ■ .5.9;:-.,■ ■ I" :. 
c.\;2'.■'.'■.:       ■   Fuel,'Mineral- raw-materials;  <.y.-v^'v .7. -V> ;-.-l.v--y ; 

■; ^;: -Metals ;. '     '■-; ;''': '"■' ' ' •"•'..: ■''•■;':''. ■':  10 ;'••". ^'45. ■'■"; ^ , 
3;';:■''"-'" ■'■:: Chemical" Products,  f ertiilzers,-/ 

rubber . ... .      6::r'~r:-~-':-30'--..:'c 

. <■  . ,4-:;->>:-::---'S|rüÖt'üt,'äl 'Materials^and'pa^ts.";^^ ' ir:r'•'"12 
5 ■'•\,-\^;>":-:;Mv;material's of vegetable1 ■,;■"■: :; _,-?--^:^-i;'-.;'■:• ■.-;v'7. =■, 

' f:; '.-v and animal origin1 {except foods) 10/ :;:: '-■.4^i ; :::; 
,.'6 ■■:':?■'.i?-;"!'-ülTi9 animals1{except ■■'-■■'for. :T :'   \ V;'; 3T^'V;;;:;..: 

''=--'r ■•■.'"■"^:: 7 '■ slaughter) •'^'-r': ■"•■:'v-"- -:---;•>"■■;; ■'- V ■ ■'';: ■■■■ 1 'L':[-\ ■ S!\':':V ; 
, 7 ^;'p"':-- Haw' materials ■for"brödüctibn: -;;: k :.■'-'.'■■" ■-.k';.1- '• 

■ •?.:■■ 'i,..-.rr ■::.-.; 1 ^of food-stuffs •  V'^'O" v^-rr -7.- 3-. v  10 .'• -;Ä; 

8 .   ... Foods _ 5 :
:7;

:;:-\'29.'/
:v:'::.;' - 

'''::',9 :"'-"'_yr\ Consumer good's'r:-';   •'■ ''v;; ■.";:'7':'-f 9''";.■ ■" ■'■■.■■4:8 . 

„;o,*^.,^, ■ -j^.g, System of classification-permits' th^^ 
of' foreign trade commodities f äs \meahs for production' and ':ip. 
consumer goods; Industrial products jahd'agriculturalIproi^s; 
ducts j finished gbbds and raw: materials.-' 'M! the -same 1 time"/ 
it allows" the ■ addition' of supplementary '-economic, .group ing;s:;. 
under one basic heading .wIthout" parti cülar:' diffi cult lea,: f- ■' 
For this ;purpo'S!e ;it■■■ is only;necessary;)tö make'■'cbrreajjonä-'-• ? 
lng regroupings' of' commodities/ without .affecting'.thö;k\ .-•■■'. • 
individual Commodity titles 'individuällyv/:'"i;    " v-- VV':::" .',-, 

' In/compiling the'?te 
Trade •Commodities" the- most important task'was to secure '! 

;. unity, that; is comparability of = the" commodity "titles; ihr" 
'the. plans and stätemehts':öf-accounts/Oof foreign- trade/arid 
also inf operational-- bookkeeping andi- statistical •accounting^ i 
Comparability of commodity^ homenclätüres^is one;of ■ the;r v:? 
moat essential- conditions for correlating äcÖoüntin^•data' • 
with?■ the;■ plans, and the ''■r§''Sült'8^'ö'ff/*öper-atiÖnalMb66kke^ping:i' 
and statistical äcööuhtlhg.' Comparability plays: ah im-;'-'■■: 
portant'role!in 'the 'Verification';of,accounting :dätä;~'ö&^\:;:s!? 
mutual deliveries of goods according'to-trade agreements i -■'■'■'" 
between the USSlTahd; the 'Peoples'1- Demöcräcies7uHerö ' the 
^•significance is hot the:; reliability of 'the accounting' data^ 
which lsvtäke;h for granted, ;but :.its comparability. Without;; 
this condition .it is impossible to; assure :äv proper, ?Ulttla4 
teral' evaluation' bf 'the volume 'of the -bommodity^turnover ', 
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and. the level of fulfillment of current deliveries ac- 
cording to Inter-governmental agreements, just as It be- 
comes more difficult to evolve a program of /further deli- 
veries. The "Unified Nomenclature for Foreign Trade Commo- 
dities" simplifies and facilitates the verification of mu- 
tual deliveries made on the basis of trade agreements,"; as 
weljL as of the compilation and coordination of commodity 
lists for the Impending commodity turnover among the "so*-""" 
ciallst countries. The element of comparability is further 
aided by the fact that the indicated nomenclature lists 
the appropriate unit of. measurement opposite each group 
and sub-group. 

A necessary condition for the proper organization of 
operational bookkeeping and statistical accounting of 
foreign trade is the availability of timely.and proper 
documents of foreign trade operations. The application 
of the "Unified Nomenclature for Foreign Trade Commodities" 
improves the quality of the documents, since it assures 
uniformity in the nomenclature and numerical designation of 
commodities. 

The development of mechanized accounting of foreign 
trade made it imperative to establish a single system of 
commodity designation - a commodity number .{numerical elpher 
commodity code).  The establishment of such designation is 
the most important task of commodity nomenclature* The 
"Unified Nomenclature for Foreign Trade Commodities." has 
properly resolved this task. . It contains a simple num- 
bering: system suitable for broad application.  The .commodi- 
ty, ciphers contain neither Roman numerals nor alphabetical 
designations. The commodity code Is Indicated In arabic 
numerals, and consist of six digits each of which refers 
to a corresponding'class sub-division In the "Unified 
Nomenclature for Foreign Trade Commodities".  The first 
digit indicates the section, the second the commodity .- 
group, the third the commodity sub-group,-the fourth and fifth 
the title of the commodity* and the sixth digit Indicates 
the sub-title. / The accepted system of numbering provides : 
the possibilities for further expansion of the nomenclature 
without disrupting the numbering order. This is possible 
because of the unused numbers under the. sub-groups and the 
commodity titles under which new commodity titles and sub- 
titles may.be made available,   - 

.  The number of commodity titles, and their detailed 
descriptions may vary in the different areas of appli-   . 
cation of the "Unified Nomenclature for.Foreign Commodities 
(such as in planning, accounting and statistics).  Commo- 
dity accounting Is usually based on a broad nomenclature ,,.[■■ 
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while the, plans and Statements of accounts are based on a 
narrower nomenclature.V In general collective designations 
,p.re. not, permissible in commodity ..accounting, in. which, in-. 
dividual designations are predominantly reflected.''.-.-'.Moire»- .. 
overi not lnfreQuehtly,- it specifically indicates leading i 
types Of Individual commodities. Therefore, the cottöiodi- 
tles included inthe "Unified Nomenclature •for Foreign•^Com- 
modities ", are fully '.reflected' in .commodity accounting.V ■"' 

....-■The. commodity ..nomenclature of plans and .statements'' 
of accounts cannot be as broad as .the./a-c counting nomen-._■'.. 
clature. A broad commodity'nomenclature makes them 
unwieldy and /.inconvenient, for. use, makes their ..'examination.' 
more,difficult, and. hinders, the realization of active con- 
trol over the 'fulfillment' of assignments of the national I] 
plans. Hence the .commodity nomenclature ;of plans and .state- 
ments of accounts must be compact "arid easily surveyed... /.The 
most important key- commodities should be reflected in :;• \ 
these nomenclatures, and at the same time the full;variety 
of goods in foreign trade should also be refleoted.  This/:' 
means- that' along 'with the names, of more important .commo* , 
dities: the,nomenclature of plans and statements of accounts 
will also contain commodity sub-groups and-groups which ':..;<N 

reflect the movement of the desired and known circle of - 
goods. Only with such a" nomenclature is it, possible 
to facilitate and simplify the analysis of ;plans and state- 
ments of accounts, their close examination and acceptance. 

■The "Uniform Nomenclature, for. Foreign .Trade Common 
dities" is used for the'compilation of commodity nomen-- ,;■■,- 
clatures for plans and statements of accounts,;.and offers 
broad possibilities for -such 'use. "', Ir.'the compilation 
of.vSÜch nomenclatures .commodity titles are selected. .Lie., \ 
titles -having ■.a.r.fiVe-digit commodity code. .. .As'the "Uni- n 
fled Nomenclature for Foreign Trade Commodities" contain : 
over 3,000 titles,''their number is. reduced by using col-: 

lective designations in the plan and statement of accounts 
nomenclatures, .i.e. by unifying similar .commodities into , 
groups. - For this purpose sub-groups-are used, i.e. titles 
with three digit commodity numbers and in some cases even 
commodity',groups; With a two digit-commodity code. Such 
unification-can be accomplished in two waysi  by excluding 
commodity.titles included in the sub-groups and leaving .; 
only the sub-groups, or by'excluding part of the commodity 

■.titles and/leaving in', the nomenclature of plans (and state- 
ment of-accounts) the sub-groups .of the remaining- titles»-'.' • 

. •, /■ Preference' is:" usually given to the - second, method ••'•"■ 
.as in- this way the1 plan's and/statements..of accounts: --/,.<.;,. 
reflect,' along with the more important commodities.,". also 
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the "volume of operations for each'homogeneous group of com- 
modities. In such cases, for the convenient examination 
of the plans,.and statements of accounts the. notation includ- 
ing" is written after the designation of the sub-group.  This 
signifies that the following commodity titles come under. ■■ 
tliö given collective designation, and at the sameitime  . 
indicates that all the commodity titles in this sub-group 
are brought out into independent titles. 

. Commodity nomenclature of plans and statements of • 
accounts satisfies the requirements of economic manage- 
ment best if it is unified. With the presence of such a 
nomehclature, comparability of statement of accounts and 
plan indices is attained, and consequently, the task of 
verification and analysis of the fulfillment of plan as- 
signments is facilitated. However, in the development,of 
commodity nomenclature for foreign trade plans, and state- 
ments of accounts it is necessary to give due consider- 
ation to the specific peculiarities of the commodity 
composition of the export and import trade. The stock 
of commodities involved in export and Import trade is 
usually not similar, especially if trade with;the different 
countries is considered; This is the reason why export' 
commodity nomenclature has to be uniform both for plans and 
for statements of accounts, but it may not be identical 
"with the nomenclature of import plans and statements of 
accounts. 

Foreign trade organizations also base their commo- 
dity, nomenclatures on the "Unified Nomenclature for Foreign 
Trade Commodities" In compiling such a nomenclature the for- 
eign trade organizations include all the commodity titles 
and .sub-titles that pertain to them, regardless of whether 
these commodities' are being exported (imported) at that 
particular time. • .;„■ 

Development of Organizational Forms of Operational 
Accounting. '.      . '.  " 

The' organizational structure and methods of opera- 
tional accounting change systematically, adapting themselves 
to the current requirements of economic management and 
control, they improve arid become perfected:along with the 
development of foreign trade and the expansion and in- 
creasing complexity of its tasks. 

The present organization of operational accounting 
as well' as the present forms and methodsrof conducting for- 
eign trade did not come into existence at once, its de- 
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velopment took a long time. Organizational forms and 
methods of conducting operational accounting: changed gra- 
duälly-j in accdrdariee with' changes in the system of dir-: 
ecting fdflelgn trade and in the methods of accomplishing 
export and import operations. 

The"organizational structure of operational account- 
ing is determined by the organizational structure of for- 
eign trade. At different stages in the development of the 
socialist economy the structure of foreign trade was de- 
termined by the changing conditions of the domestic eco- 
nomy and the situation abroad. The Party and the govern- 
ment always attriblited great significance to the problems 
of foreign trade. The most important directives with 
respect to forms of foreign trade organization are con- 
tained in the decisions of the October Plenum of the TS-K 
RKP (b) Central Committee of the Russian Communist Party 
(bj/. These decisions state the following: "While pre- 
serving the system of foreign trade monopoly, we must at 
the same time adjust the forms of its organization to the 
changing economic conditions, and tasks of the Soviet 
Union." /ßee  Note/ These decisions were the.basic princi- 
ples on which the Soviet government constantly improved 
the organizational forms and methods of conducting for- 
eign trade. 

■ In the'evaluation-of the organizational forms and 
methods Of operational accounting of foreign trade the ■<-'■ 
following basl'O'periods may be noted. .. 

The first'period extends from the beginning of 
Soviet Foreign Trade'to 1929-1930.^During this period , 
the foreign trade operations, ■associated with the sale and 
purchase of goods,: were basically'realized abroad. ..Trade 
representatives of the USSR and Soviets economic organiza- 
tions working under their control which had the right of 
Independent representation in foreign markets, concluded 
foreign trade transactions and managed their fulfill- 
ment.' '• :"- 

During that period operational accounting accom- 
plished many important tasks for the foreign trade, re- 
presentatives and organizations under'tiheir^oontrbl. It 
provided for them necessary foreign trade data for the 
economic management and control of their transactions.. 

/Note7 KPSS^v Rezolyntsiyakh 1 Reshenlyakh Svezdov, Konfe- 
rentsly'i Plenumov TsK(5"PSU in Resolutions and Decisions of 
Congresses', Conferences-and Plenums of the Central Committee) 
Part II, State Publishing House of Political Literature, 
1954, page 178.) :: 
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Accounting;Registration, associated with export and im- 
pört^was basically concentrated with the trade represen- 
tatives and economic organizations. Such an organization 
of operational accounting was dictated by the conditions 
of foreign trade existing at that time.      ^1 .•.: 

!:    The accounting staff conducting operational ac- 
counting at that time gradually adapted itself to the re- 
quirements of economic direction of foreign trade.  By 
the end of this period a Soviet was active in the Nar- 
Komtorg USSR (People's Commissariat of Trade) for account- 
ing matters; this Commissariat examined and adopted forms 
of operational bookkeeping and statistical accounting. 
The economic department of Narkomtorg was delegated with 
the establishment of operational accounting and the pro- 
cessing of its data.  The practical work of operational 
accounting of foreign trade operations abroad and of the 
compilation of established statements of accounts was done 
by the statistical departments at the offices of the trade 
representatives. 

However, at the beginning of this period there was 
no unified center to direct operational accounting con- 
ducted by the trade representatives abroad.  Consequently, 
each trade representative had his OTTO system, there was 
no uniform method of accounting. 

In order to improve operational accounting by the 
trade representatives abroad and to work out measures for 
the further development of operational accounting, special 
conference of accounting workers was arranged at Berlin 
in 1926.  At this conference prevailing operational account- 
ing practices were summarized and principles for its metho- 
dology were promulgated.  On the basis of materials of this 
conference the economic department of the Narkomtorg USSR 
developed instructions for the USSR trade representatives 
regarding the compilation and presentation of statistical 
statements of accounts of foreign trade.  These instruct- 
ions were accepted by the Soviet on statement of accounts 
matters with the Narkomtorg USSR and, in March 1927, was 
forwarded to the trade representatives for compliance. 

The second period extends from 1930 to 1934-1935. 
This period is characterized by a gradual transfer of ad- 
ministration of exports and imports from the foreign of- 
fices to the Soviet Union.  By 1930 a clearly defined 
shift of accounting and statistical work, previously ac- 
complished by the trade representatives to the USSR was noted. 
Since the accounts with foreign firms had already been 
transferred to the Soviet Union, the bookkeeping accounts 
were, as a rule, transferred to the All-Union agencies. 
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Operational accounting, to a great degree still remained 
with the trade representatives and reflected their economic 
activities; The, All-Union export and import agencies 
which began their early foreign trade transactions on a 
monopolistic basis, began more and more' to take over' 
the operations of the trade representatives in the com- 
modities pertaining to them.  This inevitably led to ä de- 
creased role of accounting at offices of the trade repre- 
sentatives and to the increasing significance of operational 
accounting at the All-Union agencies. ■'■..' 

The instructions of the Narkomvnesbtorg USSR (People's 
Commissariat of Foreign Trade) xirith reference :to accounting 
by the representatives abroad in 1932, Issued in December 
1931, indicated that the instructions were"to complete In 
final form the reorganization of bookkeeping accounting at 
the offices of trade,representatives, undertaken in April 
1930,' on the basis of the general directives, regarding., ; 

its transfer to the Soviet Union." The operational account- 
ing at the offices of trade representatives encompassed 
all foreign trade operations, both their own and those- :. 
commissioned by the export and import agencies, the eoo-" 
nomic activities of the trade representatives consisted of 
the conclusion of foreign trade transactions and of their 
fulfillment, as well as of assuring the fulfillment of 
transactions transfered to the trade representatives for 
execution.  The data essential to the trade representa- - 
tlves for their daily practical work were derived from 
operational accounting, consequently, special attention 
was given to' it in the directives of the Narkomvneshtorg. 

The organization of operational accounting by the 
trade representatives abroad as it existed in 1932 did 
not undergo serious changes until the end of the second ' 
period; the volume of accounting, however, done by the 
trade representatives gradually decreased in accordance ,; _ 
with the transfer of foreign trade operations to the 
Soviet Union. ' .!' 

By'the end of 1934 the greatest part of foreign trade 
operations were accomplished in the USSR,' and the trade \ 
representatives were responsible for a few operations, 
consisting primarily of the execution of foreign trade trans- 
actions pri. commission from the USSR agencies at home. Ful- 
fillment, of .export and import transactions was now the 
responsibility of.the agencies, the trade representatives; 
were relieved of that task. These Important changes in 
the forms .and .methods' of foreign trade could not but .bring 
about considerable changes in the organization of opera- . 
tional; accounting. The bookkeeping work of the trade repre- 
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;sentatives abroad lost its previous importance* Of de- 
cisive Importance now was the operational accounting at 
'-the All-Union agencies, it encompassed all aspects of 
th/e operational activity in foreign trade.  Operational 
^accounting, conducted by the export and Import agencies 
became the fundamental source of data essential tp./the 
managements and control of economic activity in foreign 
trade. \\:- 

The expansion of the tasks of operational account- 
ing and the increase in the volume of accounting work 
required Organizational changes in the agency staffs. 
Operational-statistical departments were created in the 
majority of the agencies for the conduct of operational 
accounting and the compilation of established state- 
ments of accounts, while in others the number of account- 
ing personnel was increased in the planning departments. 
These measures led to an improvement in the quality of 
operational accounting arid the statements of accounts in 
the agencies, since greater emphasis was placed on the 
conduct of accounting. The content of operational account- 
ing and its tasks as well as the volume of accounting work 
at the agencies was by directives from the Narkomvneshtorg. 

In accordance with the 1934 instructions the export 
agencies assured operational accounting of the fulfill- 
ment of agreements, deliveries of goods for export, 
export of goods abroad, payments for goods and other ope- 
rations connected with exports.  The basis of export ac- 
counting was the accounting of the fulfillment of agree- 
ments which, in addition to reflecting information that 
was of purely, operational significance, reflected trans- 
action obligations and the course of their fulfillment, 
beginning with the shipment of goods for export to the 
receipt of payment. 

The third period began in 1935 and extended to the 
middle of 1941, i.e. to the beginning of the Great Pa- 
triotic War. The transfer of foreign trade operations from 
abroad to the USSR was concluded at the end of the second 
period.  Basically all foreign trade operations were now 
carried out in Moscow by the export and import agencies. 
All the technical and preparatory work regarding the geo- 
graphical distribution of import orders placed abroad and 
the sale of exports, as well as receipt and registration 
of goods and the settlement of accounts with foreign firms 
were assigned to the agencies.  The trade representatives 
were now principally engaged in operations involving the 
execution of foreign trade transactions abroad on behalf 
of the agencies, and the sale of certain export goods 
shipped abroad for sale fron warshou3«a.  They were re- 
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lleved of operations in carrying out the transactions arid 
accounting for the goods even in those cases where the 
contracts were drawn up by themselves. 

In the preceding period a significant part of ex- . 
port gopds were shipped abroad: for sale and sold through 
the offices of the trade representatives, now, however, 
the majority of the commodities,' were delivered after 
sale through contracts, the export of unsold goods was 
allowed only as an exception. 

The changes in the methods of conducting foreign 
trade brought about changes in foreign trade accounting 
practices. Operational accounting of foreign trade was 
still being conducted at the offices of trade representa- 
tives. However, in 1934 considerable efforts were made to 
relieve them of this task, resulting In considerably curt- 
ailing their statements of accounts and improving their 
accounting work.  The main burden of the accounting work : 
was as of then, re-delegated to the all'Union agencies. 

The organization of operational accounting at the 
export import agencies continued to be without substan-'. 
tial changes from what they became by the end of the second 
period, However, this applies only to that portion of 
operations which were carried on with the outside world. .> 
With regard to the organization of domestic procedures 
and activities pertaining to foreign trade aspects and 
their reflection In operational accounting, extensive 
change took place there by the end of the third period, ;. 
changes that, were the result of a radical reorganization ; 
of the inter-relationships among the All-Union export;.and 
import agencies and the domestic suppliers of export 
goods and the customers of imported goodsi. 

Management of operational accounting of foreign 
trade was realized at the beginning of the period just 
examined.by the accounting department of Närkomvnesh- 
torg, which was also commissioned to conduct the proces- 
sing of operational' statements of accounts data. Sub- ;: 
sequently Narko.mvneshtorg underwent'a reorganization . 
in its accounting organs as: a result of which operational 
accounting and the processing of Its export data regard-*": 
Ing Western countries was assigned to'the special export 
department and import data to the'import department. The 
processing of operational accounting data- both export 
and import for SaBtern countries was centered, at the Eastern 
department. A unified center for operational accounting 
was non-existant and consequently it'was impossible.' to : 
get overall data on foreign trade of; the USSR through 
operational accounting. The absence of such a center- was 
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a great obstacle in the course of the development of ope- 
rational accounting. ' 

This deficiency in the organization of op eratio- 
nal and statistical accounting of foreign trade was eli- 
minated in March of 1941 when an economic-accounting de- 
partment was created in the organization of Narkomyneshtorg 
which was charged with the responsibility of directing 
operational accounting of foreign trade and processing 
its data.  This department, according to stipulated con- 
ditions, was to be in charge of the following; organi- 
zation and improvement of operational and statistical 
accounting at the agencies, organizations and. insti- 
tutions of Narkomvneshtorg; the development of a system 
of indices and a methodology for foreign trade accounting 
and the management of operational accounting and statistics; 
instruction and supervision over the correctness of account-i 
ing data, as well .as verification of accounting and state- 
ments of accounts of the agencies; development of forms 
and instructions for accounting and compilation of the 
statements and the composition of overall data; the pro- 
cessing and systematizing economic-statistical data on 
the foreign trade of the USSR;, accounting" of the fulfill- 
ment of- the national plan and of the trade agreements; 
analysis of the efficiency of the foreign trade opera- 
tions; compilation of the financial balances on export 
and import commodities.  The statistical processing of 
operational accounting data was centralized in the eco- 
nomic accounting department. Thus it was finally pos- 
sible to obtain overall data on the foreign trade of the 
USSR as a whole. 

The fourth period continued from the second half 
of 1941 to the middle of 1945, i.e. the duration of the 
Great Patriotic War,  Under wartime conditions and with 
the reorganization of the whole system of USSR's ties 
with foreign governments, radical changes took place in 
the organizational forms and methods of conducting 
foreign trade.  This in its turn called forth changes 
in the organizational forms and methods of conducting 
foreign trade. 

Operational accounting of the USSR*s trade dele- 
gations abroad assumed a decisive significance during this 
period, while the accounting by foreign trade agencies re- 
ceded to a secondary importance.  All of the basic data 
necessary for the management and control of foreign trade 
was now obtained through operational accounting of the 
trade delegations abroad.  Measures were taken to estab- 
lish and strengthen the necessary accounting personnel at 
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these trade delegations. Imports were now given predomi- 
nant emphasis by the trade delegations, while exports re- 
ceived lesser attention;  In the accounting of exports 
the leading role remained with the agencies*, an Important 
part of'export operations remained.,with them. '..'■' 

Ijüring the middle of the wartime period the basic 
portion"-of the work of operational accounting of exports 
ahd Imports was assumed by the economic-accounting depart- 
ment of Narkomvneshtorg, which up that time had been 
mainly conducting the statistical processing of statements 
of accounts data of the All-Unlon agencies.  Now, however, 
this'department became the accounting center for all the 
commodity movements, from the moment the orders were placed 
to the time of their delivery to the Soviet customers. 

;; The organization-of proper accounting of the ful- 
fillment of obligations stemming from agreements of the 
USSR with the Allied Powers was of great Importance, 
since it was on this basis that mutual commodity:deli- . 
veries were realized.  The agreements stipulated the volume 
and delivery deadlines and established the commodity' quotas. 
The task of operational accounting had to reflect, in a 
timely and proper manner, the course' of fulfillment of the 
coordinated deliveries. 

The fifth.period began in the middle of 19*5,' I.e. 
after the end of the Second World, War.  Important changes 
took place during this period In.the forms and methods  ' , 
of conducting foreign trade. Economic relations with'■•• 
the Peoples'"Democracies was based on bilateral agree- 
ments on the exchange of goods and payments,- which stipu- 
lated the quotas for mutual deliveries of goods and the 
manner of clearing accounts. This procedure became im- 
portant in the USSR trade relations with capitalist 
governments, as well. 

During the postwar period the situation changed 
radically. The All-Union agencies again regained their 
former position and are now conducting foreign trade 
operations. The trade representatives abroad perform only, 
a small part of these operations on orders from the agencies, 

Under the new conditions' it was also necessary to ' 
change the organization of the operational accounting of 
foreign trade. Accounting at the offices of trade repre- 
sentative abroad lost the significance it had during the.-,,, 
war. All of the data necessary for planning and opera- 
tional management of foreign trade economic activities ■ 
now comes from the All-Unlon agencies. Operational account- 
ing tasks of the agencies have increased considerably in . 
the postwar period. The volume of work is much greater as 
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a result of the growth In the turnover of goods, the ex- 
panded nomenclature of ökport and,Import goods, as well 
as the important changes.in the.forms and methods of 
foreign trade. ;- During ;:this postwar period supervision 
over the fulfillment of qommbdityQuotas of the bilateral 
agreements assumed the g^öätesi significance. This/brought 
about a large number of new tasks for Operational.gccount- 
ing and an increase in the volume of accounting work;. ■' "■ 

■a  \   •&  *  *  * 

The role of operational accounting of the foreign 
trade of the USSR and its significance Increase In pro- 
portion to the expanding and strengthening economic ties 
of the USSR with foreign countries. Operational accounting 
is In a constant state of constant development as a tool 
for the management and supervision of foreign trade ope- 
rations. Its forms and methods are constantly Improved . 
and perfected. 

The work of Improving operational accounting pro- 
ceeds systematically.  Especially outstanding work was 
done in this field during the post-war years.  The measures 
introduced in this period were followed by important labor- 
saving results and a marked improvement in the quality of 
operational accounting by the foreign trade agencies. 

The present organizational structure of operational 
accounting of foreign trade became established, and the 
methods of its conduct have fully .Justified themselves. 
The organization and methodology of this type of account- 
ing ensures the proper execution of its tasks. 
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